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Abstract

This dissertation consists of four chapters devoted to work at the intersection of

Development and Behavioural Economics. Chapter 1 provides a review of recent

contributions to aspirations theory in the context of the literature on behavioural

development economics. It discusses the promise of aspirations theory to usefully

contribute to addressing the puzzle of low investment levels at high returns among

households and microenterprises in developing countries. The three following chap-

ters study the business practices and growth aspirations of microenterprises using

data from a randomised controlled trial conducted among traditional retail busi-

nesses in Jakarta, Indonesia. Chapter 2 elicits local microenterprises’ business prac-

tices through qualitative interviews and a quantitative survey to disseminate best

practices via professionally designed handbooks. It further documents the positive

impact of two additional treatments to facilitate adoption among peers: a docu-

mentary of successful peers to foster social learning and personalised short-term

implementation assistance through local laymen to encourage individual learning.

Chapter 3 makes use of the panel structure of the control-group data. It shows that,

in the absence of treatment, entrepreneurial aspirations predict forward-looking firm

behaviour and performance, but that failures to aspire beyond the status quo and

failures to imagine or plan for the entrepreneur’s ideal business are common. Chap-

ter 4 uses the experimental data to directly test predictions from aspirations theory.

It shows that exposure to aspirational role models can have differential effects on

aspiration levels and performance depending on their distance to initial levels of

aspirations and the inherent risk of seeing one’s aspirations frustrated.
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Dedication

“You know, my life is good. I am poor, I know that. But I have a family and I have

hope. ‘What is your hope?’, you ask me. My hope is that, Inshallah, one day, I will

have a larger store, I will sell more things, and I will give back to my family. That

is my dream, and this dream keeps me going. You know, many people ‘go with the

flow’ because life is unpredictable. I tell myself: ‘Allah has a plan for you, but you

need to make it happen with your own work’. I have been blessed, Alhamdullilah, I

have been blessed.”

(Hamid, Micro-entrepreneur from Jakarta)

To the owners of small corner shops in Jakarta. To people like Hamid.
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CHAPTER

1 Aspirations in Development:

A Review and a Look Ahead

1.1 Introduction

Missing investment in the face of high returns to capital has long been a puzzle in the

research on household and firm behaviour in developing countries (see, for example,

Banerjee and Duflo, 2005; Blattman et al., 2016; de Mel et al., 2008, 2012; Karlan

and Zinman, 2009; Field et al., 2013; McKenzie and Woodruff, 2008). While a rich

literature on constraints in the markets for credit, insurance, savings, skills, and

other external factors has made considerable progress on the question of why pro-

ductive investment opportunities remain unexploited (for examples of recent work,

see Banerjee and Duflo, 2014; Banerjee et al., 2015; Field et al., 2013; Kaboski and

Townsend, 2011, 2012; Banerjee et al., 2017; Samphantharak and Townsend, 2018;

Karlan et al., 2014, 2017; Dupas and Robinson, 2013a,b; McKenzie and Woodruff,

2017). these classical approaches have not been able to account for the full extent of

the puzzle. Moreover, this work does not readily explain the halting take-up of train-

ing and consulting interventions to address, in particular, persistent skill constraints

which ave been shown to be linked to firm productivity and profitability.1

In recent years, behavioural economics has advanced the notion of psychological

biases which have the potential to complement the work on external constraints in

resolving this puzzle. As part of this novel field of research, a theoretical strand

of literature has emerged which proposes to reconsider the issue of low investment

from the perspective of the “capacity to aspire” as a means of the poor to “con-

test and alter the conditions of their poverty” Appadurai (2004). Grounded in the

1For a useful review of the literature on business training for small-scale enterprises, see McKen-
zie and Woodruff (2014). For an authoritative review of the literature in poor and fragile states,
see Blattman and Ralston (2015).
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theory of reference-dependent preferences (for seminal contributions, see Köszegi

and Rabin, 2006, 2007; Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman,

1991), aspirations are conceptualised as reference points which future prospects are

being evaluated against and which motivate the exertion of effort in their pursuit

(see, for example, Dalton et al., 2016; Ray, 2003, 2006; Genicot and Ray, 2017;

Bogliacino and Ortoleva, 2015; Lybbert and Wydick, 2018). From this perspective,

aspirations-based research appears suited to provide novel answers to established re-

search questions such as the lack of productive investment in general and the tepid

adoption of business practices in classical consulting and training interventions in

particular.

In this introductory chapter, I provide a brief survey of the literature on be-

havioural development economics with a focus on research on aspirations. To set

the scene, I complement a brief overview of classical work on missing investment

in small-scale enterprises with a look at more recent approaches harnessing insights

from psychology and behavioural economics to explain the observed puzzle of low

investment. Along the way, I discuss potential causes for the persistence of bad

equilibria with low skills resulting in low firm profitability and investment. In par-

ticular, I make the case for the concept of aspirations to usefully inform research on

small-business performance, on the halting take-up of business practices, and on low

general levels of investment. To do this, I provide an introduction to the major the-

oretical contributions to the field (see, for example, Dalton et al., 2016; Ray, 2003,

2006; Genicot and Ray, 2017; Bogliacino and Ortoleva, 2015; Lybbert and Wydick,

2018) which model aspirations as reference points motivating behaviour through

the agent’s choice of effort investment in an environment of reference-dependent

decision-making. I discuss the social formation of aspirations, as well as their mal-

leability in the face of changes to the distribution of social outcomes as perceived

by the individual through their aspirations window of similar and attainable peers.

In this context, I introduce the concepts of aspirations failures due to Dalton et al.

(2016) and aspirations frustration as per Ray (2003, 2006) and Genicot and Ray

(2017) to explain the notion that intermediate levels of aspirations, challenging yet

attainable, may be optimal. I further distinguish aspirations from related concepts,

such as expectations, hope, and the individual’s perceived agency. The chapter con-

cludes with an outlook on promising avenues of future research on the intersection

between small-business growth and research on aspirations.
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1.2 The Puzzle of Missing Investment

Large fractions of the workforce of most developing countries rely for their daily

living on self-employment in petty trade or other micro and small enterprises (see,

for example, Gollin, 2008; Maloney, 2004; Nichter and Goldmark, 2009). While a

growing body of experimental research confirms both theory and earlier contribu-

tions in showing that these firms often enjoy considerable returns to capital and

inventory (for recent contributions, see Blattman et al., 2016; de Mel et al., 2008,

2012; Karlan and Zinman, 2009; Field et al., 2013; Kremer et al., 2016; McKenzie

and Woodruff, 2008), investment levels remain low and few businesses grow to size.

A vast literature has since made considerable progress on the question of whether

thin or missing markets for external factors can account for this empirical pattern.

This literature finds convincing evidence for the existence of external constraints to

growth, most notably in the access to capital and credit as well as insurance (For

examples of recent work, see Banerjee et al., 2015, 2017; Blattman et al., 2016), and

in the availability of instruments to save up from daily proceeds (see, for example,

Karlan et al., 2014; Dupas and Robinson, 2013a,b). The most sanguine expecta-

tions about the potential of microfinance to fundamentally augment the earnings

trajectories of its poor beneficiaries, however, have been mostly tempered. In the

case of microfinance, exogenous variation in the exposure to marginal microfinance

outlets or in underwriting marginal loan applications reveals that, by and large, pro-

viding access to credit for small enterprises benefits established or highly profitable

businesses rather than newly founded or flailing firms (see, for example, Banerjee

et al., 2015; Morduch, 1999). It also shows, these gains accrue disproportionally

to male entrepreneurs rather than to empower female managers(see, for example,

Fafchamps et al., 2014; de Mel et al., 2008, 2009). While these concerns may, in

part, be remedied by relaxing payment requirements of microloans and by account-

ing for household-level investment portfolios,2 the transformative change expected

of big-push efforts in the presence of binding financial constraints has largely failed

to materialise.

2On microloan contract design, Field et al. (2013) show how longer repayment horizons benefit
business investment and long-run firm profitability, at the expense of somewhat higher default
rates. The case for accounting for women’s endogenous investment decisions over potentially
multiple firms within the household with profitability skewed towards male-owned firms is made
convincingly in Bernhardt et al. (2017).
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1.2.1 Business Practices and Training

A related literature highlights the considerable spread in business practices, both be-

tween firms within a country and between countries (see, for example, Bloom et al.,

2010, 2013; Bruhn et al., 2010; McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017). While McKenzie

and Woodruff (2017) present evidence for a strong positive association of the busi-

ness practices used by the managers of small-scale businesses and the profitability

of their firms in a large cross-section from multiple developing countries, business

training and consulting programmes designed to address potential skill constraint

have shown mixed results (see, McKenzie and Woodruff, 2014; Blattman and Ral-

ston, 2015). Experimental evidence suggests that training positively impacts on

business formation and, more modestly, firm survival, as well as on the take-up

of business practices; however, few studies find lasting effects on business perfor-

mance and growth (see, for example, Bruhn and Zia, 2013; Giné and Mansuri, 2014;

McKenzie and Woodruff, 2014; Blattman and Ralston, 2015).3 On the other side,

training and consulting programmes which do yield gains in profits can come at

prohibitive costs to the entrepreneur and may thus not be sustainable at market

prices.4 More recent contributions highlight the gains from personalizing consulting

services to accommodate the peculiarities of the local context (see, for example,

Brooks et al., 2018; Lafortune et al., 2018). In a representative example, Brooks

et al. (2018) show how a mentoring scheme, in which the authors recruited more

experienced local entrepreneurs with larger businesses to advise owners of smaller

shops on locally relevant business practices, had a substantial impact on the adop-

tion of business practices and on firm profitability seventeen months after treatment.

While the authors do not exogenously vary the set of practices treated, theirs is a

promising avenue of further research.

1.2.2 Psychological Constraints

A different set of answers to the question of why investment remains low in the face

of high returns to investment comes from a literature which draws on a rich body

3Large parts of this literature, moreover, suffer from technical deficiencies in research design,
such as a lack of statistical power due to small baseline samples and high attrition rates, short
time horizons for endline surveys, and in measuring business performance (McKenzie andWoodruff,
2014).

4For examples of research using professional consulting services, see Bruhn et al. (2018); Karlan
et al. (2015). Other classroom-style approaches are considerably less expensive but still come at
costs which are substantial in the local context (see, for example, Valdivia, 2015; Mano et al., 2012;
Bruhn and Zia, 2013).
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of research in psychology and behavioural economics to investigate the “psychology

of poverty” (Haushofer and Fehr, 2014). This adds to the work on external con-

straints a list of potential internal constraints imposed by poverty. These internal

constraints typically operate through changes in the individual’s preferences or cog-

nitive functioning to impact on their decision-making quality and, ultimately, shape

economic outcomes, such as individual productivity, investment behaviour, or labour

supply (see, for example, Bernheim et al., 2015; Banerjee and Mullainathan, 2008;

de Quidt and Haushofer, 2016, 2018; Dean, 2017; Dalton et al., 2017; Haushofer,

2011, for a review, see Boswell Dean et al. 2018). Empirically, Stango et al. (2018)

confirm the widespread prevalence of behavioural biases, such as present bias, risk

and loss aversion, in a representative sample of US citizens. Since individuals in

developing countries often face weaker institutions and less structured choice archi-

tectures, they should, if anything, be more likely to rely on self-regulation and suffer

from the adverse consequences of potential biases.

1.2.3 Behavioural Development Economics

Early work in this emerging field of behavioural development economics has focussed

on explaining missing investment with the potentially greater aversion of the poor

to take on risks and their supposedly greater impatience (or present bias) regarding

payments across time (for a review, see Cardenas and Carpenter, 2008). Each may

impede the identification and exploitation of productive investment opportunities

or saving behaviour to accumulate capital over the long-term. The empirical lit-

erature, however, does not offer much support for systematic differences in risk or

time preferences between the rich and the poor, suggesting that differences on these

dimensions may not be a key factor in explaining poverty status (see, for example,

Vieider et al., 2015, 2018; Cardenas and Carpenter, 2008, 2013; Bosch-Domenech,

A., Silvestre, 2006; Harrison et al., 2002; Kirby et al., 2002; Ogaki and Atkeson,

1997; Binswanger, 1980, 1981, for a review, see Chuang and Schechter 2015). Be-

yond potential biases in identifying and exploiting profitable investments, selecting

investment opportunities also requires the investor to acquire information on key

characteristics of the set of available investment options, such as ex-ante profitabil-

ity and risk, optimal usage and implementation. Besides formal channels of infor-

mation, learning can occur through informal channels, such as via social learning

about the experiences of one’s peers. The study of social networks offers valuable

insights into this kind of information acquisition and may thus help explain tech-

nology adoption and investment patterns (see, for example, Conley and Udry, 2010;
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Bandiera and Rasul, 2006; Munshi, 2004; Foster and Rosenzweig, 1995). Following

up on the classical literature on rational social learning (for seminal contributions,

see Banerjee, 1992; Bikhchandani et al., 1992). the literature on behavioural social

learning allows for the study of real-world networks of finite size, endogenous so-

cial connections, and differences in the level of sophistication across agents. In a

recent example, Chandrasekhar et al. (2015) study DeGroot learning as a departure

from purely Bayesian updating by which agents simply average over a number of

signals emanating from the set of closest neighbors in their network. The authors

show that the fraction of rational Bayesian learners differs substantially between a

sample of Mexican university students and Indian villagers (50 versus 10 percent),

and thus potentially as a function of the agents’ cognitive capacities. Importantly,

while populations of purely Bayesian learners can generally converge to the optimal

outcome given that the network is large enough, with DeGroot-style social learning

a fraction of agents may end up in misinformation traps without ever converging to

the optimum. In addition, high levels of homophily among agents in the network can

lead to the formation of so called clans, sets of agents who have more links among

themselves than to all agents outside their sub-network combined (Chandrasekhar

et al., 2015). This can facilitate informational frictions if agents suffer from redun-

dancy neglect by which they systematically ignore that the information obtained

from connected agents may itself be correlated and should thus be discounted by a

rational agent (for evidence from the lab, see, Eyster and Rabin, 2014; Eyster and

Weizäcker, 2011; Enke and Zimmermann, 2018). Hence, under certain conditions,

non-Bayesian updating and clustered network structures can give rise to information

traps sustained through overlearning from the limited number of social connections

available. Breaking the trap by introducing new nodes of information to the agent

thus has the potential to foster the adoption of technology and practices whose re-

turns may otherwise remain unknown to the agent’s network. While the delivery of

such shocks can be purely informational, it may also come through the exposure to

exemplary peers.

1.3 Role Models and Aspirations in the Context

of Poverty

Exemplary peers, or role models, have long been studied as sources of individual

inspiration and motivation in both psychology and economics. This literature draws
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together work in diverse fields, such as social learning, individual agency, hope, and

aspirations, to explain proximate changes in aspiration levels, effort exertion, and

performance as well as ultimate effects on outcomes such as income, savings, and

growth.

1.3.1 Role Models

In psychology, research on the positive effects of role models on task motivation and

achievement builds on earlier work by Merton (1957) which emphasises emulation

as one key channel of skill acquisition and on later contributions due to Bandura

(1977, 1982) on social learning. In this literature, role models are individuals with

particular skills who serve as models for skill acquisition and goal attainment (see, for

example, Hoyt, 2012; Bosma et al., 2012; BarNir et al., 2011; Lockwood, 2006; Lock-

wood and Kunda, 1997). Two separate channels are being distinguished through

which role models may affect behaviour. First, they represent the frontier of at-

tainable future states and a “template of [...] behaviors” (Lockwood, 2006, p.36)

which lead to their achievement (on this representational channel, see Buunk et al.,

2007; Bagès and Martinot, 2011; Latu et al., 2013; Stout et al., 2011; Marx and

Roman, 2002). Second, they inspire individuals to desire achieving the future states

which the role model embodies (on this inspirational channel, see Bosma et al.,

2012; Paice et al., 2002; Bell, 1970). A large body of literature in both psychol-

ogy and anthropology shows that individuals prefer to learn from role models who

are similar in relevant characteristics, such as age, gender, and ethnicity, and from

role models who signal quality by cues of success, competence, skill, and knowledge

(see, for example, Rendell et al., 2011; Efferson et al., 2008; Chudek et al., 2013;

Henrich and Gil-White, 2001; Corriveau and Harris, 2009; McElreath et al., 2008).

In economics, work on role models has replicated this similarity effect most promi-

nently in the field of education where particularly girls have shown to benefit from

same-sex maths teachers (see, for example, Lim and Meer, 2017; Carrell et al., 2010;

Bettinger and Long, 2005; Dee, 2004, 2007). In this context, Eble and Hu (2018)

model teachers as role models who send signals about the returns to investment in

human capital which Bayesian students use to update their priors according to i)

the difference between prior and signal and ii) the credibility of the information.

Crucially, shared identities render signals more credible. Economic research on role

models has focussed mostly on academic and school settings to explain learning

outcomes (see, for example, Riley, 2017; Beaman et al., 2012; Eble and Hu, 2018;

Porter and Serra, 2018), but has also studied individuals’ savings and loan take-up
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(Bernard et al., 2014), as well as women’s decisions regarding fertility and divorce

(see, for example La Ferrara et al., 2012; Chong and La Ferrara, 2009; Jensen and

Oster, 2009). Before affecting ultimate outcomes such as these, however, it stands to

reason that role models affect the individual’s more proximate beliefs of attainable

future states and their preferences for achieving one state rather than another. In

accordance with this, a strand of the literature has begun to empirically investigate

the role of positive role models in the formation of aspirations on dimensions such

as education and occupation (see, Eble and Hu, 2018; Bernard et al., 2014; Beaman

et al., 2012; Nguyen, 2008).5

1.3.2 Aspirations

Aspirations typically denote a desire or goal as much as the extent to which an

individual is motivated in its pursuit. A prominent strand of the literature in psy-

chology distinguishes three aspects which set apart individuals with high aspirations

from their less aspirational peers.6 First, the individual sets a specific goal which

indicates a desired future state. Second, they articulate a pathway as “one plausi-

ble route, with a concomitant sense of confidence in this route” with contingency

plans in the form of “plausible alternate routes” to be flexible in the face of ob-

stacles (Snyder, 2002, p.251). Third, they believe to possess the agency to make

costly investments on the path to achieving their goal (for seminal contributions,

see Snyder et al., 1991; Snyder, 1994; Snyder et al., 1996; Snyder, 2000, 2002). In

the economics literature, aspiration levels have been defined as elements of a con-

sideration set of feasible pay-offs the agent desires (see, for example, Bernard et al.,

2014; Nguyen, 2008). In contrast to expectations, aspirations are in theory inde-

pendent from external constraints. In a deterministic model, expectations could

enter as probability weights the agent assigns to the potential pay-offs of uncertain

outcomes. The notion that an individual’s aspirations may act as their reference

point in models of risky and riskless decision-making builds on the theoretical lit-

erature on reference-dependent preferences due to Kahneman and Tversky (1979)

and Tversky and Kahneman (1991) and succeeds earlier contributions to define the

5Importantly, this strand of the literature is conceptually distinct from work which studies
mentoring as a compound activity of information sharing, advice, and informal teaching (see, for
example, Mansour et al., 2018; Lim and Meer, 2017; Kofoed and McGovney, 2017; Lyle and Smith,
2014; Bettinger and Long, 2005; Athey et al., 2000).

6While this literature refers to the concept as “hope”, the characterisation of hope in its empha-
sis on goal pursuit through plans and agency beliefs overlaps in large parts with the characterisation
of aspirations in the economics literature. Beyond this, Section 1.4.1 sheds light on the distinction
between aspirations and wishful hope.
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reference point in terms of the individual’s rational expectations (for seminal con-

tributions, see Köszegi and Rabin, 2006, 2007). Aspirations as reference points were

first conceptually discussed by Ray (2003, 2006) and subsequently formally modelled

by Dalton et al. (2016) and Genicot and Ray (2017).7 Unlike the model of subjective

expectations by Brunnermeier and Parker (2005) in which the forward-looking agent

benefits from an optimistic bias in their beliefs through the consumption value of

anticipatory utility, high levels of aspirations are not assumed to increase utility

per se but to be instrumental in motivating effort in the pursuit of a goal. On

the contrary, until achieved, high aspirations can be detrimental to utility. In the

spirit of the literature on interactions between states of poverty and decision-making

(see, for example, Lichand and Mani, 2016; Mani et al., 2013; Dean, 2017; de Quidt

and Haushofer, 2016, 2018; Haushofer, 2011; Boswell Dean et al., 2018), aspirations

theory generally assumes that poverty impacts on the process of setting aspiration

levels. This can come in the form of imposing monetary or other external constraints

on the agent, thus exacerbating the common psychological bias of taking aspirations

as given when choosing effort (Dalton et al., 2016). Alternatively, poverty can leave

the agent with an environment short of positive role-models similar enough to al-

low for the generation of challenging yet achievable goals (Ray, 2003, 2006). In its

emphasis on aspirations as a positive function of income levels, this literature is

close to the happiness literature in which aspirations have been advanced as one key

explanation of the income paradox whereby individuals do not seem to become per-

sistently happier as their incomes increase (see, for example, Easterlin, 1974, 1995,

2001, 2003; Stutzer, 2004; Clark et al., 2008; Frey and Stutzer, 2002).

1.3.3 Poverty and Aspirations Failure

In the framework of Dalton et al. (2016), aspirations motivate effort and effort

changes aspirations through realised outcomes. The rational decision maker, inter-

nalising the bi-directional feedback, will thus never depart from the unique rational

solution in their joint choice of an aspirations-effort pair. A behavioural decision-

maker, in contrast, understands that aspirations motivate effort but is biased to

neglect the reverse effect of effort on aspirations. In order to select a behavioural

aspirations-effort pair, both poor and non-poor behavioural agents begin by drawing

from a common distribution of initial aspiration levels. They, subsequently, max-

imise utility in setting their aspiration levels according to their marginal benefit

7In this context, see also the related contribution by Bogliacino and Ortoleva (2015).
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of effort. External constraints, such as in obtaining credit or in the information

available on investment opportunities, have the effect that the poor face lower av-

erage returns to effort investment than their non-poor peers. Consequently, poor

behavioural decision-makers are rational in setting lower levels of aspirations. Since

poor and non-poor behavioural decision-makers both neglect the effect of effort on

aspirations, they choose effort levels as though aspirations were exogenously given.

The ensuing divergence in trajectories, with the poor’s aspirations and effort levels

perpetually dwindling, has been termed an aspirations failure and describes a be-

havioural poverty trap. Hence, in contrast to the literature on interactions between

poverty and decision-making (for a review, see Boswell Dean et al., 2018). poverty

does not deplete scarce mental resources but imposes a penalty on the marginal

investment of effort.

In the unmaking of an aspirations failure three cases are instructive. First,

if external constraints do not bind, and provided that the agent’s initial level of

aspirations was close enough to a critical threshold ex ante, an exogenous shock

to aspirations can push the materially poor decision-maker to select an aspirations-

effort pair more in line with their true potential. Second, in case external constraints

do, in fact, bind, any such behavioural intervention needs to be complemented with

efforts to provide the material resources necessary to satisfy the agent’s aspirations

or aspirations will revert back to pre-intervention levels in the long-run (for evidence

on long-run aspirations adaptation under binding resource constraints, see Galiani

et al., 2018). Third, such behavioural interventions may fail entirely and aspirations

revert back to low levels if the individual’s aspirations level was too far removed

from a critical threshold ex ante to surpass it (Dalton et al., 2016).

1.3.4 The Social Formation of Aspirations

The model of Genicot and Ray (2017) adds to this two crucial elements. First, while

in Dalton et al. (2016) aspirations are purely internally determined by the decision-

maker’s past experiences,8 the authors follow Appadurai (2004) to model aspirations

as contingent on the ambient distribution of social outcomes across society.9 In

this view, social outcomes are not merely informational in that they provide an

update on the feasible set of future states but they exhibit changes in an individual’s

preferences over future states (Ray, 2016). In perceiving social information, Genicot

8This holds also for Köszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007) and Karandikar et al. (1998).
9For related work which models aspirations as, in part, determined by the agent’s social envi-

ronment, see Bogliacino and Ortoleva (2015); Stark (2006).
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and Ray (2017) acknowledge the possibility that the agent may apply higher weights

to their experience of personally relevant individuals, hence allowing for what the

authors label the individual’s aspirations window of agents similar on dimensions

such as geographic location, socio-demographic background, occupation, age, or

gender. Hence, holding individual income constant, exposure to mere changes in

the ambient distribution in general and the agent’s aspirations window in particular

may change aspirations. Importantly, in this model, investment can falter not only

due to aspiration failures at low initial levels of aspirations, and in the spirit of

Dalton et al. (2016), but due to the frustration of overly ambitious aspirations if

effort costs to reach a goal exceed the gains in utility flowing from its achievement. In

the words of Ray (2003, p.5), aspirations failures are a consequence of both poverty

and “a lack of connectedness, the absence of a critical mass of persons who are both

better off than the person in question, yet not so much better off that their economic

well-being is thought to be unattainable.”

1.3.5 Aspirations Frustration

Genicot and Ray (2017) model the utility function of the parent in a parent-child

dyad which comprises three elements: consumption utility as well as utility flowing

from the child’s wealth in levels (intrinsic utility) and from surpassing an aspirations-

based reference point (milestone utility). While their model is multi-generational,

the mechanism of impact of goals on investment through milestone utility also holds

in a simplified version of one agent maximising their own present and future utility

(Janzen et al., 2017). In this framework, an agent decides on the sum to invest in

the current period by trading off potential flows of utility in the future against the

disutility from foregone consumption in the present. That is, the agent invests the

amount which maximises the net benefit of investment. Around a reference point,

which is idiosyncratic to the agent and which the authors interpret as the agent’s

aspirations, there is a discontinuity in the marginal benefit derived from investment:

The aggregated function of intrinsic and milestone utility displays non-concavity.10

Crossing their aspirational reference point rewards the agent with a discrete jump

in utility (constant returns) or stronger concavity and thus higher marginal utility

of investment (returns as an increasing function of the amount by which aspirations

are being exceeded). Equivalently to Dalton et al. (2016), while higher aspirations

cannot increase current pay-offs, they can affect future pay-offs by changing the

10Unlike prospect theory in Kahneman and Tversky (1979), Genicot and Ray (2017) do not
require convexity prior to the threshold.
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agent’s marginal incentives to invest. In line with these same authors’ concept of

aspirations failure, Genicot and Ray (2017) also suggest a perpetual diminishing of

aspirations and investment at low levels of initial aspirations. Beyond Dalton et al.

(2016), the model further assumes an idiosyncratic critical aspirations threshold as

an upper bound.11 Any aspiration level up to this point falls in the satisfaction zone

and, if satisfied, will incentivise investment as outlined above. Beyond this point

aspirations fall into the frustration zone: they are too large to be achievable. In this

latter case, investment undergoes a discontinuous decline and becomes insensitive

to the level of aspirations.12 Hence, at the individual level, optimal aspirations will

moderately exceed the agent’s status quo so as to both incentivise investment and

not leave the agent frustrated. Furthermore, since agents differ in the levels of their

critical thresholds, the aggregate relationship of aspirations and investment is that of

an inverse u-shape: At particularly high and particularly low levels of aspirations,

investment plummets.13 Embedding the process of aspirations formation into a

standard growth model, the authors show that, depending on initial endowments of

wealth, the pattern of aspiration failures and frustrations outlined above can lead

to steady states with multimodal wealth distributions that do not converge in the

long run.14

1.4 Aspirations in Relation to Hope and Agency

Beyond its relation to concepts such as expectations and beliefs, aspirations are

tightly linked, semantically and in its theoretical foundations, with the concepts of

wishful hope and the agent’s perceived agency. In the following, I provide a brief

overview of these concepts to clarify crucial differences but also areas of overlap and

useful starting points for future research.

11Inter-individual differences in aspiration levels are distinct from inter-individual differences in
critical aspirations thresholds.

12Concerning the notion of aspirations frustration, the work by Ray (2003, 2006) and Genicot
and Ray (2017) echoes the psychological literature on “false hopes” which are conceptualised as
resting on elusive goals or a lack of suitable strategies to achieve one’s goals (see e.g. Kwon, 2000,
2002; Callan, 1989; Murrell and Norris, 1983).

13The relationship is inverse u-shaped in the aggregate since with increasing aspiration levels
investment increases (upward-sloping aspirations-investment relationship) but also the fraction of
agents who surpass their critical aspirations threshold. Hence, the relationship ultimately becomes
downward-sloping. Assuming heterogenity in threshold levels, the function will not show the
sudden discontinuity that is observed on the level of the individual but a smoother decline.

14Since both the outcome and the more macroeconomic focus of the analysis are not immediately
relevant for the topics discussed in this thesis, I refer the interested reader to Genicot and Ray
(2017) for further elaboration.
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1.4.1 Wishful Hope

In the economics literature, while high levels of aspirations may be frustrated (Geni-

cot and Ray, 2017), low levels result in a failure to invest (Dalton et al., 2016), and

unmet goals cause losses in utility, moderate levels of aspirations are generally as-

sumed to spur gains in future outcomes by incentivising effort and investment. This

runs counter to the observation that some wishes for future betterment may come

in the form of mere hope without any call to action. Devoid of the agency inherent

in aspirations, hope may more strictly reflect mere preferences over future states

and, akin to the subjective expectations in Brunnermeier and Parker (2005), yield

anticipatory utility in the present through imagined future possibilities, whether real

or not. In order to capture this inherent ambiguity in the character of aspirations,

the framework of Lybbert and Wydick (2018) distinguishes aspirations (here: “as-

pirational hope”) from wishful hope. While the authors associate the former with

states of both high hopes and a general belief of the agent to have the capabilities

necessary to pursue their goal, they ascribe to the latter high hopes but a lack of

perceived agency. In this view, only aspirations can motivate effort in the fashion

formally modelled by Dalton et al. (2016) and Genicot and Ray (2017), while wishful

hope cannot. This is in line with theory and evidence from the literature on indi-

vidual agency in psychology and can be reconciled with the psychological literature

on “hope” as a determinant for effort and task performance.15

1.4.2 Perceived Agency

A growing literature of empirical economic research has started to make use of the

psychological concept of agency beliefs to explain technology take-up and investment

(for a review, see Wuepper and Lybbert, 2017). Beginning with social learning the-

ory introduced by Bandura and Walters (1963), a rich body of psychological research

has modelled agency beliefs as comprised of essentially two aspects: perceived self-

efficacy and locus of control. The agent’s self-efficacy describes their confidence to

possess the capacities and skills necessary to achieve a specific desired state of the

world (for seminal contributions, see Bandura, 1977, 1982, 1986, 1997, for a review,

15For seminal contributions to the literature on agency in line with aspirations research, see
Bandura (1977, 1982, 1986); Rotter (1954, 1966); Levenson (1973); Lefcourt (1976), as discussed
below in Section 1.4.2. For literature on “hope”, see Snyder et al. (1991); Snyder (1994); Snyder
et al. (1996); Snyder (2000, 2002). This work is similar in spirit if, following Lybbert and Wydick
(2018), “hope” is conceptualised as a higher-level concept which comprises both aspirations and
wishful hope.
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see Bandura 2006). Locus of control represents the agent’s generalised belief to what

extent desired outcomes in life are contingent on their own actions as opposed to

fate, luck, chance, Godly interventions, or the actions of powerful others (see, for

example, Rotter, 1954, 1966).16 Individuals with an internal locus are characterised

by the belief that their own actions are instrumental in bringing about desired out-

comes, while an external locus is indicative of the fatalistic belief that outcomes are

principally driven by external factors (Lefcourt, 1991). Empirically, a large body of

evidence from psychology concludes that individuals with stronger self-efficacy be-

liefs and internal loci of control set more and more ambitious goals, persevere longer

and use better strategies, and show higher levels of motivation and performance in

the lab as well as in the workplace and educational settings.17 However, it is an

open question how exactly the concept of agency may formally enter a framework

of reference-dependent preferences. Further, it is unclear exactly how agency is re-

lated to concepts such as expectations or aspirations. One way to jointly model

aspirations and agency beliefs is to conceptualise agency as the agent’s perceived

returns to effort. Indeed, recent work in fields as diverse as education, labour, and

health explains higher levels of investment and performance on the part of indi-

viduals with internal loci of control with these individuals’ expectations of higher

premia to schooling, job search activities, and healthy behaviours (see, for example

Caliendo et al., 2015; Cobb-Clark et al., 2014; Coleman and DeLeire, 2003).18 In

the framework of Dalton et al. (2016), this allows the clear prediction that aspi-

rations should be a positive function of agency beliefs and that the poor should

rationally believe to have lower agency. Further theoretical work is needed in order

to rigorously incorporate agency beliefs into a portable model of reference-dependent

decision-making.

16For later extensions of the model to multi-dimensional conceptions of internality, chance, and
powerful others, see Levenson (1973, 1981); Lefcourt (1976, 1982, 1991).

17For meta-analytical reviews of the predictive power of self-efficacy, see Huang (2016); Honicke
and Broadbent (2016); Talsma et al. (2018); Stajkovic and Luthans (1998); Sadri and Robertson
(1993). For meta-analyses on locus of control, see Ng et al. (2012); Wang et al. (2010); Judge and
Bono (2001); Wofford et al. (1992); Locke and Latham (1990).

18Caliendo et al. (2015) model the search effort of agents in the job market as partly determined
by their locus of control. In Cobb-Clark et al. (2014), men with an internal locus invest more in
healthy behaviour because they expect higher health returns. Coleman and DeLeire (2003) show
evidence that adolescents with an internal locus invest more in schooling as they believe the wage
premium of education to be higher.
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1.5 Measurement of Aspirations

The significant overlap of the concept of aspirations with concepts such as an in-

dividual’s hope and agency beliefs engenders difficulties in its measurement. Fun-

damentally, any measure of aspirations risks to confound different aspects based on

beliefs and preferences.

1.5.1 Fundamental Issues in Measuring Aspirations

Beyond individuals’ desired and pursued future states, responses to questions on

aspirations may reflect to different degrees subjective estimates as to what the in-

dividual believes is likely to be achieved, what opportunities are likely to open up

along the way, and what obstacles may be encountered. Responses may equally be

shaped by the individual’s beliefs as to what other relevant agents’ expectations are

or identity concerns as to what the social norm is for individuals “like them” to

aspire to. Furthermore, following up on the above discussion, responses may vary in

the extent to which they express a desire to invest effort in the pursuit of a certain

future state and to which they merely reflect a wishful hope devoid of such agency.

Hence, in empirical work, it is typically assumed that aspirations questions measure

some convex combination of preferences over future states and beliefs about their

feasibility (see, for example, Bernard et al., 2014; Ross et al., 2018). More generally,

following the discussion on the measurement of non-cognitive skills in Macours and

Laajaj (2017), measures of aspirations may be subject to non-classical measurement

error due to idiosyncratic answering patterns or the phrasing of survey questions.

As discussed in Bernard et al. (2014) and Galiani et al. (2018), similar to attitudinal

measures, the measurement of aspirations may suffer from problems of cardinality

stemming from the dependence of responses on the scale used or the wording of the

questions, anchoring effects, the potential instability of the measure over time or to

fleeting changes in the respondent’s mood. Such details of the elicitation process can

affect the comparability across respondents as well as within respondents and across

time. It is impossible to know the precise considerations of each respondent with

certainty and thus to make definitive statements about the exact composition of the

construct which is being measured. However, recent empirical studies which assess

the reliability of the elicitation of beliefs and attitudes in general (see, for example,

Delavande et al., 2011; Krueger and Schkade, 2008; Chuang and Schechter, 2015;

Manski, 2004) and aspirations in different domains in particular (see, for example,

Bernard et al., 2014; Janzen et al., 2017; Bloem et al., 2018; Mukherjee, 2017; Galiani
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et al., 2018; Beaman et al., 2012; Knight and Gunatilaka, 2012; Stutzer, 2004) have

proposed a number of approaches mitigating some of these concerns to put forward

measures which reliably inform research on individual decision-making.

1.5.2 Common Domains of Aspirations

There is considerable heterogeneity in the measures of aspirations and the aspira-

tions domains measured. While income levels are the most common aspirations

dimension in the literature, there is an extensive literature also on parents’ aspi-

rations towards their children’s educational attainment (see, for example, Beaman

et al., 2012; Chiapa et al., 2012; Mukherjee, 2017; Bernard et al., 2014; Glewwe

et al., 2018). Typically, this research investigates parent-child dyads and asks the

parent which level of education they would like their child to have attained at a

certain age (for variations of this approach, see Beaman et al., 2012; Bernard et al.,

2014; Serneels and Dercon, 2014). Aspirations for children’s occupation are elicited

less often and measured equivalently to education aspirations (see, for example,

Pasquier-Doumer and Risso Brandon, 2015; Datcher-Loury and Loury, 1986). Laa-

jaj (2017) contributes a measure of the aspirations horizon asking “[h]ow far ahead

do you plan your future expenditures?”. The author shows a contraction of the

horizon with increasing poverty indicating the potential of aspirations failures to

operate on margins other than the level of aspirations. In a line of research sep-

arate from the literature following the theoretical models of Dalton et al. (2016)

and of Genicot and Ray (2017), aspirations have been framed in terms of “suffi-

cient income” or “minimum income needed”. Used most prominently in happiness

research, in these studies aspired income is measured by considering the level of

income respondents deem “sufficient” or the “minimum required” (Stutzer, 2004)

to maintain their household. Knight and Gunatilaka (2012) follow this approach

and elicit aspirations asking respondents “[w]hat is the minimum income needed to

sustain the household for a year?”.

1.5.3 Aspirations Elicitation in Bernard et al. (2014)

To date, aspirations are almost exclusively measured via self-reports.19 Household-

level aspirations have been most comprehensively captured by Bernard et al. (2014),

whose measure several authors have followed or built on to develop extensions in

19The approach of Glewwe et al. (2018), who measure children’s aspirations and self-esteem
through the quantitative analysis of self-portraits, remains an exception.
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different domains (see, for example, Janzen et al., 2017; Dalton et al., 2018a). With

wealth, income, social status, and education, the authors consider four dimensions

as part of an individual’s overall aspirations. Regarding income, the survey question

reads “[w]hat is the level of income that you would like to achieve?”. The authors

further construct a composite score of overall aspirations as the sum of the z-scores

of the four sub-scores. Beyond the earlier contribution by Beaman et al. (2012)

who use a comparable measurement approach, Bernard et al. (2014) weight each di-

mension’s sub-score by the respondent’s self-reported importance of the dimension.

Their approach differs, moreover, in that the authors provide cardinal instead of

ordinal data on each sub-score. In addition, the authors measure the respondent’s

expectations by asking “[w]hat is the level of income that you think you will reach

within ten years?”.20 Proceeding from a rich literature on entrepreneurial aspira-

tions in management science and psychology (see, for example, Gielnik et al., 2014;

Henley, 2007; Delmar and Wiklund, 2008; Wiklund and Shepherd, 2003), Dalton

et al. (2018b) follow the approach by Bernard et al. (2014) to construct a multidi-

mensional measure of entrepreneurial growth aspirations for small-scale businesses.

This approach is covered in more detail in the following chapters.

1.5.4 Open Questions in the Measurement of Aspirations

There are several outstanding issues in the current literature on the measurement

of aspirations. These are, first, potential order effects when aspirations and ex-

pectations are elicited concurrently. Second, potentially varying interpretations of

aspirations and expectations across cultures or across linguistic groups. And, third,

differences in the extent to which aspirations reflect positive agency beliefs. With

respect to the first point, Mukherjee (2017) measures both aspirations and expec-

tations randomising the order in the survey and finds aspirations to be significantly

lower if asked first. While Bernard et al. (2014) report to measure both aspirations

and expectations, the authors do not mention whether the order of the questions

was randomised in the survey (see also, Ross et al., 2018). Assuming, that the or-

der was constant across subjects and that aspirations were asked first as reported,

their estimates likely represent a lower bound of aspiration levels. Second, while the

authors document that aspirations scores strictly dominate expectations, this is not

necessarily the case in all applications. For instance, Ross et al. (2018) report that

20One drawback of this elicitation method is that time horizons differ in the elicitation meth-
ods used for aspirations (infinite horizon) and expectations (ten-years horizon), which renders
comparisons of their levels impracticable.
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in their Indonesian data expectations surpass aspirations on average, while in their

Mexican and Kenyan data they follow the reverse pattern described by Bernard et al.

(2014). In light of the definition of aspirations as the consideration set of attain-

able states of the world (see, for example, Bernard et al., 2014; Nguyen, 2008), this

begs the question of the validity of the authors’ aspirations measure. Janzen et al.

(2017) note that such fine theoretical differences as divide aspirations from wishful

hope pose serious challenges when survey questions need to be translated or when

working with populations with different cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Third,

and relatedly, there are still considerable discrepancies in the extent to which survey

questions of aspirations factor in agency. While Bernard et al. (2014) clearly incor-

porate in their measure of aspirations the respondent’s willingness to invest effort

in their pursuit (“What is the level of income that you would like to achieve?”), the

authors express the fact that external constraints should be neglected only implicitly

(“[...] you would like to [...]”). Favara (2017) highlights both the independence from

external constraints and the agency component, albeit being less clear on the latter:

“Imagine you had no constraints and could study for as long as you liked, or go

back to school if you have already left. What level of formal education would you

like to complete?”. On the other hand, Janzen et al. (2017), for reasons grounded

in the linguistics of the local language, do stress the agency of the respondent but

use a phrasing which is not clearly distinct from rational expectations (“What level

of education for your children do you personally think you might be able to achieve

in the future?”).

1.6 Conclusion

Several avenues of future investigation emerge from the current literature on aspi-

rations in the context of small-business growth in developing countries in particular

and poverty research in general. First, while research on aspirations spans areas such

as educational attainment and school performance, occupational choice, savings,

and loan take-up, the link between entrepreneurial aspirations and small-business

growth has received less attention in economics. This is likely an area of fruitful

academic investigation given the encouraging findings from work on the individual

and household level. Second, underlying much of the research on role models is

the notion of localised information which exemplary peers may embody in a way

that appeals to general emulation. Its use promises progress both in addressing bad

equilibria based on stereotypes and discrimination and in improving on classical
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approaches to school, financial, and business education. Third, while the nascent

field of empirical work on aspirations is growing steadily, direct testing of theoreti-

cal predictions is yet the exception. Whether by structural modelling or via direct

investigation of channels through careful experimental design, more empirical work

on aspirations failures and frustration as well as the social formation of aspirations

is needed to test the external validity of aspirations theory in the field. Fourth, on

the way to more reliability and precision, the development of new measurements is

key. While incentive-compatible alternatives to today’s self-reports are desirable,

the use of machine-learning technology to estimate parameters from speech data or

written text so as to circumvent the respondent’s conscious judgement would be

as valuable an addition. Fifth, theoretical work on the distinction between hope

and aspirations is needed both to disambiguate much of the debate on aspirations

and to add precision to the prediction of effort exertion and performance through

aspirations (and not through hope). In the same vain, a clearer distinction between

aspirations- and expectations-based effects would help adjudicate the scope of either

concept as the reference point in models of reference-based decision-making. Sixth,

research on the social formation of aspirations would benefit greatly from network

analysis and models of behavioural social learning. It is an interesting avenue for

future research to investigate the conditions of aspirations failures through a local

lack of role models in collectivist or otherwise segmented societal structures.
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CHAPTER

2 Learning Business Practices

from Peers1

2.1 Introduction

Micro and small enterprises (MSEs) are a primary source of employment in the

developing world, where typically more than half the workforce is self-employed

(Gollin, 2008; Maloney, 2004; Nichter and Goldmark, 2009).2 Understanding the

barriers to growth for MSEs and policies to alleviate them is therefore an important

research and policy goal.

A large body of literature highlights the external constraints small businesses

face in emerging market economies, such as credit (Banerjee et al., 2015), savings

(Karlan et al., 2014; Dupas and Robinson, 2013a,b), and institutional (e.g., Bardhan,

1997). A recent growing literature additionally stresses the importance of manage-

rial and business skills for MSE growth (Bloom et al., 2010; Bruhn et al., 2010;

McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017). As a result, numerous business training programs

have been developed and implemented across the globe to foster entrepreneurship

through better business skills. Yet, the results from these training programs have

not yielded consistently positive impacts. Most research studies conclude with small

and statistically insignificant effects of managerial training on sales and profits, and

in particular on the adoption of business practices (McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017).

One plausible reason for the lack of success of existing training programs is that

they gather very little insight about locally useful business practices. Instead, most

1This chapter is based on joint work with Patricio S. Dalton, Burak Uras, and Bi-
lal Zia. At the time of writing, it is available as a DFID working paper under the ti-
tle “Learning Business Practices from Peers: Experimental Evidence from Small-scale Retail-
ers in an Emerging Market” on https://research.tilburguniversity.edu/en/publications/

learning-business-practices-from-peers-experimental-evidence-from.
2In Indonesia, MSEs represent more than 99 percent of all firms and about 94.5 percent of

employment (Indonesian Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs Indonesia, 2011).
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offer formal and standardized courses on marketing and finance based on modules

developed by specialized scholars from the western world. In this paper, we take a

different approach to improving business skills. Our approach recognizes the value

of locally relevant information as a crucial input when encouraging the adoption

of business practices. Instead of teaching set courses, our study design focuses

on helping businesses learn profitable practices from their successful peers. These

peers are very similar to the ultimate beneficiaries in terms of business type, size,

entrepreneurial characteristics, and geographic location. Moreover, our research

design exploits the heterogeneity in business practices and performance across a

distribution of similar businesses to generate predictors of profitability, which are

then disseminated among our sample through three distinct, testable channels.

In the first stage of research, we combine a detailed quantitative business survey

with qualitative interviews to identify business practices that best predict profitabil-

ity among a cross-section of 1,301 small-scale retailers in urban Jakarta, Indonesia.

The quantitative survey builds on the set of practices in McKenzie and Woodruff

(2017) and extends this list by additional relevant practices identified in the pilot

stage of the project. Through multi-variate cross-sectional regressions, we estimate

the returns to each business practice and identify the ones with most predictive

association with profits. The qualitative interviews help validate these results and

provide additional implementation guidance for practice adoption. Ultimately, we

combine the knowledge on returns and implementation guidance in a professionally

developed handbook.

This handbook is the main ingredient of the randomized controlled trial (RCT)

in the second stage of research. As part of this RCT, 1040 retailers out of the

baseline sample are provided a free copy of the handbook while the remaining 261

serve as a control group (hereafter Control). We interpret the handbook treat-

ment (hereafter Handbook) as a pure information shock on (i) best local business

practices and (ii) implementation know-how. We interact the Handbook treatment

with two additional (orthogonal) experiential-learning treatments. First, a sub-set

of recipients of the Handbook are exposed to business role models from the Jakar-

tan retail sector, who in a video describe their own trajectory of business growth

after having implemented a subset of the best practices that are highlighted in the

Handbook. This treatment (hereafter Role Models) targets the psychological and

emotional influences that are triggered through observing the successful experience

of similar others (see La Ferrara, 2016, for a review). A second sub-set of recipients

of the Handbook are provided individualized business assistance by trained coun-
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selors (hereafter Counseling). These counselors provide one-on-one implementation

guidance and troubleshooting for the business practices highlighted in the Handbook,

hence facilitating learning through own experience (Kolb, 1984). Finally, in order

to test for complementarities we offer a third sub-set of recipients of the Handbook

both Role Models and Counseling treatments (hereafter All Three). Overall, this

study design allows us to test different channels of disseminating relevant business

information.

Our first set of results characterize the local best practices at baseline. We

observe that while there is large variation in both business performance measures

and business practices across our sample, there are certain types of business prac-

tices that strongly predict business profitability. For example, implementing record-

keeping practices is associated with additional monthly profits of between 26 percent

and 45 percent. Likewise, developing a fixed schedule for the purchase of the firm’s

main products, never running out of stock of these main products, and stocking up

daily rather than weekly, are associated with higher monthly profits in the range

of 25 percent to 37 percent. In terms of marketing practices, consulting former

customers, using discounts, and product innovation show the strongest association

with business profits; adoption of one of these practices is associated with a plus

in profits of between 23 percent and 29 percent. Finally, making business decisions

together with peers stands out as a particularly profitable practice. In particular,

making decisions about the introduction of new products and the use of new busi-

ness practices jointly with others is associated with 27 percent to 35 percent higher

profits.

Our second set of results comes from the impact analysis of the dissemination

of interventions on business outcomes and practices. Six months after the interven-

tions, we find no significant effects of offering the Handbook alone, but significant

and positive effects on sales and profitability for firms assigned to Counseling and All

Three. The effects are large in magnitude and economically meaningful. Businesses

assigned to these two treatments increase profits by 40 percent (0.18 standard devi-

ation improvement) and sales by 15 percent (0.12 standard deviation) over Control.

This is equivalent to an increase in monthly profits of at least USD 330.00 PPP.

Firms assigned to Role Models also increase their sales and profits with respect to

Handbook and to Control, but the latter difference is not statistically significant.

Further, we find a significant improvement in the adoption of business practices

across all experimental groups. Moreover, the channels through which social learn-

ing occurs are specific to the type of practices and treatment. Businesses assigned
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to Role Models are more likely to adopt marketing and sales practices. For exam-

ple, these businesses become significantly better than Control at always having the

top selling products in stock, offering discounts to customers, comparing sales with

competitors, consulting former customers, offering new products for sale, and set-

ting sales targets. These are all practices that can be learned by observing others’

experience, and which do not necessarily need hands-on experience. In contrast,

firms assigned to Counseling become relatively better at record-keeping and joint

decision-making, practices which, arguably, are better learned with guidance and

through own experience. Compared to Control, these firms are more likely to calcu-

late businesses revenues, expenses, and profits, to separate business and household

finances, and to discuss business matters with others. They are also less likely than

Control to waste stock.

In addition, we find that none of the treatments significantly affect total expenses

or the number of customers. This result, together with the high treatment impact

on practice adoption, suggests that the increase in sales and profits arises from

efficiency gains brought about by the adoption of better business practices.

Finally, we study heterogeneity in treatment effects and find that the retailers

who benefit the most from our treatments are those who are better at implementing

business practices at baseline. This finding suggests the existence of a business-

skill-driven poverty trap as our soft interventions are effective only for those who

are close to the poverty trap threshold.

Overall, the results show that business growth can be achieved through innova-

tive and simple channels that are cost effective and scalable. Moreover, we confirm

that socializing peer information alone is not enough to achieve social learning, at

least in our sample of Indonesian businesses. Social learning is possible when re-

tailers are able to either observe successful peers implementing the practices or to

implement the practices with personalized assistance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights the

contribution of this paper to the existing literature. Section III describes the exper-

imental design and data. Section IV presents the results and Section V concludes.

2.2 Framework and Hypotheses

The framework and hypotheses tested in this paper are inspired by several strands

of the existing literature. Foremost, our paper relates and contributes to a growing

literature imparting business skills to improve business performance of small firms
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(Bloom et al., 2010; Bruhn et al., 2010; McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017). Impor-

tantly, we differ from previous studies in two distinctive ways: the content of the

information we provide and the way we provide it. Rather than teaching a stan-

dardized business training syllabus, we provide information and know-how about

profitable local business practices utilized by peers. Instead of offering a formal

business course, we disseminate the top practices in a handbook and with the help

of role models and personalized counseling. This makes our study unique in several

dimensions. It is low-cost, for both policy makers and beneficiaries. It is relevant,

as the practices we make common knowledge are the practices we know work for

this local population of small retailers. It is idiosyncratic to the local context - for

instance in terms of habits and norms - and it can be replicated and scaled up with-

out much logistical effort or substantial monetary cost. Importantly, we are able to

experimentally test different channels of social learning in the context of business

skills adoption.

Social learning is recognized as an important avenue of business growth, espe-

cially concerning the adoption of new technology in the agricultural sector (Foster

and Rosenzweig, 1995; Munshi, 2004; Bandiera and Rasul, 2006; Conley and Udry,

2010; Beaman et al., 2018). We broaden the spectrum to study social learning of

business practices among urban retailers. In addition, peer information has been

used as “nudges” to effect behavioral change in areas of decision-making such as

retirement savings (Beshears et al., 2015), charitable giving (Frey and Meier, 2004),

water conservation (Bernedo et al., 2014), and energy use (Allcott, 2011; Costa and

Kahn, 2013). Most of these studies provide information about only one particu-

lar aspect of their behavior. In this study, the information we provide from peers is

more elaborate and includes several decisions that peers make in their businesses, to-

gether with their outcomes. Moreover, our Handbook synthesizes relevant practices

of successful peers and provides guidance on how to adopt them.

The idea of socializing the expected returns to a particular investment is not new.

Nguyen (2008) and Jensen (2010), for instance, provide statistical information on

returns to education using estimates from a general population (e.g. nationwide),

the former also using a role model. We differ from this literature mainly in the

source we use to estimate the returns to adoption and in the type of investment on

which the return is estimated. To our knowledge, we are the first providing returns

to adoption on local rather than general business practices, and the first estimating

the returns with data from the same study sample.

While the Handbook forms the basis of all our experimental groups, we vary com-
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plementary interventions in order to test whether stronger peer influence through

Role Models or stronger individualized attention through Counseling can further

facilitate the adoption of successful practices. We hypothesize that these two facili-

tation methods work through different channels and affect different types of business

practices.

The Role Models treatment relies on observing and learning from the successful

experience of others. An emerging literature highlights the importance of role mod-

els in promoting positive behavior changes, especially among poor populations in

the developing world (for a review, see La Ferrara, 2016). Similarly, Munshi (2004)

highlights the importance of observing similar others for social learning in the con-

text of the Indian Green Revolution. As Ray (2006, p.2) states directly: ”Looking

at the experiences of individuals similar to me is like running an experiment with

better controls, and therefore has better content in informing my decisions.” Not

surprisingly, exposure to role models has been found to affect fertility and divorce

in Brazil (Chong and La Ferrara, 2009; Ferrara et al., 2012), financial knowledge

and financial behavior of households in South Africa (Berg and Zia, 2017), aspi-

rations and forward-looking behavior in rural Ethiopia (Bernard et al., 2014), and

students’ exam performance in Uganda (Riley, 2017). In this study, we specifically

test whether Role Models can facilitate the adoption of successful business practices

among urban business owners. We hypothesize that the practices best influenced by

Role Models are those that can easily be observed and adopted, specifically practices

related to marketing and sales.

In comparison, the Counseling treatment relies on learning by doing and facil-

itation through individual expert attention. Bruhn et al. (2018) show significant

positive effects of management consulting on productivity and profits among Mex-

ican small and medium enterprises, and corresponding improvements in financial

and accounting practices. Similarly, Carpena et al. (2017), Brooks et al. (2018), and

Cai and Szeidl (2017) make use of counseling to complement financial education

and find positive impacts. As per this literature, we hypothesize that the practices

best influenced by counseling are those that require significant learning by doing

and which are harder to adopt through simple observation, such as book-keeping

and accounting.
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2.3 Experimental Design and Data

2.3.1 Study Location and Sample

This study is based in Jakarta, Indonesia. With a population of 10.1 million in

inner Jakarta and an urban area of around 30 million (”DKI Jakarta”), Jakarta is

the largest city in South-East Asia and the economic center of Indonesia. In 2015,

the city generated a nominal GDP of almost one-sixth of the total nominal GDP of

Indonesia (Statistics Indonesia, 2016).

Our sample consists of traditional retail shops in Jakarta, locally called Warung

or Toko Kelontong. Most of the retailers in our sample are situated in residential

areas or adjacent to “wet markets” for meat, fish, and vegetables. The median

business employs no more than one full-time worker who typically comes from the

owner’s family. Products on offer range from staples like rice, nuts, and beans to

various snacks and sweets, ready-made food, beverages, toilet and cleaning products,

cigarettes, and other convenience goods. On a typical day, the median shop has 40

customers and earns total profits of USD 12.34 PPP (mean = 23.73). Appendix

B.1 shows pictures of two typical shops in our sample, representative in both size

and appearance.

We focus on this type of retailers because they are ubiquitous in Indonesia as well

as in other developing countries. In Indonesia, traditional retail businesses make up

a large fraction of all MSEs: about 22 percent of all employees in MSEs work in retail

and hospitality which makes it the second largest sector after agriculture (Indonesian

Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs Indonesia, 2011). Moreover, the business model

for these types of small-scale shops is very similar across firms, which is a desirable

feature for the applicability of learning from peers.

2.3.2 Sampling

We randomly selected 29 districts (‘Kelurahan’) out of 112 of the 144 districts in ur-

ban Jakarta.3 For logistical reasons, we restricted the range of eligible districts to the

urban area of Jakarta proper, excluding agglomerations in the wider Jabodetabek

metropolitan area. The districts sampled are exclusively urban and residential.4

3We initially selected 30 districts at random. In one of these districts, only five businesses were
identified and they differed markedly from the remaining sample. We, therefore, excluded these
businesses from the sample.

4Appendix B.2 provides a map of the districts selected for study in the context of the wider
Jabodetabek metropolitan region.
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Across the 29 selected districts, we created a list of 2042 small retailers meeting

the following inclusion criteria: the shop is at least 4m2 in size, offers at least two

different product categories, and the business owner expresses interest in growing

the business. Handcarts, other movable establishments, and franchise businesses of

larger retail chains were excluded from the sample. The sampling procedure was the

same across all districts, which involved a team of two or three enumerators. The

first step in each district was to request a map of community-level (‘Rukun Warga’)

boundaries at the office of the local district head. With the aid of this map, we

avoided densely populated marketplaces and sampled only retail shops that were at

a distance of at least 30 meters of one another. Appendix D.1 shows a detailed ac-

count of the sampling procedure. Out of the 2042 businesses sampled, we randomly

selected 1301 for the baseline survey and left 741 firms as a back-up.

2.3.3 Spillovers

By sampling only businesses at a distance of at least 30 meters to each other and

excluding all densely populated market areas, we aimed to mitigate the risk of

spillover effects by design. Since only 10.76 percent of entrepreneurs discuss any

business-related topic with someone outside their family and just 29.28 percent of

those discuss new business practices (3.15 percent of the sample), communication

spillovers are unlikely to be substantial. In contrast, we acknowledge that, based on

our experimental design, we can only mitigate but cannot rule out potential spill-

overs in the form of sales drawn from neighboring businesses rather than through

productivity improvements. On this note, it is important to take into consideration

that the businesses in our sample are heterogenous in terms of their assortments on

offer. That is, not all treated businesses compete with each control business in the

same market and may thus draw their customers as a consequence of being treated.

To show the effect of taking account of shop types on the de-facto distance of

the average control business to the next treated competitor, we perform additional

spatial analyses. Based on the main products on offer, we distinguish four stylized

types of businesses: (i) sellers of vegetables, fruits, rice, nuts, and beans, (ii) sellers of

cigarettes and tobacco, (iii) sellers of cooking gas (and water), and (iv) general stores

with a varied assortment excluding the aforementioned products. Specifically, we

assign a business to either of these categories if its reported sales from the products

included in a category are above a minimal threshold of 60,000 Indonesian Rupiah
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(USD 14.80 PPP).5

Appendix A.3 illustrates this exercise for one example village. Figure A.3 shows

control businesses (yellow dots) and those treated businesses which are of the same

shop type; in this case, shops which sell cigarettes and tobacco (black dots). Figure

A.4 adds to this all treated businesses without cigarettes and tobacco on offer (gray

dots). Results from this exercise confirm that the linear distance between each

control business and the closest treated direct competitor are considerably higher

than when shop types are not taken into account. Specifically, while the average

control business is at a linear distance of 85.52 meters (median = 61.98) to the

next treated business, the linear distance to the next business of the same type is

136.38 meters (median = 97.98) meters. Figure A.5 illustrates the distribution of

linear distances with and without taking account of differences in type. It shows

that, when taking into account the different types of businesses, the body of the

distribution is shifted to the right and the distribution becomes more right-skewed

due to outliers with large distances to similar businesses. Crucially, the number of

treated businesses in close proximity is substantially smaller when accounting for

shop type: 48 control businesses are at less than 30 meters linear distance to the

next treated shop but only 15 are in such close proximity to a treated business of

the same type.6

2.3.4 Experimental Design and Timeline

The 1301 shops in the sample frame were randomly divided into four treatment

groups (N = 260 each) and a control group (N = 261), stratified by district, gen-

der, shop size (below 6m2, between 6 and 10m2, or above 10m2) and a composite

score of business practices (above and below the median). All 1040 treated busi-

nesses received the Handbook. A subset of the businesses who received the Hand-

5This implies that business can have multiple types. This is supposed to account for the
decision of a potential customer for a product A who may be willing to switch to a different shop
if that shop has a minimal amount of A on offer, irrespective of the remaining assortment of that
shop. A different customer shopping for product B may consider some of the same businesses
(those with A and B on offer) but will discard others (those without B on offer). The absolute
threshold of IDR 60,000 is used to ascertain that the product in question is available in non-trivial
quantity to a customer who switches between businesses and not merely sold in small quantities
to neighbors, a practice commonplace among the population of retail businesses this study focuses
on. Specifically, at local prices at the time of the study, the amount corresponds to about two
small gallons of three kilograms of liquefied petroleum gas or four packs of branded cigarettes.

6Distance, as inferred from GPS data, refers to the linear distance between control and treated
businesses. This is distinct from the road distance we used to restrict the sample to businesses
which were at least 30 meters apart. In addition, GPS data comes with measurement error. This
is why we measure a non-trivial fraction of linear distances under 30 meters.
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book received two additional orthogonal treatments. One set of 520 recipients of the

Handbook was invited to the screening of a role-model movie in which successful

peers explained their own trajectory of growth adopting the top practices. A second

set of 520 recipients of the Handbook were offered individualized business assistance

with trained counselors who provided specific assistance on adoption of business

practices. Overall, our study consisted of four experimental treatment groups of 260

firms each: the Handbook only (Handbook group), the Handbook and an invitation

to the Role Models intervention, the Handbook and two visits of Counseling, and All

Three interventions.7 Appendix D.2 illustrates this experimental design.

The timing was as follows.8 In January 2016 we sampled the 2042 businesses.

In March and April 2016 we administered the baseline survey and registered the

trial of the study at the American Economic Association’s Randomized-Controlled-

Trial Registry website.9 Interventions took place in October and November 2016

and were followed by the endline survey held in April and May 2017. The entire

project including survey work and interventions has IRB approval through Columbia

University and J-PAL Europe.

Handbook

Selection of Best Practices

We implemented a four-stage process to select the most profitable practices for

businesses in our study. First, we conducted qualitative interviews with 102 retail-

ers outside of our study sample but which were similar to the sample in terms of

observable business characteristics. The purpose of these interviews was to learn

about the most common and successful local business practices from the perspec-

tive of business owners and to familiarize ourselves with the various implementation

processes in place. To this end, we asked a number of open ended questions in the

format of a conversation, and responses were recorded and later transcribed.

Second, we used this information to develop a set of practices that we incorpo-

rated in our quantitative baseline survey instrument. For the sake of comparability

and comprehensiveness, the baseline survey also included the business practices from

McKenzie and Woodruff (2017), which the authors show to be relevant for small

7Among the 1040 Handbooks, 520 had the economic returns to the adoption of each business
practice described as gains and 520 had them described as losses. Since the focus of this paper
is on social learning of local practices, we leave the analysis of eventual framing effects out of the
scope of this paper and pool the two framing conditions.

8See Appendix D.3 for a detailed timeline.
9https://www.socialscienceregistry.org/trials/1175.
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firms in seven other developing countries. In total, the baseline survey included 84

practices grouped in the following way: marketing (13 practices), stocking up (8

practices), record-keeping (27 practices), financial planning (18 practices), and joint

decision-making (18 practices).

Third, we used the baseline data to estimate the economic returns of each prac-

tice, within their own sub-group of practices. To do this, we ran linear regressions

of sales, profits, and the number of customers on each of the twelve sub-groups of

practices using the following OLS specification:

Y1i = α +
N∑

p=1

βpP + δSi + γWi + ǫi, (2.1)

where Y1i is a measure of business i’s performance at baseline, t = 1. P is a

vector of N business practices within each sub-group of practices, Si is a measure

of business i’s size, Wi is its number of workers, and ǫi is a firm-level error term. As

measures for business performance, we consider monthly sales (both log and levels),

monthly profits (both IHS and levels), daily sales (log), daily sales of the firm’s main

products (log), daily profits (IHS), and total number of customers. In total, we ran

96 regressions using equation (4.1), one for each of the eight outcome measures and

for each of the twelve sub-groups of practices.

We used results from these eight regression specifications to select the top prac-

tices. We first picked the practices with statistically significant coefficients in at

least six out of eight specifications. In total, 38 percent of the total practices (32

out of 84) satisfied this criterion. In addition, we required a top practice to have

an absolute value of its regression coefficient in the top 25 percent of the distribu-

tion of all coefficients. This additional condition left us with fourteen top practices:

two on marketing, three on stocking-up, four on record-keeping (including profit

calculation), one on financial planning and three on joint decision-making.

This final set of top practices is comprised mainly of easy-to-implement, low-cost

practices which are front-loaded with the fixed costs of behavior change but come

at low marginal costs of effort. Examples include to ask former former customers

why they quit buying, to discuss business matters with others or to make decisions

jointly with others. On the other hand, the set of selected practices also includes

more classical record-keeping practices which involve both the fixed costs of setting

up a coherent reporting system, as explained in the Handbook, and the variable

effort costs of the continuous effort of daily documentation. It is both the simple,
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local practices and the specific, local implementation advice which distinguish the

Handbook from typical business training manuals. As an example, through the

qualitative interviews, we learned how entrepreneurs who were keeping business

records organised their notes and made their calculations or what information from

their records they valued most. We transfer this knowledge to the Handbook in that

we advise entrepreneurs to keep a simple tally score of the times a specific product

was sold and dedicate a paragraph to explain how to best keep track of money

being lent to and borrowed from family members or in the form of trade-credit to

customers.

For each of the selected best practices the coefficient estimates from the regres-

sions were displayed in the Handbook as the estimated returns in sales and profits

to the adoption of each top business practice. Our identification of the returns to

adoption at baseline rests on a conditional independence assumption; as is common

practice, for instance, in the literature on returns to schooling (see, e.g., Jensen,

2010; Hanna et al., 2014; Mwabu and Schultz, 1996).10Therefore, in the Handbook,

we refrain from suggesting causation. Instead, we merely address information as-

symmetries regarding good practices stressing the “association” or “correlation” of

business practices and profitability. An example reads: “[s]hops whose owners intro-

duced at least five new products within the last three months before the survey have

monthly sales that are 35 percent higher and monthly profits that are 28 percent

higher compared to businesses which introduce less products”.

Further, it is reasonable to assume that returns to adoption are heterogeneous

for observable and unobservable characteristics, such as the entrepreneur’s business

skills or the firm’s size. To test the sensitivity of our results, particularly to differ-

ences in firm size and skills, we perform additional analyses and find little evidence

for heterogeneity across skill levels and some evidence for heterogeneity across firm

size. Specifically, our results are largely driven by positive returns to larger busi-

nesses.11 We note that the literature on classical business consulting and training

10In a representative case, Jensen (2010) conduct a survey of 1,500 urban households in the
Dominican Republic and estimate returns to formal schooling from earnings data using the simple
difference in mean earnings for those with primary and those with secondary education. In Ap-
pendix C.3, we repeat the regression analysis for the selection of best practices with endline data.
We observe high correlations between coefficients at baseline and at endline both with sales data
(r = 0.902) and with profits data (r = 0.859). Though none of these estimates can be fully purged
of all econometric concerns, the fairly large returns to adoption we estimate are in line with the
findings reported by McKenzie and Woodruff (2017) in a study using small-business data from five
developing countries.

11We, first, repeat the baseline analyses adding controls for either i) the educational attainment
of the entrepreneur or ii) for a composite score of financial literacy to account for possible skill-
based differences in the returns to adoption. We find that our baseline results are robust to the
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interventions, which teaches practices regardless of local returns to adoption, is likely

subject to the same limitation to a greater degree (for reviews, see McKenzie and

Woodruff, 2014; Blattman and Ralston, 2015).12

In Appendix C.1, we provide the full list of practices mentioned in the Handbook

(drawn from the universe of questions asked, as documented in Appendix C.4). In

addition to the fourteen best local practices, there were additional practices men-

tioned in the Handbook but without explicit details on returns to adoption. These

additional practices served mainly as entry points to the narrative of a chapter or

as connecting points between two or more selected practices. For instance, prior to

introducing record-keeping, we made readers aware that separating business from

household finances can be beneficial to clearly see which transactions to track. Like-

wise, before introducing the practice of discussing business matters, we specified a

range of business issues that could potentially be discussed.

Handbook Production

The Handbook was written as a thorough guide on how to implement the best

practices identified in the baseline survey. Due to didactic reasons, the selected

practices were grouped according to five semantic themes: keeping business records,

calculating profits, making stock-up decisions, attracting customers, and cooperating

on business decisions, in this order. Devoting one chapter of approximately ten to

fifteen pages to each of the five themes, the Handbook introduces local best practices

in a simple way. The first page of each chapter provides a brief outline of the

content. The next two pages provide brief statements that correct misperceptions

on practices identified in the qualitative interviews. We subsequently highlight the

returns to the practices calculated using the baseline survey. This is followed by a

step-by-step guide on how to implement each theme of business practices.

The Handbook emphasizes reasons to adopt and offers guidelines on how to adopt

the successful practices. The text is further supported by illustrative examples,

inclusion of these skill proxies: Coefficients are unchanged in sign and significance and change
little in size. Second, we interact the dummies for each business practice with a dummy taking
on the value one if the business is of below-median business size. Coefficients on these interaction
terms are generally negative. F-tests show that, for some practices, the difference between small
and large businesses is significant. Effect sizes on these interaction terms, however, are generally
smaller than those on the respective direct effects. This implies that our results are largely driven
by larger businesses but that smaller businesses, overall, do not face negative returns.

12A recent exception is Brooks et al. (2018) who provide exogenous matches between small-
scale entrepreneurs and mentors from larger local firms. Though the information exchanged in
these mentor-mentee dyads is highly localized, the authors do not experimentally vary the set of
practices discussed as we do in this paper.
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figures, tables, and pictures. Each chapter in the Handbook concludes with a set of

rules-of-thumb on implementation, which we gathered using information from the

qualitative interviews. Throughout the Handbook we stress the local origin of the

data and the relevance of the information to the particular group of retailers that

we treat. The Handbook is written such that it can be read cover to cover as well

as cursorily since all chapters are self-contained and each provides necessary and

independent information. The last twelve pages of the Handbook comprise a short

cheat sheet, which summarizes the main points from the Handbook in a step-by-step

fashion. Finally, the Handbook is complemented by an exercise book providing space

and structure for the business owner to start keeping business records, for instance

recording a stocking-up schedule as per instructions provided in the Handbook.

Taken together, the Handbook provides information on the most profitable local

practices as implemented by successful neighbors as well as on the returns which can

be expected from adoption. As such, it is not a mere stand-in for classical business

training manuals but it adds to the literature by its locally sourced content and the

procedure used to arrive at both this set of practices and complementary imple-

mentation advice. While we are not in a position to clearly disentangle the precise

impact of each component of the Handbook, it is relevant to study the effectiveness

of this intervention in the face of the difficulty of classical approaches to spur behav-

ioral change, much less changes in firm profitability. On that note, even an effect

of zero should be informative given the large sample of recipients. Furthermore, all

interventions used in this study are nested. That is, other than occasionally and for

purposes of exposition, the information imparted never exceeds the material covered

in the Handbook.

Role Models

Selection of Role Models and Production

The business role models for our study were selected from the initial pool of 102

qualitative survey participants. At the time, we short-listed nine business owners

who used the greatest number of practices within each category of McKenzie and

Woodruff (2017) practices. Subsequently and in conjunction with the production of

the Handbook, we conducted further in-depth interviews with these owners about

their personal business trajectory and about business practices and implementation

advice they regarded as crucial to achieving business growth. We ended up with

a total of five shop owners to represent the local frontier of best practices in each

domain as role models. These retailers regularly employed the practices identified
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in the Handbook and agreed to explain their implementation methods and paths to

success in a recorded video.

The five role models were heterogeneous in terms of shop size, gender, age, and

ethnicity. This heterogeneity is important since similarity cues based on gender, age,

and ethnicity have been shown to facilitate social learning besides cues of success,

competence, skill, and knowledge (see, e.g., Rendell et al., 2011; Efferson et al.,

2008; Chudek et al., 2013; Henrich and Gil-White, 2001; Corriveau and Harris, 2009;

McElreath et al., 2008).

The movie, featuring the five role models, was filmed on shop site with the as-

sistance of a professional production crew, and professional post-editing was also

provided by the same production company. We were involved at each stage of im-

plementation, including script development, test runs, filming, and post production.

The end product was 25 minutes in length.

Movie Screening

We conducted public screenings of the movie in each of the 29 districts at a local

school or other public space. All screening locations were central and accessible

to all invited businesses. In order to incentivize attendance, shop owners were

offered 100,000 Indonesian Rupiah (USD 24.68 PPP) as a show-up fee. Though

this sum is substantial given typical local incomes, we report modest attendance in

accordance with similar interventions in the literature. In pilots, we were unable to

attract sufficiently large fractions of invitees with lower amounts of remuneration.

This instills confidence that the remuneration adequately reflects foregone sales and

compensation for local transportation costs and time.13

13One concern is that the show-up fee may itself have alleviated capital constraints and may
thus account, in part, for the gains in profitability through additional investments made. While
we cannot rule out that the remuneration was used, at least in part, to finance stock-up purchases
or other investment, we note that the literature on micro-credit and small capital grants does
not bear out the notion that small endowments yield measurable long-term improvements in firm
profitability and that windfall gains are typically not retained in savings (see, e.g., Banerjee et al.,
2015; Banerjee, 2013). Moreover, it is unlikely that a single cash transfer can alleviate potential
insurance constraints. Bianchi and Bobba (2013) show that knowing of future cash transfers can
lead entrepreneurs to increase current business activity because future transfers insure against the
volatility of future streams of business income. However, this study differs from our experimental
design as entrepreneurs were informed that they would receive regular transfers, and not a one-off
show-up fee. The latter is arguably less suited to smooth the frequently reoccurring and large
shocks to income which are a common feature of the income streams of small-scale entrepreneurs
in developing countries (see, e.g., McKenzie, 2012; McKenzie and Woodruff, 2008; Banerjee et al.,
2015; Samphantharak and Townsend, 2018). We cannot rule out that attendance is, in part, driven
by participants’ reciprocating behavior. We note, however, that this is a common deficiency of all
laboratory and field intervention which use show-up fees.
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In consultation with the invitees, we offered two alternative screening dates and

times in each district which overlapped with the stated preferences of the greatest

number of entrepreneurs. We called to confirm the presence of those entrepreneurs

whose first preference could not be met. Reminders were sent via text messages both

the day prior to and on the day of each screening. Invitees who were still absent

at the scheduled start of the screening were given another call and, in exceptional

cases, paid a personal visit by the facilitating staff. Each screening was followed by

a facilitation session by a trained counselor who clarified any doubts and answered

questions from the audience. The screening ended with a short feedback survey and

payment of the show-up fee.

We did not conduct screenings of a placebo movie for the following reasons.

First, unlike Bernard et al. (2014), who conduct placebo treatments of their movie

intervention, we do not work with a rural sample of remote villagers but with small-

scale business owners in the capital city. We can thus expect individuals to be

amply exposed to TV content on a daily basis. For this reason, in contrast to

Bernard et al. (2014), we do not expect the screening of a movie by itself to exert a

significant effect. Second, as an alternative to a placebo video, we piloted delivering

the movie in on-site screenings to each entrepreneur individually. This would have

eliminated the social aspect involved in a common screening session. However, we

learned from the pilot that compliance was likely to be lower and logistical effort

greater than when conducting common screenings. Moreover, we also learned that

on-site screenings were often interrupted by visiting customers which disrupts the

intended immersive experience of the movie. Third, as we report below, in line

with comparable interventions, take-up was modest and would likely have been

reduced further if individuals not complying with the screening of a placebo movie

would subsequently also drop out of the Counseling intervention. Fourth, conducting

placebo screenings would have come at high costs. Given budget limitations, in

the final cost-benefit calculation, we decided in favour of a larger baseline sample

and against placebo treatments. Fifth, compounding the points on take-up and

on budgetary limitations, the full factorial design of this study with two interacted

treatments would have ideally called for conducting placebo treatments for both the

movie and the Counseling. Besides that, it is not clear what a suitable placebo for

the Counseling intervention would look like.

In the absence of a placebo treatment, we acknowledge that our design does not

allow us to rule out that the meeting itself has had an impact through channels

other than the exposure to the role models on screen. It is therefore fair to interpret
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the Role Model intervention as a combination of the meeting with other business

owners from the neighborhood and the actual screening with exposure to both the

material and the subsequent facilitation session. Since the information conveyed is

equivalent to the content of the Handbook, the Role Model intervention differs only

i) by its exposure to role models and ii) the effect of the meeting itself.

Business Assistance

For the counseling intervention, we trained local staff ourselves based on the con-

tent of the Handbook. The training was conducted over three days and included

classroom-style lectures as well as role play and pilot visits to retail businesses in

districts external to the study. The 20 facilitators trained through this process were

then randomly assigned to businesses in our study and were supervised by senior

staff.

The protocol for each counseling shop visit was as follows. The facilitator first

confirmed the identity of the business owner and then asked which aspects of the

Handbook needed clarification. Based on the owner’s response, the facilitator chose

one of three options. First, if the entrepreneur had started implementing a prac-

tice but had encountered problems along the way, the facilitator would document

the issues and start giving standardized implementation advice. Second, if the en-

trepreneur had not started implementing any practice but had made progress read-

ing the Handbook, the facilitator documented any issues with the material and then

give standardized advice. Once all issues were dealt with, they would encourage the

entrepreneur to go through the rest of the chapter under their supervision. Third,

if the entrepreneur had not yet even started reading the Handbook, the facilitator

would elicit their priorities among the practices and start introducing the chapter

corresponding to the most relevant practice.

Each session lasted approximately 40 minutes. At the end of the first visit,

the entrepreneur was asked to establish goals for the implementation of a practice

covered during the visit and for the study of selected material. A second visit

was scheduled two weeks after the first and at the convenience of the entrepreneur.

This second visit followed the same protocol as the first with the difference that

the starting point was determined by the work left from the first session and the

entrepreneur’s priorities elicited during that visit.

Equivalent to the Rolde Model intervention, the business practices discussed and

information conveyed in the Counseling intervention do not exceed the content of

the Handbook. Hence, the Counseling differs only in i) providing encouragement
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for the use of the Handbook, ii) personalizing its content by restricting the set of

practices discussed to those prioritized by the entrepreneur, and iii) setting concrete

goals. Goals established at the end of each session are essentially equivalent to goals

established at the time the Handbook is distributed. Hence, they do not provide any

additional shock to adoption, except for the fact that goals now comprise concrete

implementation targets and not merely targets on reading progress.

In sum, the Counseling provides assistance in understanding the content of the

handbook and helps suit it to the idiosyncratic situation of each business. In doing

so, it encourages take-up of the Handbook and thus addresses concerns that zero-

effects of the Handbook may be driven largely by imperfect adoption. Facilitators

are laymen trained only in the content of the Handbook and thus cannot feasibly

provide assistance beyond its scope. Hence, the Counseling differs only in i) pro-

viding encouragement for the use of the Handbook, ii) personalizing its content by

restricting the set of practices discussed to those prioritized by the entrepreneur,

and iii) setting concrete goals. Goals established at the end of each session are

essentially equivalent to goals established at the time the Handbook is distributed.

Hence, they do not provide any additional shock to adoption, except for the fact

that goals now comprise concrete implementation targets and not merely targets

on reading progress. In contrast to the Movie, the Counseling offers mere practical

assistance without providing local role models to learn from. In accordance to the

literature on business training, we do not provide any placebo treatment to rule out

potential effects of the meetings per se.

2.3.5 Data and Summary Statistics

The quantitative data used in this paper comprise a baseline survey conducted

in March and April 2016, and an endline survey six months later in October and

November 2016. Both surveys included detailed business and demographic questions

as well as behavioral measures on attitudes related to risk and time, trust, and

aspirations.

Table 2.1 presents summary statistics from the baseline sample. Column (1)

provides means and standard-deviations for the total sample of 1301 business, while

Columns (2) to (6) present them separately for businesses assigned to control and

treatment groups. The table presents business owner background characteristics,

business characteristics and the use of business practices. Retailers in our sample

are mostly female (70.83 percent) and are 45.27 years old on average (σ=11.31).

Educational backgrounds of the entrepreneurs are mixed, with the mean educational
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics

Total Control HB only HB & MOV HB & CNSL HB & MOV
sample & CNSL
N = 1301 N = 261 N = 260 N = 260 N = 260 N = 260

Firm Owner Characteristics
Gender (Male=1) 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.28
Age 45.27 45.22 45.27 45.28 45.16 45.38

(11.31)
Education (Years) 9.39 9.10 9.52 9.36 9.42 9.55

(3.78)
Risk Preference (0 - 10 “Perfectly Risk-Seeking”) 3.73 3.74 3.76 3.88 3.60 3.68

(2.09)
Time Preference (0 - 10 “Perfect Patience”) 5.18 5.19 5.07 5.21 5.25 5.20

(2.26)

Firm Characteristics
Firm Age (Years) 13.60 12.76 13.77 14.03 13.98 13.47

(11.79)
Family Member Is Business Partner 0.60 0.56 0.6 0.63 0.59 0.62
Total Number of Workers 2.00 2.03 2.05 1.9 1.99 2.04

(1.22)
Business Has Tax ID 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.15 0.18
Total Sales Last Month (USD PPP) 5956.74 5047.34 5756.45 5820.17 5767.00 7396.25

(15667.70)
Total Profits Last Month (USD PPP) 480.38 418.50 463.10 468.67 539.93 510.71

(701.86)

Business Practices (M&W, 2016)
Aggregate Percentage Score 0.30 0.31 0.29 0.30 0.29 0.30

(0.14)
Marketing Subscore 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.17

(0.19)
Stocking-up Subscore 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.44

(0.30)
Record-keeping Subscore 0.46 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.45 0.46

(0.19)
Financial-planning Subscore 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.21

(0.17)

attainment of 9 years of schooling. 46.78 percent completed high-school and 4.44

percent graduated from college. The average firm age is 13.6 years. The average

firm employs two workers and has monthly sales of USD 5956.74 PPP and monthly

profits of USD 480.38 PPP. 60 percent of the businesses report having a family

member as a business partner.

Table 2.2 presents the randomization checks for the baseline sample. Columns

(5) to (7) present p-values for tests of differences in means between the three groups.

The table shows that the randomization was successful. Out of 64 difference in means

tests performed, only 3 return statistically significant differences, which would be

expected in random sampling.

2.3.6 Survey Attrition

There were two sources of survey attrition. Some shops closed down and a few others

refused to be part of the endline survey. Overall, attrition is low. We were able to
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Table 2.2: Sample Balance Across Interventions

HB only HB & MOV HB & CNSL HB & MOV & CNSL
- Control - Control - Control - Control

(p-value) (p-value) (p-value) (p-value)

Firm owner characteristics
Gender (Male=1) 0.611 0.825 0.68 0.867
Age 0.959 0.951 0.951 0.866
Education (Years) 0.185 0.446 0.327 0.174
Risk Preference 0.902 0.451 0.453 0.739
Time Preference 0.542 0.924 0.742 0.94

Firm characteristics
Firm Age 0.313 0.222 0.236 0.478
Family Member Is Business Partner 0.447 0.116 0.561 0.165
Total Number of Workers 0.837 0.218 0.708 0.919
Business Has Tax ID 0.811 0.878 0.145 0.516
Total Sales Last Month (USD PPP) 0.439 0.337 0.365 0.193
Total Profits Last Month (USD PPP) 0.295 0.228 0.117 0.067*

Business practices (M&W, 2016)
Aggregate Percentage Score 0.18 0.402 0.121 0.395
Marketing Subscore 0.529 0.345 0.709 0.517
Stocking-up Subscore 0.935 0.884 0.984 0.291
Record-keeping Subscore 0.229 0.094* 0.07* 0.254
Financial-planning Subscore 0.131 0.128 0.067 0.316

reach 92 percent of the sample at endline. This in line with previous experiences in

small-business surveys, while studies on business-training interventions often report

substantially higher rates of attrition (McKenzie and Woodruff, 2014). Moreover,

most attrition is accounted for by permanent shop closures: Among all attriting

businesses, firm closures account for 5.4 percent attrition at the time of the endline

survey (62 percent of attriters). This is roughly in line with recent estimates from

a sample of 14,000 small firms from across 12 developing countries that 8.3 percent

of firms die each year (McKenzie and Paffhausen, 2017).

Table 2.3 presents regression analyses of differential attrition which shows that

attrition rates do not differ significantly across experimental groups. Columns (1)

and (2) present regressions of survey attrition by refusals on treatment status, with

and without stratification controls. Columns (3) and (4) repeat the analysis for

attrition due to shop closures. None of the treatment coefficients are significant.

We observe lower attrition rates in the control group than in any of the treatments.

However, with differences in the rate of attrition below 4 percent, the magnitudes

are small.

Appendix A.1 presents additional regression analyses of attrition on a host of

baseline covariates which are selected as potential predictors of survey refusals or
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Table 2.3: Endline Survey Attrition by Treatment Status

Business Business Business Business
Part of Endline Part of Endline Closed Closed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook (A) -0.020 -0.022 0.008 0.011
(0.024) (0.024) (0.020) (0.020)

Assigned Handbook & Movie (B) -0.027 -0.028 -0.004 -0.003
(0.025) (0.025) (0.019) (0.019)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) -0.020 -0.023 0.008 0.011
(0.024) (0.024) (0.020) (0.020)

Assigned All Three (D) -0.031 -0.036 -0.007 -0.003
(0.025) (0.025) (0.019) (0.019)

Stratification Controls (Yes/No) No Yes No Yes
R-squared 0.001 0.032 0.001 0.036
Sample Size 1301 1301 1301 1301
Mean of Dependent Variable in Control Group 0.927 0.927 0.054 0.054
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.767 0.836 0.567 0.480
Book = Book & Cnsl 1.000 0.972 1.000 0.996
Book = All Three 0.659 0.613 0.438 0.480
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.767 0.863 0.567 0.475

Notes: This table presents attrition analysis for the endline survey in Columns (1) and (2), and survivorship analysis for
endline survey in Columns (3) and (4). The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) is binary and equal to 1 if the
business was part of the endline survey. The dependent variable in Columns (3) and (4) is binary and equal to 1 if the
business was still operational at the time of the survey. Regressions in Columns (2) and (4) include stratification controls.
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

out-migration. Columns (1) and (2) show mean values and sample sizes with respect

to the full sample for each of the variables six months after the treatments. Column

(3) presents results from regressions of attrition status on each of the covariates

separately using binary regression models with data from the first endline survey.

Columns (4) shows coefficients from multivariate regressions which control for the

full set of covariates simultaneously. The results from both binary and multivariate

regression models show that attrition is not significantly correlated with any of the

baseline variables. Both these findings and the fact that attrition does not differ

significantly by treatment status instill confidence in the validity of our intent-to-

treat estimates.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Compliance

Table 2.4 presents the movie take-up and assessment. Out of the 520 shop owners

invited to the movie screening, 260 showed up at the venue for the film screening ses-
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Table 2.4: Compliance with and Assessment of the Movie Intervention

(1) (2) (3)

HB & MOV HB & MOV
& CNSL

(A) (B) (A) = (B)

N=260 N=260 (p-value)

Attendance
Business Owner or Partner Attended Film Screening 0.52 0.49 0.540
Baseline respondent attended film screening 0.47 0.45 0.792
Respondent was reminded by phone 0.05 0.07 0.355
Respondent was reminded by visit to business 0.35 0.33 0.782
Distance to screening location (in decimal degrees) 0.01 0.01 0.869

Evaluation (1-4 Scale):
Has Learned Something New 3.34 3.21 0.180
Feels Inspired 3.31 3.30 0.941
Feels Hopeful 3.60 3.42 0.043**
Feels Bored 0.83 0.97 0.430

sion. This is in line with previous experiences of low take-up rates for interventions

requiring attendance. In particular, evaluations of business training interventions

have been fraught with weak attendance (for a review, see McKenzie and Woodruff,

2014). Drexler et al. (2014) report take-up rates comparable to ours for both a stan-

dard business training and a more intuitive rule-of-thumbs based approach. Giné

and Mansuri (2014) and Bruhn et al. (2018) document problems equivalent in mag-

nitude. Bruhn and Zia (2013) observes even lower attendance, of below 40 percent

of invitees. Calderón et al. (2013) and Premand et al. (2016) report attendance

below 70 percent. With the exception of the interventions by Drexler et al. (2014),

costs per participant for either of these interventions are typically many times higher

than the expenses per person of this study. Moreover, we find low attendance de-

spite a meaningful show-up compensation of IDR 100,000 (USD 24.68 PPP) which

every invited shopkeeper in the movie treatment group was offered. Despite the low

take-up rate, according to Table 2.4 the feedback from the movie screening was very

positive. The entrepreneurs who attended reported having learned something new,

and feeling inspired and hopeful after watching the movie.

Table 2.5 presents the counseling take up and its assessment. Out of the 520 shop

owners offered personalized counseling sessions, 77 percent received the assistance

once and 68 percent received it twice. This rather high participation rate may be

because the assistance was conducted on the premise of the entrepreneur whilst

allowing for business transactions to take place. Moreover, the counsellors would

visit the premise on the day and time that was most convenient for the entrepreneur,
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Table 2.5: Compliance with and Assessment of the Assistance Intervention

(1) (2) (3)

HB & CNSL HB & MOV,
& CNSL

(A) (B) (A) = (B)

N=260 N=260 (p-value)

Attendance
1st session
Business Owner or Partner Attended 1st Session 0.77 0.78 0.752
Baseline respondent attended 1st session 0.76 0.77 0.756
Recipient plans to use at least one new practice 0.37 0.47 0.021**
Recipient plans neither handbook study nor implementation 0.12 0.11 0.784

2nd session
Business Owner or Partner Attended 2nd Session 0.68 0.68 0.925
Baseline respondent attended 2nd session 0.67 0.67 1
Recipient plans to use at least one new practice 0.39 0.47 0.063*
Recipient plans neither handbook study nor implementation 0.13 0.08 0.044**

Evaluation (1-4 Scale)
Has Learned Something New 2.88 2.89 0.908
Feels Inspired 2.76 2.83 0.422
Feels Hopeful 2.88 2.97 0.312
Feels Bored 0.59 0.43 0.118

provided that it was within a three-week window after receiving the Handbook. The

feedback from the counseling sessions was overall positive as well.

In order to understand whether compliance was heterogenous across observable

business characteristics, Appendix A.2 presents additional regression analyses of

compliance with treatment on a number of baseline covariates of business size, prof-

itability and formality, as well as individual preferences, working styles, and busi-

ness skills. Specifically, Columns (1) to (3) show analysis regarding the Handbook

Only treatment, Columns (4) to (6) regarding the Handbook and Movie treatment,

Columns (7) to (9) for the Handbook and Assistance treatment, and Columns (10)

to (12) for All Three. Overall, the results from both bivariate and multivariate

regressions suggest that there is no discernable pattern of selection on observables

into any of the treatments. This instills confidence that any selection at the time of

the interventions did not significantly diminish the external validity of our intent-to-

treat estimates for the broader population of traditional retail businesses irrespective

of business size, profitability, formality, preferences, or business skills.
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2.4.2 Impact: Estimation Strategy

We study business performance with outcome measures for profits, sales, expenses,

business growth, number of employees, number of customers, loan take-up and shop

size. To analyze the impact on business practices, we distinguish between practices

which were directly treated in the Handbook and by the Role Models from those

which were not subject to any experimental shock. For each outcome, there are two

level effects of interest: the intent-to-treat effect (ITT), the average effect among

those assigned to treatment, and the treatment-on-the-treated effect (ToT), the

average effect for those who ended up receiving treatment.

We first estimate the ITT effect on a given outcome Y using the following AN-

COVA regression specification:

Y2i = α +
4∑

m=1

βmTmi + γX1i + δV + ζY1i + ǫi (2.2)

where Y2i is the outcome for business i at the endline t = 2 (measured using the

endline survey). T is a firm-level dummy variable which is equal to one if enterprise

i was assigned to a particular treatment group, while m = 1 to 4 represent the four

types of interventions that we conducted. Since the randomization was done after

stratifying by gender, shop size (micro, small, or mid-sized) and a median split of a

business practice composite score, we follow Bruhn and McKenzie (2009) and include

the strata dummies represented by the vector X. V represents village fixed effects,

while Y1i is the baseline value of the outcome of interest. ǫi is a firm-level error term.

We code missing control variables as zero and include dummy variables to indicate

missing values. Equation (2.2) is estimated using ordinary least squares.14

We present our results in two parts. First, we present effects on business profits.

Then, we examine the channels through which profits could be affected by estimating

the impact of our interventions on total sales, total costs, number of employees,

number of customers, uses of trade credit, and most importantly, the adoption of

business practices.

14This ANCOVA specification allows the regression model to determine the structure of the
relationship between the baseline and endline levels of the outcome, rather than imposing it by
using differences. ANCOVA regression models of this kind are thus more efficient than difference-
in-differences estimators in determining treatment effects with noisy outcome measures (McKenzie,
2012).
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2.4.3 Impact on Business Profits

Table 2.6: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Business Profits

Profits Profits Profits Profits
last month last month last month last month
(win 1%) (win 2.5%) (win 5%) (IHS)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook (A) -161.608 -134.313 -102.217 0.647
(159.414) (128.975) (101.625) (0.493)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 137.115 111.411 89.666 0.416
(176.567) (142.648) (109.538) (0.508)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 327.561* 313.458** 310.352*** 1.041**
(168.457) (140.865) (110.673) (0.490)

Assigned All Three (D) 332.578* 223.234 186.499* 0.983**
(183.551) (143.686) (110.637) (0.490)

R-squared 0.086 0.100 0.120 0.043
Sample Size 1178 1178 1178 1178
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 822.722 815.045 769.471 4.022
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 1819.867 1524.238 1205.610 5.675
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.095 0.077 0.075 0.639
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.408
Book = All Three 0.008 0.011 0.008 0.478
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.311 0.170 0.054 0.200
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.691 0.834 0.183 0.752

Notes: This table presents intention-to-treat estimates for business profits. Profits over the last month were estimated by calculating
sales and costs. The estimates in the first three columns are winsorized on both tails at the 1%, 2.5% and 5% level respectively. Column
(4) presents the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation measures for profits. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent
variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted
by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).

Table 2.6 shows significant and positive treatment effects on business profits

resulting from the distribution of the Handbook in combination with personal coun-

seling. Columns (1) to (3) present the calculated monthly profits winsorized on both

tails at 1, 2.5, and 5 percent levels, and Column (4) presents the inverse hyperbolic

sine transformation (IHS) estimate for business profits, which are used instead of

log of profits to account for negative and zero values. At endline, compared to the

control group, businesses assigned the Handbook combined with Counseling or com-

bined with both Counseling and Role Models improve profits by 40 percent (Column

1) This represents an increase in profits of 0.18 standard deviation over the control

group mean. In monetary terms, this implies that, on average, businesses assigned to

these two treatment groups earn about USD 330.00 PPP more per month than busi-

nesses in the control group. Analogously, Table 2.7 shows treatment-on-the-treated

estimates on profits. Taking into consideration only businesses whose owners in

fact took part in the Counseling or both received the Role Model treatment and
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Counseling, the effects are even more substantial: Entrepreneurs who received per-

sonal assistance gained an average of about USD 410.00 PPP or 50 percent and

entrepreneurs who received All Three earned an additional USD 663.00 PPP or 78

percent over the control group (Column 1). These are fairly large effects, in terms

of both statistical and economic significance.

Table 2.7: Treatment-on-the-Treated Effects: Business Profits

Profits Profits Profits Profits
last month last month last month last month
(win 1%) (win 2%) (win 5%) (IHS)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook (A) -170.985 -148.754 -108.203 0.682
(166.165) (137.069) (106.011) (0.514)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 249.149 199.906 162.922 0.758
(315.552) (259.093) (195.915) (0.907)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 408.761** 389.115** 387.064*** 1.299**
(206.936) (175.758) (136.553) (0.600)

Assigned All Three (D) 663.329* 452.788 372.724* 1.963**
(367.104) (290.206) (220.157) (0.975)

R-squared 0.064 0.080 0.103 0.029
Sample Size 1178 1178 1178 1178
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 844.046 832.280 769.471 3.993
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 1850.234 1587.201 1205.610 5.706
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.141 0.126 0.115 0.921
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.256
Book = All Three 0.013 0.019 0.013 0.122
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.594 0.426 0.214 0.489
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.990 0.685 0.482 0.930

Notes: This table presents treatment-on-the-treated estimates for business profits. Profits over the last month were estimated by calculat-
ing sales and costs. The estimates in the first three columns are winsorized on both tails at the 1%, 2% and 5% level respectively. Column
(4) presents the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation measures for profits. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent
variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted
by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).

Similarly, businesses assigned the Handbook and Role Models, without counseling

assistance, improve profits by 17 percent, but this improvement is not statistically

significant. The lack of statistical significance might be in part due to the fact

that only half of the invited businesses attended the film screening. Notably, only

receiving the Handbook, without any other additional intervention, does not affect

business profits at all. The point estimate is, in fact, negative. Table 2.6 shows

the F-tests comparing the differential effects of the treatments. From this analysis

it can be seen that the coefficient of Handbook and Role Models is significantly

different from the coefficient of Handbook alone (at the 10-percent level). A similar

differential effect exists between Handbook plus counseling or all three interventions

and Handbook alone (at 1-percent level).
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In a horse race between Role Models and Counseling, our results suggest that

personal counseling is more effective in changing profits as the coefficients are signif-

icantly different (at the 10-percent level). Finally, we test for potential complemen-

tarities between Role Models and Counseling by comparing the sum of the effects of

the two interventions separately to receiving both interventions together. We find

no evidence of such complementarities.

2.4.4 Impact on Sales, Expenses and other Business Out-

comes

Table 2.8: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Business Sales

Sales Sales Sales Sales
Last Month Last Month Last Month Last Month
(win 1%) (win 2.5%) (win 5%) (Log)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook (A) -275.608 -415.874 -354.072 -0.073
(492.098) (403.668) (340.244) (0.076)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 565.400 583.495 639.469* 0.088
(532.793) (435.262) (367.765) (0.082)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 991.468* 943.405** 978.967** 0.154*
(557.358) (459.284) (395.243) (0.082)

Assigned All Three (D) 565.063 638.402 731.960* 0.120
(531.483) (451.989) (387.725) (0.083)

R-squared 0.495 0.520 0.533 0.473
Sample Size 1179 1179 1179 1179
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 5627.899 5331.050 5024.003 7.987
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 7983.587 6652.356 5572.596 1.180
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.110 0.014 0.004 0.037
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.017 0.001 0.000 0.003
Book = All Three 0.104 0.012 0.003 0.013
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.461 0.426 0.390 0.433
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.898 0.918 0.945 0.851

Notes: This table presents intention-to-treat estimates for business sales, measured as the simple recall estimate of respondents for their
sales over the last month. The estimates in the first three columns are winsorized on both tails at the 1%, 2.5% and 5% level respectively.
Column (4) presents the logarithm transformation measures for sales. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable
and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: *
(10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).

We further analyze the impact of the interventions on other business-related

outcomes, such as business sales, expenses, business size, the number of customers,

and credit extended to customers. We find no significant effects on business expenses,

size, number of customers, and credit. However, as Table 2.8 shows, we find strong

and significant treatment effects on business sales. As with profits, businesses which

received Handbook and Counseling increase their total sales the most. Compared to
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the control group, Column (1) shows that sales in this group increase by 17 percent,

representing a 0.12 standard deviation improvement over the control group. Table

2.9 presents treatment-on-the-treated estimates which show that the subgroup of

entrepreneurs who did, in fact, attend at least one of the Counseling sessions saw

sales increase by USD 1230.00 PPP or 21 percent (0.15 standard deviations).

Table 2.9: Treatment-on-the-Treated Effects: Business Sales

Sales Sales Sales Sales
Last Month Last Month Last Month Last Month
(win 1%) (win 2%) (win 5%) (Log)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook (A) -289.805 -432.955 -373.139 -0.077
(512.902) (456.496) (355.016) (0.079)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 1016.955 988.388 1149.009* 0.159
(952.517) (842.740) (660.879) (0.147)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 1231.420* 1173.647* 1215.404** 0.191*
(682.429) (606.514) (484.194) (0.100)

Assigned All Three (D) 1123.595 1178.851 1453.438* 0.238
(1043.633) (952.010) (765.705) (0.162)

R-squared 0.489 0.502 0.522 0.467
Sample Size 1179 1179 1179 1179
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 5718.791 5552.440 5127.120 8.008
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 7955.486 7143.167 5602.275 1.181
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.120 0.046 0.007 0.060
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.014 0.002 0.001 0.002
Book = All Three 0.120 0.046 0.006 0.024
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.811 0.807 0.914 0.808
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.354 0.353 0.296 0.543

Notes: This table presents treatment-on-the-treated estimates for business sales, measured as the simple recall estimate of respondents
for their sales over the last month. The estimates in the first three columns are winsorized on both tails at the 1%, 2% and 5% level
respectively. Column (4) presents the logarithm transformation measures for sales. All regressions include the baseline value of the
dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are
highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).

The coefficient on sales for the group assigned Handbook and Role Models is 65

percent smaller than that of the group assigned Handbook and Counseling. However,

with the outcome winsorized at the 5-percent level on both tails, it is also significant

at the 10-percent level. Compared to the control group, Column (3) shows that

businesses assigned to Handbook and Role Models increase their monthly sales by 13

percent, representing a 0.11 standard deviation improvement over the control group.

Table 2.9 shows that for entrepreneurs who received the treatment gains were as high

as 22 percent (0.20 standard deviations) over the control group (Column 3). This

result is noteworthy as it manifests even in the presence of low attendance at the

movie screenings.

Also similar to profits, receiving the Handbook alone does not affect business
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sales. Comparing the coefficient estimate for Handbook alone against the coefficient

estimate for Handbook and Role Models together, we see that the movie has a

positive impact on firm sales. Counseling is even more effective in raising sales,

though the difference between the coefficients on Role Models and Counseling is

statistically insignificant. Finally, as with profits we do not find evidence for any

complementarity between Role Model and Counseling.

Overall, these results show that businesses in the Counseling and/or Role Models

group achieved higher profits than those in the control group in part due to an

increase in the total amount of sales, rather than a reduction in expenses. These

firms did not increase the number of customers, which suggests that they must have

increased revenue per visiting customer. Indeed, most of the best practices on which

the Handbook and the Role Model intervention were based are conducive to higher

sales and profits through efficiency gains that a more organized and better managed

business generate. For instance, having the top selling products always in stock,

offering discounts to the loyal customers, or recording every purchase and sales. We

turn to these business practices in the next section.

The results on both business profits and sales further suggest that it is unlikely

that spillover effects are driving the results. The fact that treatment did not lead to

higher numbers of customers suggests that the customer base of control businesses

likely did not suffer from a negative treatment shock. This reflects the fact that

the average control business in our sample is at a linear distance of 136.38 meters

(median = 97.98) to the next treated business of the same type and often substan-

tially further in road distance. Though we cannot rule out spillover effects by design,

the indirect evidence we offer speaks in favor of the robustness of our identification

strategy.15

2.4.5 Impact on Business Practices

We analyze treatment impacts on business practices that are mentioned in the Hand-

book and by the Role Models. As with the impact on performance outcomes, we

utilize regression specification 2.2 and report ITT effects. We further estimate ToT

effects and find that these do not differ substantially and are simply scaled up coeffi-

cients. As a placebo test, we also study changes in practices that are not mentioned

in the Handbook and by the Role Models and find no treatment effects. Tables for

15A limited influence of spillovers is also in line with McKenzie and Puerto (2017) who cre-
ates exogenous variation in the exposure to treated businesses on the market-level and finds no
significant spillovers in the spatially much more confined setting of traditional markets in Kenya.
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Table 2.10: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Record-Keeping Practices Mentioned in Hand-
book and/or Movie

Aggregate Kept Have Records Recorded Separated Recorded
Record-Keeping Written Needed to Credit to Business Every

Practices Business Obtain Customers and Purchase
(Core) Records Business Household and

Loan Finances Sale
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Assigned Handbook (A) 0.007 -0.017* -0.033 -0.015 0.105** 0.021
(0.016) (0.010) (0.048) (0.036) (0.041) (0.017)

Assigned Handbook & Movie (B) 0.011 -0.004 -0.043 -0.039 0.055 0.036*
(0.016) (0.007) (0.050) (0.036) (0.042) (0.019)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 0.007 -0.006 -0.030 -0.007 0.091** 0.021
(0.016) (0.007) (0.050) (0.034) (0.042) (0.016)

Assigned All Three (D) 0.019 0.003 -0.015 0.013 0.063 0.023
(0.017) (0.005) (0.051) (0.035) (0.041) (0.017)

R-squared 0.170 0.057 0.128 0.237 0.191 0.095
Sample Size 1181 1181 1175 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.465 0.996 0.369 0.769 0.434 0.029
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.157 0.064 0.639 0.423 0.497 0.168
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.488 0.223 0.824 0.516 0.234 0.459
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.138 0.282 0.937 0.820 0.732 0.994
Book = All Three 0.073 0.023 0.668 0.425 0.307 0.918
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.446 0.739 0.764 0.366 0.405 0.444
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.778 0.082 0.187 0.116 0.918 0.901

Notes: This table presents analysis related to record keeping business practices that are mentioned in the Handbook and/or by the Role Models. Column (1) presents
the aggregate score for all core record-keeping practices treated by the interventions. Columns (2) to (6) show single record-keeping practices treated by the intervention.
Column (2) shows whether or not the entrepreneur reported to keep written recordings and Column (3) whether or not they have sufficient records to see whether the
cash on hand would suffice to pay back a hypothetical loan. Column (4) presents whether the entrepreneur kept track of credit in the form of customers paying for their
purchases at a later date, Column (5) whether or not business and household finances were kept separate, and Column (6) presents whether the business had recordings
detailing every purchase and sale. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in
parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).

both the ToT analyses and the placebo tests are available upon request.

We report regression analysis on record-keeping practices (2.10, 2.11, and A.1 in

Appendix A) and stocking-up (Table 2.12), as well as further analyses on marketing

(Table A.2 in), decision-making (Table A.3), and financial planning (Table 2.13) in

Appendix A.16 All experimental groups adopt new business practices as a result of

the interventions. This is true even for businesses that received the Handbook alone.

Compared to businesses that did not receive the Handbook, these businesses show

a 10.5 percentage point improvement in the practice of separating household and

business finances (0.21 standard deviation increase) over the control group - Table

2.10, Column 5), 7.2 percentage point improvement in calculating the cost of sales

for main products (0.15 standard deviation increase) - Table 2.11, Column 4) and

are 5.6 percentage points more likely to have their top selling products always in

stock (Table 2.12, Column 2). Although this group adopted only a few practices,

the treatment effects are nonetheless noteworthy considering the low intensity of the

16All results of analyses on business practices not explicitly discussed in this section can be
found in Appendix A.4.
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Table 2.11: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Record-Keeping Practices Mentioned in Hand-
book and/or Movie

Tracked Tracked Calculated Calculated Updated
Prices of Loan Business Cost of Sales Business
Different Payments Profits for Main Profits
Suppliers Due Products At Least

Once a Week
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Assigned Handbook (A) -0.067 0.016 0.050 0.072* 0.044
(0.042) (0.035) (0.043) (0.041) (0.039)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) -0.019 -0.037 0.022 0.093** 0.044
(0.041) (0.033) (0.042) (0.042) (0.038)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) -0.036 -0.008 0.087** 0.131*** 0.101***
(0.041) (0.034) (0.042) (0.040) (0.039)

Assigned All Three (D) 0.040 -0.031 0.030 0.116*** 0.035
(0.040) (0.033) (0.043) (0.041) (0.038)

R-squared 0.145 0.106 0.158 0.112 0.084
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.665 0.186 0.388 0.616 0.211
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.473 0.390 0.488 0.487 0.409
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.271 0.125 0.499 0.606 1.000
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.473 0.498 0.388 0.135 0.152
Book = All Three 0.011 0.176 0.640 0.270 0.832
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.693 0.378 0.115 0.349 0.148
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.052 0.385 0.906 0.968 0.977

Notes: This table is the continuation of Tables 2.10 and A.1. Columns (1) to (5) show single record-keeping practices treated by the intervention.
Column (1) presents whether or not in their records the entrepreneur kept track of prices of at least two suppliers, Columns (2) shows whether
they recorded outstanding credit payments owed to them, and Column (3) whether or not the entrepreneur reported to calculate business
profits of any kind. Column (4) presents whether the entrepreneur calculated the cost to the business of each of the shop’s main products and
Column (5) shows whether they calculated business profits of any kind once a week or more often.

Handbook treatment.

Businesses assigned to Role Models or Counseling showed significantly higher

adoption rates over a wider range of business practices. Compared to the control

group, these businesses were able to improve their practices in all domains: record-

keeping, marketing, decision-making, stocking-up and financial planning. These

high adoption rates suggest that the path to social learning in our field experiment

was through experiential learning. When retailers had the opportunity to learn

through the experience of others (in the Role Model intervention), or through their

own experience in their own premises (in the Counseling intervention), they did

change the way they organize and manage their businesses.

Firms in the Role Model group significantly increase the probability of adopting

nine new practices. Likewise, firms in Counseling increased adoption of twelve new

practices. And finally, firms assigned both the Role Models and Counseling showed

the highest adoption rate with eighteen practices.
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Table 2.12: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Stock-up Practices Mentioned in Handbook
and/or Movie

Aggregate Top Selling Stock Adjusted Traced Negotiated Compare
Stock-Up Products Wastage Stock Based Purchase Lower Product Prices
Practices Always Each Week on Product of Stocks Prices with and Quality

in Stock (Proportion Profitability (Yes/No) a Supplier Across
(Yes/No) of Sales) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) Suppliers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Assigned Handbook (A) 0.008 0.056* -0.002 0.036 -0.031 -0.003 -0.042
(0.022) (0.030) (0.001) (0.042) (0.032) (0.035) (0.044)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 0.047** 0.073** -0.002 0.054 0.022 0.022 0.052
(0.022) (0.029) (0.001) (0.043) (0.029) (0.036) (0.044)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 0.024 0.050* -0.003** 0.002 0.045 0.058 0.001
(0.022) (0.030) (0.001) (0.042) (0.028) (0.037) (0.043)

Assigned All Three (D) 0.055*** 0.038 -0.002** 0.122*** 0.069** 0.033 0.042
(0.022) (0.030) (0.001) (0.043) (0.027) (0.036) (0.043)

R-squared 0.207 0.079 0.067 0.139 0.073 0.114 0.174
Sample Size 1181 1181 1178 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.532 0.709 0.003 0.417 0.868 0.190 0.475
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.217 0.342 0.018 0.494 0.339 0.393 0.500
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.035 0.516 0.909 0.688 0.089 0.492 0.028
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.146 0.846 0.053 0.430 0.011 0.089 0.296
Book = All Three 0.003 0.522 0.246 0.051 0.001 0.300 0.042
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.450 0.401 0.377 0.237 0.392 0.320 0.235
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.696 0.983 0.077 0.142 0.485 0.817 0.572

Notes : This table presents analysis related to stock-up practices that are mentioned in the Handbook and/or by the Role Models. Column (1) presents the aggregate score for all core
stock-up practices treated by the interventions. Columns (2) to (7) show single stock-up practices treated by the interventions. Column (2) presents whether or not the entrepreneur
never runs out of stock of their three best-selling products. Column (3) shows the total value of all goods disposed at the end of a typical week as a fraction of total sales. Column (4)
presents whether the entrepreneur has ever adjusted their level of inventory according to the profits earned from a product and Column (5) whether the shop owner has ever tracked
purchases of their stocks. Column (6) shows whether or not in the previous three months the entrepreneur has tried to renegotiate prices with at least one of their suppliers and Column
(7) whether in the same time frame product prices and/or quality were ever compared across different suppliers. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and
stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and
*** (1% significance level).

We find heterogeneity across treatments in the types of practices adopted, which

highlights the mechanism behind the treatment effects. Firms in the Role Model

group were relatively more likely than firms in the Counseling group to adopt

financial-planning and marketing practices, while firms in Counseling were better

at adopting record-keeping and joint-decision making practices. Indeed, firms in

Counseling show no significant improvement in financial planning practice, while

firms in Role Model significantly improve half of these practices included in the

Handbook. Conversely, firms in Role Model show no significant improvement in any

decision-making practice, while firms in Counseling significantly improve all three

practices in this domain.

Table 2.13 shows that firms in the Role Model group improved their aggregate

planning score, in particular the practice of setting sales targets where they showed

significant improvement over both the Control group (at the 1-percent level) and the

Counseling group (at the 5-percent level). These results are in line with role models

in the movie explaining their growth trajectories through higher sales. In contrast,

Counseling was particularly effective in improving decision-making practices (see

Table A.3). The aggregate score (Column 1) shows a 7.6 percentage point improve-
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Table 2.13: Intent-to-Treat: Financial Planning Practices Mentioned in Handbook
and/or Movie

Aggregate Reviewed Set Compared
Planning Financial Sales Target
Practices Performance Target versus
(Core) to Identify Actual

Areas of Monthly
Improvement Sales

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook (A) 0.039 0.027 0.053 0.038
(0.032) (0.043) (0.042) (0.043)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 0.082*** 0.064 0.114*** 0.063
(0.031) (0.041) (0.042) (0.044)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 0.027 0.037 0.025 0.012
(0.031) (0.042) (0.041) (0.043)

Assigned All Three (D) 0.082*** 0.086** 0.075* 0.089**
(0.031) (0.041) (0.041) (0.043)

R-squared 0.196 0.127 0.158 0.129
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.471 0.628 0.351 0.434
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.381 0.484 0.478 0.497
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.181 0.385 0.160 0.572
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.693 0.807 0.509 0.554
Book = All Three 0.181 0.157 0.601 0.245
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.073 0.527 0.037 0.248
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.728 0.601 0.860 0.413

Notes: This table presents analysis related to financial planning practices that are mentioned in the Handbook and/or by the Role Models.
Column (1) presents the aggregate score for all core financial-planning practices treated by the interventions. Column (2) shows whether
or not the entrepreneur reported to review their financial performance and analyse where there are areas for improvement at least monthly,
Column (3) whether they have a sales target over the next year, and Column (4) presents whether or not the shop owner compared their
sales target against actual sales performance at least monthly. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and
stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10%
significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).

ment over the control group, representing a 0.21 standard deviation increase. Firms

in Counseling were more likely than the control group to discuss business matters

with others (Column 2) (9 percent improvement) and to make joint decisions (28

percent improvement). The success of Counseling on joint decisions is in line with

the emphasis by counselors to jointly discuss business practices and decisions with

co-owners.

Finally, while firms in both groups improved their practices in marketing and

record-keeping, the Role Model group was relatively better in adopting the marketing

practices and the Counseling group was better at adopting record-keeping practices.

Specifically, firms in Counseling doubled their number of record-keeping practices

compared to the firms in Role Model treatment. These findings are in line with our

hypotheses on the pathways for learning – i.e. practices that require more guidance
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and hands-on experience, such as record-keeping, will benefit more from personalized

counseling, whereas practices that can be improved through observing the successful

experience of others, such as sales and marketing, will benefit more from business

role models. The findings also instill confidence that higher firm profitability as a

consequence of the Role Model intervention is indeed driven by behavioral changes

in business practices and not the mere re-investment of the show-up fee.

2.4.6 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

In this section, we explore whether treatment effects on business outcomes and

practices differ by the degree of experience in implementing business practices at

baseline. We estimate the following regression equation:

Y2i = α +
4∑

m=1

βmTmi + ηS1i +
4∑

m=1

θmTmi × S1i + γX1i + δV + ζY1i + ǫi (2.3)

where θm is the coefficient on the interaction of each treatment m with a dummy

S equal to one if, at baseline, the retailer, had an aggregate practice score below

median and zero if it was above median.17 Hence, the coefficients βm measure the

effect of treatment m for firms with above median practice score at baseline. The

sum of βm and θm measures the effect of treatment m on firms with below median

practice score at baseline.

Table 2.14 to 2.15 present the results. Overall, we observe larger treatment

effects for businesses with above-median practice scores at baseline. Table 2.14 shows

businesses who were relatively better at businesses practices and who were assigned

to Counseling improved their monthly profits by 68 percent over to the control group

(0.31 standard deviation improvement). This is equivalent to a sizeable increase in

monthly profits of USD 563.00 PPP. A similar effect is observed for businesses

assigned to All Three treatments, an average increase in monthly profits of USD

688.00 PPP (0.38 standard deviations improvement). In contrast, businesses who

were below the median practice adoption rate at baseline did not significantly benefit

from any intervention.

17The aggregate practice score is defined as the average of all McKenzie and Woodruff (2017)
practices measured at baseline, and it was used to stratify the randomization.
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Table 2.14: Heterogeneity of Impact on Business Profits

Profits Profits Profits Profits
Last Month Last Month Last Month Last Month
(win 1%) (win 2.5%) (win 5%) (IHS)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook 101.772 155.300 150.855 1.664**
(236.586) (186.763) (151.606) (0.737)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 315.330 270.866 222.695 0.369
(250.163) (197.109) (156.072) (0.766)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling 563.021** 584.382*** 539.848*** 1.690**
(260.711) (218.828) (174.317) (0.795)

Assigned All Three 688.445** 514.713** 406.547** 2.009***
(279.864) (214.324) (163.937) (0.753)

Assigned Handbook -505.947 -554.196** -483.445** -1.933*
× Below-median Practices Score (327.916) (264.954) (208.178) (1.006)
Assigned Handbook & Movie -345.887 -309.632 -258.338 0.075
× Below-median Practices Score (352.210) (277.889) (215.022) (1.039)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -442.584 -497.439* -420.112* -1.211
× Below-median Practices Score (359.610) (296.983) (231.472) (1.021)
Assigned All Three -653.047* -541.858* -412.103* -1.874*
× Below-median Practices Score (380.596) (294.854) (224.699) (1.016)

R-squared 0.089 0.105 0.124 0.049
Sample Size 1178 1178 1178 1178
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 822.722 815.045 756.498 4.022
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 1819.867 1524.238 1185.045 5.675
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.067 0.029 0.017 0.688
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.902 0.847 0.813 0.518
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.606 0.652 0.418 0.445
All Three + Interaction 0.888 0.891 0.971 0.838

Notes: This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on business profits. Business
profits were estimated by calculating the difference between business sales and expenses over the last month.
Specifically, we use estimates which are winsorized on both tails at the 1%, 2.5% and 5% level, respectively
(Columns 1 to 3), as well as the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation of the variable (Column 4). Each
column presents the result of a regression of the business outcome on a vector representing the four treatment
dummies and a vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment dummy with a dummy
which takes on the value one if the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business
practices are measured according to McKenzie andWoodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value
of the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.
Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and
*** (1% significance level).
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Table 2.15: Heterogeneity of Impact on Business Customers

Total Loyal Casual
Customers Customers Customers

(1) (2) (3)

Assigned Handbook 5.705 3.897 2.543
(6.399) (2.535) (4.214)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 3.424 1.875 1.681
(5.475) (2.253) (3.659)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling 2.389 1.935 1.086
(5.949) (2.437) (4.019)

Assigned All Three -0.865 0.476 -1.129
(5.141) (2.137) (3.437)

Assigned Handbook -9.444 -4.832 -5.287
× Below-median Practices Score (7.260) (2.979) (4.755)
Assigned Handbook & Movie -4.054 -2.331 -1.890
× Below-median Practices Score (6.437) (2.670) (4.365)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.270 -0.307 -0.386
× Below-median Practices Score (6.958) (2.855) (4.717)
Assigned All Three 5.280 1.164 4.178
× Below-median Practices Score (6.844) (2.924) (4.502)

R-squared 0.315 0.244 0.302
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 50.091 16.459 33.632
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 40.875 15.834 27.300
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.258 0.533 0.203
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.847 0.743 0.927
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.552 0.269 0.774
All Three + Interaction 0.323 0.410 0.288

Notes: This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on the number of business
customers. Loyal customers are those who make a purchase at least once a week (Column 2) and casual
customers are all other customers (Column 3). The number of total customers is the sum of all loyal and
casual customers (Column 1). Each column presents the result of a regression of the business outcome on a
vector representing the four treatment dummies and a vector with dummies representing the interactions of
each treatment dummy with a dummy which takes on the value one if the firm had below-median business
practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices are measured according to McKenzie and Woodruff
(2017). All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification controls.
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: *
(10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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Table 2.16: Heterogeneity of Impact on Business Sales

Sales Sales Sales Sales
Last Month Last Month Last Month Last Month
(win 1%) (win 2.5%) (win 5%) (Log)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook 287.114 -97.915 -93.076 0.120
(774.559) (618.486) (519.937) (0.112)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 1354.643 1135.531* 1079.087* 0.175
(829.101) (653.629) (553.673) (0.127)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling 1064.947 1129.591 1120.826* 0.263**
(894.702) (753.923) (637.966) (0.125)

Assigned All Three 451.258 396.016 484.316 0.183
(758.699) (625.502) (543.616) (0.119)

Assigned Handbook -1071.545 -604.276 -494.920 -0.365**
× Below-median Practices Score (1002.658) (820.795) (692.194) (0.153)
Assigned Handbook & Movie -1518.667 -1061.751 -845.072 -0.166
× Below-median Practices Score (1071.149) (854.402) (723.338) (0.168)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -205.596 -351.652 -266.305 -0.202
× Below-median Practices Score (1164.150) (973.598) (825.984) (0.167)
Assigned All Three 138.956 381.193 399.464 -0.126
× Below-median Practices Score (1068.844) (899.803) (773.679) (0.166)

R-squared 0.497 0.522 0.535 0.475
Sample Size 1179 1179 1179 1179
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 5627.899 5331.050 5024.003 7.987
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 7983.587 6652.356 5572.596 1.180
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.215 0.190 0.194 0.017
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.809 0.896 0.625 0.940
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.245 0.197 0.100 0.585
All Three + Interaction 0.432 0.229 0.108 0.622

Notes : This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on business sales. Business sales
are measured as the simple recall estimate of respondents for their sales over the last month. Specifically,
we use estimates which are winsorized on both tails at the 1%, 2.5% and 5% level, respectively (Columns
1 to 3), as well as the logarithm transformation of the variable (Column 4). Each column presents the
result of a regression of the business outcome on a vector representing the four treatment dummies and a
vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment dummy with a dummy which takes on
the value one if the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices
are measured according to McKenzie and Woodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value of
the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.
Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and
*** (1% significance level).

The same pattern can be observed for firm sales in Table 2.16 and the adoption

of the business practices (Tables 2.17 to 2.19 and further analyses in Tables A.4

to A.7 in Appendix A). For instance, retailers relatively better at baseline who are

assigned to Counseling improved their aggregate score of record-keeping practices

by 16 percent (0.47 standard deviations) over the control group. Changes reported

by firms in the other experimental groups were roughly half the size. The aggregate

effect for well-managed businesses is driven by positive changes in a number of

business practices. Most notably, when given the Handbook, businesses with above-

median baseline practices were 32 percent (0.28 standard deviations) more likely to
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separate household and business finances than control firms (Table 2.17, Column 5)

and 34 percent (0.27 standard deviations) more likely to calculate profits (Table 2.19,

Column 3). When assigned to Counseling, these firms kept better records (Table

2.17, Column 3) and were more likely to itemize revenues and expenses (Table 2.18,

Column 2) and track their purchase of stocks (Table 2.18, Column 5). They were

also more inclined to calculate profits (Table 2.19, Column 3) and update books at

least weekly (Table 2.19, Column 5).

Table 2.17: Heterogeneity of Impact on Record-keeping Practices Mentioned in
Handbook and/or Movie

Aggregate Kept Have Records Recorded Separated Recorded
Record-keeping Written Needed to Credit to Business Every

Practices Business Obtain Customers and Purchase
(Core) Records Business Household and

Loan Finances Sale
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Assigned Handbook (A) 0.036* -0.025* 0.041 0.024 0.139** 0.006
(0.019) (0.015) (0.063) (0.051) (0.062) (0.027)

Assigned Handbook & Movie (B) 0.033* 0.000 0.007 -0.034 0.077 0.050
(0.019) (0.003) (0.064) (0.053) (0.061) (0.033)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 0.075*** 0.002 0.112* 0.044 0.167** 0.028
(0.020) (0.004) (0.068) (0.047) (0.066) (0.031)

Assigned All Three (D) 0.044** -0.001 0.011 0.060 0.057 0.027
(0.020) (0.003) (0.064) (0.049) (0.063) (0.032)

Assigned Handbook -0.050* 0.015 -0.142 -0.074 -0.064 0.026
× Below-median Practices Score (0.026) (0.020) (0.095) (0.073) (0.083) (0.034)
Assigned Handbook & Movie -0.028 -0.008 -0.095 -0.010 -0.042 -0.026
× Below-median Practices Score (0.026) (0.015) (0.095) (0.073) (0.085) (0.038)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.080*** -0.013 -0.247** -0.091 -0.129 -0.012
× Below-median Practices Score (0.026) (0.013) (0.100) (0.068) (0.088) (0.035)
Assigned All Three -0.021 0.006 -0.056 -0.086 0.004 -0.008
× Below-median Practices Score (0.026) (0.009) (0.094) (0.069) (0.084) (0.036)

Stratification Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Control for Baseline Level of Outcome Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.303 0.060 0.134 0.239 0.194 0.097
Sample Size 1181 1181 1175 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.465 0.996 0.369 0.769 0.434 0.029
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.157 0.064 0.639 0.423 0.497 0.168
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.407 0.458 0.153 0.322 0.176 0.112
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.743 0.594 0.226 0.379 0.556 0.201
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.776 0.364 0.065 0.328 0.505 0.343
All Three + Interaction 0.172 0.511 0.539 0.593 0.264 0.261

Notes: This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on record-keeping practices that are mentioned in the Handbook and/or by
the Role Models. The dependent variables used are described in the notes of in Table 2.10. Each column presents the result of a regression of the business
outcome on a vector representing the four treatment dummies and a vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment dummy with a
dummy which takes on the value one if the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices are measured according to
McKenzie and Woodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are
reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance
level).
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Table 2.18: Heterogeneity of Impact on Record-keeping Practices Mentioned in
Handbook and/or Movie (Continuation)

Kept Itemized Tracked Updated Tracked
Formal Business Product Records Purchase
Business Revenues Sales At Least of Stocks
Ledger and Expenses Once a Week
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Assigned Handbook (A) 0.018 0.096 -0.003 0.059 0.009
(0.065) (0.062) (0.038) (0.062) (0.042)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 0.028 0.064 0.043 0.108* 0.068*
(0.066) (0.063) (0.043) (0.059) (0.037)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 0.037 0.150** -0.021 0.083 0.064*
(0.069) (0.065) (0.039) (0.063) (0.038)

Assigned All Three (D) -0.044 0.125* 0.006 0.131** 0.081**
(0.068) (0.065) (0.041) (0.061) (0.036)

Assigned Handbook -0.078 -0.134* 0.023 -0.115 -0.076
× Below-median Practices Score (0.088) (0.078) (0.042) (0.084) (0.064)
Assigned Handbook & Movie -0.114 0.054 -0.010 -0.119 -0.088
× Below-median Practices Score (0.088) (0.081) (0.047) (0.082) (0.060)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.129 -0.093 0.045 -0.090 -0.038
× Below-median Practices Score (0.089) (0.082) (0.044) (0.083) (0.056)
Assigned All Three 0.053 -0.005 0.046 -0.115 -0.026
× Below-median Practices Score (0.091) (0.083) (0.046) (0.080) (0.053)

Stratification Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Control for Baseline Level of Outcome Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.099 0.161 0.092 0.058 0.075
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.434 0.264 0.050 0.702 0.868
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.497 0.442 0.218 0.458 0.339
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.315 0.409 0.268 0.321 0.156
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.139 0.019 0.096 0.836 0.654
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.094 0.234 0.204 0.900 0.514
All Three + Interaction 0.889 0.019 0.013 0.761 0.154

Notes: This table is a continuation of Table 2.17. The dependent variables used are described in the notes of Table A.1. Each
column presents the result of a regression of the business outcome on a vector representing the four treatment dummies and
a vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment dummy with a dummy which takes on the value one if
the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices are measured according to McKenzie
and Woodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust
standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), **
(5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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Table 2.19: Heterogeneity of Impact on Record-keeping Practices Mentioned in
Handbook and/or Movie (Continuation)

Tracked Tracked Calculated Calculated Updated
Prices of Loan Business Cost of Sales Business
Different Payments Profits for Main Profits
Suppliers Due Products At Least

Once a Week
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Assigned Handbook -0.098* -0.041 0.134** 0.082 0.113*
(0.057) (0.057) (0.064) (0.058) (0.061)

Assigned Handbook & Movie -0.062 -0.099* 0.103 0.073 0.089
(0.057) (0.052) (0.063) (0.060) (0.059)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.035 -0.036 0.223*** 0.192*** 0.196***
(0.061) (0.059) (0.065) (0.057) (0.065)

Assigned All Three 0.016 -0.083 0.097 0.143** 0.093
(0.056) (0.057) (0.066) (0.058) (0.062)

Assigned Handbook 0.060 0.108 -0.160* -0.020 -0.132*
× Below-median Practices Score (0.084) (0.071) (0.087) (0.083) (0.079)
Assigned Handbook & Movie 0.083 0.120* -0.157* 0.038 -0.088
× Below-median Practices Score (0.084) (0.067) (0.085) (0.086) (0.077)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling 0.005 0.057 -0.240*** -0.103 -0.168**
× Below-median Practices Score (0.083) (0.072) (0.086) (0.081) (0.082)
Assigned All Three 0.045 0.096 -0.130 -0.048 -0.110
× Below-median Practices Score (0.080) (0.070) (0.087) (0.083) (0.080)

Stratification Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Control for Baseline Level of Outcome Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.146 0.109 0.164 0.115 0.088
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.665 0.186 0.388 0.616 0.211
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.473 0.390 0.488 0.487 0.409
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.535 0.120 0.660 0.298 0.697
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.731 0.614 0.344 0.065 0.985
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.598 0.583 0.759 0.117 0.577
All Three + Interaction 0.284 0.732 0.571 0.109 0.733

Notes: This table is a continuation of Table 2.18. The dependent variables used are described in the notes of Table 2.11. Each
column presents the result of a regression of the business outcome on a vector representing the four treatment dummies and
a vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment dummy with a dummy which takes on the value one if
the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices are measured according to McKenzie
and Woodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust
standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), **
(5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).

2.5 Conclusion

This paper shows that it is possible to improve the profitability of small firms by

disseminating information on the best practices of successful peers and using low-

cost facilitation methods such as role models and personalized counseling to promote

adoption. While we document improvements in sales, we do not detect changes in

business expenses or the number of customers, which suggests that the improvement

in performance outcomes is driven by the adoption of profitable business practices
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and the resulting efficiency gains. Indeed, we find that treated firms adopt up to

eighteen new business practices out of a total of thirty two practices in the study

and report sizeable gains in business profits. This further strengthens the validity

of our baseline analysis on the positive aggregate returns to adoption of this set of

local best practices.

Our results further show that simply providing information on profitable local

practices in the form of a handbook is not sufficient for achieving performance gains

or promoting the adoption of profitable practices. Instead, we find that experiential

learning in the form of business role models or personalized counseling is necessary

for achieving success. We also find evidence consistent with a business-skills-based

poverty trap, as our interventions are only successful for businesses who already

were in the high end of the business practices distribution.

In terms of cost-benefit analysis, all interventions implemented in this study can

be scaled up and replicated relatively inexpensively. The Handbook intervention

cost approximately USD 100, the Role Model intervention cost and additional USD

25 and the Counselling cost an additional USD 25. Many of the costs are fixed

and sunk, particularly the cost of developing the Handbook. For any scale-up, the

costs would therefore be considerably lower. The benefits that we identify after six

months are up to USD 330 per month in profits, along with a high adoption rate

of profitable practices. This compares favorably to a number of recent efforts to

impart business skills onto small-scale entrepreneurs using classical classroom-style,

long-term training approaches which typically come at a cost per person of USD 245

(Bruhn and Zia, 2013), USD 674 (Valdivia, 2015), USD 740 (Mano et al., 2012), or

up to USD 11,856 annually per firm for professional one-on-one consulting of the

kind used in Bruhn et al. (2018) or Karlan et al. (2015) and often less favorable

return-on-investment ratios (see, e.g., Bruhn and Zia, 2013; Valdivia, 2015; Bruhn

et al., 2018). Hence, by all measures, business learning through the channels we test

in this paper is cost-effective and feasible for scale-up and wider use.
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CHAPTER

3 Shocking Business Aspirations1

3.1 Introduction

It is a long-standing puzzle in development economics why poor individuals and

small-scale businesses often do not exploit productive investment opportunities (see,

Banerjee and Duflo, 2014; de Mel et al., 2008; McKenzie and Woodruff, 2008; Karlan

and Zinman, 2010). Beyond classical work on imperfections in the markets for credit

and insurance (e.g., Banerjee et al., 2015, 2017), lack of formal saving instruments

(e.g., Dupas and Robinson, 2013a,b), low human capital (e.g., Anderson et al., 2018;

McKenzie andWoodruff, 2014), and institutional constraints (e.g., Bardhan, 1997), a

more recent literature highlights psychological constraints as a possible explanation

for foregone investments both at the individual- and firm-level (see, e.g., Duflo,

2012; Bernheim et al., 2015; Banerjee and Mullainathan, 2008; Ashraf et al., 2006;

Bertrand et al., 2004).

One important psychological factor that can stymie growth opportunities is aspi-

rational constraints (Ray, 2006; Genicot and Ray, 2017; Dalton et al., 2016; Boglia-

cino and Ortoleva, 2015; Lybbert and Wydick, 2018). As argued by Appadurai

(2004) and Ray (2006), poverty may affect an individual’s capacity to aspire in

order to contest and alter one’s own conditions, in turn discouraging investment

in self-betterment and hampering the ability to grow. Assuming a general bias to

neglect the feedback from aspirations onto effort levels, Dalton et al. (2016) show

that aspirations can fail. In their model, external constraints typically present un-

der poverty can exacerbate this bias selectively among the poor and result in the

choice of ever lower levels of aspirations and effort. According to this literature, the

capacity to aspire is socially determined by the agent’s aspirations window, which is

1This chapter is based on joint work with Patricio S. Dalton and Bilal Zia under the working
title “Shocking Business Aspirations: Experimental Evidence from Small-scale Retailers in an
Emerging Market”.
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influenced by social comparisons with the achievements of others who are similar in

spatial and socio-economic backgrounds. An important question is to what extent

widening aspirations windows can be an effective measure to help people escape

poverty. Theory due to Ray (2006) and Genicot and Ray (2017) provides a testable

hypothesis: Widening an individual’s aspirations window motivates greater effort,

but only up to their idiosyncratic aspirations threshold. Beyond this point, effort

costs to satisfy aspirations exceed the gains from reaching them and so the indi-

vidual chooses low effort levels in frustration. In the words of Ray (2003, p.4) “If

economic betterment is an important goal, the aspirations window must be opened,

for otherwise there is no drive to self-betterment. Yet it should not be open too

wide: there is the curse of frustrated aspirations. There must be individuals in

our immediate cognitive neighborhood who do better than we do, yet if they do a

lot better, there will be no investments made ... ” Dalton et al. (2016) arrive at

a similar prediction with a different model, which shows that a positive shock to

aspirations will be an effective policy to move people out of an aspirations-based

poverty trap only if their initial aspirations are high enough and resources to satisfy

rising aspirations are available. In contrast, a policy aimed at raising aspirations of

individuals with too low starting levels of aspirations will not be effective.

Despite its potential for explaining patterns of persistent poverty, to the best of

our knowledge, these predictions have not been empirically tested. With notable

exceptions in the domain of household and educational aspirations (see, Bernard

et al., 2014; Riley, 2017; Macours and Vakis, 2014; Beaman et al., 2012), evidence

on the relationship between aspirations windows, aspirations, and achievement is

mostly correlational and based on household-level cross-sectional and panel data.

In a recent empirical study, (Dalton et al., 2018b) shows that aspirations of small-

scale retailers in Jakarta are strong predictors of savings, plans for credit, business

expansion, and business innovation. What remains unclear is whether the business

aspirations of small-scale entrepreneurs are responsive to exogenous shocks. If so,

does the direction of change depend on initial aspiration levels, as theory predicts?

More generally, what is the impact of a shock to business aspirations on business

performance, and on complementary aspirations for the entrepreneurs’ family, and

their subjective well-being?

We address these research questions in this paper with a randomized control

trial among urban retail shop owners in Indonesia. The study is designed to test

the causal predictions of theory by providing an exogenous shock to the aspira-

tions windows of small-scale entrepreneurs. To do so, we distribute a handbook of
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profitable and easy to implement business practices used by successful local peers

(hereafter Handbook). The Handbook was developed by combining the results from

an extensive baseline survey with qualitative interviews on implementation prac-

tices. We interpret the Handbook as a pure shock to the information available to the

entrepreneur on local pathways to business growth implemented by relevant peers.

Using the jargon of the aspirations literature, the Handbook aims at “populating

the cognitive neighborhood” of the small-scale entrepreneurs in our sample with

the practices used by their best-performing peers. Crucially, the practices depicted

in the Handbook are adapted to the context in suitability and simplicity and are

implementable at essentially no economic costs.

The Handbook treatment is complemented with two psychological and imple-

mentation nudges aimed at improving the capacity to aspire and achieve. First, a

randomly selected subgroup of business owners are invited to watch a documentary

broadcasting five successful role models who describe their experience with imple-

menting business practices and demonstrate how these practices helped them grow

(hereafter Movie). Second, another random subgroup of businesses is offered two

sessions of personalized, hands-on implementation assistance on topics related to

the Handbook (hereafter Assistance). Finally, a third group of businesses is offered

both the Movie and Assistance to test for possible complementarities.

Both Movie and Assistance aim to foster the agency of entrepreneurs to adopt

the profitable business practices in the handbook, and develop their capacity to

aspire and achieve. The former does so by providing vivid examples of how peers

have successfully implemented the particular practices; and the latter by demon-

strating the applicability of the practices in the entrepreneur’s own idiosyncratic

environment. Since all entrepreneurs are exposed to the same frontier of practices,

we use predictions from theory to test how initial distance of the entrepreneurs’

aspirations to the frontier affects changes in their aspirations window. Specifically,

we expect that the effectiveness of our interventions will depend on how distant the

entrepreneurs perceive they are from the examples they get exposed to with the

treatments.

Our empirical analysis is based on two follow-up surveys, six months and eighteen

months after the interventions. We find statistically significant and economically

meaningful effects on several dimensions of business aspirations as well as on business

sales and profits. Importantly, these effects sharply follow the divergence predicted

by Ray (2006), Genicot and Ray (2017), and Dalton et al. (2016). We find that

entrepreneurs whose business aspirations are above the median at baseline increase
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their aspirations, especially for customers and business sales, in reaction to both

the Movie and the Assistance, and show considerable gains in monthly profits of

USD 405 to USD 578 (33 to 47 percent improvement) and in business sales of

USD 1329 to USD 1598 (15 to 18 percent improvement) over the control group. In

contrast, entrepreneurs who report below-median aspirations at baseline lower their

aspirations further and report significant reductions in business sales by USD 1088

(41 percent reduction) in reaction to the Handbook.

We also study complementary impacts on other aspiration dimensions of the

entrepreneur, specifically aspirations for their children’s education and their own

valuations of well-being. We find that the divergence predicted for business aspi-

rations is also reflected in their family aspirations. At endline, entrepreneurs with

above-median business aspirations at baseline when assigned to treatment aspire

to almost one year more educational attainment for their children than the con-

trol group, and are more likely to aspire for their children to reach, on average, a

masters-level university education. In contrast, entrepreneurs with below-median

baseline aspirations lower their educational aspirations for children. This evidence

suggests that, for the small-scale entrepreneurs in our sample, business and family

aspirations are complements rather than substitutes.

Finally, we find significant and sustained positive effects on overall financial sat-

isfaction with entrepreneurs of above-median baseline aspirations reporting gains of

up to 9 percent (0.26 standard deviations) over the control group. Moreover, we

detect significant positive effects on life satisfaction scores for these entrepreneurs

eighteen months after the treatment. In contrast, the satisfaction scores of en-

trepreneurs with below-median baseline aspirations are not significantly different

from the control group.

Combined, the findings of this paper confirm that indeed, as Ray (2006), Dalton

et al. (2016), and Genicot and Ray (2017) predict, distance from the efficient frontier

is key and if the aspirations window is opened too wide then this can be counter-

productive for promoting a growth mindset. The sharp heterogeneity also suggests

an important role for policy in the design of such programs. Specifically, while

widening the aspirations window can be an effective policy tool for those whose

aspirations are already close to the business local frontier, highlighting the same for

entrepreneurs further away from the frontier may lead to opposite impacts.

This paper contributes to several strands of literature. First, it adds to the

empirical literature on aspirations and poverty (e.g., Bernard et al., 2014; Riley,

2017; Beaman et al., 2012; Janzen et al., 2017). To the best of our knowledge,
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these findings provide first empirical evidence for the theoretical prediction of both

Genicot and Ray (2017) and Dalton et al. (2016) that, in the absence of binding

economic constraints, changes in aspirations can be sustained beyond the short-

term. We show that, in the context of small-scale businesses, performance levels

follow changes in business aspirations as predicted by theory. Moreover, we provide

first empirical evidence consistent with the concept of aspirations frustration (Ray,

2006; Genicot and Ray, 2017) and for the causal role of aspirations in subjective

well-being. We add further by investigating the important role of providing soft

psychological and implementation nudges to nurture the entrepreneurs’ capacity to

aspire and to achieve.

Second, we contribute to the literature on small-business growth. We comple-

ment Dalton et al. (2018b), who document strong associations between business as-

pirations and productive investment and innovation, with experimental evidence of

both the malleability of business aspirations and their impact on firm performance.

This has implications also for strands of the literature which focus on business

mentoring (e.g., Brooks et al., 2018; Cai and Szeidl, 2017), business counseling, con-

sulting, and training (for reviews see, Carpena et al., 2017; McKenzie and Woodruff,

2014), and business plan competitions (e.g., McKenzie and Puerto, 2017; Bjorvatn

et al., 2015). Lastly, our findings speak to a recent literature on the identifica-

tion of businesses with potential for rapid growth (see, Fafchamps and Quinn, 2016;

Fafchamps and Woodruff, 2017). We provide evidence on the conditions through

which exogenous changes in aspirations windows do indeed cause business growth.

Third, the paper adds to the growing literature on the effectiveness of role mod-

els in promoting behavioral change (see, e.g., Berg and Zia, 2017; Beaman et al.,

2012; Ferrara et al., 2012; Chong and La Ferrara, 2009; Kearney and Levine, 2015;

Bernard et al., 2014; Riley, 2017). In the context of development economics, in-

terventions involving role models have been used to affect financial knowledge and

behavior (Berg and Zia, 2017), separation and divorce rates (Chong and La Ferrara,

2009), fertility (Ferrara et al., 2012), teen pregnancies (Kearney and Levine, 2015),

educational outcomes (Beaman et al., 2012; Riley, 2017), or individual investment

behavior and savings (Bernard et al., 2014). We add to this in providing evidence

that role-model interventions can also affect the growth aspirations of small-business

owners and their business performance. We further contribute by quantifying the

effect of a role-model intervention against a purely informational shock.

Finally, our results speak to the empirical literature on well-being and income

aspirations (e.g., Easterlin, 1995, 2001, 2003; Clark et al., 2008; Frey and Stutzer,
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2002). We show that exposing small-scale entrepreneurs to their successful peers can

have positive net effects, especially for individuals with high aspirations at baseline.

We differ from Bernard et al. (2014) in that we provide Assistance alongside a role-

model treatment and show that, in conjunction, these interventions can positively

affect both financial and life satisfaction levels beyond the short-term. By provid-

ing first experimental evidence on the effect of widening aspirations windows on

the entrepreneur’s aspirations both for their business and their children’s educa-

tional prospects, we also contribute to a nascent literature on potential substitution

effects among multiple dimensions of aspirations (see, e.g., Bernard et al., 2014;

Bjorvatn et al., 2015). This is particularly important in a context where large parts

of self-employment are essentially subsistence-oriented. Our findings suggest that,

in this sample of small-scale entrepreneurs, business and family aspirations are com-

plements rather than substitutes and that, consequently, no discernable negative

impact on well-being can be detected.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we introduce the

concepts of aspirations failure and aspirations windows and lay out our own approach

in connection to this literature. Section 3.3 outlines the experimental design and

Section 3.4 describes the data and estimation method. Section 3.5 reports the results

and Section 3.7 concludes.

3.2 Framework and Hypotheses

The concept of aspirations and the potential for explaining patterns of persistent

poverty is not new to the field of development economics. Since Simon (1955) and

Selten (1998a,b) and more recently Bogliacino and Ortoleva (2015), Dalton et al.

(2016), and Genicot and Ray (2017), aspirations have been conceptualized as refer-

ence points. Thus, losses and gains relative to the initial level of aspirations are what

determine investment incentives, and in turn, performance and achievement. Un-

derstanding the causal determinants of entrepreneurial aspirations has both research

and policy relevance. This section lays out the hypotheses for how our experimental

interventions are expected to affect entrepreneurs’ business and family aspirations,

and through them, their business performance and subjective well-being. The hy-

potheses tested in this paper are directly derived from predictions of the models

introduced by Dalton et al. (2016) and Genicot and Ray (2017).
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3.2.1 The Effect of Aspirations Windows on Aspirations

In his work on the social formation of aspirations, Ray (2003) defines an individual’s

aspirations window as their “zone of ’similar’, ’attainable’ individuals” (Ray, 2003,

p.1); that is, their “spatially, economically, perhaps even socially” close others (Ray,

2003, p.2). Aspirations are determined by the distribution of social outcomes within

the agent’s aspirations window and thus by the “lives, achievements, or ideals” (Ray,

2003, p.2) of relevant individuals. Consistent with this, there is broad empirical

support for the notion that the distribution of social outcomes among individuals

in spatial proximity has some bearing on an individual’s aspirations (e.g., Bernard

et al., 2014; Beaman et al., 2012; Janzen et al., 2017; Knight and Gunatilaka, 2012;

Fafchamps and Shilpi, 2008; Stutzer, 2004).

In the framework of Genicot and Ray (2017), agents maximize the net benefit

of effort investment by trading off potential future utility against the disutility from

foregone consumption in the present. Aspiration levels serve as reference points

which outcomes are being evaluated against. The agent derives utility from sat-

isfying their aspirations by surpassing this reference point. While, at low levels,

aspirations do not motivate further investment of effort and so both effort and as-

pirations perpetually falter, higher levels of aspirations can motivate higher effort

(see also, Dalton et al., 2016). However, beyond a critical threshold, idiosyncratic

to the agent, aspirations are so high that the effort required to achieve them exceeds

the utility derived from their achievement. In turn, effort investment undergoes a

discontinuous decline and becomes insensitive to the level of aspirations.

On the aggregate level, since agents differ in their threshold levels, the rela-

tionship of aspirations and effort investment is that of an inverse u-shape. Higher

aspirations cause increases in both effort levels and the fraction of agents whose

aspiration levels surpass their idiosyncratic aspirations thresholds. At low levels of

aspirations, the first effect dominates the second. However, the higher the level

of aspirations, the more likely agents are to exceed their personal threshold and

choose low effort in frustration. The initially upward-sloping aspirations-investment

relationship turns downwards as a function of the agents’ personal threshold levels

(see, Ray, 2003, 2006; Janzen et al., 2017). Marginally widening aspirations win-

dows may thus increase the aspirations of some but decrease the aspirations of other

agents, with the direction of change determined by the place of the individual in

the distribution of social outcomes within their aspirations window. The number

of individuals who will see their aspirations increase or plummet depends on the
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distribution of critical thresholds in the sample and on the fraction of thresholds

surpassed due to treatment.

In this study, we exogenously widen aspirations windows to the same level for all

entrepreneurs. This creates natural heterogeneity in treatment shocks conditional

on the treated individuals’ critical threshold levels. Since these thresholds are unob-

servable, we exploit the fact that, by randomized assignment of treatment, agents in

treatment and control groups will, on average, have their current levels of aspirations

set at equal distance to their critical thresholds. We expect the critical thresholds of

entrepreneurs aspiring high at baseline to be less likely to be exceeded by the treat-

ment shock and, therefore, for this group to show increased aspirations and firm

performance. In contrast, among those with lower baseline aspirations, more en-

trepreneurs will see their critical thresholds surpassed due to treatment. We expect

these entrepreneurs’ aspirations to become frustrated and their firm performance

to decrease. Based on the theory by Genicot and Ray (2017), this should result in

a divergence of aspiration levels and performance outcomes with initial aspiration

levels mediating the change. Based on the theory by Genicot and Ray (2017), this

should result in a divergence of aspiration levels and performance outcomes with

initial aspiration levels mediating the change.

3.2.2 The Effect of Business Aspirations on Business Per-

formance

Dalton et al. (2016) develop a model in which differences in initial wealth exacer-

bate common behavioral biases to produce an aspirations-based poverty trap. In it,

behavioral individuals take their aspiration levels as given when choosing effort to

invest in the future, even though aspirations are determined by effort and achieve-

ment in equilibrium. For both the poor and the rich, this bias leads to suboptimal

choices of effort investments. However, since lower wealth levels reduce the marginal

benefit of exerting effort, it is the poor individuals who are more likely to aspire be-

low their true potential. That is, poor individuals end up choosing to exert less

effort and to set less ambitious aspirations with respect to their true potential. This

leads to multiple welfare-ranked equilibria. If constraints to achieve aspirations are

not binding and initial aspirations levels are close to an aspirations threshold, an ex-

ogenous shock to aspirations can propel the individual out of the aspirations-based

poverty trap and move the individual to an equilibrium with higher effort, higher

aspirations, and better outcomes. Galiani et al. (2018) shed light on the case in
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which resource constraints are, in fact, binding. Here, the poor individual, once

propelled out of the bad equilibrium of a poverty trap through an exogenous shock

to aspirations, may not be able to sustain their increased aspirations in the long-

term. In the context of a field experiment that randomizes improvements in housing

quality to inhabitants of poor slums in Mexico, Uruguay, and El Salvador, the au-

thors show that individuals in the control group indeed report higher aspirations for

home improvements in the short-term. However, investment levels did not change

and any gains in aspirations receded eight months after treatment.

Since we provide a step-by-step guidance on business practices which can be

implemented at no economic costs, by design, our study creates an environment

in which economic constraints to satisfying rising aspirations can be plausibly as-

sumed not to be binding. In addition, the nudges provided by Movie and Assistance

are based on and are almost perfectly equivalent to the content of the Handbook,

such that treatment effects beyond the Handbook cannot be driven by purely in-

formational shocks. In the short-term (i.e. six months after treatment), we expect

aspiration levels to rise in response to each of the treatments. In the absence of bind-

ing economic constraints to satisfying higher aspirations, we moreover expect (i) an

increase in business performance in the short-term and (ii) for higher aspirations

and better performance to be sustained in the longer-term (eighteen months after

treatment). It is an open question whether, in the absence of economic constraints,

agency constraints hold back aspirations and performance. Following the literature

on role models and behavioral change, we expect the increase in business aspirations

and performance to be stronger for entrepreneurs exposed to Handbookand Movie

than for those assigned to the Handbook Only.

3.2.3 The Effect of Business Aspirations on Family Aspira-

tions

While there is a growing literature on the impact of aspiration levels on effort and

investment, much of this literature has been limited to conceptualizing aspirations

as one-dimensional and as pertaining to income only (see, e.g., Janzen et al., 2017;

McBride, 2010; Stutzer, 2004; Knight and Gunatilaka, 2012). In contrast, Ray

(2003, 2006) acknowledges that “the concept of aspirations itself may be inherently

multidimensional” and that “depending on one’s place in the socio-economic hier-

archy, these many-faceted aspirations may complement one another, or they may

be mutual substitutes” (Ray, 2003, p.2). Such a multidimensional view on aspira-
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tions is arguably of particular relevance in the study of small-business growth and

entrepreneurship in developing countries where, typically, a majority of individuals

are self-employed (e.g. Maloney, 2004; Gollin, 2008; Nichter and Goldmark, 2009).

While common, such small-scale firms are often not the only source of household

income and their owners are often compelled to divide their time between business

tasks, household chores, and child rearing. Indeed, in our sample, 79 percent of the

enterprises are operated from within the entrepreneur’s household. An exogenous

shock to the entrepreneur’s aspirations window may simply render one dimension

salient at the expense of another in the pursuit of utility maximization or change

the relative marginal benefits of time spent on business task versus in the household

or with their children.

Though the empirical literature is still sparse, there is some evidence on the

interplay of different aspirations dimensions. Considering multiple dimensions of

Ethiopian villagers’ individual aspirations, Bernard et al. (2014) report treatment

effects of a role-model intervention on the aspirations for their children’s educational

attainment. The study finds no impacts on these other aspiration dimensions or on

measures of life satisfaction. The authors conjecture that the finding may be due

to a strong local belief in the returns to education in the wake of comprehensive

government reform. However, aspirations for their childrens’ prospects may simply

act as a substitute for aspirations towards the individual’s own income and social

status. Bjorvatn et al. (2015) offers further suggestive evidence along these lines

from a field experiment among school students in Tanzania. The authors show

that exposure to an edutainment program that motivated entrepreneurship among

students facilitated interest in entrepreneurship and business start-up but decreased

school performance and graduation rates.

In this paper, we consider the multidimensionality of aspirations by measuring

the entrepreneur’s aspirations for their children’s educational attainments alongside

their business aspirations. We explore potential substitution effects between these

aspirations dimensions by capturing the effect of widening aspirations windows on

educational aspirations.

3.2.4 The Effect of Business Aspirations on Subjective Well-

being

Though the literature on aspirations and poverty has largely established that aspira-

tions correlate with forward-looking behavior and investment (see, e.g., Janzen et al.,
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2017; Dalton et al., 2018a; Kosec and Mo, 2017; Favara, 2017; Ross, 2017; Serneels

and Dercon, 2014) and that aspirations are amenable to change (e.g., Bernard et al.,

2014; Macours and Vakis, 2014; Beaman et al., 2012; McBride, 2010), it is not clear

what the welfare consequences of such change should be on the treated individu-

als. As common proxies for individual utility, self-reported happiness and well-being

should offer first insights into the impact of aspirations-based interventions on indi-

vidual welfare (see, e.g., Clark and Oswald, 1994; Oswald, 1997; Ng, 1997; Easterlin,

2001; Stutzer, 2004; Frey and Stutzer, 2000, 2002). Generally, the happiness litera-

ture finds happiness to increase in income but decrease in income aspirations (e.g.,

Easterlin, 1995, 2001, 2003; Stutzer, 2004; Knight and Gunatilaka, 2012; Clark et al.,

2008; Frey and Stutzer, 2002). Using a large cross-section from Switzerland, Stutzer

(2004) provides evidence for a negative correlation between aspiration levels and life

satisfaction. Knight and Gunatilaka (2012) find the same result in a cross-section

from rural China. McBride (2010) corroborates this finding in the controlled envi-

ronment of a laboratory study, confirming the importance of relative judgments for

happiness found in previous lab research (see, e.g., Tversky and Kahneman, 1991;

Smith et al., 1989).

Social comparisons may also drive changes in happiness and satisfaction. The

literature finds that improvements in the incomes of relevant peers tend to de-

crease individual happiness (e.g., Clark and Senik, 2010; Fafchamps and Shilpi,

2008; Luttmer, 2005; Ferrer-i Carbonell, 2005; Stutzer, 2004; Senik, 2004, 2009).

This social channel is consistent with the models of (Ray, 2006; Genicot and Ray,

2017; Janzen et al., 2017). A shock to the exposure to well-off peers may thus

cause changes in the individual’s aspiration levels which, in turn, impact happiness.

Moreover, potential substitution effects between multiple dimensions of aspirations,

as outlined above, may provide a further channel of how aspirations impact subjec-

tive well-being.

We are able to shed light on the impact of social comparisons on subjective well-

being in that we expose entrepreneurs to the example of aspirational peers with the

Movie and measure the entrepreneur’s satisfaction with their finances and with life in

general. Following the happiness literature (e.g., Easterlin, 1995, 2001, 2003; Clark

et al., 2008; Frey and Stutzer, 2002), any treatment effect on subjective well-being

will be the net effect of a positive income effect and a negative effect from rising

aspirations. Since the exposure to successful, well-off peers differs in impact by the

distance to this frontier, we expect entrepreneurs closer to it (above-median baseline

aspirations) to benefit more from the intervention in terms of satisfaction levels than
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those further from it (below-median baseline aspirations). In contrast, the direction

of the overall effect depends on the relative magnitudes of the opposing effects of

income and aspirations and is, therefore, not clear ex ante. By providing Assistance,

we explore the possibility that increases in perceived agency may contribute to

raising satisfaction levels.

3.3 Research Method

3.3.1 Study Location and Population of Interest

The study was conducted in Jakarta, the capital city of Indonesia. While the city

of Jakarta is home to roughly 10 million inhabitants, 30 million people live in its

metropolitan area including the peripheral cities of Bogor, Depok, Tangerang, and

Bekasi (“Jabodetabek”). We draw our sample from the population of traditional

retail businesses in the city of Jakarta (excluding “Jabodetabek”). Locally known as

“toko kelontong” or “warung”, shops of this kind are ubiquitous in Indonesia where

retail and hospitality is the second largest sector of employment following agriculture

(Indonesian Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs Indonesia, 2011). Offering staples

such as rice, nuts, and beans but also snacks, sweets, beverages, toiletries, cigarettes,

and other convenience goods, traditional retail shops are concentrated largely in

residential areas and adjacent to traditional markets for vegetables, fruits, rice, meat,

and fish. Most are operated as family businesses with only 2.43 percent employing

any hired labor. Appendix B.1 shows pictures of two shops representative of this

sample.

3.3.2 Sampling Frame

For logistical reasons, we restricted the area of study to the 144 districts of the

city of Jakarta, excluding the wider metropolitan area (“Jabodetabek”). Of the 144

districts that comprise the city of Jakarta, we dropped all 32 districts of Northern

Jakarta (“Kota Jakarta Utara”) due to a small and medium enterprise training

program being run by a large retail chain. Out of the 112 eligible districts, we

randomly selected 29 districts to be part of the research.2 Within these 29 areas of

study, we conducted a listing exercise to create a list of all businesses which met the

following four selection criteria: (i) shop size of at least 4m2, (ii) at least two different

2Appendix B.2 provides a map of the districts of study in the context of the wider metropolitan
area.
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product categories on offer, (iii) no handcart or other moveable business premises,

and (iv) no franchise of larger retail chains. Regarding the sampling procedure,

within each district a team of two to three enumerators would first request a map

of community-level boundaries at the local district office. This enabled us to avoid

marketplaces with high population density. We, moreover, sampled only businesses

which were at a distance of at least 30 meters from each other. This procedure

yielded a total of 2042 businesses of which we randomly selected a sample of 1301

to be included in the study.

3.3.3 Spillovers

By sampling only businesses at a distance of at least 30 meters to each other and

excluding all densely populated market areas, we aimed to mitigate the risk of

spillover effects by design. Since only 10.76 percent of entrepreneurs discuss any

business-related topic with someone outside their family and just 29.28 percent of

those discuss new business practices (3.15 percent of the sample), communication

spillovers are unlikely to be substantial. In contrast, we acknowledge that, based on

our experimental design, we can only mitigate but cannot rule out potential spill-

overs in the form of sales drawn from neighboring businesses rather than through

productivity improvements. On this note, it is important to take into consideration

that the businesses in our sample are heterogenous in terms of their assortments on

offer. That is, not all treated businesses compete with each control business in the

same market and may thus draw their customers as a consequence of being treated.

To show the effect of taking account of shop types on the de-facto distance of

the average control business to the next treated competitor, we perform additional

spatial analyses. Based on the main products on offer, we distinguish four stylized

types of businesses: (i) sellers of vegetables, fruits, rice, nuts, and beans, (ii) sellers

of cigarettes and tobacco, (iii) sellers of cooking gas (and water), and (iv) general

stores with a varied assortment excluding the aforementioned products.3

The figures in Appendix A.3 illustrate this exercise for one example village.

Figure A.3 shows control businesses (yellow dots) and those treated businesses which

3Specifically, we assign a business to either of these categories if its reported sales from the
products included in a category are above a minimal threshold of 60,000 Indonesian Rupiah (USD
14.80 PPP). This implies that business can have multiple types. The absolute threshold of IDR
60,000 is used to ascertain that the product in question is available in non-trivial quantity to a
customer who switches between businesses and not merely sold in small quantities to neighbors,
a practice commonplace among the population of retail businesses this study focuses on. At
local prices at the time of the study, the amount corresponds to about two small gallons of three
kilograms of liquefied petroleum gas or four packs of branded cigarettes.
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are of the same shop type; in this case, shops which sell cigarettes and tobacco

(black dots). Figure A.4 adds to this all treated businesses without cigarettes and

tobacco on offer (gray dots). Results from this exercise confirm that the linear

distance between each control business and the closest treated direct competitor are

considerably higher than when shop types are not taken into account. Specifically,

while the average control business is at a linear distance of 85.52 meters (median =

61.98) to the next treated business, the linear distance to the next business of the

same type is 136.38 meters (median = 97.98) meters. Figure A.5 illustrates the

distribution of linear distances with and without taking account of differences in

type. It shows that, when taking into account the different types of businesses, the

body of the distribution is shifted to the right and the distribution becomes more

right-skewed due to outliers with large distances to similar businesses. Crucially,

the number of treated businesses in close proximity is substantially smaller when

accounting for shop type: 48 control businesses are at less than 30 meters linear

distance to the next treated shop but only 15 are in such close proximity to a

treated business of the same type.4

3.3.4 Experimental Design

In order to create exogenous variation in the exposure to treatment, we divided the

sample into four treatment groups (N = 260 each) and one control group (N = 261).

Random assignment was carried out by the research team in private and subse-

quently implemented by the implementation partners of the study. Randomization

was stratified according to (i) business size (below 6m2, between 6 and 10m2, or

above 10m2), (ii) gender, (iii) a dummy for whether the entrepreneur scored above

or below the median in a composite of business practices, and (iv) village-level dum-

mies. Given the number of observations per cell, we did not further stratify on

aspiration levels at baseline.5

All treated entrepreneurs (N = 1040) received the Handbook which character-

4Distance, as inferred from GPS data, refers to the linear distance between control and treated
businesses. This is distinct from the road distance we used to restrict the sample to businesses
which were at least 30 meters apart. In addition, GPS data comes with measurement error. This
is why we measure a non-trivial fraction of linear distances under 30 meters.

5We gave priority to (i) business size as an easily measurable proxy for general wealth, (ii)
gender due substantial effects reported in the literature on small-business performance and business
training, (iii) business practices as the focus of this intervention and the topic of a companion paper
(Dalton et al., 2018a), (iv) and village-level location since business performance will likely differ
across villages due to marked differences in income, infrastructure, customer base, or the type of
area (industrial, residential, commercial, etc.).
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ized local best practices in doing business and provided step-by-step advice on their

implementation. Orthogonal to this, subsets of businesses received different combi-

nations of the Handbook and two additional treatments. One group of 520 recipients

of the Handbook were invited to the screening of a role-model movie in which suc-

cessful peers explained their own trajectory of growth adopting the top practices. A

second group of 520 recipients of the Handbook were offered individualized business

assistance with trained counselors who provided specific assistance on adoption of

business practices. Since assignment to theMovie and Assistance partly overlapped,

this resulted in four treatment groups: Handbook Only, Handbook and Movie, Hand-

book and Assistance, as well as All Three.

Regarding the timing of activities, we conducted the listing exercise in January

2016 and administered the baseline survey in March and April 2016. Interventions

took place in October and November 2016. These were followed by a first endline

survey conducted in April and May 2017 and a second endline survey in April and

May 2018.6

3.3.5 Interventions

Handbook

Selection of Best Practices

The business practices presented in the Handbook are the ones identified as the

most profitable in the local context among a total set of 84 practices studied. In

order to identify these local best practices we relied on a detailed baseline survey

that collected data on the business practices. As detailed in Dalton et al. (2018a),

we used multivariate regressions of firm performance measures (sales, profits, num-

ber of customers) against sets of business practices to identify which of the practices

were most predictive of performance in our sample. Practices were ranked based

on the number of specifications where their coefficients were statistically significant,

and the magnitude of the coefficients. Through this protocol, we identified a set of

fourteen best practices to be included in the Handbook. 7 The Handbook further re-

lied on qualitative interviews with 102 small-scale entrepreneurs who were not part

of our sample but had a similar business profile. These interviews provided guidance

and adoption strategies which helped develop and guide the writing of the handbook.

6For a detailed timeline, see Appendix D.3.
7For a complete list of all the practices mentioned in the Handbook, see Dalton et al. (2018a).
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Handbook Production

The Handbook focuses on five business practice topics with dedicated chapters

on keeping records, calculating profits, planning stock-up purchases, attracting new

and retaining old customers, and discussing and cooperating on business decisions.

Each chapter introduces the identified best practices in a simple way, and emphasizes

the local origin of the data and the direct relevance of the information. The first

page provides an outline of the content, followed by brief statements that correct

misperceptions about practices, which were identified in the qualitative interviews.

The remainder of the text highlights the returns to the relevant practices, as per

our quantitive baseline analysis, and is supported by illustrative examples, figures,

tables, and pictures. Each chapter concludes with a rules of thumb guide on how to

implement the business practices covered in the chapter.

The Handbook is written such that it can be read cover to cover as well as cur-

sorily since all chapters are self-contained and provide necessary and independent

information. We also supplemented the Handbook with an exercise book that pro-

vides space and structure for the business owner to start keeping business records,

for instance recording a stocking-up schedule as per instructions provided in the

Handbook.

Movie

Selection of Role Models

In order to identify potential entrepreneurs for the role model exercise, we conducted

in-person surveys with 102 shop owners in the pre-pilot stage of the study. Nine

candidate were short-listed with the highest number of business practices in place, as

per McKenzie and Woodruff (2017). For these nine entrepreneurs, we conducted in-

depth interviews to understand their trajectory of growth and their business growth

aspirations. We also inquired about their adoption of various business practices and

recorded their personal implementation experiences. Based on these interviews, we

selected five entrepreneurs who best represented the local frontier of best practices

and acquired informed consent for their appearance as role models in our Movie.

The five role models were heterogeneous in terms of shop size, gender, age, and

ethnicity. This heterogeneity is important since similarity cues based on gender,

age, and ethnicity have been shown to facilitate social learning besides cues of suc-

cess, competence, skill, and knowledge (see, e.g., Rendell et al., 2011; Efferson et al.,

2008; Chudek et al., 2013; Henrich and Gil-White, 2001; Corriveau and Harris, 2009;

McElreath et al., 2008). Moreover, the differences in business size are intended to
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show the range of possibilities for business growth and therefore facilitate the open-

ing of “aspirations windows” (Ray, 2006). On average, the smallest businesses in our

sample are roughly as large as the very smallest shop shown in the Movie. Larger

businesses in our sample are on par with larger role-model shops but smaller than

the very largest aspirational example.

Movie Production and Screening

A professional production company was hired to shoot and edit the documen-

tary. We supervised all aspects of the process, from script writing and shooting

to post-production. The final product is 25 minutes in length and depicts each en-

trepreneur’s experience and success with a set of business practices, the impact of

their use on the business, and specific implementation advice. Overall, the Movie

seeks to establish aspirational goals for viewers with the adoption of business prac-

tices framed as pathways to business success.

We conducted public screenings in each of the 29 districts at a local school or

other public space. All screening locations were central and accessible to all invited

businesses. In order to incentivize attendance, shop owners were offered IDR 100,000

(USD 24.68) as a show-up fee. In addition, we offered two alternative screening dates

in each district and sent individual text message reminders the day prior to each

screening.

Each screening was followed by a facilitation session by a trained counselor who

clarified any doubts and answered questions from the audience. The screening ended

with a short feedback survey and payment of the show-up fee.

Assistance

For the Assistance intervention, we trained local staff ourselves based on the con-

tent of the handbook. The training was conducted over three days and included

classroom-style lectures as well as role play and pilot visits to retail businesses in

districts external to the study. The 20 facilitators trained through this process were

then randomly assigned to businesses in our study and were supervised by senior

staff.

The protocol for each shop visit was as follows. The facilitator first confirmed

the identity of the business owner and then asked which aspects of the handbook

needed clarification. Based on the owner’s response, the facilitator chose one of three

options. First, if the entrepreneur had started implementing a practice but had

encountered problems along the way, the facilitator would document the issues and
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start giving standardized implementation advice. Second, if the entrepreneur had

not started implementing any practice but had made progress reading the handbook,

the facilitator documented any issues with the material and then gave standardized

advice. Once all issues were dealt with, they would encourage the entrepreneur to go

through the rest of the chapter under their supervision. Third, if the entrepreneur

had not yet started reading the handbook, the facilitator would elicit their priorities

among the practices and start introducing the chapter corresponding to the most

relevant practice.

Each counseling session lasted approximately 40 minutes. At the end of the

first visit, the entrepreneur was asked to establish goals for the implementation

of a practice covered during the visit and for the study of selected material. A

second visit was scheduled two weeks after the first and at the convenience of the

entrepreneur. This second visit followed the same protocol as the first with the

difference that the starting point was determined by the work left from the first

session and the entrepreneur’s priorities elicited during that visit.

3.4 Data and Estimation Method

3.4.1 Description of Variables

The empirical analysis of this paper draws on three waves of data collection, one

baseline and two endline surveys at 6 month and 18 months after the interventions.

Besides a wide range of entrepreneurial and business characteristics, such as business

performance and practices, these surveys include detailed measures on the aspira-

tions of the entrepreneur, both towards their business and the education of the their

children.

Business and Family Aspirations

Regarding business aspirations, we elicit both short-term and long-term aspirations

for different business dimensions. The elicitation of aspiration levels was preceded

by a short briefing by the enumerator on the purpose of this survey section. Re-

spondents were encouraged to share their personal “dreams and aspirations” about

what future shop they “would like to” manage. Emphasis was put on the fact

that respondents were asked to “freely imagine”. While we cannot rule out that,

in their answers, respondents accounted for external constraints, instructions were

clear in that mutual understanding had to be unambiguously established before the
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interview would continue.

To elicit short-term aspirations, we ask: “Please imagine your business a year

from now. How large do you imagine your business premises to be? How many peo-

ple will work there? How many customers will come by on a normal day? What are

the daily sales you aspire to have?”. For the long-term, we ask: “Please imagine your

ideal business. How large is your shop? How many people work there? How many

customers come by on a normal day?”. Complementing these long-term aspirations,

we elicited the aspirations horizon: “How many years do you think it might take for

you to achieve your ideal business?”. On each dimension, responses were primed by

reminding respondents of their current levels. Respondents answered with estimates

in square meters, numbers of employees and customers, and amounts of daily sales

in Indonesian Rupiah. We use the levels for each dimension as outcomes to capture

potential treatment effects. Additionally, we compute aggregate scores for business

aspirations by averaging z-scores for each dimension.

Further, we measure the aspirations of the entrepreneur towards their children’s

educational attainment8. The questionnaire first records the respondent’s offspring

by asking: “Do you have any sons [daughters] and, if so, what are their names and

how old are they?”. We then elicit aspirations regarding the oldest son and the

oldest daughter under the age of 18, respectively. Specifically, we ask: “How many

years of schooling do you aspire him [her] to achieve?”. Respondents answer with

estimates in years or are aided by the enumerator in translating any degree to the

number of years necessary to acquire it in the Indonesian education system. We use

the number of years as an outcome and construct a dummy variable that is equal to

1 if the entrepreneur aspires for their son [daughter] to acquire at least a Master’s

level education, and 0 otherwise.

Subjective Well-being

The entrepreneur’s subjective well-being is proxied by their self-reported overall sat-

isfaction with the financial situation of their household and with life in general at

the time of the survey. We use standard questions taken from the World Values

Survey and ask: “How satisfied are you with the financial situation of your house-

hold?” and “How satisfied are you with your life at this point?” (see, Inglehart

et al., 2014). Respondents are instructed to answer on a scale from 1 to 10, where

1 indicates “very dissatisfied” and 10 indicates “very satisfied”.

8For budgetary reasons, data on the educational aspirations of the entrepreneur are only avail-
able at baseline and first endline.
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Expectations and Agency

In robustness checks following the main analysis, we run additional analyses using

the entrepreneur’s expectations and their perceived agency with respect to their

aspiration levels. Both expectations and agency are measured with respect to the

entrepreneur’s short-term sales aspirations. That is, after stating their current as-

piration level for sales, the respondent is asked how likely they believe this level is

going to be achieved within the following year. Respondents answer on a 6-point

scale. We interact this likelihood measure with the stated level of sales aspirations

to arrive at the fraction of aspirations which the entrepreneur expects to achieve

(sales expectations).

Regarding the entrepreneur’s perceived agency, we draw on the psychological

literature of social learning to measure self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 1982, 1986, 1997)

and locus of control (Rotter, 1954, 1966). These measures enjoy common usage also

in economic research (e.g. Bernard et al., 2014; Caliendo et al., 2015; Cobb-Clark

et al., 2014; Heckman and Kautz, 2012; Heckman et al., 2006). Specifically, we

ask the respondent how confident they are in their capabilities to achieve their

sales aspirations (self-efficacy) and how important they believe their own effort is in

contrast to the role of destiny, good or bad luck, or other people (locus of control).

Equivalent to the elicitation of sales expectations, respondents answer on a scale

from one to six. We aggregate the two answers to a composite score to measure the

overall perceived agency of the entrepreneur.

3.4.2 Summary Statistics

Table 3.1 presents summary statistics on entrepreneur- and business-level character-

istics and Table 3.2 on business and educational aspirations at baseline. For each,

Column (1) shows the number of observations for each characteristic, while Column

(2) presents the mean and the standard deviation for each characteristic using the

full baseline sample of 1301 businesses. Columns (3) to (7) show the means for busi-

nesses assigned to each of the experimental groups and, in brackets, results from

difference-in-means tests to check for balance between each of the treatment groups

and the control.

The average entrepreneur in our sample is female (70.83 percent), 45.27 years

of age, and has completed 9.39 years of formal education (equivalent to middle

school). However, this masks considerable heterogeneity, as 46.78 percent have

finished high-school and 4.44 percent hold college degrees. At baseline, the average
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Table 3.1: Summary Statistics and Balance (Entrepreneur- and Business-level Char-
acteristics) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)Full Sample All ThreeN = 1301 N = 261 N = 260 N = 260 N = 260 N = 260n MeanEntrepreneur-level CharacteristicsSociodemographicsGender (Male=1) 1301 0.29 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.28[0.611] [0.825] [0.680] [0.867]Age (Years) 1300 45.27 45.22 45.27 45.28 45.16 45.38(11.31) [0.959] [0.951] [0.951] [0.866]Formal Education (Years) 1301 9.39 9.10 9.52 9.36 9.42 9.55(3.78) [0.185] [0.446] [0.327] [0.174]Has at Least 3 Children (Yes=1) 1301 0.39 0.40 0.39 0.40 0.39 0.38[0.816] [0.971] [0.816] [0.553]Business PracticesMarketing Subscore 1301 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.17(0.19) [0.529] [0.345] [0.709] [0.517]Stocking-up Subscore 1301 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.44(0.30) [0.935] [0.884] [0.984] [0.291]Record-keeping Subscore 1301 0.46 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.45 0.46(0.19) [0.229] [0.09*] [0.07*] [0.254]Financial Planning Subscore 1301 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.21(0.17) [0.131] [0.128] [0.07*] [0.316]Psychological CharacteristicsTime Preference (0-10 Scale) 1301 5.18 5.19 5.07 5.21 5.25 5.20(2.26) [0.542] [0.924] [0.742] [0.940]Risk Preference (0-10 Scale) 1301 3.73 3.74 3.76 3.88 3.60 3.68(2.09) [0.902] [0.451] [0.453] [0.739]Digit Span (0-8 Scale) 1301 1.71 1.70 1.67 1.80 1.67 1.69(0.83) [0.734] [0.549] [0.742] [0.890]Business-level CharacteristicsGeneral CharacteristicsBusiness Age (Years) 1295 13.60 12.76 13.77 14.03 13.98 13.47(11.79) [0.313] [0.222] [0.236] [0.478]Business Has Tax ID (Yes=1) 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.15 0.18[0.811] [0.878] [0.145] [0.516]Business Size (Square Meters) 1301 13.22 12.67 12.77 12.84 13.82 14.03(12.34) [0.908] [0.851] [0.248] [0.287]Total Number of Full-time Employees 1301 2.00 2.03 2.05 1.90 1.99 2.04(1.22) [0.837] [0.218] [0.708] [0.919]Number of Full-time Formal Employees 1236 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05(0.28) [0.861] [0.840] [0.379] [0.398]Business PerformanceTotal Profits Last Month (USD PPP) 1286 496.66 806.96 1155.26 363.47 -388.08 527.98(6452.28) [0.579] [0.364] [0.01**] [0.536]Total Sales Last Month (USD PPP) 1286 5906.18 5077.37 5771.24 5535.05 5704.26 7419.87(15570.50) [0.453] [0.535] [0.437] [0.200]Total Daily Sales (USD PPP) 1295 239.83 206.14 224.23 234.75 239.50 294.31(585.97) [0.574] [0.313] [0.233] [0.206](Continued on the next page.)

ControlGroup HandbookOnly Handbook& Movie Handbook& Assist.Mean(SD) Mean(p-values) Mean(p-values) Mean(p-values) Mean(p-values)
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Table 3.2: Summary Statistics and Balance (Aspirations)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)Full Sample All ThreeN = 1301 N = 261 N = 260 N = 260 N = 260 N = 260n MeanBusiness AspirationsShort-term Aspirations (12 Months)Business Size (Square Meters) 1301 15.56 14.19 15.60 14.93 15.86 17.23(15.13) [0.169] [0.470] [0.115] [0.05*]Employees 1301 1.72 1.65 1.82 1.66 1.72 1.72(1.33) [0.155] [0.953] [0.512] [0.543]Daily Customers 1297 56.85 51.18 55.85 59.74 63.76 53.74(68.24) [0.341] [0.141] [0.04**] [0.565]Daily Sales (USD PPP) 1280 500.26 443.24 482.65 488.00 569.32 517.47(643.85) [0.438] [0.348] [0.03**] [0.161]Long-term Aspirations (Ideal Business)Business Size (Square Meters) 1301 24.19 22.00 23.46 24.45 24.40 26.67(26.69) [0.425] [0.187] [0.181] [0.09*]Employees 1301 2.09 2.01 2.08 2.01 2.13 2.19(1.62) [0.599] [1.00] [0.375] [0.196]Daily Customers 1297 73.35 66.50 76.58 78.52 74.56 70.64(100.22) [0.185] [0.155] [0.327] [0.559]Aspirations Horizon (Years) 941 2.77 2.87 2.62 2.89 2.94 2.55(2.84) [0.311] [0.959] [0.807] [0.199]Aspirations for Children’s EducationEducation Aspirations (Years)Children 799 16.8 16.94 16.68 17.04 16.67 16.69(2.83) [0.383] [0.760] [0.406] [0.422]Daughter 514 16.76 16.80 16.64 17.59 16.41 16.45(2.93) [0.672] [0.05*] [0.347] [0.368]Son 523 16.74 17.01 16.58 16.59 16.71 16.83(2.87) [0.280] [0.330] [0.471] [0.657]At Least Masters-level Education (Yes=1)Children 799 0.27 0.32 0.23 0.31 0.25 0.25[0.08*] [0.749] [0.152] [0.145]Daughter 514 0.25 0.29 0.22 0.36 0.22 0.20[0.225] [0.338] [0.22] [0.111]Son 523 0.25 0.31 0.21 0.24 0.23 0.26[0.101] [0.286] [0.177] [0.403]
ControlGroup HandbookOnly Handbook& Movie Handbook& Assist.Mean(SD) Mean[p-values] Mean[p-values] Mean[p-values] Mean[p-values]

This table presents summary statistics for entrepreneur and business characteristics as well as business aspirations and aspirations for children’s educational outcomes. Column (1) presents the sample size and Column (2) presents the mean and standard deviation of the characteristic using the full sample. Column (3) shows the mean in the control group and Columns (4) to (7) show the means of the characteristic for each of the treatment groups. Results of difference-in-means tests between each of the treatment groups and the control are reported in brackets. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).  
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business was established for 13.60 years, it employed 2 workers, measured 13.22

square meters in size, and had average monthly profits of USD 496.66 PPP with

average monthly sales of USD 5906.18 PPP. The average business owner reported

aspirations to reach daily sales on the order of about USD 500.00 PPP in the next

year. They further aspired for their business to be about 15 square meters in size,

to employ a total of 1.72 people, and for 56 customers to visit their shop daily. For

the long-term ideal business, the average entrepreneur estimated an achievement

horizon of almost 3 years. With respect to their ideal business, the average shop

owner aspired for a business of 24 square meters in size and with 73 daily customers.

Surprisingly, aspirations for the number of employees were no higher than current

levels (mean = 2.09). Regarding their children’s prospects, aspirations exceeded

the educational attainment of the average entrepreneur by a considerable margin.

The average business owner aspired for their children to complete almost 17 years

of schooling, while 27 percent aspired for a master’s-level education.

Columns (3) to (7) of Table 3.1 also present p-values for differences-in-means tests

between each of the treatment groups and the control group. The results suggest

that the randomization can be considered successful: out of 132 difference-in-means

tests performed, nine return statistically significant differences.

3.4.3 Treatment Compliance

Table 3.3 presents the Movie take-up and assessment. Out of the 520 shop owners

invited to the screening, 260 showed up at the venue for the film screening ses-

sion. This is in line with previous experiences of low take-up rates for interventions

requiring attendance. In particular, evaluations of business training interventions

have been fraught with weak attendance (for a review, see McKenzie and Woodruff,

2014). Drexler et al. (2014) report take-up rates comparable to ours for both a stan-

dard business training and a more intuitive rule-of-thumbs based approach. Giné

and Mansuri (2014) and Bruhn et al. (2018) document problems equivalent in mag-

nitude. Bruhn and Zia (2013) observes even lower attendance, of below 40 percent

of invitees. Calderón et al. (2013) and Premand et al. (2016) report attendance

below 70 percent. With the exception of the interventions by Drexler et al. (2014),

costs per participant for either of these interventions are typically many times higher

than the expenses per person of this study. Moreover, we find low attendance de-

spite a meaningful show-up compensation of IDR 100,000 (USD PPP 24.68) which

every shopkeeper invited to the Movie was offered. Table 2 also shows that, despite

moderate take-up, the feedback from the screening was very positive.
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Table 3.3: Movie Compliance and Feedback                                                  (1) (2) (3)(A) (B) (A) – (B)N = 260 N = 260 [p-values]
AttendanceBusiness Owner or Business Partner Attended Movie Screening 0.52 0.49 0.54Baseline Respondent Attended Movie Screening 0.47 0.45 0.79Respondent was Reminded by Personal Visit 0.05 0.07 0.36Respondent was Reminded by Phone Call 0.35 0.33 0.78Distance to Screening Location (in Decimal Degrees) 0.01 0.01 0.87
AssessmentLearned Something New (1-4 Scale) 3.34 3.21 0.18Feels Inspired (1-4 Scale) 3.31 3.30 0.94Feels Hopeful (1-4 Scale) 3.60 3.42 0.04**Feels Bored (1-4 Scale) 0.83 0.97 0.43Handbook& Movie Handbook& Movie& AssistanceThis table presents analyses on the compliance with the movie treatment and on the evaluation of this intervention by the treated entrepreneurs. Columns (1) and (2) present summary statistics for the two experimental groups assigned to the movie, respectively. Column (3) shows results from difference-in-means tests between these two groups. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      103



Table 3.4: Assistance Compliance and Feedback                                                        (1) (2) (3)(A) (B) (A) – (B)N = 260 N = 260 [p-values]
Attendance 0.77 0.78 0.7520.76 0.77 0.756Plans to Implement at Least One New Practice (Yes=1) 0.37 0.47 0.021**Plans Neither Handbook Study Nor Implementation (Yes=1) 0.12 0.11 0.7840.68 0.68 0.9250.67 0.67 1Plans to Implement at Least One New Practice (Yes=1) 0.39 0.47 0.063*Plans Neither Handbook Study Nor Implementation (Yes=1) 0.13 0.08 0.044**
AssessmentLearned Something New (1-4 Scale) 2.88 2.89 0.908Feels Inspired (1-4 Scale) 2.76 2.83 0.422Feels Hopeful (1-4 Scale) 2.88 2.97 0.312Feels Bored (1-4 Scale) 0.59 0.43 0.118Handbook& Assist. Handbook & Movie& Assist.1st SessionBusiness Owner or Business Partner Attended 1st SessionBaseline Respondent Attended 1st Session2nd SessionBusiness Owner or Business Partner Attended 2nd SessionBaseline Respondent Attended 2nd SessionThis table presents analyses on the compliance with either session of the assistance treatment and on the evaluation of this intervention by the treated entrepreneurs. Columns (1) and (2) present summary statistics for the two experimental groups assigned to assistance and Column (3) shows results from difference-in-means tests between these two groups. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).   
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Entrepreneurs who attended reported to have learned something new, to feel

inspired, and to be hopeful after attending the screening.

With respect to the Assistance, compliance rates were higher, with 77 percent

receiving the first and 68 percent receiving both sessions of the intervention (see

Table 3.4). The higher compliance rate may be because Assistance was provided

in the business premises and visits were individually scheduled with each assigned

entrepreneur. As Table 3.4 shows, overall feedback was positive as well.

Appendix A.1 presents additional regression analyses of attrition on a host of

baseline covariates which are selected as potential predictors of survey refusals or

out-migration. Columns (1) and (2) show mean values and sample sizes with respect

to the full sample for each of the variables six months after the treatments. Column

(3) presents results from regressions of attrition status on each of the covariates

separately using binary regression models with data from the first endline survey.

Columns (4) shows coefficients from multivariate regressions which control for the

full set of covariates simultaneously. The results from both binary and multivariate

regression models show that attrition is not significantly correlated with any of the

baseline variables. Both these findings and the fact that attrition rates do not differ

significantly by treatment status instill confidence in the validity of our intent-to-

treat estimates.

3.4.4 Survey Attrition

There were three sources of attrition among respondents: (i) owners of shops that

have closed down and cannot be tracked, (ii) owners who refused to take part in

the endline survey, and (iii) owners who were sick or out of town for a period longer

than two weeks at the time of the survey. Regarding the effect on statistical power,

attrition levels are low. Six months after the interventions, we document a loss of

about eight percent of the overall sample. This in line with previous experiences

in small-business surveys, places our study at the lower end of the distribution of

business-training interventions in developing countries for which attrition rates at

the first endline survey are typically in excess of 10 percent and can reach up to 25

percent or higher (for a review, see McKenzie and Woodruff, 2014). At the time of

the second endline eighteen months after treatment, another 13 percent of businesses

have attrited. This rate of attrition is well in line with prior surveys of small-scale

businesses (McKenzie and Woodruff, 2014). Moreover, most attrition is accounted

for by permanent shop closures: Among all businesses, firm closures account for 5.4

percent attrition at the time of the first endline survey (62 percent of attriters).
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Table 3.5: Balance of Attrition Across Experimental Groups 6 and 18 Months After
Treatment                                                  (1) (2)6-Months Endline 18-Months EndlineAssigned Handbook Only -0.022  -0.036(0.024) (0.035)Assigned Handbook and Movie -0.028 -0.008(0.025) (0.035)Assigned Handbook and Counseling -0.023 -0.024(0.024) (0.035)Assigned All Three -0.036 -0.0390.025 (0.035)                                                  

Yes YesR-squared                                         0.032 0.044Sample Size 1301 1301Outcome Mean in Control          0.927 0.787F-test (p-value): Book = Book & Movie        0.836 0.441F-test (p-value): Book = Book & Assist.        0.972 0.743F-test (p-value): Book = All Three 0.613 0.983F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = Book & Assist. 0.863 0.655Business Part ofEndline Sample Business Part ofEndline SampleStratification Controls And Village-level Fixed EffectsThis table presents regression analyses that test for differential attrition by treatment status for both endline surveys six and eighteen months after the treatments. These analyses take as their outcome a dummy of whether the business is part of the endline sample. While Column (1) presents results for the first endline survey, Column (2) presents results for the second endline survey. All regressions include stratification controls and village-level fixed effects. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      
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Table 3.6: Balance of Attrition on Observable Characteristics 6 and 18 Months After
Treatment (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)6-months endline 18-months endlineNon-Attriters Attriters Non-Attriters Attritersn nEntrepreneur-level CharacteristicsFormal Education (Years) 1,181 9.35 -0.003 -0.003 1,024 9.32 -0.004 -0.004(3.78) [0.223] [0.173] (3.78) [0.234] [0.238]Digit Span (0-8 Scale) 1,181 2.46 -0.001 0.003 1,024 2.45 -0.007 > -0.001(1.13) [0.838] [0.691] (1.12) [0.468] [0.980]Time Preference (0-10 Scale) 1,181 5.45 0.002 0.002 1,024 5.46 0.003 0.004(2.78) [0.532] [0.569] (2.77) [0.499] [0.382]Risk Preference (0-10 Scale) 1,181 3.68 -0.003 -0.002 1,024 3.65 -0.007 -0.007(2.55) [0.449] [0.559] (2.55] [0.113] [0.133]Systematic Thinking & Working Style (0-50) 1,181 21.20 0.002 0.001 1,024 21.14 -0.002 -0.004(3.32) [0.484] [0.831] (3.35) [0.497] [0.236]Entrepreneurial Motivation (Yes/No) 1,181 0.16 0.018 0.020 1,024 0.15 -0.017 -0.018(0.36) [0.377] [0.323] (0.36) [0.598] [0.586]Business-level CharacteristicsBusiness Size and FormalityBusiness Size (Square Meters) 1,181 13.31 0.001 0.001 1,024 13.30 0.001 0.001(12.61) [0.309] [0.280] (12.92) [0.516] [0.264]Total Profits Last Mth (USD PPP, Win at 2%) 1,167 362.41 > -0.001 < 0.001 1011 322.92 > -0.001 > -0.001(2388.45) [0.845] [0.452] (2373.21) [0.223] [0.490]Total Number of Hired Employees 1,124 0.08 -0.006 -0.015 979 0.08 0.011 0.012(0.48) [0.672] [0.360] (0.50) [0.561] [0.560]Business Has Tax ID (Yes/No) 1,180 0.19 0.001 0.004 1,023 0.19 -0.019 -0.003(0.39) [0.959] [0.876] (0.39) [0.566] [0.927]Has Power Cuts at Least Weekly (Yes/No) 1,181 0.05 0.012 0.016 1,024 0.05 0.038 0.023(0.21) [0.754] [0.687] (0.21) [0.506] [0.697]Total Outstanding Loans (USD PPP) 1,181 1003.55 > -0.001 > -0.001 1024 959.41 > -0.001 > -0.001(5271.84) [0.98] [0.978] (5443.03) [0.847] [0.866]OwnershipOwns Shop Space (Yes/No) 1,181 0.66 0.026 0.024 1024 0.66 0.034 0.025(0.48) [0.144] [0.194] (0.47) [0.162] [0.337]Owns at Least 2 Refrigerators (Yes/No) 1,181 0.29 0.027 0.010 1024 0.29 0.039 0.013(0.45) [0.118] [0.587] (0.46) [0.11] [0.604]Owns Another Business (Yes/No) 1,181 1.26 0.013 0.015 1024 1.25 -0.020 -0.023(0.53) [0.338] [0.276] (0.53) [0.36] [0.313]Plans and AspirationsPlans to Apply for Tax ID in Next Year (Yes/No) 1,181 0.11 -0.017 -0.027 1024 0.11 -0.035 -0.020(0.31) [0.53] [0.353] (0.31) [0.346] [0.620]Plans to Apply for Loan in Next Year (Yes/No) 1,181 0.24 0.028 0.026 1024 0.23 -0.004 -0.004(0.43) [0.12] [0.154] (0.42) [0.879] [0.880]Agg. 12-Month Shop Aspirations (z-Score) 1,181 < 0.01 0.004 0.002 1024 < 0.01 0.002 0.002(0.62) [0.774] [0.929] (0.62) [0.91] [0.926]Omnibus Test of Joint Significance[F-Test, p-Value] 0.879 0.788

Bivariate Regressions MultivariateRegression Bivariate Regressions MultivariateRegression(One Reg.per Covariate) (One Reg. forAll Covariates) (One Reg.per Covariate) (One Reg. forAll Covariates)Mean(SD) Coefficient[p-Value] Coefficient[p-Value] Mean(SD) Coefficient[p-Value] Coefficient[p-Value]
This table presents attrition analyses that test for correlation with baseline covariates using data from both endline surveys six and eighteen months after the treatments. Columns (1) to (4) show results for analyses using data from the first endline survey. Columns (1) and (2) present the number of observations as well as the mean and standard deviation for each covariate at the time of the first endline survey. Columns (3) and (4) present results from analyses that take as their outcome a dummy of whether the entrepreneur is part of the endline sample and regress it on each covariate using bivariate regressions (Column 3) and on all covariates in one multivariate regression (Column 4). The last row shows results of F-tests which test the joint significance of all covariates in explaining compliance. Columns (5) to (8) repeat these analyses with data from the second endline. All regressions include stratification controls and village-level fixed effects. Standard deviations are reported in round brackets, p values in square brackets. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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At the time of the second follow-up, they account for 7.4 percent (56 percent

of attriters). This is in line with recent estimates from a sample of 14,000 small

firms from across 12 developing countries that 8.3 percent of firms die each year

(McKenzie and Paffhausen, 2017).

Table 3.5 presents attrition analyses for the first and the second endline survey.

These analyses regress a dummy of whether the entrepreneur was part of the re-

spective endline sample on treatment dummies. Column (1) shows results for the

first endline survey and Column (2) for the second. Importantly, attrition is not

correlated with treatment status for any of the treatments in either endline survey.

We observe lower attrition rates in the control group than in any of the treatments.

However, with differences in the rate of attrition below 4 percent, the magnitudes

are small.

Table 3.6 presents additional regression analyses of attrition on a host of base-

line covariates which are selected as potential predictors of survey refusals or out-

migration. Columns (1) and (2) and Columns (5) and (6) show mean values and

sample sizes with respect to the full sample for each of the variables six months and

eighteen months after the treatments. Column (3) presents results from regressions

of attrition status on each of the covariates separately using bivariate regression

models with data from the first endline survey. Column (7) shows results from the

same analysis for the second endline survey. Equivalently, Columns (4) and (8) show

coefficients from multivariate regressions which control for the full set of covariates

simultaneously. The results from bivariate and multivariate regression models for

both the first and the second endline survey show that attrition is not significantly

correlated with any of the baseline variables. Both these findings and the fact that

attrition does not differ significantly by treatment status instill confidence in the

validity of our intent-to-treat estimates.

3.4.5 Estimation Strategy

Based on the theoretical insights of Ray (2006), Genicot and Ray (2017), and Dal-

ton et al. (2016), we estimate the differential impact of the four treatments on

aspirations, subjective well-being, and business performance for subgroups of en-

trepreneurs with high and low aspiration levels at baseline. We complement these

analyses with robustness checks in which we replace aspirations with the theoreti-

cally and empirically closely related concepts of expectations and perceived agency

to show that treatment effects are indeed unique to aspirations. Technically, we

interact a dummy which indicates whether the entrepreneur reported below-median
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baseline aspirations with each of the four treatment dummies and add both the

vector of interactions and the vector of treatment dummies to the specification. Us-

ing ordinary least squares (OLS), we estimate the following ANCOVA regression

specification:

Y2i = α +
4∑

m=1

βmTmi + ηS1i +
4∑

m=1

θmTmi × S1i + γX1i + δV + ζY1i + ǫi (3.1)

where θm is the coefficient on the interaction of each treatment m with a dummy

S equal to one if the entrepreneur’s baseline level of aspirations was below the median

and zero otherwise. When the outcome are the dimensions of business aspirations,

we construct dummies from the baseline level of the outcome. For instance, when

we estimate the heterogeneity in treatment effects on sales aspirations, S takes on

one if the entrepreneur’s baseline level of sales aspirations was below the median

and zero otherwise. Regarding business performance, educational aspirations, and

subjective well-being, we use an interaction dummy constructed from the z-score

of aggregate short-term business aspirations. In either case, the coefficients βm1 to

βm4 measure the effect of treatment m for entrepreneurs with above-median baseline

aspirations. The effect of treatment m on entrepreneurs with below-median scores is

measured by the sum of βm and θm. F-tests are used to compute significance scores

for below-median scores. Following Bruhn and McKenzie (2009), we include strata

dummies represented by the vector X. V represents district fixed effects and Y1i is

the baseline value of the outcome of interest. ǫi is a firm-level error term.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Impact on Business Aspirations

Tables 3.7 and 3.8 estimate Equation 3.1 with respect to business aspirations for the

two endline surveys, separately. Columns (1) to (5) in each table present results on

business aspirations in the short-run, and Columns (6) to (9) present results on long-

term aspirations for the entrepreneur’s ideal business. We find a clear divergence in

treatment impacts by initial levels of aspirations that sharply follows insights from

theory. While these differential effects on business aspirations are modest at the

first endline six after the intervention (Table 3.7), they become more pronounced by

the second endline eighteen months after the intervention (Table 3.8).
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Table 3.7: Treatment Effects on Business Aspirations for High- and Low-Aspirers 6 Months After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)12-months Aspirations Aspirations for the Ideal BusinessAggregate Size Employees Daily Sales Aggregate Size Employees(z Score) (m²) (z Score) (m²)Assigned Handbook Only            0.006              2.613              0.232             10.508            -20.596              0.078             -0.586              0.317             25.916            (0.070)            (3.482)            (0.297)           (11.119)           (48.818)            (0.103)            (4.497)            (0.540)          (19.833)   Assigned Handbook and Movie            0.041              2.302              0.168              9.027             63.577             -0.053             -2.396             -0.224             20.121            (0.077)            (2.627)            (0.234)           (11.289)           (59.874)            (0.097)            (3.720)            (0.458)          (16.243)   Assigned Handbook and Assistance            0.041              2.828              0.130             20.134*           -41.298              0.004              4.088             -0.251             21.308            (0.072)            (1.930)            (0.250)           (10.925)           (56.046)            (0.096)            (4.009)            (0.415)          (15.048)   Assigned All Three            0.065              1.570             -0.225             15.027             24.426             -0.037             -0.659             -0.338             16.694            (0.071)            (1.928)            (0.225)            (9.707)           (54.844)            (0.100)            (3.575)            (0.438)          (12.961)   Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.042             -3.940             -0.351            -12.065            -52.688             -0.236**           -5.219             -0.581            -33.680            (0.086)            (3.463)            (0.306)           (13.194)           (46.899)            (0.095)            (4.251)            (0.520)          (20.491)   Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Aspirations            0.002             -3.242             -0.022             -8.862            -76.283              0.100              0.493              0.350            -21.736            (0.093)            (2.768)            (0.266)           (13.278)           (60.300)            (0.094)            (3.691)            (0.436)          (17.213)   Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.007             -2.038             -0.081            -12.408             16.801             -0.004             -8.584**            0.179            -22.369            (0.091)            (2.389)            (0.272)           (12.655)           (56.815)            (0.095)            (3.779)            (0.368)          (15.235)   Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.115             -3.545*             0.232            -12.971            -78.690             -0.107             -6.263**            0.034            -23.131            (0.080)            (1.926)            (0.244)           (13.077)           (52.062)            (0.085)            (3.059)            (0.387)          (15.271)                                                     Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                                    0.345              0.191              0.149              0.155              0.603              0.232              0.227              0.157              0.169   Sample Size             1181               1181               1181               1177               1160               1181               1181               1181               1177   Outcome Mean for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                 0.180             22.989              2.186             72.527            833.300              0.276             37.009              3.460           110.436   Outcome SD for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                     0.575             20.768              1.200             66.489            714.569              1.224             45.469              4.617           121.013   Outcome Mean for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                 -0.257             12.000              1.698             38.638            188.887             -0.314             20.312              1.927             52.277   Outcome SD for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                      0.299              7.886              1.428             36.582            142.509              0.360             23.870              1.994             57.651   F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction                    0.474              0.310              0.344              0.812              0.006              0.015              0.020              0.147              0.341   F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.                  0.401              0.460              0.333              0.979              0.683              0.543              0.513              0.525              0.858   F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact.            0.506              0.638              0.719              0.397              0.406              0.993              0.109              0.703              0.901   F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact.            0.288              0.111              0.958              0.797              0.049              0.032              0.008              0.091              0.527   
 DailyCustomers DailyCustomers(USD PPP, Winsorized 1%)           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of business aspirations on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of aspirations using data from the first endline survey six months after treatment. Treatment is interacted with a dummy that takes on the value one if the entrepreneur scored above the median of the respective aspirations dimension at baseline. Columns (1) to (5) present results from regressions that take short-term aspiration levels as their outcome. Besides an aggregate score of short-term aspirations (Column 1), these include the following aspirations dimensions: aspirations for the size of the business in square meters (Column 2), for the total number of full-time employees (Column 3) and daily customers (Column 4), as well as for the amount of daily sales in USD PPP (Column 5). Sales aspirations are winsorized at the 1%-level on both tails. Analogously, Columns (6) to (9) present results with long-term aspirations as the outcome. The outcome dimensions are the same as for the short-term with the exception that no data was collected for long-term sales aspirations. All regressions include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).  
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Table 3.8: Treatment Effects on Business Aspirations for High- and Low-Aspirers 18 Months After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)12-months Aspirations Aspirations for the Ideal BusinessAggregate Size Employees Daily Sales Aggregate Size Employees(z Score) (m²) (z Score) (m²)Assigned Handbook Only            0.004             -2.726              0.005             12.149             37.135              0.084             -1.978              0.203             25.666**          (0.075)            (2.271)            (0.222)            (7.585)           (61.596)            (0.099)            (3.673)            (0.336)           (12.634)   Assigned Handbook and Movie           -0.048             -3.559             -0.068             20.367**          151.431**            0.083              2.245             -0.321             36.499***         (0.068)            (2.531)            (0.191)            (7.913)           (64.096)            (0.094)            (3.621)            (0.247)           (13.185)   Assigned Handbook and Assistance            0.087              0.909              0.446*            14.705*            -7.053              0.082              4.172              0.092             11.649            (0.090)            (2.377)            (0.228)            (8.192)           (55.988)            (0.098)            (3.261)            (0.250)           (10.103)   Assigned All Three            0.057              0.431              0.223             15.218**           51.146              0.072              2.242              0.238             20.607*           (0.082)            (2.070)            (0.307)            (6.547)           (59.098)            (0.110)            (3.346)            (0.348)           (12.307)   Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.086              1.768              0.054            -29.029***         -151.679**           -0.360***           -4.420             -0.453            -45.957***         (0.085)            (2.643)            (0.240)            (7.391)           (60.984)            (0.096)            (3.944)            (0.348)           (12.040)   Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Aspirations            0.037              3.268             -0.109            -28.792***         -218.817***          -0.243**           -7.717**            0.128            -47.803***         (0.082)            (2.921)            (0.202)            (8.131)           (64.923)            (0.098)            (3.728)            (0.270)           (13.382)   Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.087             -1.217             -0.190            -23.607***          -34.333             -0.200*            -9.031**           -0.253            -22.817**          (0.099)            (2.719)            (0.256)            (8.692)           (56.250)            (0.104)            (3.766)            (0.272)           (10.408)   Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.085             -0.234             -0.265            -22.106***         -122.166**           -0.146             -6.574*            -0.467            -22.468*           (0.093)            (2.388)            (0.314)            (7.732)           (57.075)            (0.113)            (3.472)            (0.358)           (12.830)                                                     Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                                    0.313              0.309              0.139              0.182              0.536              0.214              0.208              0.132              0.186   Sample Size             1024               1023               1024               1018                999               1024               1023               1024               1018   Outcome Mean for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control              0.144             22.500              2.242             69.697            743.812              0.146             36.010              2.440             88.605   Outcome SD for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                  0.437             14.976              1.032             54.804            637.900              0.636             26.985              1.146             81.206   Outcome Mean for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control              -0.193             11.883              1.729             39.243            217.843             -0.099             21.383              2.175             58.372   Outcome SD for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                   0.361              8.763              1.079             29.603            213.861              0.870             19.376              1.732             73.822   F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction                    0.099              0.479              0.624              0.000              0.000              0.000              0.005              0.139              0.001   F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.                0.814              0.823              0.091              0.058              0.049              0.024              0.011              0.211              0.110   F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact.            0.985              0.814              0.078              0.059              0.254              0.121              0.072              0.348              0.129   F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact.            0.571              0.887              0.698              0.210              0.028              0.307              0.057              0.140              0.821   
 DailyCustomers DailyCustomers(USD PPP, Winsorized 1%)           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of business aspirations on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of aspirations using data from the second endline survey eighteen months after treatment. Treatment is interacted with a dummy that takes on the value one if the entrepreneur scored above the median of the respective aspirations dimension at baseline. Columns (1) to (5) present results from regressions that take short-term aspiration levels as their outcome. Besides an aggregate score of short-term aspirations (Column 1), these include the following aspirations dimensions: aspirations for the size of the business in square meters (Column 2), for the total number of full-time employees (Column 3) and daily customers (Column 4), as well as for the amount of daily sales in USD PPP (Column 5) Sales aspirations are winsorized at the 1%-level on both tails. Analogously, Columns (6) to (9) present results with long-term aspirations as the outcome. The outcome dimensions are the same as for the short-term with the exception that no data was collected for long-term sales aspirations. All regressions include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level). 
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As depicted in Table 3.7, six months after the interventions, treatment effects

on business aspirations are (i) more pronounced for shop owners with below-median

baseline aspirations than for those with above-median aspirations and they are (ii)

stronger for long-run aspirations than for short-run aspirations. We find no effects

on aspirations for the size of the business (Column 2) or the number of employees

(Column 3). In contrast, Column (4) shows that, when invited to the Assistance,

shop owners above the median of baseline aspirations aspire to an additional 20 daily

customers which is an improvement of about 27 percent (0.30 standard deviations).

In contrast, as shown in Column (5), low-aspiring entrepreneurs aspire to 38 and 28

percent (0.10 and 0.38 standard deviations) lower sales when assigned to Handbook

Only and All Three, respectively. Column (6) shows that these entrepreneurs also

reduce their long-run business aspirations both after being assigned to Handbook

Only and to All Three. This aggregate effect is mostly driven by long-run aspirations

for business size. According to Column (7), entrepreneurs below the median of

business aspirations at baseline when assigned to Handbook and Assistance and All

Three show reductions equivalent to about 4.5 and 6.9 square meters or 22 and 34

percent compared to the aspirations of the control group. In contrast, the aspirations

of entrepreneurs with high aspirations are not affected by the treatments.

This divergence in aspiration levels becomes more pronounced eighteen months

after treatment. As Table 3.8 shows, significant effects are now (i) observed for both

entrepreneurs with below-median and those with above-median baseline aspirations,

for (ii) both short-run and long-run aspirations, and they are (iii) strongest for

customer and sales aspirations. According to Column (3), high-aspiring shop owners

assigned to the Movie increase their aspirations for employees by 20 percent above

control levels (0.43 standard deviations) and for customers by about 29 percent or

20 daily customers (0.37 standard deviations) compared to the control group. Along

these lines, entrepreneurs invited to receive Assistance and All Three each aspire to

roughly 15 extra customers or a plus of about 21 percent (0.27 standard deviations)

over the control group. Finally, Column (5) shows that assignment to theMovie also

increases the sales aspirations of high-aspiring entrepreneurs: this subgroup aspires

to a considerable plus of USD 151.00 PPP in daily sales, equal to an improvement

of 20 percent (0.23 standard deviations) above the control.

In contrast, shop owners who aspired low at baseline further reduce their busi-

ness aspirations. Column (3) shows that the Movie decreased these entrepreneurs’

aspirations for employment by 10 percent (0.16 standard deviations). Likewise, low-

aspiring shop owners further lower their aspirations by about 17 daily customers
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or 43 percent (0.57 standard deviations) vis-à-vis the control when assigned to the

Handbook Only, and by 8 and 9 customers (21 and 22 percent) when additionally

invited to the Movie and Assistance, respectively (Column 4). As per Column (5),

these shop owners also reduce their sales aspirations. While at about USD 114.00

PPP or 52 percent (0.53 standard deviations) the effect is largest for those assigned

to Handbook Only, entrepreneurs also reduce their sales aspirations when invited

to the Movie (by 9 percent or 0.10 standard deviations) and to All Three (by 32

percent or 0.33 standard deviations).

Long-run aspirations corroborate this pattern. As shown in Column (9), when

assigned to Handbook Only and Handbook and Movie, shop owners with high cus-

tomer aspirations at baseline increase their aspirations by 25 and 36 daily customers

(an improvement of 29 and 41 percent) over the control, respectively. In contrast,

the negative aggregate effect for shop owners who aspired below the median at

baseline, shown in Column (6), is driven by aspirations for business size (Column

7) and customers (Column 9). While Column (7) shows no significant positive ef-

fects on long-run aspirations for business size, all interventions significantly reduce

these aspirations for shop owners with below-median baseline aspirations. Effects for

Handbook Only, Handbook and Movie, and Handbook and Assistance are consider-

able: low-aspiring entrepreneurs reduce their aspirations vis-à-vis the control group

by about 6, 5, and 5 square meters (reductions by 30, 25, and 22 percent), respec-

tively. In addition, Column (9) illustrates that the Handbook further lowered the

customer aspirations of entrepreneurs with low aspirations at baseline by about 20

customers or 34 percent (0.27 standard deviations) compared to the control group.

3.5.2 Impact on Business Performance

Tables 3.9 and 3.10 present results for treatment effects on business profits and

sales for the same subgroups of high- and low-aspiring entrepreneurs. In each case,

Columns (1) to (3) present results on total monthly business profits and Columns

(4) to (6) on total monthly sales. Columns (2) and (4) show estimates for the

respective outcome winsorized at the 1 percent-level on both tails. Overall, the

results sharply follow the divergence predicted by theory and found for business

aspirations. While entrepreneurs above the median gain in performance from both

Movie and Assistance but not from the Handbook Only, the aspirations of below-

median entrepreneurs only falter when assigned to the Handbook Only but not when

invited to Movie or Assistance.
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Table 3.9: Treatment Effects on Business Performance for High- and Low-Aspirers 6 Months After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)(USD PPP) (USD PPP)Assigned Handbook Only        -1284.263           -186.042           -134.262           1312.271            469.825            248.836         (1044.289)          (217.006)          (173.938)         (1040.951)          (702.223)          (587.923)   Assigned Handbook and Movie          594.237            501.167*           405.521*          1030.771           1367.943*          1329.642*         (371.696)          (268.491)          (212.299)          (982.738)          (810.107)          (687.651)   Assigned Handbook and Assistance          531.564*           652.882***          578.620***         1703.126*          1691.132**         1598.410**        (277.018)          (228.872)          (189.635)          (985.361)          (798.465)          (689.008)   Assigned All Three         1114.562**          652.279**          489.824**         1843.933*          1562.743*          1611.174**        (513.767)          (273.257)          (209.071)          (976.338)          (811.879)          (721.083)   Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Aspirations         1126.896             51.246            -11.604          -2398.499**        -1514.369**        -1337.772**       (1075.273)          (234.792)          (186.343)         (1087.344)          (695.912)          (583.556)   Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Aspirations         -864.910**         -730.406***         -593.086***        -1348.366          -1587.748**        -1539.837**        (374.696)          (269.780)          (212.928)          (952.487)          (776.493)          (664.422)   Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Aspirations         -610.654**         -730.127***         -599.614***        -1754.661*         -1579.841**        -1474.590**        (297.965)          (236.941)          (198.951)          (995.899)          (777.587)          (681.562)   Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Aspirations        -1144.661**         -631.809**         -520.059**        -2355.687**        -1954.578**        -1988.679***       (510.946)          (290.379)          (216.053)         (1062.597)          (774.506)          (686.813)                                                     Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                                    0.067              0.102              0.113              0.520              0.502              0.517   Sample Size             1178               1178               1178               1179               1179               1179   Outcome Mean for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control            1323.944           1236.612           1209.951           9597.913           9258.308           8878.403   Outcome SD for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                3293.439           2475.358           2022.040          12194.224          10632.002           9368.423   Outcome Mean for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control              483.519            483.519            483.519           2651.488           2652.602           2655.014   Outcome SD for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                  880.933            880.933            880.933           2021.287           2019.867           2016.913   F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction                    0.478              0.445              0.321              0.044              0.030              0.017   F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.                  0.200              0.152              0.173              0.534              0.632              0.631   F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact.            0.729              0.649              0.889              0.928              0.819              0.789   F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact.            0.899              0.912              0.838              0.346              0.386              0.378   
Estimated Monthly Profits EstimatedMonthly Profits EstimatedMonthly Profits Monthly Business Sales Monthly Business Sales Monthly Business Sales(USD PPP,Winsorized 1%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 2%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 1%) (USD  PPP, Winsorized 2%)           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of business sales and profits on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of aspirations using data from the first endline survey six months after treatment. Treatment is interacted with a dummy that takes on the value one if the entrepreneur scored above the median on an aggregate score of short-term business aspirations at baseline. Columns (1) to (3) present results from regressions that take as their outcome monthly business profits. Specifically, we calculate monthly profits by subtracting self-reported total costs to the business from self-reported total monthly sales. In Columns (2) and (3), we show estimates for calculated monthly profits winsorized on both tails at the 1% and at the 2% level. Analogously, Columns (4) to (6) present results for self-reported total monthly sales. All regressions include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      
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Table 3.10: Treatment Effects on Business Performance for High- and Low-Aspirers 18 Months After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)(USD PPP) (USD PPP)Assigned Handbook Only         -124.803             81.110             98.966            124.240            169.984            329.534          (393.534)          (276.082)          (233.771)          (653.818)          (595.798)          (552.392)   Assigned Handbook and Movie          174.688            220.510            257.151           1256.322            690.647            721.084          (421.482)          (355.341)          (294.497)          (943.140)          (776.810)          (695.859)   Assigned Handbook and Assistance          522.263            519.478            526.022*          1811.681           1039.731           1116.623          (408.548)          (322.356)          (272.728)         (1467.126)          (841.020)          (725.499)   Assigned All Three          893.129*           681.168**          623.875**         1773.521**         1726.702**         1797.919**        (467.371)          (336.229)          (297.198)          (872.366)          (822.925)          (744.940)   Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -9.346           -173.517           -214.769          -1756.330***        -1843.795***        -1847.545***       (364.170)          (252.239)          (221.695)          (659.186)          (558.434)          (541.127)   Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Aspirations         -190.938           -197.682           -275.035          -2287.690**        -1634.492**        -1469.838**        (412.137)          (359.565)          (309.287)          (930.811)          (763.773)          (702.526)   Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Aspirations         -234.474           -241.602           -278.831          -1741.004           -859.321           -790.098          (406.094)          (344.396)          (306.588)         (1466.135)          (845.029)          (765.437)   Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Aspirations         -794.366*          -563.048           -569.582*         -1952.787**        -1940.405**        -1852.613**        (467.091)          (361.195)          (322.949)          (881.227)          (812.473)          (750.566)                                                     Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                                    0.230              0.090              0.093              0.464              0.437              0.450   Sample Size             1003               1003               1003               1018               1018               1018   Outcome Mean for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control           1323.944           1236.612           1209.951           9597.913           9258.308           8878.403   Outcome SD for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control               3293.439           2475.358           2022.040          12194.224          10632.002           9368.423   Outcome Mean for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control             483.519            483.519            483.519           2651.488           2652.602           2655.014   Outcome SD for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                 880.933            880.933            880.933           2021.287           2019.867           2016.913   F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction                    0.562              0.635              0.481              0.006              0.001              0.001   F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.                 0.945              0.914              0.926              0.082              0.080              0.134   F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact.            0.264              0.243              0.262              0.912              0.765              0.570   F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact.            0.726              0.639              0.798              0.760              0.683              0.910   
Estimated Monthly Profits EstimatedMonthly Profits EstimatedMonthly Profits Monthly Business Sales Monthly Business Sales Monthly Business Sales(USD PPP,Winsorized 1%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 2%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 1%) (USD  PPP, Winsorized 2%)           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of business sales and profits on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of aspirations using data from the second endline survey eighteen months after treatment. Treatment is interacted with a dummy that takes on the value one if the entrepreneur scored above the median on an aggregate score of short-term business aspirations at baseline. Columns (1) to (3) present results from regressions that take as their outcome monthly business profits. Specifically, we calculate monthly profits by subtracting self-reported total costs to the business from self-reported total monthly sales. In Columns (2) and (3), we show estimates for calculated monthly profits winsorized on both tails at the 1% and at the 2% level. Analogously, Columns (4) to (6) present results for self-reported total monthly sales. All regressions include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).       
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Table 3.9 presents significant and positive treatment effects on business profits

(Columns 1 to 3) and sales (Columns 4 to 6) for entrepreneurs with above-median

baseline aspirations. Again, high-aspiring shop owners increase their sales by about

USD 578.00 PPP or 47 percent (0.28 standard deviations) over the control group

when invited to receive Assistance.

As per Column (3), the Movie shows a statistically less significant but econom-

ically sizable effect of USD 405.00 PPP (an improvement of 33 percent or 0.20

standard deviations). Presumably due to noise in the profits data, this effect is

only significant when the outcome is winsorized at the 2 percent-level. The data

on business sales shows a similar picture. In Columns (4) to (6), we observe that

shop owners with high baseline aspirations see gains in monthly business sales of

roughly USD 1598.00 PPP or 18 percent (0.17 standard deviations) when assigned

to Assistance and of about USD 1329.00 PPP (an improvement of 15 percent or

0.14 standard deviations) when invited to the Movie. When assigned to All Three,

high-aspiring shop owners gain, on average, USD 489.00 PP or 40 percent in profits

and USD 1611.00 PPP or 18 percent in sales over the control group. In comparison

with the estimate on Assistance, this indicates that we find no complementarities

between this intervention and the Movie.

On the contrary, as indicated by the F-tests, we do not see treatment effects

on profits for entrepreneurs with below-median aspirations. Only the low-aspiring

entrepreneurs assigned to Handbook Only report significant reductions in monthly

business sales by USD 1088.00 PPP or 41 percent (0.54 standard deviations).

Table 3.10 corroborates the divergence in business performance with data from

the 18-months endline survey. In the mid-term, the most robust positive effects on

business profits and sales accrue to those assigned to All Three: Columns (1) to (3)

show that high-aspiring entrepreneurs see an increase in monthly profits of about

USD 623.00 PPP or 51 percent (0.30 standard deviations). As per Column (3),

we find significant effects of assignment to Assistance only when the profits data is

winsorized at the 2 percent-level on both tails. This treatment improves the profits

of entrepreneurs with high initial aspiration levels by USD 526.00 PPP, which is

equivalent to a plus of 43 percent (0.26 standard deviations) over the control group.

Columns (4) to (6) complement this pattern with effects on business sales which

are roughly on par with results from the first endline. As depicted in Column (6),

shop owners with high baseline aspirations for their business see an improvement in

sales of about USD 1797.00 PPP or 20 percent (0.19 standard deviations) over the

control.
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Consistent with the results from the first endline survey, Columns (1) to (3) show

that shop owners with baseline aspirations below the median report reductions in

profits which are, however, not significantly different from the control in statistical

terms. As per Columns (4) to (6), these same entrepreneurs see statistically signif-

icant reductions in business sales of about USD 1518.00 PPP or 57 percent (0.75

standard deviation) when assigned to Handbook Only. Unlike after the first endline,

the sales of low-aspiring shop owners also show a contraction when invited to the

Movie. As depicted in Column (5), exposure to entrepreneurial role models reduced

monthly sales by USD 943.00 PPP or 35 percent (0.47 standard deviations). How-

ever, this effect disappears when monthly sales are winsorized at the 2 percent-level.

3.5.3 Impact on Aspirations for Children’s Education

Table 3.11 estimates Equation (3.1) for the entrepreneur’s aspirations towards the

education of their children six months after treatment. While Columns (1) and

(2) present estimates for an aggregate score representing the statistical average of

aspirations towards both the family’s oldest son and daughter under the age of

eighteen, Columns (3) to (4) show estimates regarding the family’s son and Columns

(5) to (6) show estimates regarding the daughter, respectively.

Overall, we find evidence for the same divergence between entrepreneurs with

high and low business aspirations at baseline. Shop owners with above-median base-

line aspirations aspire to almost one additional year of educational attainment for

their children when assigned to All Three (Column 1). This is an improvement of

five percentage points (0.30 standard deviations) over the control. According to Col-

umn (2), the same high-aspiring entrepreneurs are about 40 percent (0.28 standard

deviations) more likely to aspire for their children to reach, on average, Masters-

level university education. On the contrary, shop owners with low baseline levels of

aspirations reduce their aspirations towards their sons’ educational attainment by

roughly one year when assigned to All Three. With respect to the control group,

this equals to a reduction by six percent (0.30 standard deviations) and is roughly

equivalent in magnitude with the effect for high-aspiring entrepreneurs.

3.5.4 Impact on Subjective Well-being

In Table 3.12, we present additional results on levels of subjective well-being as prox-

ied by financial and life satisfaction. We find significant and sustained positive ef-

fects on overall financial satisfaction for entrepreneurs with high baseline aspirations
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Table 3.11: Treatment Effects on Educational Aspirations for High- and Low-
Aspirers 6 Months After Treatment (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Children’s Education Daughter’s Education Son’s Education

(Years) (Yes/No) (Years) (Yes/No) (Years) (Yes/No)Assigned Handbook Only           -0.284           0.027             -0.730             -0.058              0.132             0.035            (0.408)         (0.060)            (0.487)            (0.070)           (0.590)           (0.075)   Assigned Handbook and Movie           -0.362           0.020             -0.213              0.038            -0.278            -0.014            (0.407)         (0.062)            (0.482)            (0.082)           (0.592)           (0.075)   Assigned Handbook and Assistance           -0.309          -0.095*            -0.354             -0.097              0.184            -0.025            (0.445)         (0.056)            (0.558)            (0.069)           (0.515)           (0.069)   Assigned All Three            0.983*          0.132**            1.035              0.130              0.776             0.124            (0.532)         (0.062)            (0.707)            (0.082)           (0.585)           (0.076)   Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.128          -0.066             -0.107             -0.050            -0.428            -0.073            (0.511)         (0.075)            (0.588)            (0.086)           (0.784)           (0.092)   Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Aspirations            0.443          -0.004              0.719             -0.017            -0.492            -0.063            (0.506)         (0.077)            (0.648)            (0.098)           (0.606)           (0.089)   Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.223           0.050              0.180              0.046            -0.956*           -0.021            (0.500)         (0.066)            (0.649)            (0.080)           (0.560)           (0.078)   Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -1.359**        -0.130*            -0.931             -0.074            -1.824***        -0.200**          (0.588)         (0.072)            (0.777)            (0.092)           (0.623)           (0.086)                                                     Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                                    0.152           0.165              0.216              0.215              0.168             0.188   Sample Size              696              696                454                454                453                453   Outcome Mean for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control             17.577           0.323            18.000              0.366            17.386             0.295   Outcome SD for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                  3.191           0.471              3.633              0.488              2.863             0.462   Outcome Mean for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control              16.785           0.222            16.458              0.208            16.933             0.222   Outcome SD for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                   3.290           0.419              3.108              0.410              3.512             0.420   F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction                    0.387           0.562              0.136              0.187              0.670             0.650   F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.                 0.864           0.820              0.422              0.794              0.136             0.333   F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact.            0.223           0.458              0.763              0.507              0.146             0.539   F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact.            0.401           0.978              0.858              0.476              0.039             0.307   
Aspired Education At LeastMasters Aspired Education At LeastMasters Aspired Education  At Least Masters           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of the entrepreneur’s aspirations for their children’s educational attainment at age 25 on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of aspirations using data from the first endline survey six months after treatment. Treatment is interacted with a dummy that takes on the value one if the entrepreneur scored above the median on an aggregate score of short-term business aspirations at baseline. Aspirations are elicited for the oldest son and daughter under the age of 18 years, respectively. Columns (1) to (2) present results from regressions that take an aggregate score of the average aspirations for both son and daughter. While Column (1) reports results from regressions that take as their outcome the number of years of aspired education, Column (2) reports estimates for a dummy which takes the value one if the entrepreneur aspires at least to Master-level education. Analogously, Columns (3) to (4) report aspirations for the entrepreneur’s daughter’s education and Columns (5) and (6) for the entrepreneur’s son’s education. All regressions include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).       
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Table 3.12: Treatment Effects on Satisfaction for High- and Low-Aspirers 6 and 18
Months After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4)6-Months Endline 18-Months Endline(Scale 1-10) (Scale 1-10) (Scale 1-10) (Scale 1-10)Assigned Handbook Only            0.023             -0.293              0.399              0.476*           (0.255)            (0.250)            (0.254)            (0.253)   Assigned Handbook and Movie            0.182             -0.222              0.371              0.119            (0.264)            (0.262)            (0.257)            (0.256)   Assigned Handbook and Assistance            0.237             -0.039              0.142              0.111            (0.257)            (0.247)            (0.241)            (0.242)   Assigned All Three            0.646***            0.199              0.448*             0.437*           (0.245)            (0.244)            (0.250)            (0.234)   Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.059              0.157             -0.371             -0.348            (0.320)            (0.308)            (0.307)            (0.311)   Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Aspirations            0.033             -0.055             -0.301             -0.254            (0.304)            (0.299)            (0.293)            (0.300)   Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Aspirations            0.127              0.013              0.123              0.134            (0.329)            (0.334)            (0.280)            (0.287)   Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Aspirations           -0.486*            -0.130              0.003             -0.567**          (0.275)            (0.281)            (0.288)            (0.258)                                                     Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                                    0.037              0.031              0.040              0.044   Sample Size             1179               1181               1018               1019   Outcome Mean for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                     6.679              7.376              6.581              6.935   Outcome SD for High-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                       2.396              2.133              2.118              2.058   Outcome Mean for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                     6.159              6.910              6.171              7.026   Outcome SD for Low-Aspirations Entrepreneurs in Control                       2.171              2.298              2.090              2.167   F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction                    0.895              0.610              0.918              0.635   F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.               0.391              0.256              0.782              0.605   F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact.            0.203              0.932              0.291              0.339   F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact.            0.498              0.776              0.072              0.571   

FinancialSatisfaction LifeSatisfaction FinancialSatisfaction LifeSatisfaction           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of satisfaction scores on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of aspirations using data from the first endline survey six months after treatment. Treatment is interacted with a dummy that takes on the value one if the entrepreneur scored above the median on an aggregate score of short-term business aspirations at baseline. Columns (1) and (2) present results from regressions using data from the first endline that take as their outcomes overall life satisfaction (Column 1) and the entrepreneur’s satisfaction with the finances of their household (Column 2). Following standard questions from the World Values Survey, both scores are measured as self-reports on a scale from 1 to 10 (World Values Survey, 2014). Analogously, Columns (3) and (4) show equivalent regression results using data from the second endline survey. All regressions include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).    
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both six months (Column 1) and 18 months after treatment (Column 3). In partic-

ular, high-aspiring shop owners have nine percent (0.26 standard deviations) higher

satisfaction after six months and seven percent (0.21 standard deviations) higher

satisfaction over the control group 18 months after the interventions. Moreover, we

find a significant increase in life satisfaction of six percent (0.21 standard devia-

tions) for these same entrepreneurs over the control group eighteen months after the

treatment (Column 4). The satisfaction scores of entrepreneurs with below-median

baseline aspirations are not significantly different from the control group.

3.5.5 Characteristics of High-Aspiring Entrepreneurs

Given the clear, robust, and sustained divergence between entrepreneurs with high

and low aspirations at baseline, we ask who the high-aspiring entrepreneurs are. To

this end, we use baseline data and regress above-median aspirations for business

growth in the short-run and in the long-run on entrepreneur’s socio-demographic

background, firm-level characteristics, business practices, and psychological scales,

such as the entrepreneur’s intelligence, and their risk and time preferences. Table

3.13 presents results from these linear OLS regressions, Columns (1) to (5) present

regression estimates for short-term aspirations and Columns (6) to (10) for long-term

aspirations.

Both Columns (5) and (10) show that business owners with high aspirations both

for the short-term and for the long-term at baseline are more likely to be younger and

male. For instance, male entrepreneurs are 26 percent more likely to aspire above

the median at baseline than are female owners. Their businesses tend to be younger,

larger in size, and to employ more people. While each square meter increases the

chances of the entrepreneur reporting high aspirations by about two percent, each

additional employee raises the odds by more than 24 percent. Innovativeness, as

proxied by product innovations, increases the chances of high aspirations by about

21 percent. According to Column (5), shop owners with better financial planning

skills and a greater willingness to take on risks are more likely to aspire high for

the short-term. On the other hand, as can be seen in Column (10), entrepreneurs

with more formal education and large families, as proxied by having at least three

children, are more likely to have high aspirations for the long-term.
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Table 3.13: Characteristics of Entrepreneurs With Above-median Business Aspirations                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)                                                  Above-median Aggregate Short-term Aspirations Above-median Aggregate Long-term AspirationsSociodemographicsEntrepreneur’s Gender (Male=1)                                 0.161***            0.130***            0.229***            0.203***                                                           (0.031)            (0.029)            (0.031)            (0.030)   Entrepreneur’s Age (Years)                                   -0.008***           -0.004***           -0.009***           -0.005***                                                           (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)   Has at Least 3 Children (Yes=1)                              0.075**            0.006              0.116***            0.050*                                                             (0.032)            (0.030)            (0.031)            (0.030)   Formal Education (Years)                                     0.006              0.000              0.013***            0.007*                                                             (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.004)   Business CharacteristicsBusiness age (Years)                                        -0.006***           -0.004***           -0.005***           -0.004***                                                           (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)   Firm Registered (for Taxes or Else)                          0.014             -0.021              0.111***            0.045                                                              (0.040)            (0.040)            (0.039)            (0.040)   Business Size (Square Meters)                                0.012***            0.011***            0.009***            0.007***                                                           (0.003)            (0.003)            (0.002)            (0.002)   Estimated Profits Last Month (win 1%)                       -0.000             -0.000              0.000              0.000                                                              (0.000)            (0.000)            (0.000)            (0.000)   Total Number of Employees                                    0.124***            0.122***            0.120***            0.118***                                                           (0.011)            (0.011)            (0.011)            (0.011)   Business PracticesMarketing Subscore                                           0.004             -0.033              0.101              0.060                                                              (0.082)            (0.073)            (0.081)            (0.075)   Stocking-up Subscore                                         0.057              0.004              0.092*             0.036                                                              (0.054)            (0.047)            (0.053)            (0.047)   Record-keeping Subscore                                      0.086             -0.039              0.041             -0.093                                                              (0.095)            (0.088)            (0.097)            (0.091)   Financial Planning Subscore                                  0.302***            0.207**            0.260**            0.151                                                              (0.102)            (0.097)            (0.104)            (0.098)   At Least 5 New Products in Last 3 Months (Yes=1)             0.153***            0.106***            0.188***            0.135***         (0.040)            (0.039)            (0.039)            (0.037)   Psychological Characteristics                                                  Digit Span (0-8 Scale)                                       0.023             -0.021              0.044***     -0.010                                                              (0.017)            (0.016)            (0.017)       (0.017)   Time preference (0-10 Scale)           -0.005             -0.000             -0.003         0.004                                                              (0.006)            (0.005)            (0.007)       (0.006)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)                                 0.019***            0.012*             0.004        -0.003                                                              (0.007)            (0.006)            (0.007)       (0.007)                                                     Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                                    0.105              0.256              0.093             0.064              0.292              0.121             0.205             0.084              0.042         0.267   Sample Size             1181               1181               1181              1181               1181               1181              1181              1181               1181          1181   Outcome Mean in Control            0.500              0.500              0.500             0.500              0.500              0.499             0.499             0.499              0.499         0.499              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of dummies for high business aspirations at baseline on a number of entrepreneur- and business-level characteristics. Columns (1) to (5) present results from regressions that take as their outcome a dummy indicating whether an entrepreneur has above-median aggregate business aspirations for the short-term at baseline. In Columns (1) to (4), we sequentially test regression models with different vectors of entrepreneur-level sociodemographics, business characteristics, business practices, and psychological characteristics, while in Column (5) we combine all vectors in one specification. Analogously, Columns (5) to (10) show results from regressions taking as their outcome a dummy of whether an entrepreneur shows above-median aggregate business aspirations for the long-term at baseline. All regressions include village-level fixed effects.  Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level)
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3.5.6 Robustness Analysis

Though the literature distinguishes between aspirations, rational expectations, and

agency beliefs as distinct concepts, the lack of incentive-compatible measurements

and potential measurement error may undermine their precise measurement and

therefore a coherent empirical distinction. In order to instill confidence that our

measures have sufficient conceptual validity and that our main findings are unique

to the use of aspirations as the reference point, we conduct additional analyses. First,

we perform a factor analysis with baseline data that sheds light on the correlational

structure of different measures of aspirations as well as measures of expectations and

perceived agency to show that our measures of aspirations are, indeed, empirically

distinctive. Second, we use the measures of expectations and agency to perform

falsification exercises in which we show that the main treatment effects we find on

measures of aspirations and business performance cannot be replicated by simply

using expectations- or agency-based reference points in the analysis.

Conceptual Validity of Aspirations, Expectations, and Agency

Table 3.14 presents a matrix of pairwise correlation coefficients on measures of aspi-

rations, expectations, and agency. Specifically, we measure the following variables:

aggregated and disaggregated aspirations regarding each of the business dimensions

in the short-term (Columns 1 to 5) and long-term (Columns 6 to 9), expectations

for short-term business sales (Column 10), and the respondent’s agency regarding

short-term business sales (Columns 11 to 13), including their self-efficacy, locus of

control, and an aggregate measure of perceived agency which is a composite score

of self-efficacy and locus of control.9

This correlation matrix offers several insights regarding our ability to empirically

distinguish between aspirations and expectations or agency beliefs and thus the pre-

cision with which we can capture effects on business aspirations and the divergence

of treatment effects around an aspirations-based reference point. First, correlations

between different dimensions of aspirations are low or modest, both with respect

to short-term and to long-term aspirations. The highest correlations we observe

are between short-term business size and sales aspirations (r = 0.324) and between

long-term business size and customer aspirations (r = 0.316).

9Standard factor analyses based on matrices of Pearson’s correlations assume the variables in
consideration to be continuous and to follow a multivariate normal distribution. We thus perform
polychoric and polyserial correlations where data is ordinal.
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Table 3.14: Conceptual Validity of Aspirations, Expectations, and Agency Measures(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)Short-term Aspirations Long-term Aspirations AgencyAggregate Aspirations 1Business Size Aspirations 0.636 1Employee Aspirations 0.542 0.116 1Customer Aspirations 0.631 0.197 0.107 1Sales Aspirations 0.688 0.324 0.103 0.274 1Aggregate Aspirations 0.700 0.386 0.433 0.520 0.407 1Business Size Aspirations 0.509 0.593 0.129 0.226 0.346 0.722 1Employee Aspirations 0.470 0.119 0.698 0.154 0.181 0.723 0.307 1Customer Aspirations 0.533 0.165 0.070 0.732 0.361 0.712 0.316 0.208 1Sales Expectations 0.184 0.144 0.093 0.162 0.065 0.135 0.120 0.041 0.135 1Agency Perceived agency 0.085 0.057 0.032 0.085 0.040 0.113 0.115 0.068 0.065 0.528 1Self-efficacy 0.154 0.129 0.040 0.154 0.065 0.151 0.174 0.039 0.118 0.602 0.798 1Locus of Control 0.068 0.029 0.053 0.055 0.030 0.136 0.118 0.120 0.042 0.342 0.804 0.321 1Short-termExpectationsAggregateShort-termAspirations BusinessSizeAspirations EmployeeAspirations CustomerAspirations SalesAspirations AggregateLong-termAspirations BusinessSizeAspirations EmployeeAspirations CustomerAspirations SalesExpectations PerceivedAgency Self-Efficacy Locus ofControlShort-termAspirationsLong-termAspirationsShort-termExpectationsThis table presents pairwise correlation coefficients on the main measures of aspirations, expectations, and agency. Columns (1) to (5) present pairwise correlation coefficients on short-term aspirations and Columns (6) to (9) on long-term aspirations. Column (10) presents correlation coefficients for sales expectations as measured by the respondent’s estimated likelihood to achieve their aspired level of daily sales on a scale from zero to four. Columns (11) to (13) present correlation coefficients on agency measures. Self-efficacy and locus of control are measured equivalently to expectations on a scale from zero to four, and perceived agency is a composite score that interacts self-efficacy and locus of control. Correlation coefficients are based on standard Pearson’s correlations where data is continuous and on polychoric and polyserial correlations where data in ordinal (expectations and agency data).123



This instills confidence in the treatment of aspirations dimensions as concep-

tually separate and empirically distinct aspects of business aspirations. Second,

on any given aspirations dimension, correlations are considerably stronger between

short-term and long-term levels. Business aspirations for size, employees, and cus-

tomers show correlations of 0.593, 0.698, and 0.732 between the short-term and the

long-term. We interpret this as evidence that aspirations dimensions are not only

separate from each other (as per the first point), but that each dimension describes

an aspect which is consistent across the temporal dimension. Third, correlations

between aspirations and expectations or agency variables are low. The strongest

correlation coefficients we observe, which is between the aggregate score of short-

term aspirations and each of the expectations and agency variables, are never higher

than 0.184 (with sales expectations) or 0.154 (with self-efficacy. Customer aspira-

tions generally show the highest correlations with expectations and agency variables

(never exceeding r = 0.162). We interpret this as evidence that each dimension of

aspirations, as well as their aggregate scores, measure a sufficiently unique aspect of

business aspirations that is largely distinct from expectations and agency measures.

Taken together, the results recorded in Table 3.14 instill confidence in our ability to

empirically distinguish between aspirations, expectations, and agency beliefs.

Falsification Exercises for Treatment Effects

Tables 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 present results from falsification exercises in which

we use measures of the entrepreneur’s expectations and their perceived agency to

study the specificity of our main results. These analyses consist of two parts. Using

the regression framework of heterogenous treatment effects, we first replace aspira-

tions as the reference point with the entrepreneur’s baseline expectations in spec-

ifications otherwise identical to our main analysis. In other words, we estimate

separate treatment effects for businesses above and below the median of aggregate

shop expectations.10 For this first part of the analysis, we leave the aspirations and

performance outcomes of the main analysis unchanged, with the difference that we

include only those aspirations dimensions for which we find the strongest effects in

the main analysis.11

10Results from analyses which use an aggregate measure of the entrepreneur’s perceived agency
instead of their expectations are in line with the findings presented here.

11The results on dimensions omitted from this analysis are in line with the reported findings.
Coefficients are, if anything, less likely to be significant and generally smaller in magnitude.
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Table 3.15: Treatment Effects on Aspirations and Firm Performance for High- and Low-Expectation Entrepreneurs 6 Months
After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)12-months Aspirations Ideal Business Aspirations Business Performance(m²)Assigned Handbook Only            9.271            -34.861             -3.174             12.556   -125.387 -543.219        (10.993)           (50.810)            (4.238)           (22.934)   (253.336) (780.626)Assigned Handbook and Movie            6.857            -40.136             -6.169             -8.173   -145.334 -1135.983        (15.774)           (68.577)            (4.136)           (16.191)   (230.025) (734.230)Assigned Handbook and Assistance           31.599            -89.517              1.576             28.597   65.108 555.830        (30.741)           (66.394)            (6.028)           (30.857)   (244.463) (1017.350)Assigned All Three           12.566           -144.979**           -6.042            -10.091   -93.535 -42.708        (12.050)           (59.640)            (3.722)           (11.993)   (229.479) (786.494)Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Expectations           -6.755            -31.088             -1.359            -13.490   -56.190 -40.844        (12.179)           (48.554)            (4.080)           (23.751)   (252.212) (754.480)Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Expectations           -2.374             78.288              5.055             17.153   318.134 2092.366        (16.066)           (69.950)            (3.843)           (16.879)   (242.724) (751.813)Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Expectations          -26.508             63.080             -3.881            -30.060   237.740 137.839        (31.475)           (68.040)            (5.727)           (31.159)   (255.178) (1044.615)Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Expectations          -10.819            168.071***            0.996              6.185   313.752 549.090        (12.704)           (61.084)            (2.760)           (11.893)   (241.901) (822.197)                                                                                                           Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                         0.174 0.596 0.250 0.186 0.129 0.532Sample Size 1144 1142 1144 1144 1,141 1142.000Outcome Mean for High-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control     49.174 601.928 32.326 77.717 1131.664 6980.105Outcome SD for High-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control         58.451  762.163 36.869 135.133 1681.174 8502.531Outcome Mean for Low-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control     55.462 444.310 27.747 75.737 736.817 5190.065Outcome SD for Low-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control 54.852 527.070 37.468 80.735 1539.392 6925.869F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction         0.724 0.032 0.135 0.925 0.184 0.193F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.    0.484 0.304 0.704 0.357  0.275 0.061F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact. 0.435 0.479 0.475 0.859 0.050 0.179F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact. 0.765 0.526 0.074 0.641 0.164 0.342

DailyCustomers DailySales BusinessSize DailyCustomers EstimatedMonthly Profits Monthly Sales(USD PPP, Winsorized 1%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 2%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 2%)           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from analyses which regress business aspirations and performance on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of expectations using data from the first survey six months after treatment. Columns (1) to (4) present results from regressions that take as their outcome various dimensions of business aspirations. Specifically, we consider short-term aspirations for customers (Column 1) and sales (Column 2), as well as long-term aspirations for business size (Column 3) and customers (Column 4). These represent the dimensions which show the most pronounced treatment effects when treatment is interacted with a dummy of baseline aspirations. Columns (5) and (6) present equivalent regressions for monthly business profits and sales in USD PPP, with both variables winsorized at the 2%-level on both tails. Business expectations are measured by asking the entrepreneur how likely their stated short-term aspiration levels are to be achieved. In the final analysis, we control for the aspiration level at baseline and further include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).  
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Table 3.16: Treatment Effects on Aspirations and Firm Performance for High- and Low-Expectation Entrepreneurs 18 Months
After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)12-months Aspirations Ideal Business Aspirations Business Performance(m²)Assigned Handbook Only           15.927            -36.070             -6.513             21.373   -136.263 -746.694        (13.678)           (53.405)            (4.074)           (16.945)   245.671 668.358Assigned Handbook and Movie           -1.690            -82.885             -7.627**           -4.898   129.796 -835.095         (9.316)           (56.788)            (3.510)           (11.191)   304.769 734.578Assigned Handbook and Assistance           -5.726            -52.746              1.791            -11.536   273.278 -1139.288         (9.949)           (73.256)            (5.737)           (12.379)   370.237 777.522Assigned All Three            1.008            -33.719              2.374             18.624   -395.442 362.050         (9.233)           (72.421)            (3.790)           (17.409)   306.654 650.484Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Expectations          -24.374*           -35.392              0.477            -33.104** 83.195 -55.843        (13.754)           (53.218)            (4.167)           (16.670)   237.248 627.809Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Expectations            8.333            139.485**            5.718             11.063   -69.718 837.715         (9.675)           (59.422)            (3.743)           (11.315)   325.843 751.435Assigned Handbook and Assistance X Below-Md BL Expectations            5.939             23.037             -5.818              5.552   61.953 1905.754        (10.410)           (74.218)            (5.751)           (12.348)   387.280 840.809Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Expectations           -2.382             25.369             -6.747*           -19.472   814.681 256.325         (9.258)           (72.697)            (3.793)           (17.412)   336.081 703.418                                                                                                           Stratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, and Village-level Fixed EffectsR-squared                                         0.177 0.518 0.265 0.184 0.110 0.466Sample Size 990 982 991 990 972 986Outcome Mean for High-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control         56.184 439.058 30.263 54.737 1014.25 6088.033Outcome SD for High-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control          58.845 504.823  29.475 44.265 2298.541 7587.472Outcome Mean for Low-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control          53.963 453.481 29.153 75.227 502.230 5168.266Outcome SD for Low-Expectations Entrepreneurs in Control 43.171 519.617 23.541 85.037 1724.270 6483.291F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction         0.063 0.048 0.009 0.091 0.765 0.075F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.      0.225 0.164 0.448 0.449 0.776 0.996F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact. 0.968 0.440 0.090 0.426 0.123 0.194F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact. 0.759 0.826 0.057 0.915 0.063 0.263

DailyCustomers DailySales BusinessSize DailyCustomers EstimatedMonthly Profits Monthly Sales(USD PPP, Winsorized 1%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 2%) (USD PPP,Winsorized 2%)           Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes              Yes   This table presents results from regressions of business aspirations and performance on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of expectations using data from the second survey eighteen months after treatment. Columns (1) to (4) present results from regressions that take as their outcome various dimensions of business aspirations. Specifically, we consider short-term aspirations for customers (Column 1) and sales (Column 2), as well as long-term aspirations for business size (Column 3) and customers (Column 4). These represent the dimensions which show the most pronounced treatment effects when treatment is interacted with a dummy of baseline aspirations. Columns (5) and (6) present equivalent regressions for monthly business profits and sales in USD PPP, with both variables winsorized at the 2%-level on both tails. Business expectations are measured by asking the entrepreneur how likely their stated short-term aspiration levels are to be achieved. In the final analysis, we control for the aspiration level at baseline and further include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      
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Tables 3.15 and 3.16 estimate Equation 3.1 with business expectations as the het-

erogenous variable and present the results of this exercise with data from the first

and from the second endline, respectively. The results confirm that the main results

of the paper are indeed largely unique to our aspirations measures and cannot be

replicated using expectations as the heterogenous variable. As Table 3.15 shows, few

coefficients are significantly different from zero after six months. Moreover, the het-

erogenous treatment effects we do observe are inconsistent in sign and, if anything,

contradict the findings from the main analysis. For instance, after six months, sales

aspirations have decreased both for entrepreneurs with below-median expectations

assigned to the Handbook Only and for entrepreneurs with above-median expecta-

tions assigned to All Three (Column 2). With respect to firm performance, shop

owners whose expectations were below the median at baseline display, if anything,

higher profits (Column 5) and higher sales (Column 6). These findings are con-

trary to our main analysis which finds a consistent pattern of diverging aspirations

and performance when the heterogenous variable is defined as the entrepreneur’s

aspirations.

Table 3.16 largely corroborates these findings with data from the second endline

survey. Thus, entrepreneurs with above-median baseline expectations show lower

levels of aspirations regarding the size of their business when assigned to Handbook

and Movie (Column 3). Again, differences in firm performance are generally not

significantly different from zero, and if they are, they show higher levels for below-

median entrepreneurs (Column 5). Interestingly, however, eighteen months after the

interventions, the Handbook Only treatment has a consistently negative effect on

the aspirations and business sales of entrepreneurs below the median of expectations

at baseline (Columns 1, 2, 4, and 6). This is in line with our main results and reflects

the informational character of the Handbook treatment. Intuitively, lower aspiration

levels in the short-term may translate into lower expectations in the longer run,

either directly or through decreased performance and the subsequent adjustment of

business expectations. Importantly, however, apart from this effect of the Handbook

on entrepreneurs with business expectations below the median, we cannot replicate

the main finding of the paper. Overall, treatment effects which are statistically

different from zero are either inconsistent in sign or point in the opposite direction

of our main results. This suggests that our main findings are indeed unique to a

reference point defined as the aspirations of the entrepreneur.

In the second part of the analysis, we use the same specification as in the main

analysis which, this time, takes on the measures of expectations and perceived
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Table 3.17: Treatment Effects on Expectations and Agency for High- and Low-
Aspirers 6 and 18 Months After Treatment                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4)6-Months Endline 18-Months EndlineAssigned Handbook Only           -1.800             51.675            -28.100           -154.204           (58.100)          (355.118)           (47.672)          (290.512)   Assigned Handbook and Movie           45.162            175.318            100.202*           335.918           (52.324)          (324.614)           (56.517)          (328.479)   Assigned Handbook and Assistance          -32.440           -206.681             20.238           -100.259           (53.330)          (292.709)           (55.046)          (316.400)   Assigned All Three          220.179           1455.901            138.486           1076.297          (138.591)          (937.507)          (163.727)         (1031.767)   Assigned Handbook Only X Below-Md BL Aspirations          -47.275           -362.729            -17.019           -258.814           (57.972)          (370.708)           (64.373)          (374.579)   Assigned Handbook and Movie X Below-Md BL Aspirations          -51.852           -158.053            -95.392           -252.322           (56.555)          (372.954)           (61.371)          (363.729)   Assigned Handbook and Assist. X Below-Md BL Aspirations           56.979            372.459             33.211            350.776           (59.256)          (341.946)           (61.843)          (374.172)   Assigned All Three X Below-Md BL Aspirations         -278.323**        -1795.149*          -131.909          -1139.342          (141.094)          (952.699)          (165.275)         (1027.180)                                                     

Yes Yes Yes YesR-squared                                         0.332 0.321 0.276 0.310Sample Size 1176 1175 1009 1007Outcome Mean for High-Aspiring Entrepreneurs in Control           616.892 3803.489 497.658 3267.562Outcome SD for High-Aspiring Entrepreneurs in Control            660.058 3987.791 507.898 3246.137Outcome Mean for Low-Aspiring Entrepreneurs in Control          184.633 1140.019 226.587 1438.621Outcome SD for Low-Aspiring Entrepreneurs in Control            174.488 1055.885 292.824  1727.23F-test (p-value): Book = Book X Interaction         0.120 0.129 0.323 0.133F-test (p-value): Book & Movie = (Book & Movie) X Interact.       0.839 0.938 0.899 0.735F-test (p-value): Book & Assist. = (Book & Assist.) X Interact. 0.547 0.517 0.262 0.378F-test (p-value): All Three = All Three X Interact. 0.049 0.071 0.863 0.788
Sales Expectations Agency X SalesAspirations Sales Expectations AgencyX SalesAspirationsStratification Controls, Control for Baseline Level of Outcome, And Village-level Fixed EffectsThis table presents results from regressions of business expectations and agency on a vector of treatment dummies and a vector of interaction terms of treatment dummies and baseline levels of aspirations using data from the first and second survey. Columns (1) and (2) present results from regressions using data from the first endline survey that take as their outcomes business expectations (Column 1) and the entrepreneur’s perceived agency (Column 2). We repeat the analysis with data from the second endline survey and show the results in Columns (3) and (4). Business expectations are measured by asking the entrepreneur how likely their stated short-term aspiration levels are to be achieved. In the final analysis, we interact this score with the entrepreneur’s stated short-term aspirations. All regressions include stratification controls, controls for the outcome variable at baseline and village-level fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).   
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agency as outcomes. As the heterogenous variable, we employ the aspirations

dummy from the main analysis. In this second step, we ask whether the effects

presented in the main analysis are specific to the outcomes tested or whether the

same aspirations-based median split generates treatment effects on similar but dis-

tinct dimensions, such as the entrepreneur’s expectations and agency. Table 3.17

presents the findings for the first endline (Columns 1 to 4) and for the second end-

line (Columns 5 to 8). These results are similar to the aforegoing findings. While

the signs of the coefficients are somewhat more in line with the results from the

main analysis, again, few coefficients are statistically significant. Most notably, the

findings for the second endline eighteen months after the treatments (Columns 5

to 8) show no more statistically significant coefficients than would be expected just

by chance. Taken together, these falsification exercises show that neither the en-

trepreneur’s expectations nor their agency beliefs when used as reference points can

generate the divergence in treatment effects we find using our measures of business

aspirations. In additional analyses with aspirations as the heterogenous variable, we

find that the strong divergence of the main results is unique to the aspirations and

performance outcomes used and cannot be replicated using expectations or agency

outcomes. Given the close link of the concepts of expectations and agency with the

similar but distinct concept of aspirations, this is clear evidence that our main anal-

ysis does indeed uncover specific aspirations-based heterogenous treatment effects

and thus empirically corroborates predictions derived from aspirations theory (Ray,

2003, 2006; Genicot and Ray, 2017; Dalton et al., 2016).

3.6 Discussion

This paper shows that the growth aspirations of small-scale entrepreneurs are mal-

leable in the face of shocks to the ambient distribution of social outcomes. By en-

larging aspirations windows with information about the business practices of peers

on the local frontier of best practices, coupled with business role models and per-

sonalized assistance, we are able to cause substantial changes in business aspirations

and performance. These effects extend beyond the business domain and onto the

entrepreneur’s parental aspirations for their children’s education as well as their

subjective well-being.

As predicted by theory, effects are heterogenous, with the direction of change de-

termined by the entrepreneur’s idiosyncratic critical aspirations threshold. That is,

the aspirations of entrepreneurs with high levels at baseline are less likely to exceed
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their personal threshold in reaction to the treatment. These entrepreneurs increase

their business aspirations and firm performance as well as their family aspirations

and subjective well-being. On the contrary, exposed to the same treatment shock,

entrepreneurs with low initial levels of aspirations are more likely to see their aspira-

tions exceed their personal threshold. They subsequently decrease their aspirations

and firm performance in frustration and report lower levels of satisfaction.

This study is the first to exogenously widen aspirations windows in entrepreneurs

in order to provide evidence for the promise of aspirations to help explain small-

scale business performance in the developing world. To the best of our knowledge,

we provide first experimental evidence for the predictions of Ray (2003, 2006) and

Genicot and Ray (2017) concerning the effect of large shocks to aspirations relative

to the individual’s idiosyncratic aspirations threshold. In that respect, our findings

advise careful targeting of interventions which may have an impact on individuals’

aspirations.

Regarding the entrepreneur’s child-related aspirations, the results further pro-

vide evidence for the notion that, in the context of self-employment in a developing

economy, different aspects within the multidimensional concept of aspirations may

act as complements, and not as substitutes. This contrasts with Bjorvatn et al.

(2015) who find school and business aspirations to be substitutes among Tanzanian

students exposed to an entrepreneurship-themed edutainment program. In contrast

to these authors, we do not measure the subject’s educational aspirations for them-

selves but for their offspring, which are likely not subject to the same time-related

trade-offs. These effects of our business intervention on non-business outcomes fur-

ther provide suggestive evidence for a channel of genuine aspirations-based effects

beyond effects due to the provision of information.

The results on subjective well-being show that, in the context of subsistence

entrepreneurship, aspirations and well-being can rise in unison. This provides a

positive counterweight to the general notion of the literature on income and happi-

ness that the relationship between aspirations and subjective well-being is negative

(Easterlin, 1995, 2001, 2003; Stutzer, 2004; Knight and Gunatilaka, 2012; Clark

et al., 2008; Frey and Stutzer, 2002). The positive sign of the relationship in this

context may critically depend on the complementary nature of different dimensions

of aspirations, e.g., educational and business aspirations, which does not impose the

same trade-offs on the individual as when multiple goals compete to be satisfied.
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3.7 Conclusion

The findings of this paper have important implications for policy design and fu-

ture research. First, and complementary to Galiani et al. (2018), we show that

effects on aspirations and business performance can persist eighteen months after

treatment when potential economic and psychological constraints are addressed si-

multaneously. Crucially, informational shocks on best practices of peers alone may

not be suited to bring about positive change without complementary treatments that

provide additional psychological and logistical resources, such as the opportunity to

learn from role models or being assisted in implementation to foster agency. More-

over, our findings suggest that effective policy interventions will have to be mindful

of both economic and psychological constraints in order to foster aspirations and

achievement. In this study, we use exposure to role models an assistance to foster

agency, but we do not rule out other alternative avenues, which is an interesting area

for future research. Second, this study underlines the critical importance of latent

heterogeneity in the growth aspirations of small-scale entrepreneurs. Our findings

present an example of cost-effective interventions that can trigger sustained small-

business growth by widening the aspiration window of the initially high-aspiring

entrepreneurs. However, it still remains unclear which kinds of interventions could

help the low-aspiring entrepreneur. The negative effect on aspirations and business

performance created by widening the aspirations window of these entrepreneurs is

suggestive of a state of frustration with their businesses. It is possible that these

entrepreneurs have a business because they do not see other alternative ways to

generate income, and a more suitable policy for them may be to identify or create

employment opportunities outside of self-employment. This is also a fertile avenue

for future research. Finally, and related to the point above, our study speaks to the

importance of targeting efforts prior to implementing policy, specifically matching

interventions with characteristics of the target population.
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CHAPTER

4 Determinants and Dynamics of

Business Aspirations1

4.1 Introduction

Small-scale and informal enterprises are the source of employment for more than half

the labor force in emerging market economies (Maloney 2004; Gollin 2008; Nichter

and Goldmark 2009; for the Indonesian case, see Indonesian Ministry of Cooperatives

and SMEs Indonesia 2011). A key policy question is whether these firms have

the potential to grow, or whether they merely represent a source of subsistence

income for individuals unable to find alternative work. Empirical evidence shows

that these firms typically tend to remain small or disappear. This creates a right-

skewed distribution with disproportionately few mid- and large-size firms (Hsieh

and Olken, 2014). A very important question is why this happens. Is it that these

entrepreneurs lack the financial, technical, managerial, or informational resources to

grow, or is it that they do not aspire to grow their businesses? The available evidence

is not yet conclusive but it hints at the fact that solely providing external resources

such as credit (see, e.g., Banerjee et al., 2015), cash or in-kind capital (de Mel et al.,

2008), saving instruments (see, e.g., Dupas and Robinson, 2013a,b), or business

training does not always lead to business growth (for a review, see McKenzie and

Woodruff, 2014). Take-up rates of many such programs are typically low, and even

when firms do take advantage of new opportunities they often do not experience

significant growth (McKenzie and Woodruff, 2014).

One plausible unexplored factor that could rationalize both low take-up and low

business growth is entrepreneurial aspirations. Aspirations motivate greater effort to

1This chapter is based on joint work with Patricio S. Dalton and Bilal Zia. At the time of
writing, it is available as a World Bank Policy Research Discussion Paper under the title “Deter-
minants and Dynamics of Business Aspirations: Evidence from Small-scale Entrepreneurs in an
Emerging Market” on https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29670.
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raise future standards of living (Bogliacino and Ortoleva, 2015; Dalton et al., 2016;

Genicot and Ray, 2017). They act as reference points, increasing the marginal net

benefit of exerting effort on a costly activity for future benefit. Without aspirations

for growth, there may be no reason to have business savings, obtain credit, attend a

business training program, introduce product or process innovations, or implement

new profitable business practices. Moreover, without aspirations for growth, simply

providing ready access to resources may not directly imply that people will take

advantage of them (Bandura, 2009). Another aspect highlighted in the literature is

that lack of aspirations can become an (internal) psychological constraint, which can

perpetuate poverty (Ray, 2006; Bogliacino and Ortoleva, 2015; Dalton et al., 2016;

Genicot and Ray, 2017). In turn, poverty can stifle the “capacity to aspire”, i.e.,

the aspirational resources to contest and alter the conditions of one’s own poverty

(Appadurai, 2004). Indeed, the association between poverty and low aspirations has

been empirically documented across a wide range of countries and settings (see The

World Bank, 2015, for a review).

Despite its importance in the poverty literature, we know very little (if anything)

about the aspirations of small-scale entrepreneurs in developing countries. Do they

aspire to grow their businesses? If so, on which dimensions and how far? Are their

aspirations realistic? If not, do they converge to realistic aspirations with time? Is

there heterogeneity in aspirations across businesses, and if so, what are correlates

of such heterogeneity? Finally, do aspirations predict sales, profits, and forward-

looking behavior tied to firm performance and growth, such as product and process

innovation?

These are all important outstanding questions for research and policy. The an-

swers can help create a better understanding of a population that is often the target

of policies aimed at releasing external constraints, taking for granted (unobserved)

entrepreneurial aspirations. They would help policy makers better target their poli-

cies, by distinguishing the type of entrepreneur who has the potential and aspiration

to grow; from one who has a business to subsist. It would also help reconcile why

some seemingly profitable opportunities are not taken up, and why policies aimed

at raising aspirations, for example by changing mental models, can be an effective

way to break a poverty trap (Bernard et al., 2014; The World Bank, 2015).

This paper addresses these questions with a unique panel dataset on the aspi-

rations for business growth for a representative sample of 1,301 small-scale urban

retailers in Jakarta, Indonesia. The panel study involves two waves of data col-

lection, in April 2016 and April 2017 and introduces several novel features. First,
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it records detailed measures of business performance, practices, and aspirations for

growth in four business dimensions: shop size, number of employees, number of

customers, and sales. Second, it distinguishes between short-term (in one year) and

long-term (in a life time) aspirations. This distinction allows us to a) study the

dynamics of entrepreneurial aspirations over a 12 month interval and b) learn about

the aspiration horizons entrepreneurs have in mind when they think about the ideal

business. Third, it proposes measures for two novel concepts: “imagination failure”,

the failure to imagine an ideal business in the long-term, and “planning failure”,

the failure to imagine a time-frame to achieve an ideal business. Both imagination

and planning failures aim to capture behavioral biases in setting aspirations, which

are important for aspirations-based poverty traps (Dalton et al., 2016). Finally, the

panel dimension of the data allows us to compare aspirations for growth at base-

line with actual growth one year after, and therefore study the extent to which

entrepreneurs achieve their aspirations and whether they adjust them with realized

outcomes.

We find that, on average, entrepreneurs in our sample aspire towards positive

business growth on all dimensions. In the long term, the average entrepreneur

sees her ideal business as having 93 percent larger premises, 38 percent of more

employees, and 55 percent more customers. The average time horizon to achieve

these long term aspirations is slightly less than three years, with a high level of

perceived agency. Within one year, the average entrepreneur aspires her business

to grow by 19 percent in size and to have 16 percent more employees, 19 percent

more customers, and 163 percent higher sales. When we contrast these aspirations

with business outcomes one year later, we observe that most of the entrepreneurs

set unrealistic aspirations. About 84 percent of the businesses are overly optimistic

in the sales they aspire for in one year, more than 40 percent fall short in their

aspirations for customers, and 26 percent aspire to more employment than they

realize. Such biased aspirations can be problematic as, according to Ray (2006)

and Genicot and Ray (2017), unrealistically high or low aspirations can discourage

investment in future betterment and become a source of a poverty trap. However,

in our second wave of data, we also observe that entrepreneurs dynamically revise

their aspirations to more realistic levels. Entrepreneurs who are overly pessimistic

at baseline increase their aspirations for the next year, while those who are overly

optimistic adjust their aspirations downwards. These findings suggest that rather

than being sticky, business aspirations converge to realistic levels with time and

experience.
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Despite the high average levels of baseline aspirations in our sample, we observe

a pronounced heterogeneity. More than half the sample does not aspire to grow

beyond current levels in size, employees, or customers in the next 12 months.

Moreover, in the long-term, a non-trivial proportion of 13 percent of entrepreneurs

display imagination failure and 27 percent show planning failure. In addition, con-

sistent with the literature on poverty and aspirations, we find that smaller businesses

and those with fewer customers are more likely to suffer from imagination failure.

In a similar vein, businesses with fewer employees, low credit use, and low scores

on indices of business practices related to financial planning are significantly more

likely to display imagination failure. On entrepreneur characteristics, we find that

owners who are female and who depict lower perceived agency, as proxied through

self-efficacy and locus of control measures, are more likely to have never imagined

their ideal business or not to have a clear plan to achieve their growth aspirations.

Finally, we find that aspirations are strongly associated with measures of future-

oriented behavior such as plans for business expansion and process innovation. En-

trepreneurs who suffer from imagination failure are 9 percent less likely to expand

their business, 16 percent less likely to improve record-keeping, and 24 percent

less likely to develop a business plan. We find similar significant effects for en-

trepreneurs with planning failure. These results persist even after controlling for the

entrepreneur’s business practices and a comprehensive set of firm- and individual-

level characteristics. Furthermore, aspirations are strong predictors of actual busi-

ness performance one year later. The magnitudes of these effects are large: a one

standard deviation increase in sales aspirations at baseline is associated with 69

percent higher monthly sales and 70 percent higher monthly profits one year later.

Furthermore, sales aspirations have significant predictive power over growth-related

outcomes, such as growth in business size, or the number of daily customers and hired

employees. An increase by one standard deviation in size aspirations at baseline is

associated with a 27 percent larger average shop size, 24 percent more customers,

and 97 percent more hired workers at endline. A standard deviation difference in

size aspirations is correlated with gains in business size of 31 percent above the

average.

Our paper contributes to three main strands of the literature. First, we comple-

ment the literature on small business growth in developing countries, by providing

an aspirations-based view of entrepreneurial behavior. There is a recent literature

showing that better business practices predict higher survival rates and faster sales

growth (e.g., McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017). Our paper complements this literature
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by showing aspirations on their own can become an important predictor of future

firm performance and entrepreneurial future-oriented behavior that can eventually

lead to firm growth. Our paper also contributes to an emerging literature that

aims to identify entrepreneurs with rapid business growth potential (Fafchamps and

Quinn, 2016; Fafchamps and Woodruff, 2017). Fafchamps and Woodruff (2017),

for instance, construct a proxy for entrepreneurial attitudes to grow by asking the

entrepreneur how many employees they expect to have in five years’ time, and why

they stay in business (e.g., because they make enough to feed their family or be-

cause they want to grow to provide employment). From the answers to these two

questions, the authors construct an index of attitudes towards growth. They find

that the strongest predictor of future growth is entrepreneurial ability, and that the

attitudinal measures are not associated with subsequent growth. They acknowledge

that this may be due to the inherent difficulties in measuring attitudes. Bjorvatn

et al. (2015) measure Tanzanian secondary school students’ ambitions to start their

own business by asking whether they would like to spend a gift of 1 million Tanza-

nian shillings on starting a business or not. Our paper complements this strand of

literature by providing a comprehensive characterization of entrepreneurial aspira-

tions. We show that, indeed, entrepreneur aspirations do predict behavior oriented

towards future business growth, on top of entrepreneurial ability and skills.

Second, we contribute to the emerging but rapidly growing literature of aspira-

tions in the context of poverty. Much of the existing empirical literature on aspira-

tions studies the link between household wealth, income, and socio-economic status

on occupational and educational aspirations (see, e.g., Serneels and Dercon, 2014;

Pasquier-Doumer and Risso Brandon, 2015; Favara, 2017; Mukherjee, 2017). In this

paper, rather than focusing on households and parental aspirations for their chil-

dren, we focus on small-scale entrepreneurs and their aspirations for their businesses.

This population is of particular interest, as it constitutes one of the most important

sources of employment in the developing world. Bernard et al. (2014) also study

the aspirations of self-employed households in rural Ethiopia. However, rather than

measuring aspirations for income-generating activities directly, they focus on the

aspirations of these households for their general wealth, social status, and children’s

education.

A third contribution of this paper is methodological. We provide a unique and

novel dataset on entrepreneurial aspirations that combines insights from different

literatures. We study both aspirations for a fixed and an open time horizon, and in

four key business dimensions. We elicit the time estimated by the entrepreneur to
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realize their aspired business (adapted from Laajaj, 2017). In addition, we introduce

two new measures for imagination and planning failure (in the spirit of Dalton et al.,

2016), distinguish aspirations from hope (in the spirit of Lybbert and Wydick, 2018),

and measure the extent to which aspirations are realistic and how they are revised

with time (Selten, 1998a). Using this comprehensive framework, we provide first

and comprehensive evidence of the growth aspirations of small-scale entrepreneurs

in a developing country setting.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the

conceptual framework and hypotheses. Section III describes the methodology and

data. Section IV presents the results and Section V concludes.

4.2 Framework and Hypotheses

Since Simon (1955) and Selten (1998a) and more recently Bogliacino and Ortol-

eva (2015); Dalton et al. (2016); Genicot and Ray (2017), aspirations have been

conceptualized as reference points. Thus, losses and gains relative to the initial

level of aspirations are what determine effort.2 Understanding the determinants of

reference points, in this case of entrepreneurial aspirations, has both research and

policy relevance. This section lays out hypotheses for both, the static and dynamic

determinants of business aspirations of entrepreneurs. We also study the type of

entrepreneurial future-oriented behavior that can be predicted by aspirations and

the business outcomes that can be influenced by aspirations. Since the literature on

entrepreneurial aspirations is still in its infancy, the hypotheses tested in this paper

are inspired by several strands of the existing empirical and theoretical literature on

household aspirations, and by insights from research in psychology.

4.2.1 The Formation of Business Growth Aspirations

Static Determinants of Aspirations

According to the nascent literature in this field, the main factor determining indi-

viduals’ aspirations is poverty. As Ray (2006, p.1) argues “[p]overty stifles dreams,

or at least the process of attaining dreams.” Poorer individuals are more likely to

suffer from aspiration levels below their potential, either due to a lack of positive

role models (Ray, 2006) or because poverty exacerbates the consequence of a be-

2This literature builds on the contribution of Köszegi and Rabin (2006) who model reference
dependent preferences with reference points endogenous to the economic environment.
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havioral bias in setting aspirations (Dalton et al., 2016). It is empirically well docu-

mented that lower socio-economic status, income, and overall wealth are associated

with lower educational and occupational aspirations (see, e.g., Serneels and Dercon,

2014; Bernard et al., 2014; Pasquier-Doumer and Risso Brandon, 2015; Favara, 2017;

Mukherjee, 2017; Janzen et al., 2017). However, we are not aware of any study that

explores the link between wealth and entrepreneurial aspirations.

We proxy the wealth of entrepreneurs with measures of shop size, number of

employees, number of customers, profits, and formality (i.e. registration for taxes

and the formal separation of private residence and business premises). If the for-

mation of household and business aspirations follow a similar process, we should

expect that the smaller (i.e. the poorer) the business, the lower the aspirations of

the entrepreneur. However, the formation of business aspirations for entrepreneurs

may follow a completely different process. It may be that, unlike poor households,

owners of small businesses display a particular motivation who choose to operate

a business to see it grow, and precisely those poor entrepreneurs are the ones with

higher aspirations to grow. This is an open empirical question.

A second key determinant in the literature is gender. Dercon and Singh (2013)

find a gender gap in the educational aspirations of parents for their children and

of children for themselves. Parental aspirations at an early age are biased towards

boys in India and Ethiopia, while in Vietnam they are in favor of girls. In a sample

of rural Ethiopians, Bernard et al. (2014) report that men aspire to higher income,

education, and social status than women. Bloem et al. (2018) find that women have

lower levels of aspirations for agricultural land and income in a cross-section from

rural Myanmar. In an experimental setting in India, Mukherjee (2017) shows that

women’s educational aspirations deteriorate after being primed with gender cues.

In our sample of small-scale entrepreneurs, differential returns to capital may give

rise to gender differences in aspiration levels. Experimental evidence from Sri Lanka

and Ghana shows that the returns to capital investments in micro-enterprises are

significantly lower for female firm owners compared to male entrepreneurs (de Mel

et al., 2009; Fafchamps et al., 2014). Accordingly, we expect the aspirations of

female entrepreneurs to be lower than the aspirations of their male counterparts.

Third, we hypothesize that aspirations change over the life cycle of an en-

trepreneur. Since aspirations adapt to the outcomes realized (Dalton et al. (2016)),

we expect aspiration gaps to be higher for younger entrepreneurs. However, previous

literature on the relationship between age and individual aspirations is inconclusive.

In a study set in rural Myanmar, Bloem et al. (2018) find that aspirations generally
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show no association with age. Older respondents do, however, express higher aspira-

tions for remittances. This finding ties into results of a study using household-level

data from rural China. Measuring income aspirations as the self-reported minimum

income need for the household to be sustained for a year, Knight and Gunatilaka

(2012) find households with older members to have greater requirements for mini-

mum income. The opposite association may also be true, as consistent with increased

risk-aversion, older individuals may not aspire to more change but to more resources

to sustain the current state.

A fourth important determinant of aspirations is educational attainment. The

existing literature today concerns itself largely with educational aspirations. It shows

that mothers with higher educational attainment have higher educational aspira-

tions for their children (Serneels and Dercon, 2014; Bloem et al., 2018). Closest to

our study, Bernard et al. (2014) find aspirations to be higher for individuals with

more formal education in a cross-section from rural Ethiopia. On a related note,

Knight and Gunatilaka (2012) show that the minimum income needs of rural Chinese

households increase as a positive function of education. Building on this, we expect

entrepreneurs with more formal education to aspire to higher minimum income and

measurably demonstrate higher aspirations for business growth.

Fifth, we investigate the relationship between aspirations and the entrepreneur’s

business ability as measured by the set of best practices as per McKenzie and

Woodruff (2017). Although this paper provides first evidence on this relationship, we

build on previous research on business practices and management. As per McKen-

zie and Woodruff (2017), beyond changes in productivity, business practices may

engender further effects. While marketing practices can affect the demand faced by

the firm, the use of record-keeping may be better suited to hone in on more efficient

procedures and to bring down costs in order to streamline the production process.

Consistent with this mechanism, Anderson et al. (2018) find that, in a sample of

small-scale businesses in South Africa, firms treated with marketing training adopt a

growth focus on higher sales while those treated with finance training adopt an effi-

ciency focus on lower costs. Therefore, in our sample of small-scale retail businesses,

we expect marketing practices to be positively associated with growth aspirations.

Finally, according to the literature of social psychology, goals and aspirations

are determined by the perception people have about their capacity to achieve the

outcomes they care about with their own effort. As ethnographer MacLeod (1995,

p.15) points out “aspirations reflect an individual’s view of his or her own chances

for getting ahead”. These beliefs are measured in two well-known psychological
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constructs: self-efficacy (Bandura, 1993) and locus of control (Rotter, 1966, 1990).

We elicit both beliefs in our sample of entrepreneurs, and hypothesize that they are

positively associated with business aspirations.3

Dynamic Updating of Aspirations

Besides the static determinants described above, there is an adaptive dynamic aspect

of the aspirations formation process. Aspirations are determined in part by past

experience and adapt with the outcomes realized until aspirations and outcomes

reach a steady state (Dalton et al., 2016). Aspirations which are unrealized or

are below own potential may otherwise adversely affect utility. This aspirations

adaptation theory was introduced by Selten (1998a) and Karandikar et al. (1998)

in a game theoretic framework, where each player sets an aspirations level at each

date, and takes an action. The action is switched at the subsequent period only if

the achieved payoff falls below the aspirations level, with a probability that depends

on the shortfall. Aspirations are thus updated in each period, depending on the

divergence of achieved payoffs from aspirations in the previous period. Karandikar

et al. (1998) show that the untrembled joint process of aspirations and actions always

converges to a pure-strategy state, and the trembled process is ergodic and converges

to a unique invariant distribution. We hypothesize that the retailers in our sample

follow a similar aspirations adaptation process, updating aspirations upwards when

they fall short, and downwards when they overshoot their aspirations.

4.2.2 Aspirations as Predictor of Future-Oriented Behavior

and Business Outcomes

In addition to studying how entrepreneurial aspirations are formed and change,

we explore how aspirations affect future-oriented decisions of entrepreneurs and the

outcomes they attain one year later. To study the link with future-oriented behavior,

rather than focus on contemporaneous performance measures where causality is

difficult to establish, we analyze behaviors that are indicative of how businesses will

perform in the future, such as plans for business enhancement and expansion. We

also measure attainment directly and study how baseline aspirations predict actual

business outcomes at endline.

3The literature establishes that individuals’ aspirations are determined by both personal char-
acteristics and the characteristics of their reference groups (Ray, 2006). While our analysis directly
includes a comprehensive set of personal characteristics, we consider indirectly the effect of refer-
ence groups as being encompassed in the proxies of wealth and education.
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One commonality of the relevant theoretical literature is that aspirations affect

the level of costly investment (see, e.g., Dalton et al., 2016; Genicot and Ray, 2017;

Lybbert and Wydick, 2018). The empirical literature by and large corroborates this

prediction. For example, in a cross-section of rural households in Nepal, Janzen

et al. (2017) find aspirations to positively predict investment in education, loan

usage for investment purposes, and saving behavior. Likewise, in an experiment

in rural Ethiopia, Bernard et al. (2014) show that watching an inspirational movie

increases loan usage and total savings. Kosec and Mo (2017) find that higher levels of

aspirations are positively associated with the total volume of cash loans outstanding

in a cross-section from rural Pakistan. Bernard et al. (2012) complement this finding

with cross-sectional data on households from rural Ethiopia. The authors show that

narrow aspirations gaps correlate with both lower demand for credit and smaller

loan sizes. Consistent with these established studies, we expect our aspirations

measures to have predictive power on future-oriented behaviors such as plans for

business innovation, and consequently, on business indicators such as sales, profits,

employees, customers and shop size.

4.3 Empirical Method and Data

4.3.1 Study Location and Sample

This study was conducted in urban Jakarta, Indonesia. For logistical reasons, we

limited the area of study to the urban core of Jakarta (”DKI Jakarta”), home to

approximately 10.1 million inhabitants. Our sample comprises businesses in the

traditional retail sector (called Warung or Toko Kelontong), which employs about

35 percent of the working population of Jakarta (Statistics Indonesia, 2016).

We randomly selected 29 districts (Kelurahans) out of the 112 districts in all

of Jakarta. We then applied a series of inclusion criteria to cull down to a list of

2,042 eligible businesses. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (i) the business is

a multi-product retail store, (ii) the size of the business is at least 4 square meters,

(iii) the shop is an independent store and not part of any large retail chain, and (iv)

there is a linear distance of at least 30 meters between each shop. This last criterion

was necessary to avoid spillovers as the baseline survey was part of a larger field

experiment study.

Within each district, the sampling procedure started with our team of enumer-

ators contacting the local authority to request a map of community-level bound-
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aries. Locally known as ‘Rukun Warga’, these are non-official but well-established

administrative zones which separate each district into ten community-level zones

on average. Conditional on the inclusion criteria, the enumerators then listed the

entirety of businesses within each zone until the final count surpassed 2,000 firms.

In January 2016 we listed 2,042 establishments through this protocol. We then

randomly selected 1,301 to form our panel of retailers.4 The study consisted of two

waves of data collection, in April 2016 (hereafter the baseline) and then in April

2017 (hereafter the endline). The data were collected as part of a complementary

field experiment on business growth of retailers. In between the two waves, a subset

of 1040 of these firms were exposed to experimental interventions. In this study, we

make use only of the control group panel consisting of 261 entrepreneurs. 5

4.3.2 Data

Measurement of Variables

The detailed business survey used in both waves included questions on both en-

trepreneur and business characteristics. Questions on demographics, cognitive skills,

attitudes, and preferences, as well as business assets, management practices, and

business performance were asked. Finally, the survey included detailed questions on

entrepreneurial aspirations.

Business and Entrepreneurial Measures

Regarding business characteristics, we consider the age of the establishment as well

as whether the firm is formally registered for taxes. Since formalization levels tend to

be low in traditional sectors of emerging economies, we additionally proxy formality

by whether the firm address is different from the owner’s home address. We also

collect data on the size of the business premises in square meters, the number of full-

time employees working in the business, the total number of customers visiting the

shop on a typical day, and the firm’s typical daily sales and profits. Relevant to our

study, we collect information on entrepreneurs’ future-oriented behaviors leading to

firm growth and innovation. For instance, we ask about plans to start or improve

book-keeping habits, and any plans to expand the business and develop a business

plan.

4We allocated the remaining 741 businesses to a back-up list. Businesses from this list were
used to replace observations lost to refusals or aborted interviews, in random order.

5The interested reader is referred to Dalton et al. (2018a) for a companion paper on the field
experiment.
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In terms of entrepreneur demographics, we gather data on the age and gender

of the entrepreneur as well as formal education. We collect detailed data on indi-

vidual business practices implemented by the entrepreneur and construct sub-scores

for marketing, stocking-up, record-keeping, and financial planning as proposed in

McKenzie and Woodruff (2017).

Regarding time and risk preferences, we make use of simple self-reported mea-

sures. Respondents are asked whether they “usually want things now rather than

later or whether they are generally willing to wait” in (i) financial matters, (ii)

business decisions, and (iii) in general. On a 10-point scale, respondents are then

asked to indicate how patient they are in each of the three categories. For the final

analysis, we use the aggregate of the three answers. Risk attitudes are measured

analogously. Here, respondents are asked whether they usually “avoid taking any

risk” or whether they are “fully prepared to take risks” in each of the three cate-

gories and indicate their answers on a 10-point scale. Again, we use the aggregate

of all three scores.

As a proxy for the entrepreneur’s intelligence, we administer a standard digit

span task. Digit span tasks are thought to be a measure of several related intellectual

capabilities and are thus commonly used in the psychometric literature to proxy for

intelligence independent of acquired knowledge and skills (see, e.g., Engle et al.,

1999; Hale et al., 2002; Colom et al., 2005; Kane et al., 2005). Sequences of digits

of increasing length are read out one by one and the respondent is asked to repeat

the respective sequence. The final score is equal to the number of digits of the

longest sequence repeated without mistake. Following the literature, we conduct

the exercise in two different ways asking the respondent to repeat the sequence (i)

in the order of presentation and (ii) in reverse order. We aggregate the two scores

and use this composite for the final analysis.

The cognitive style of the entrepreneur is measured according to the 10-item

questionnaire by Sagiv et al. (2010). This includes five statements measuring an

intuitive approach to working and thinking (e.g., “I often follow my instincts.”)

and five statements measuring a systematic approach (e.g., “Before I do something

important, I plan carefully.”). Respondents indicate on a 5-point rating scale how

much each statement describes their own approach. Following (Sagiv et al., 2010,

2014), we create one unified measure for which we invert the score on the items mea-

suring an intuitive approach and subsequently aggregate the answers of all questions

to one composite characterizing the systematic cognitive style of the entrepreneur.

The perceived agency of the entrepreneur is measured in relation to their sales
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aspirations. We adapt the concepts of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1993) and locus of con-

trol (Rotter, 1966, 1990) from the psychological literature on motivation and agency

beliefs. These concepts enjoy common usage in economics (see, e.g., Bernard et al.,

2014; Heckman et al., 2006; Heckman and Kautz, 2012). Specifically, we ask how

confident respondents are in their capabilities for achieving their sales aspirations

(self-efficacy) and how important they believe their own effort is in contrast to the

role of “destiny, good or bad luck, or other people” (locus of control). In each case,

respondents answer on a 6-point scale, and we construct the “Perceived Agency”

variable as the aggregate score of the two answers.

Aspirations Measures

Regarding aspirations, we elicit short-term (in the next 12 months) and long-term

(open-ended) aspirations for different dimensions of the business. The elicitation of

aspiration levels was preceded by a short briefing by the enumerator on the purpose

of this survey section. Respondents were encouraged to share their personal “dreams

and aspirations” about what future shop they “would like to” manage. Emphasis

was put on the fact that respondents were asked to “freely imagine”. While the

Indonesian language also offers a direct equivalent for the word “aspirations” (In-

donesian: “aspirasi”), we learned that the word is not in common use among the

target population of our survey and that people thus may not readily connect it with

the same associations that “aspirations” evoke in the English language. Hence, the

briefing served to ensure a mutual understanding of the concept of aspirations as a

desire for a future state of the world in the pursuit of which one is willing to exert

the effort needed to achieve it. While we cannot rule out that, in their answers,

respondents accounted for external constraints, instructions were clear in that mu-

tual understanding had to be unambiguously established before the interview would

continue.

To elicit short-term aspirations, we ask: “Please imagine your business a year

from now. How large do you imagine your business premises to be? How many

people will work there? How many customers will come by on a normal day? What

are the daily sales you aspire to have?”. Shop owners answer with estimates in

square meters, numbers of employees and customers, and amounts of daily sales in

Indonesian rupiah. Long-term aspirations are measured in a similar fashion: “Please

imagine your ideal business. How large is your shop? How many people work there?

How many customers come by on a normal day?”. Specific to long-term aspirations,

we also measure the aspirations horizon, which is elicited by the following question:
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“How many years do you think it might take for you to achieve your ideal business?”

For each aspirations dimension, we calculate the “aspirations gap” as the dif-

ference between the aspired value and the current value, normalized by the current

value. If ai denotes an individual’s aspired state and si denotes their current state,

the aspirations gap g of shop owner i is defined as:

g(ai, si) ≡
ai − si

si
(4.1)

Hence, the aspirations gap is a measure of how far the entrepreneur wants to

grow the business. Zero-gapped entrepreneurs aspire to no further growth, while

higher values of the gap indicate greater growth aspirations.6

Finally, based on the responses to the aspirations questions, we construct two

additional variables that we label “Imagination Failure” and “Planning Failure.”

Imagination failure is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the entrepreneur has never

imagined an ideal business, and likewise planning failure is a dummy equal to 1 if

entrepreneurs cannot estimate their aspirations horizon.

Summary Statistics

Table 4.1 presents summary statistics at baseline for the variables we use in the anal-

ysis. Entrepreneurs in our sample are mostly female (72 percent) and, on average, 45

years old. Educational backgrounds are mixed: the average educational attainment

is nine years of schooling, with 43 percent of the sample with a high-school diploma

but only 3 percent a college degree. Digit span scores are fairly low, with an average

score of 1.70 on a scale of from zero to eight, while the average perceived agency is

quite high, with a score of 0.82 on a scale from zero to one.

In terms of business characteristics, the average business age is 13 years yet

most of the businesses in our sample (80 percent) operate without tax registration.

74 percent of the businesses are located in the owner’s home, with an average of

two employees besides the owner. The average business owner earns USD 579 PPP

in monthly profits, which is roughly equivalent to 95 percent of Jakarta’s monthly

minimum wage in 2014 (Statistics Indonesia, 2016). Goods on offer include a variety

of fast moving consumer goods from toiletries and cleaning products to ready-made

food, snacks, and cigarettes. Staples such as nuts, rice, and beans are also on offer.

Due to the simple production process and low entry costs, retail businesses of this

6For the sales aspirations gap, we restrict the set of possible values to be non-negative. While
we allow for zero-gapped entrepreneurs, negative gaps are indicative of a gradual withdrawal from
business.
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Table 4.1: Summary Statistics (Entrepreneurial and Business Characteristics)Mean SD Median(N = 261)Entrepreneur CharacteristicsGender (Male=1) 0.28 0.45 0Age (Years) 45.22 10.90 45.00Formal Education (Years) 9.10 3.74 9.00Time Preference (0-10 Scale) 5.19 2.25 5.33Risk Preference (0-10 Scale) 3.74 2.10 3.67Digit Span (0-8 Scale) 1.70 0.87 1.50Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale) 0.33 0.04 0.34Perceived Agency (0-1 Scale) 0.82 0.14 0.83Business CharacteristicsBusiness Age (Years) 12.76 11.20 8.00Business Has Tax ID 0.20 0.40 0Business Separate From Residence 0.26 0.44 0Business Size (Square Meters) 12.67 10.69 9.00Total Number of Employees 2.03 1.28 2.00Business Has Outstanding Loan 0.18 0.39 0Total Daily Customers 45.77 31.30 40.00Total Daily Sales (USD PPP, Win at 1%) 4875.51 6212.84 2961.35Total Profits Last Month (USD PPP, Win at 1%) 578.83 2560.10 248.63Business PracticesMarketing Subscore 0.16 0.19 0.17Stocking-up Subscore 0.47 0.29 0.33Record-keeping Subscore 0.48 0.19 0.44Financial Planning Subscore 0.23 0.19 0.25This table presents summary statistics for entrepreneur and business characteristics. Columns (1) and (2) present the mean and standard deviation, and Column (3) presents the median.
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Table 4.2: Summary Statistics (Aspirations) Mean SD Median(N = 261)Short-term Aspirations (in Next 12 Months)Aspirations for Business Size (Square Meters) 14.19 10.36 12.00Aspirations Gap for Business Size 0.19 0.55 0Aspirations for Number of Employees 1.65 1.25 1.00Aspirations Gap for Employees 0.16 1.24 0Aspirations for Number of Customers 51.18 48.55 40.00Aspirations Gap for Customers 0.19 0.83 0Aspirations for Daily Sales (USD PPP) 443.24 504.58 246.78Aspirations Gap for Daily Sales 1.63 1.41 1.00Long-term Aspirations (Open-ended)Aspirations Horizon for Ideal Business (Years) 2.87 2.55 2.00Aspirations for Ideal Business Size (Square Meters) 22.00 18.48 16.00Aspirations Gap for Ideal Business Size 0.93 1.29 0.50Aspirations for Ideal Number of Employees 2.01 1.41 2.00Aspirations Gap for Ideal Employees 0.38 1.29 0Aspirations for Ideal Number of Customers 66.50 67.93 50.00Aspirations Gap for Ideal Customers 0.55 1.14 0.25Aspiration FailuresImagination Failure (Yes/No) 0.13Planning Failure (Yes/No) 0.27Innovation and ExpansionAt Least One New Product in Last 12 Months (Yes/No) 0.48Plans to Expand Business in Next 12 Months (Yes/No) 0.38Plans to Develop Business Plan for Next 12 Months (Yes/No) 0.62Plans to Start/Improve Book-keeping in Next 12 Months (Yes/No) 0.52This table presents summary statistics for all aspiration variables used in the paper. Columns (1) and (2) present the mean and standard deviation, and Column (3) presents the median.
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kind are common not only in Indonesia but across the developing world (see, e.g.,

McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017).

Compared to similar samples of small-scale businesses in developing countries,

the average scores on business practices in our sample are low. In particular, with an

average of 16 percent of the measured marketing practices implemented, advertising

and customer service are less prevalent in our sample than in comparable samples

from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Kenya, Mexico, or Chile (5-country mean = 32 percent)

(see Table 4.1 in McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017). Stocking-up practices are slightly

lower in our sample (47 percent) than across these countries (56 percent), while

reported record-keeping practices and financial planning skills are about on par (48

vs. 42 percent and 23 vs. 24 percent; see, McKenzie and Woodruff, 2017)

Table 4.2 summarizes the measured variables on aspirations and shows that on

average, entrepreneurs aspire to considerable growth. Within the next 12 months,

the average entrepreneur aspires to increase daily sales by 163 percent over cur-

rent levels, operate on 19 percent larger premises, to have 19 percent more daily

customers, and to employ 16 percent more employees. Yet, there is considerable

heterogeneity as can be observed in the median values, which are zero for aspira-

tions gaps related to business size, employees, and customers. Hence, more than half

the sample does not aspire to grow beyond current levels in the next 12 months.

Long-term aspirations for an ideal business are in general higher, as would be

expected and the median values are above zero for all but the aspirations gap for

employees. The average shop owner aspires to an ideal business 93 percent larger

in size, with a 55 percent greater customer base, and 38 percent more labor. The

aspirations horizon to achieve one’s ideal business likewise shows great heterogeneity:

the average entrepreneur sees their ideal business realized in nearly three years

time, but responses range between a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 15 years.

The heterogeneity in the data is further reflected in our computed measures of

aspiration failures, where we find an imagination failure rate of 13 percent and a

planning failure rate of 27 percent.

Conceptual Validity of Aspirations and Agency

Since aspirations, aspirations-related psychological biases, and agency beliefs are

conceptually distinct but related in the literature, we perform analyses to investigate

the degree to which these variables correlate with each other in our dataset. We

perform a factor analysis based on a correlation matrix and present the pairwise

correlation coefficients in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Conceptual Validity of Aspirations, Expectations, and Agency Measures(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)Short-term Aspirations Long-term Aspirations Psychological Biases AgencyAggregate Aspirations 1Business Size Aspirations 0.636 1Employee Aspirations 0.542 0.116 1Customer Aspirations 0.631 0.197 0.107 1Sales Aspirations 0.688 0.324 0.103 0.274 1Aggregate Aspirations 0.700 0.386 0.433 0.520 0.407 1Business Size Aspirations 0.509 0.593 0.129 0.226 0.346 0.722 1Employee Aspirations 0.470 0.119 0.698 0.154 0.181 0.723 0.307 1Customer Aspirations 0.533 0.165 0.070 0.732 0.361 0.712 0.316 0.208 1Imagination Failure -0.264 -0.094 -0.241 -0.250 -0.078 -0.579 -0.372 -0.353 -0.528 1Planning Failure -0.117 -0.023 -0.110 -0.101 -0.056 -0.182 -0.127 -0.111 -0.152 0.656 1Agency Perceived agency 0.085 0.057 0.032 0.085 0.040 0.113 0.115 0.068 0.065 -0.168 -0.182 1Self-efficacy 0.154 0.129 0.040 0.154 0.065 0.151 0.174 0.039 0.118 -0.158 -0.156 0.798 1Locus of Control 0.068 0.029 0.053 0.055 0.030 0.136 0.118 0.120 0.042 -0.143 -0.119 0.804 0.321 1AggregateShort-termAspirations BusinessSizeAspirations EmployeeAspirations CustomerAspirations SalesAspirations AggregateLong-termAspirations BusinessSizeAspirations EmployeeAspirations CustomerAspirations Imagination Failure Planning Failure PerceivedAgency Self-Efficacy Locus ofControlShort-termAspirationsLong-termAspirationsPsychologicalBiasesThis table presents pairwise correlation coefficients on the main measures of aspirations and psychological biases, as well as agency. Columns (1) to (5) present pairwise correlation coefficients on short-term aspirations and Columns (6) to (9) on long-term aspirations. Column (10) and (11) present correlation coefficients for imagination failure and planning failure. Imagination failure is a dummy which is equal to 1 if the entrepreneur has never imagined an ideal business, and planning failure is a dummy equal to 1 if entrepreneurs cannot estimate their aspirations horizon. Columns (12) to (14) present correlation coefficients on agency measures. We measure self-efficacy by asking how confident the respondent is in their capabilities for achieving their sales aspirations on a scale from zero to six. Locus of control is measured equivalently asking how important the respondent believes their own effort is in contrast to the role of destiny, good or bad luck, or other people. We construct the composite score of perceived agency as the aggregate score of the two answers. Correlation coefficients are based on standard Pearson’s correlations for continuous data and on polychoric and polyserial correlations for ordinal and binary data (psychological biases and agency data).149



Specifically, we include the following variables: aggregated and disaggregated

short-term and long-term aspirations regarding each of the business dimensions (i.e.,

business size, employees, customers, and sales), expectations for short-term business

sales, and the respondent’s agency regarding short-term business sales, including

their self-efficacy, locus of control, and an aggregate measure of perceived agency

which is a composite score of self-efficacy and locus of control.7

Table 4.3 offers several insights into the similarity of the measures for aspirations,

expectations, and agency and therefore into the conceptual validity of distinguishing

these distinct concepts in the final analysis. First, correlations between different

dimensions of aspirations are low or modest, both with respect to short-term and to

long-term aspirations. The highest correlations we observe are between short-term

business size and sales aspirations (r = 0.324) and between long-term business size

and customer aspirations (r = 0.316). This instills confidence in the treatment of

aspirations dimensions as conceptually separate and empirically distinct aspects of

business aspirations.

Second, on any given aspirations dimension, correlations are considerably stronger

between short-term and long-term levels. Business aspirations for size, employees,

and customers display correlation coefficients of 0.593, 0.698, and 0.732 between the

short-term and the long-term. We interpret this as evidence that aspirations dimen-

sions are not only separate from each other (as per the first point), but that each

dimension measures an aspect which is consistent across the temporal dimension.

Third, coefficients of the correlations between the two psychological biases, imag-

ination and planning failure, and short-term aspirations are expectedly negative and

their magnitudes are small (for planning failure) or modest (imagination failure).

This is in line with the inter-aspirations correlations reported above (as per the first

point). Correlations with long-term aspirations are considerably stronger with a

coefficient of r = −0.579 on the correlation between imagination failure and aggre-

gate aspirations (planning failure r = −0.182). We interpret this as evidence that

the psychological biases we measure are independent from aspirations but related in

important ways, most notably in the long-run.

Fourth, correlations between aspirations or psychological biases and agency vari-

ables are low. The highest correlations we observe are between self-efficacy and the

aggregates of short-term (r = 0.154) and long-term aspirations (r = 0.151) and

between the perceived agency composite score and imagination (r = 0.168) and

7We recognise that standard factor analyses based on matrices of Pearson’s correlations assume
the variables in consideration to be continuous and to follow a multivariate normal distribution,
we perform polychoric and polyserial correlations where data is ordinal.
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planning failure (r = 0.182). We interpret this as evidence that each dimension of

aspirations, their aggregate scores, as well as the psychological biases measure as-

pects of business aspirations that are largely distinct from individual agency beliefs.

Taken together, this empirical investigation suggests that the empirical distinction

between the different measures of business aspirations as well as the psychological

biases and agency variables is conceptually valid.

4.3.3 Estimation Strategy

In a first step, we characterize the correlates of entrepreneurial aspirations at base-

line. We use baseline data to estimate simple ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression

models of aspirations on a number of firm- and individual-level characteristics, as

well as business practices of the entrepreneur. We further use fixed effects at the

district level to absorb geographic differences.

As the main outcomes of interest, we consider absolute aspirations and aspira-

tions gaps, both for the short- and long-term, on four different dimensions of the

business: the size of the firm’s premises, the number of employees, the number of

daily customers, and daily sales.8 Beyond direct aspirations measures, we consider

the entrepreneur’s estimated time horizon to achieve their long-term aspirations,

which we use to construct measures of imagination and planning failure.

We estimate the following linear OLS specification:

Yi = α + βFi + γIi + ζPi + θ + ǫi (4.2)

where Yi is the outcome of interest of entrepreneur i, Fi is a vector of firm-level

controls and Ii is a vector of individual-level controls. Pi contains the four business-

practices sub-scores according to McKenzie and Woodruff (2017). θ represents

district-level fixed effects and ǫ is the error term.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Correlates of Aspirations

Tables 4.4 to 4.7 report the results of OLS regressions of entrepreneurial aspirations.

8Regarding sales aspirations, only data for the short-term are available.
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Table 4.4: Correlates of Aspirations for Business Size                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)Short-term Size Aspirations Long-term Size Aspirations                                                   Simple Aspirations Simple Aspirations Aspirations Horizon for Ideal Business (Years)                                                                                                           1.806***            1.636***            1.773***            1.685***           0.162***                                                                                                        (0.542)            (0.548)            (0.538)            (0.523)            (0.041)   Business Size (Square Meters)            0.544**            0.528**            0.565**            0.519**            1.108***            1.051***            1.192***            1.019***                             (0.216)            (0.236)            (0.229)            (0.223)            (0.190)            (0.151)            (0.167)            (0.169)                      Total Number of Employees            0.528                                                    0.742              0.037              0.447                                                    0.537              0.017            (0.432)                                                  (0.512)            (0.038)            (1.070)                                                  (1.024)            (0.082)   Total Daily Customers            0.033                                                    0.023              0.001              0.077*                                                   0.031              0.002            (0.022)                                                  (0.020)            (0.002)            (0.046)                                                  (0.045)            (0.004)   Total Profits Last Month (IHS)            0.084                                                    0.084              0.002             -0.140                                                   -0.183             -0.022            (0.070)                                                  (0.073)            (0.005)            (0.187)                                                  (0.191)            (0.018)   Business Has Tax ID            4.724***                                                  4.060**            0.166              1.946                                                   -0.364             -0.179            (1.805)                                                  (1.621)            (0.106)            (2.583)                                                  (2.927)            (0.266)   Business Separate From Residence            0.692                                                    0.410             -0.047             -1.059                                                   -1.835             -0.020            (1.269)                                                  (1.368)            (0.085)            (2.642)                                                  (2.793)            (0.228)   Total Loans Outstanding (IHS)           -0.012                                                   -0.027              0.015              0.219                                                    0.072              0.041            (0.151)                                                  (0.157)            (0.013)            (0.338)                                                  (0.340)            (0.032)   Business Age (Years)           -0.128**                                                 -0.117*            -0.004             -0.198                                                   -0.234*            -0.020*           (0.055)                                                  (0.061)            (0.005)            (0.123)                                                  (0.126)            (0.012)   Gender (Male=1)                               3.016**                               2.333*            -0.003                                 8.071***                               7.675***           0.456**                             (1.527)                               (1.405)            (0.092)                               (2.393)                               (2.458)            (0.226)   Age (Years)                              -0.075                                -0.036             -0.008*                               -0.204*                               -0.150             -0.005                               (0.050)                               (0.055)            (0.005)                               (0.109)                               (0.122)            (0.012)   Formal Education (Years)                               0.219                                 0.067             -0.023*                                0.131                                 0.108             -0.003                               (0.204)                               (0.177)            (0.012)                               (0.336)                               (0.382)            (0.037)   Time Preference (0-10 Scale)                               0.240                                 0.222             -0.008                                 0.664                                 0.724             -0.002                               (0.232)                               (0.222)            (0.015)                               (0.595)                               (0.621)            (0.053)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)                              -0.232                                -0.251             -0.035*                               -0.008                                -0.001             -0.032                               (0.279)                               (0.281)            (0.019)                               (0.648)                               (0.689)            (0.051)   Digit Span (0-8 Scale)                               0.207                                -0.298              0.018                                -1.732                                -1.788              0.010                               (0.758)                               (0.764)            (0.053)                               (1.341)                               (1.374)            (0.116)   Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale)                               2.786                                -0.886             -0.151                                51.695*                               53.374*             1.931                              (12.216)                              (11.191)            (0.799)                              (27.998)                              (29.972)            (2.412)   Perceived Agency (0-1 Scale)                               1.032**                               0.697              0.088**                               3.155**                               3.268**            0.164                               (0.519)                               (0.581)            (0.040)                               (1.215)                               (1.411)            (0.143)   Marketing Subscore                                                  1.631             -1.836              0.136                                                    2.827             -0.001              0.559                                                  (3.139)            (3.652)            (0.252)                                                  (5.294)            (5.359)            (0.524)   Stocking-up Subscore                                                  1.097              1.769              0.150                                                    5.341              3.802              0.235                                                  (2.023)            (2.284)            (0.216)                                                  (4.083)            (3.997)            (0.391)   Record-keeping Subscore                                                  7.387*             5.659             -0.000                                                    8.536              0.911             -0.031                                                  (4.332)            (3.894)            (0.237)                                                  (7.904)            (9.649)            (1.005)   Financial Planning Subscore                                                 -1.784             -4.946             -0.291                                                   -2.307             -2.023             -0.427                                                  (4.217)            (4.234)            (0.349)                                                  (7.294)            (7.503)            (0.722)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.522              0.501              0.487              0.543              0.225              0.497              0.554              0.488              0.573              0.344   Sample Size            261             261             261             261             261             261             261             261             261             261  
AspirationsGap AspirationsGap

This table presents results from regressions of aspirations and aspirations gaps for business size (in square meters) on firm- and individual-level characteristics, as well as managerial practices. Columns (1) to (5) present results for short-term aspirations, of which Columns (1) to (4) present results for simple aspiration levels and Column (5) for aspirations gaps. Columns (6) to (10) present the same analysis for aspiration levels and gaps in the long-term. An aspirations gap is defined as the difference between aspirations and current level, normalized by current level. An aspirations gap is defined as the difference between aspirations and current level, normalized by current level. All regressions include district fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      
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Table 4.5: Correlates of Aspirations for Employees                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)Short-term Employee Aspirations Long-term Employee Aspirations                                                   Simple Aspirations Simple Aspirations                                                                                                         (0.060)            (0.062)            (0.061)            (0.061)            (0.038)   Business Size (Square Meters)            0.010                                                    0.011*            -0.009              0.029**                                                  0.027*            -0.011            (0.007)                                                  (0.007)            (0.007)            (0.014)                                                  (0.014)            (0.013)   Total Number of Employees           0.628***            0.604***           0.604***            0.593***                               0.559***           0.546***           0.536***           0.552***                             (0.072)            (0.072)            (0.075)            (0.073)                               (0.102)            (0.100)            (0.109)            (0.097)                      Total Daily Customers           -0.002                                                   -0.002             -0.001              0.002                                                   -0.001              0.002            (0.002)                                                  (0.002)            (0.003)            (0.004)                                                  (0.003)            (0.003)   Total Profits Last Month (IHS)           -0.001                                                    0.002              0.002              0.004                                                   -0.006             -0.006            (0.009)                                                  (0.010)            (0.013)            (0.015)                                                  (0.016)            (0.018)   Business Has Tax ID           -0.197                                                   -0.311             -0.345             -0.100                                                   -0.252             -0.288            (0.195)                                                  (0.196)            (0.234)            (0.245)                                                  (0.299)            (0.309)   Business Separate From Residence            0.142                                                    0.216*            -0.067              0.158                                                    0.196              0.135            (0.119)                                                  (0.122)            (0.178)            (0.207)                                                  (0.221)            (0.193)   Total Loans Outstanding (IHS)           -0.011                                                   -0.008              0.022              0.011                                                    0.011              0.055*           (0.019)                                                  (0.020)            (0.026)            (0.029)                                                  (0.030)            (0.028)   Business Age (Years)           -0.006                                                   -0.011*             0.004             -0.011                                                   -0.016             -0.005            (0.006)                                                  (0.006)            (0.009)            (0.010)                                                  (0.012)            (0.012)   Gender (Male=1)                               0.118                                 0.130             -0.141                                 0.362*                                0.289              0.032                               (0.126)                               (0.130)            (0.189)                               (0.200)                               (0.207)            (0.238)   Age (Years)                               0.005                                 0.006             -0.007                                 0.009                                 0.010             -0.015                               (0.006)                               (0.006)            (0.012)                               (0.010)                               (0.011)            (0.013)   Formal Education (Years)                               0.022                                 0.023              0.047*                                0.061**                               0.047              0.061*                              (0.017)                               (0.017)            (0.028)                               (0.026)                               (0.029)            (0.036)   Time Preference (0-10 Scale)                               0.039                                 0.043*             0.049                                 0.009                                 0.010              0.010                               (0.026)                               (0.026)            (0.042)                               (0.046)                               (0.047)            (0.043)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)                               0.030                                 0.035             -0.010                                 0.022                                 0.030             -0.009                               (0.029)                               (0.028)            (0.039)                               (0.047)                               (0.048)            (0.046)   Digit Span (0-8 Scale)                              -0.079                                -0.068             -0.053                                -0.059                                -0.037             -0.133                               (0.073)                               (0.075)            (0.094)                               (0.129)                               (0.151)            (0.115)   Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale)                              -1.879                                -1.686             -0.311                                 0.098                                 0.046             -0.752                               (1.332)                               (1.300)            (1.885)                               (2.953)                               (2.979)            (2.278)   Perceived Agency (0-1 Scale)                               0.010                                 0.018              0.011                                 0.201                                 0.232              0.021                               (0.060)                               (0.065)            (0.088)                               (0.126)                               (0.145)            (0.119)   Marketing Subscore                                                  0.301              0.534             -0.743                                                    0.510              0.676             -0.568                                                  (0.313)            (0.336)            (0.461)                                                  (0.564)            (0.630)            (0.523)   Stocking-up Subscore                                                 -0.267             -0.323              0.369                                                    0.342              0.173              0.164                                                  (0.204)            (0.217)            (0.368)                                                  (0.461)            (0.458)            (0.434)   Record-keeping Subscore                                                 -0.720**           -0.755*             1.220*                                                  -0.325             -0.762              1.639*                                                 (0.346)            (0.391)            (0.709)                                                  (0.578)            (0.624)            (0.860)   Financial Planning Subscore                                                  0.544              0.615             -1.417**                                                 -0.011             -0.160             -2.240***                                               (0.394)            (0.426)            (0.638)                                                  (0.891)            (0.868)            (0.790)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.589              0.583              0.590              0.614              0.188              0.436              0.436              0.412              0.472              0.277   Sample Size              261                261                261                261                261                261                261                261                261                191   
AspirationsGap AspirationsGap

This table presents results from regressions of aspirations and aspirations gaps for the number of employees on firm- and individual-level characteristics, as well as managerial practices. Columns (1) to (5) present results for short-term aspirations, of which Columns (1) to (4) present results for simple aspiration levels and Column (5) for aspirations gaps. Columns (6) to (10) present the same analysis for aspiration levels and gaps in the long-term. An aspirations gap is defined as the difference between aspirations and current level, normalized by current level. All regressions include district fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      
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Table 4.6: Correlates of Aspirations for Customers                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)Short-term Customer Aspirations Long-term Customer Aspirations                                                   Simple Aspirations Simple Aspirations                                                                                                Business Size (Square Meters)            0.407                                                    0.364              0.017             -1.039*                                                  -0.976*            -0.016            (0.289)                                                  (0.283)            (0.011)            (0.576)                                                  (0.551)            (0.010)   Total Number of Employees           -0.756                                                   -1.447             -0.058             -4.642                                                   -5.455             -0.101            (1.753)                                                  (2.236)            (0.042)            (3.604)                                                  (3.621)            (0.065)   Total Daily Customers            0.916***            0.902***            0.948***            0.856***                               1.445***            1.234***           1.362***            1.305***                             (0.166)            (0.129)            (0.150)            (0.134)                               (0.295)            (0.234)            (0.262)            (0.231)                      Total Profits Last Month (IHS)            0.761**                                                  0.576*             0.016*            -0.063                                                   -0.588             -0.011            (0.330)                                                  (0.304)            (0.008)            (0.650)                                                  (0.706)            (0.016)   Business Has Tax ID           -4.566                                                   -8.824             -0.192             17.771                                                   17.557              0.128            (6.047)                                                  (7.179)            (0.190)           (10.784)                                                 (13.710)            (0.243)   Business Separate From Residence            5.365                                                    5.373              0.241             15.846*                                                  13.853              0.463**          (6.713)                                                  (7.536)            (0.186)            (9.359)                                                 (10.776)            (0.214)   Total Loans Outstanding (IHS)            0.140                                                    0.269              0.001              1.439                                                    1.316              0.010            (0.830)                                                  (0.882)            (0.018)            (1.392)                                                  (1.445)            (0.022)   Business Age (Years)           -0.201                                                   -0.175             -0.004             -0.457                                                   -0.599             -0.010            (0.194)                                                  (0.219)            (0.004)            (0.514)                                                  (0.503)            (0.009)   Gender (Male=1)                               0.422                                -2.245             -0.194*                               17.944*                               15.073              0.248                               (5.705)                               (6.047)            (0.112)                              (10.120)                              (10.082)            (0.220)   Age (Years)                              -0.102                                -0.109              0.001                                 0.062                                 0.420              0.009                               (0.184)                               (0.201)            (0.005)                               (0.424)                               (0.458)            (0.010)   Formal Education (Years)                               0.213                                 0.063             -0.002                                 0.085                                -0.489              0.002                               (0.592)                               (0.585)            (0.015)                               (1.210)                               (1.299)            (0.027)   Time Preference (0-10 Scale)                              -0.342                                -0.061             -0.008                                -2.803                                -2.736             -0.034                               (1.015)                               (1.027)            (0.026)                               (2.222)                               (2.099)            (0.040)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)                               0.058                                 0.000              0.005                                -0.739                                -0.105             -0.009                               (1.165)                               (1.207)            (0.029)                               (1.834)                               (1.829)            (0.038)   Digit Span (0-8 Scale)                               4.861                                 4.627             -0.003                                 6.048                                 7.165              0.048                               (4.318)                               (4.623)            (0.069)                               (7.612)                               (8.242)            (0.115)   Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale)                              98.849                                90.243              0.601                               246.902*                              252.064*             2.829                              (76.679)                              (73.570)            (1.472)                             (125.495)                             (127.640)            (2.332)   Perceived Agency (0-1 Scale)                               4.975*                                6.503**            0.046                                 3.690                                 5.920             -0.095                               (2.724)                               (2.927)            (0.067)                               (5.243)                               (6.081)            (0.131)   Marketing Subscore                                                 12.233             15.010              0.287                                                    9.926             16.522              0.270                                                 (16.300)           (16.926)            (0.411)                                                 (26.313)           (26.507)            (0.489)   Stocking-up Subscore                                                 14.436              9.108              0.011                                                   36.715             30.357              0.354                                                 (14.971)           (16.652)            (0.239)                                                 (25.275)           (25.609)            (0.401)   Record-keeping Subscore                                                 -6.944            -20.071             -0.521                                                    6.839            -21.410             -0.762                                                 (14.230)           (15.133)            (0.404)                                                 (24.938)           (29.938)            (0.671)   Financial Planning Subscore                                                 -5.034             -5.652             -0.104                                                  -32.180            -22.489             -0.374                                                 (29.450)           (30.451)            (0.484)                                                 (36.588)           (36.563)            (0.533)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.484              0.483              0.471              0.514              0.254              0.519              0.525              0.499              0.579              0.335   Sample Size              261                261                261                261                261                261                261                261                261                261   
AspirationsGap AspirationsGap

This table presents results from regressions of aspirations and aspirations gaps for the number of customers on firm- and individual-level characteristics, as well as managerial practices. Columns (1) to (5) present results for short-term aspirations, of which Columns (1) to (4) present results for simple aspiration levels and Column (5) for aspirations gaps. Columns (6) to (10) present the same analysis for aspiration levels and gaps in the long-term. An aspirations gap is defined as the difference between aspirations and current level, normalized by current level. All regressions include district fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      
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Specifically, these tables show results for aspirations for business size (Table

4.4), number of employees (Table 4.5), number of customers (Table 4.6), and sales

(Table 4.7). For each dimension, we present regressions of short-term aspirations in

Columns (1) to (4) and aspirations gaps in Column (5). Columns (6) to (10) repeat

the same pattern for long-term aspirations.

Several key findings emerge. For business size, Table 4.4 shows that owners of

larger firms are, on average, significantly more likely to report higher short- and

long-term aspirations. This is consistent with the literature on aspirations and

poverty. Indeed, we find corroborating evidence in the positive association between

firm formality, as proxied by registration for taxes, and short-term aspirations and

aspirations gaps. Regarding entrepreneur characteristics, higher perceived agency

with respect to future levels of business sales is positively associated with both short-

term and long-term aspirations. Correspondingly, a more systematic working and

thinking style, as opposed to intuitive decision-making, is associated with sizeable

gains in long-term aspiration levels. These results on the entrepreneur’s agency and

working style hold true also for customer (Table 4.6) and sales aspirations (Table

4.7). Other entrepreneur characteristics, such as being male and managing a younger

firm also predict higher aspirations and higher aspirations gaps both in the short-

term and in the long-term. Effects are sizeable: In particular, male entrepreneurs’

average aspirations are 233 percent higher in the short-run and 768 percent higher

in the long-run, while every year of business age diminishes short-run aspirations by

12 percent and long-run aspirations by 23 percent, respectively.

With respect to employee aspirations, Table 4.5 shows that entrepreneurial char-

acteristics and skills play an important role in determining aspirations gaps. Specif-

ically, entrepreneurs with better education display 5 percent wider aspirations gaps

in the short-run and 6 percent wider gaps in the long-run. Similar to shop size

aspirations, younger firms show slightly greater short-term aspirations. Regarding

business skills, record-keeping practices are consistently associated with larger as-

pirations gaps. Interestingly, the same skills in book-keeping and profit calculation

are negatively associated with short-run aspiration levels. This result even survives

controlling for the current number of employees. Consistent with the positive asso-

ciation of firm formality and size aspirations, owners whose businesses are operated

on premises separate from those of their place of residence show significantly greater

aspirations for employment. These entrepreneurs, on average, aspire to 22 percent

more employees in the following year than entrepreneurs of less formal home-based

businesses.
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Table 4.7: Correlates of Aspirations for Sales                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)Short-term Sales Aspirations                                                  Simple AspirationsBusiness Size (Square Meters)           10.871**                                                  9.521*            -0.023***         (5.151)                                                  (5.028)            (0.008)   Total Number of Employees          -23.017                                                  -32.490             -0.051           (20.396)                                                 (21.720)            (0.080)   Total Daily Customers            5.779***                                                  4.837***           -0.006**          (1.264)                                                  (1.260)            (0.003)   Total Profits Last Month (IHS)            7.428              8.735*            12.271**            5.790             -0.020            (4.662)            (5.125)            (5.155)            (4.916)            (0.014)   Business Has Tax ID           72.519                                                   19.561             -0.245           (93.412)                                                (100.838)            (0.329)   Business Separate From Residence          153.221*                                                 153.031*            -0.170           (80.231)                                                 (82.803)            (0.201)   Total Loans Outstanding (IHS)           21.950***                                                 16.706*             0.019            (7.966)                                                  (8.518)            (0.026)   Business Age (Years)           -3.825                                                   -2.201              0.008            (2.338)                                                  (2.617)            (0.010)   Gender (Male=1)                             303.933***                             201.366***            0.272                              (82.938)                              (73.728)            (0.228)   Age (Years)                              -8.021***                              -5.411*             0.017                               (2.688)                               (2.939)            (0.011)   Formal Education (Years)                              -5.945                                -8.992              0.059*                              (7.512)                               (7.040)            (0.034)   Time Preference (0-10 Scale)                              -8.857                                -6.589             -0.043                              (16.861)                              (15.179)            (0.043)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)                              24.497                                19.113             -0.049                              (16.077)                              (15.719)            (0.049)   Digit Span (0-8 Scale)                              71.512*                               60.499*             0.143                              (36.479)                              (35.267)            (0.111)   Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale)                           1595.903**                            1051.680              2.411                             (736.440)                             (665.490)            (2.128)   Perceived Agency (0-1 Scale)                              80.787***                              57.861*            -0.047                              (29.448)                              (32.984)            (0.122)   Marketing Subscore                                                 42.512            127.559              0.055                                                (174.343)          (175.899)            (0.608)   Stocking-up Subscore                                                 77.918           -181.594              0.151                                                (148.454)          (147.391)            (0.374)   Record-keeping Subscore                                                441.564*          -101.151             -0.934                                                (262.403)          (213.514)            (0.663)   Financial Planning Subscore                                                  8.320            -17.775              1.028                                                (299.961)          (245.409)            (0.668)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.399              0.311              0.180              0.463              0.251   Sample Size              258                258                258                258                257   
AspirationsGap

This table presents results from regressions of aspirations and aspirations gaps for daily sales (in USD PPP) on firm- and individual-level characteristics, as well as managerial practices. Columns (1) to (5) present results for short-term aspirations, of which Columns (1) to (4) present results for simple aspiration levels and Column (5) for aspirations gaps. An aspirations gap is defined as the difference between aspirations and the current level, normalized by the current level. All regressions include district fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      
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Table 4.8: Correlates of Imagination and Planning Failure                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)                                                  Imagination Failure Planning FailureBusiness Size (Square Meters)            0.004*                                                  0.004**            0.004*                                                   0.005*           (0.002)                                                  (0.002)            (0.002)                                                  (0.003)   Total Number of Employees           -0.047***                                                -0.044**           -0.019                                                   -0.006            (0.018)                                                  (0.019)            (0.022)                                                  (0.023)   Total Daily Customers           -0.002***                                                -0.001**           -0.002***                                                 -0.001            (0.001)                                                  (0.001)            (0.001)                                                  (0.001)   Total Profits Last Month (IHS)            0.002                                                    0.002              0.008**                                                  0.010***         (0.003)                                                  (0.003)            (0.004)                                                  (0.004)   Business Has Tax ID           -0.033                                                   -0.040             -0.071                                                   -0.002            (0.063)                                                  (0.066)            (0.073)                                                  (0.073)   Business Separate From Residence            0.044                                                    0.073             -0.073                                                   -0.061            (0.047)                                                  (0.046)            (0.060)                                                  (0.057)   Total Loans Outstanding (IHS)           -0.014***                                                -0.011**           -0.004                                                   -0.001            (0.005)                                                  (0.005)            (0.008)                                                  (0.007)   Business Age (Years)            0.006**                                                  0.003              0.005*                                                   0.002            (0.002)                                                  (0.002)            (0.003)                                                  (0.003)   Gender (Male=1)                             -0.111***                             -0.118***                              -0.042                                -0.038                              (0.038)                               (0.037)                               (0.058)                               (0.061)   Age (Years)                               0.003                                 0.000                                 0.004                                 0.002                              (0.002)                               (0.003)                               (0.003)                               (0.003)   Formal Education (Years)                             -0.003                                -0.005                                 0.000                                -0.001                              (0.007)                               (0.007)                               (0.008)                               (0.008)   Time Preference (0-10 Scale)                               0.005                                 0.004                                 0.009                                 0.005                              (0.010)                               (0.010)                               (0.011)                               (0.011)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)                             -0.008                                -0.006                                 0.003                                 0.005                              (0.010)                               (0.010)                               (0.013)                               (0.014)   Digit Span (0-8 Scale)                               0.035                                 0.036                                -0.003                                -0.013                              (0.023)                               (0.024)                               (0.030)                               (0.034)   Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale)                               0.365                                 0.527                                -0.514                                -0.397                              (0.492)                               (0.490)                               (0.630)                               (0.631)   Perceived Agency (0-1 Scale)                             -0.050*                               -0.025                               -0.132***                              -0.116***                           (0.027)                               (0.028)                               (0.034)                               (0.034)   Marketing Subscore                                                 -0.080             -0.031                                                  -0.196             -0.130                                                  (0.106)            (0.113)                                                 (0.120)            (0.141)   Stocking-up Subscore                                                 -0.119             -0.056                                                  -0.171*            -0.126                                                  (0.090)            (0.088)                                                 (0.100)            (0.103)   Record-keeping Subscore                                                 -0.043              0.007                                                  -0.190             -0.070                                                  (0.135)            (0.134)                                                 (0.178)            (0.192)   Financial Planning Subscore                                                 -0.305**           -0.097                                                  -0.337**           -0.060                                                  (0.127)            (0.124)                                                 (0.169)            (0.173)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.232              0.154              0.169              0.266              0.250              0.253              0.267              0.322   Sample Size              261                261                261                261                261                261                261                261   This table presents results from regressions of imagination and planning failure on firm- and individual-level characteristics, as well as managerial practices. Imagination failure represents entrepreneurs who have not previously imagined their ideal business. Planning failure describes the absence of a time horizon for the achievement of an ideal business. Columns (1) to (4) present results for imagination failure, and columns (5) to (8) planning failure. All regressions include district fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).   
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This may reflect either owners’ initial entrepreneurial motivation or their de-

cision to move to opportunity and thus indicate a more entrepreneurial and less

subsistence-based form of venture. Consistent with this, owners with higher amounts

of outstanding loans show larger long-term aspirations gaps. The association of for-

mality ans aspirations holds true for aspirations for the number of customers (Table

4.6) and for business sales (Table 4.7) as well.

Turning to aspirations for customers and sales, proxying for the level of formality,

whether business premises are separate from the entrepreneur’s residence is associ-

ated with significantly greater long-term aspirations gaps for business customers

(Table 4.6) and greater short-term aspirations for business sales (Table 4.7). Con-

sistently, the level of outstanding loans correlates positively with short-term sales

aspirations. Both customer and sales aspirations are associated with firm wealth,

measured either by business profits (Table 4.6) or business size and the number of

daily customers (Table 4.7). As discussed before, both the entrepreneur’s agency

and how systematically they think and work are positive correlates of aspiration

levels on both of these business dimensions.

Table 4.8 reports our findings on imagination and planning failure, two variables

that encapsulate all business dimensions of aspirations. On business characteristics,

we find that businesses with more employees, more employees, and higher incidence

of credit are significantly less likely to depict imagination failure. Entrepreneur

characteristics are less clearly associated with these psychological biases. Consis-

tent with the literature on aspirations as reference points, and corroborating earlier

evidence on size, customer, and sales aspirations, agency is strongly negatively asso-

ciated with the entrepreneur’s failure to plan for their long-term aspirations. Male

entrepreneurs are, beyond that, less likely to suffer from imagination failure.

4.4.2 How Realistic Are Businesses Aspirations?

Whether aspirations are realistic or not is an important question for research and

policy that is yet unexplored in the literature, plausibly due to lack of available data.

The answer would allow us to identify, at the individual level, whether retailers

are biased when setting their aspirations at baseline and map the dynamics of the

aspirations formation process.

In this sub-section, we take advantage of the panel structure of our data, and

define biased aspirations as aspiring significantly below or above actual attainment.

We contrast aspirations for business growth in 12 months at baseline to actual

business outcomes attained one year later. We then characterize three types of
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entrepreneurs: a) realistic entrepreneurs, who set aspirations in line with their actual

attainments (within a 10 percent error margin), b) overly optimistic entrepreneurs,

who are unable to fulfill their aspirations one year later and c) overly pessimistic

entrepreneurs, who set aspirations significantly below their final attainments.

Figure A.6 in Appendix A depicts the distribution of the types of entrepreneurs

for each dimension and shows that most entrepreneurs in our sample set unrealistic

aspirations. Overall, we observe substantial over-shooting in sales aspirations and

a relatively high under-shooting in the other business dimensions. The majority

of businesses (85 percent) are overly optimistic in the level of sales they aspire to

achieve in one year. However, a little more than half of all businesses hold overly

pessimistic aspirations about the number of customers they will have in one year.

Likewise, a large proportion of businesses aspire to significantly lower levels of shop

size (35 percent) and lower numbers of employees (34 percent) than what they end

up achieving one year after. The highest level of realism in aspirations is in the

number of employees. This is likely to be explained, in part, by the large number

of businesses at baseline whose owners have no plans of changing the number of

employees. A change on this margin may come with added costs for the many

businesses which do not employ any outside labour at baseline and which may have

no experience with hiring and working with an employee.

We then ask which businesses are more likely to hold realistic and biased aspira-

tions. With the exception that poorer businesses (Dalton et al., 2016) and businesses

run by women (Bernard et al., 2014) are more likely to hold downward biased aspi-

rations, there are no other clear-cut predictions derived from the literature on the

determinants of aspirations biases.

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 show results of OLS regressions of the correlates of realistic

or biased aspirations for each business dimension. We observe that the correlates of

the type of the entrepreneur vary with the business dimension. Regarding biased

aspirations for sales (Table 4.9, Columns 1 to 3), we find that entrepreneurs whose

shops have smaller premises, who are better at record-keeping, and who think and

work more systematically, as opposed to more based on intuitions, are more likely to

hold overly optimistic aspirations. Indeed, a systematic thinking and working style

as well as record-keeping practices are also negatively correlated with pessimistic

sales aspirations. Similarly, the current level of sales is negatively associated with

pessimistic sales aspirations and correlates positively with realistic aspirations. In

addition, male entrepreneurs and owners of informal businesses are more likely to

undershoot their sales.
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Table 4.9: Correlates of Aspirations Attainment for Size and Customers                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)                                                  Business Sales Business CustomersLog of Total Sales Last Month            0.038**           -0.004             -0.034*            -0.019              0.016             -0.011                                                              (0.015)            (0.022)            (0.017)            (0.033)            (0.026)            (0.031)   Business Size (Square Meters)            0.003             -0.007**            0.004             -0.003             -0.002              0.015***                                                           (0.002)            (0.003)            (0.003)            (0.004)            (0.003)            (0.004)   Total Daily Customers            0.000             -0.001              0.001             -0.001             -0.001             -0.001                                                              (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.002)   Total Number of Employees            0.006             -0.011              0.005              0.016             -0.023              0.002                                                              (0.017)            (0.020)            (0.016)            (0.032)            (0.024)            (0.031)   Business Has Tax ID           -0.017              0.106             -0.089*             0.070              0.034              0.097                                                              (0.048)            (0.067)            (0.050)            (0.113)            (0.089)            (0.105)   Business Age (Years)           -0.001              0.002             -0.000              0.004             -0.001             -0.002            (0.001)            (0.002)            (0.002)            (0.004)            (0.003)            (0.004)   Gender (Male=1)           -0.038             -0.063              0.101**            0.145*             0.097             -0.065            (0.040)            (0.059)            (0.046)            (0.083)            (0.076)            (0.078)   Age (Years)            0.000              0.002             -0.002              0.002             -0.002              0.000                                                              (0.002)            (0.003)            (0.002)            (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.004)   Formal Education (Years)           -0.000             -0.002              0.002              0.011             -0.007             -0.002            (0.005)            (0.007)            (0.005)            (0.011)            (0.011)            (0.011)   Time Preference (0-10 Scale)           -0.005             -0.006              0.010              0.001             -0.002              0.015            (0.007)            (0.010)            (0.008)            (0.017)            (0.013)            (0.015)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)           -0.003              0.010             -0.007              0.013             -0.016             -0.005            (0.008)            (0.012)            (0.009)            (0.018)            (0.015)            (0.017)   Digit Span (0-8 Scale)           -0.034              0.038             -0.004             -0.007             -0.034              0.002                                                              (0.021)            (0.028)            (0.018)            (0.049)            (0.039)            (0.046)   Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale)           -0.299              1.754***           -1.456***           -0.693              0.099             -0.032                                                              (0.393)            (0.579)            (0.454)            (0.824)            (0.816)            (0.830)   Marketing Subscore            0.125             -0.138              0.013             -0.281             -0.317*            -0.073            (0.116)            (0.157)            (0.118)            (0.224)            (0.174)            (0.219)   Stocking-up Subscore           -0.122              0.018              0.103              0.015              0.219*            -0.013            (0.084)            (0.099)            (0.070)            (0.145)            (0.128)            (0.148)   Record-keeping Subscore           -0.121              0.318**           -0.198*             0.173             -0.057              0.030            (0.092)            (0.143)            (0.106)            (0.265)            (0.216)            (0.259)   Financial Planning Subscore            0.161             -0.000             -0.161             -0.126              0.022              0.170                                                              (0.138)            (0.170)            (0.109)            (0.256)            (0.225)            (0.272)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.237              0.228              0.272              0.126              0.181              0.189   Sample Size            239              239              239              242              242              242   Dependent Variable Mean            0.088              0.845              0.067              0.116              0.401              0.483   
Realistic Aspirations Optimistic Aspirations Pessimistic Aspirations Realistic Aspirations Optimistic Aspirations Pessimistic Aspirations

This table presents results from regressions of aspirations attainment. “Realistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are within a 10% range of the endline outcome. “Optimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are above 10% of the endline outcome; and “pessimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are below 10% of the endline outcome. Columns (1) to (3) present results for business sales and columns (4) to (6) present results for business customers. All regressions include district fixed effects and treatment indicators to absorb all experimentally induced variation at endline. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level). 
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Table 4.10: Correlates of Aspirations Attainment for Size and Employees                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)                                                  Business Size Business Employees                                                           (0.026)            (0.031)            (0.028)            (0.028)            (0.028)            (0.031)   Business Size (Square Meters)           -0.002              0.015***           -0.012***           -0.000              0.001             -0.001                                                              (0.003)            (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.005)            (0.004)            (0.004)   Total Daily Customers           -0.001             -0.001              0.001              0.002             -0.001             -0.000                                                              (0.001)            (0.002)            (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.001)            (0.002)   Total Number of Employees           -0.023              0.002              0.020             -0.081**            0.094***           -0.012                                                              (0.024)            (0.031)            (0.034)            (0.032)            (0.031)            (0.032)   Business Has Tax ID            0.034              0.097             -0.131              0.064             -0.083              0.019                                                              (0.089)            (0.105)            (0.101)            (0.099)            (0.102)            (0.124)   Business Age (Years)           -0.001             -0.002              0.003             -0.002             -0.001              0.003            (0.003)            (0.004)            (0.003)            (0.003)            (0.003)            (0.004)   Gender (Male=1)            0.097             -0.065             -0.032              0.139              0.007             -0.146*           (0.076)            (0.078)            (0.074)            (0.086)            (0.077)            (0.088)   Age (Years)           -0.002              0.000              0.001              0.004              0.006*            -0.010**                                                            (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.004)            (0.004)   Formal Education (Years)           -0.007             -0.002              0.009              0.009             -0.000             -0.009            (0.011)            (0.011)            (0.012)            (0.012)            (0.010)            (0.012)   Time Preference (0-10 Scale)           -0.002              0.015             -0.013              0.034**            0.005             -0.038**          (0.013)            (0.015)            (0.015)            (0.016)            (0.017)            (0.015)   Risk Preference (0-10 Scale)           -0.016             -0.005              0.021              0.000             -0.028              0.027*           (0.015)            (0.017)            (0.017)            (0.018)            (0.017)            (0.016)   Digit Span (0-8 Scale)           -0.034              0.002              0.032              0.025              0.008             -0.032                                                              (0.039)            (0.046)            (0.044)            (0.044)            (0.041)            (0.042)   Systematic Thinking Style (0-1 Scale)            0.099             -0.032             -0.067             -0.633             -0.418              1.051                                                              (0.816)            (0.830)            (0.765)            (0.743)            (0.702)            (0.846)   Marketing Subscore           -0.317*            -0.073              0.390*             0.238              0.029             -0.267            (0.174)            (0.219)            (0.204)            (0.213)            (0.213)            (0.220)   Stocking-up Subscore            0.219*            -0.013             -0.205             -0.047              0.001              0.046            (0.128)            (0.148)            (0.139)            (0.155)            (0.132)            (0.151)   Record-keeping Subscore           -0.057              0.030              0.026              0.024             -0.077              0.054            (0.216)            (0.259)            (0.242)            (0.266)            (0.262)            (0.274)   Financial Planning Subscore            0.022              0.170             -0.192             -0.398              0.546**           -0.148                                                              (0.225)            (0.272)            (0.238)            (0.276)            (0.232)            (0.288)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.147              0.202              0.185              0.267              0.253              0.263   Sample Size            242              242              242              206              206              206   Dependent Variable Mean            0.227              0.430              0.343              0.350              0.267              0.383   
Realistic Aspirations Optimistic Aspirations Pessimistic Aspirations Realistic Aspirations Optimistic Aspirations Pessimistic Aspirations

This table presents results from regressions of aspirations attainment. “Realistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are within a 10% range of the endline outcome. “Optimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are above 10% of the endline outcome; and “pessimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are below 10% of the endline outcome. Columns (1) to (3) present results for business size, and columns (4) to (6) present results for business employees. All regressions include district fixed effects and treatment indicators to absorb all experimentally induced variation at endline. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level). 
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With respect to the realism of customer aspirations (Table 4.9, Columns 4 to 6),

however, male entrepreneurs show more accuracy in their aspiration levels. Biases

in customer aspirations are largely driven by business skills: while marketing prac-

tices are correlated negatively with optimism, stock-up practices show a positive

association. Consistent with the results shown for sales aspirations, the aspirations

of the owners of larger businesses tend to undershoot their achieved numbers of

customers. Interestingly, neither cognitive ability (proxied by the years of education

and the digit span test) nor time or risk preferences appear as systematic predictors

of aspirations biases.

In accordance with the earlier findings on customer aspirations, the marketing

score of the entrepreneur positively predicts pessimism in business size aspirations

and is negatively associated with realistic aspirations. In contrast, stocking-up prac-

tices positively correlate with realism. Larger businesses are, in contrast to earlier

results on sales and customer aspirations, more prone to overshoot their aspirations

and less prone to undershoot. Regarding employee aspirations, we find the same

result for large businesses as measured by their number of employees: these firms

are more likely to be optimistic and less likely to be realistic about their aspira-

tions for employment. We find the more patient entrepreneurs to be more realistic

and observe more biased aspirations for the older and for female entrepreneurs. En-

trepreneurs with better financial planning, just like the younger and owners of larger

shops, are more optimistic about their employment aspirations.

Overall, these results provide first evidence of the substantial heterogeneity of

factors determining aspirations biases. Overall, we find a tendency for higher levels

on dimensions such as business size and employment to promote more optimistic

aspirations, but find countervailing evidence in increased realism with higher levels

of size aspirations. The finding that men are overly pessimistic in their aspirations

for sales is surprising in light of our baseline results which show that men tend to as-

pire higher on this dimension. Conversely, women are found to be more pessimistic

about their customer aspirations while also showing higher levels of these aspira-

tions. These findings indicate gender differences not only in levels of aspirations at

baseline, but also the dynamics of how successful men and women are in achieving

set aspirations.

4.4.3 Dynamics of Aspirations

The previous sub-section shows that most entrepreneurs set unrealistic aspirations

for their businesses. In reality, they either overestimate or underestimate.
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Table 4.11: Do Entrepreneurs Update Business Aspirations (6 Months After Inter-
ventions)?                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4)                                                  Pessimistic Aspirations for Sales            0.522**                                                                                                                     (0.237)                                                            Optimistic Aspirations for Sales           -0.870***                                                                                                                     (0.124)                                                            Pessimistic Aspirations for Customers                               0.649***                                                                                                                     (0.139)                                         Optimistic Aspirations for Customers                              -0.259*                                                                                                                      (0.139)                                         Pessimistic Aspirations for Size                                                  0.647***                                                                                                                     (0.067)                      Optimistic Aspirations for Size                                                 -0.396***                                                                                                                     (0.076)                      Pessimistic Aspirations for Employees                                                                     0.372***                                                                                                                    (0.099)   Optimistic Aspirations for Employees                                                                    -0.684***                                                                  (0.100)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.412              0.458              0.580              0.558   Sample Size              238                242                242                177   Dependent Variable Mean for Realistic Aspirers            0.689             -0.176              0.035              0.069   Growth inSales Aspirations Growth inCustomer Aspirations Growth inSize Aspirations Growth inEmployee Aspirations 

This table presents results from regressions of the growth rate of business aspirations six months after the interventions took place. The dependent variable in each column is the log difference between endline and baseline aspirations for each business dimension. “Realistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are within a 10% range of the endline outcome. “Optimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are above 10% of the endline outcome; and “pessimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are below 10% of the endline outcome. All regressions control for individual- and firm-level characteristics, as well as business practices. The regressions also include district fixed effects and treatment indicators to absorb all experimentally induced variation at endline. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).   
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Table 4.12: Do Entrepreneurs Update Business Aspirations (18 Months After Inter-
ventions)?                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4)                                                  Pessimistic Aspirations for Sales 1.274***                                                                                                            (0.373)                                                          Optimistic Aspirations for Sales -0.684***                                                                                                            (0.158)                                                          Pessimistic Aspirations for Customers                    0.428***                                                                                                            (0.162)                                       Optimistic Aspirations for Customers                    -0.680***                                                                                                            (0.113)                                       Pessimistic Aspirations for Size                                       0.355***                                                                                                            (0.091)                    Optimistic Aspirations for Size                                       -0.718***                                                                                                            (0.088)                    Pessimistic Aspirations for Employees                                                          0.388***                                                                                                           (0.088)Optimistic Aspirations for Employees                                                          -0.757***                                                         (0.087)                                                  R-squared                                         0.494 0.561 0.629 0.678Sample Size 209 210 210 167Dependent Variable Mean for Realistic Aspirers 0.519 0.523 0.161 0.071Growth inSales Aspirations Growth inCustomer Aspirations Growth inSize Aspirations Growth inEmployee Aspirations 

This table presents results from regressions of the growth rate of business aspirations eighteen months after the interventions took place. The dependent variable in each column is the log difference between endline and baseline aspirations for each business dimension. “Realistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are within a 10% range of the endline outcome. “Optimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are above 10% of the endline outcome; and “pessimistic aspirations” is a dummy equal to 1 if baseline aspirations are below 10% of the endline outcome. All regressions control for individual- and firm-level characteristics, as well as business practices. The regressions also include district fixed effects and treatment indicators to absorb all experimentally induced variation at endline. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).   
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According to Ray (2006) and Genicot and Ray (2017), unrealistically high or

low aspirations can discourage productive investments and become a source of a

poverty trap. An important question, therefore, is whether businesses adjust their

aspirations once they realize outcomes a year later. Specifically, do overly pessimistic

entrepreneurs revise their aspirations upwards, and do overly optimistic revise their

aspirations downwards?

To answer these questions, we use the aspirations measures at endline to con-

struct the growth rate of aspirations, defined as the difference between the log of

aspirations at endline and the log of aspirations at baseline. We do this for the

four dimensions of aspirations: sales, customers, shop size, and employees. We then

regress the growth rate of aspirations in each dimension on a dummy indicating

whether the businesses were overly optimistic at baseline or not, and on a dummy

indicating whether the businesses were overly pessimistic. In this specification, the

benchmark comparison group is then the group of realistic businesses. We control

for all individual- and firm-level controls as per previous analysis.

Table 4.11 presents the results. We find strong evidence for adjustment of as-

pirations in all four dimensions toward more realistic levels. Compared to those

businesses who had realistic aspirations at baseline, businesses who had overly op-

timistic aspirations at baseline reduce their aspirations at end line, and those who

were overly pessimistic increase their aspirations. These changes are substantial in

magnitude and highly statistically significant: businesses with pessimistic baseline

aspirations of sales increase their aspirations at endline by 52 percent and those with

optimistic aspirations lower their aspirations by 87 percent. The table shows similar

effects for aspirations of customers, size, and employees.

Since the adjustment effects we find are sizeable, concerns may arise regarding the

steady state of the entrepreneurs’ aspirations and as to how much of the adjustments

is, in fact, accounted for by random perturbances to the entrepreneurs’ incomes. To

address this concern, we perform a number of robustness checks. Specifically, we

investigate (i) how stable the adjustment pattern is across time and (ii) whether

it can be accounted for by random shocks to the business. Table 4.12 presents

evidence that the adjustment patterns we find one year after the baseline survey are

also present two years after the baseline. The direction of the effects is unchanged,

significance if anything strengthened, and magnitudes are in line with the effects we

find one year after the baseline. We, further, repeat the analysis including controls

for profit levels to address potential shocks to income which are random conditional

on the entrepreneur’s income. Results are virtually unchanged in sign, significance,
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and effect size. We finally use data on the businesses’ flood proneness and the

entrepreneurs’ perceptions of the risk of flooding to investigate one potential channel

through which random shocks which differ by income can manifest. Specifically, we

use a dummy which takes on the value one if the owner reports flooding in their

premises to have occurred with in the preceding two years and the entrepreneur’s

perceptions of the likelihood that flooding will occur in the following year (on a scale

from 0 to 10). Again, in both specifications, the results are virtually unchanged.9

This evidence of adjustment of aspirations is in line with theoretical models that

show aspirations are updated based on an adaptive learning process (Karandikar

et al., 1998; Selten, 1998a). The main thesis of these models is that unrealized aspi-

rations may adversely affect utility, so they are adapted to what it is learned to be

achievable: they remain constant if they can easily be fulfilled, they are increased

if they can be satisfied, and lowered when they are difficult to realize. To the best

of our knowledge, Galiani et al. (2018) is the only other paper examining aspiration

adaptation in a developing country setting. They show that housing aspirations

of non-beneficiary neighbors of a slum-housing intervention increase right after the

intervention to their neighbors, but they are adjusted downwards when they realize

they do not have access to the material means required to satisfy their aspirations.

We show evidence of a similar adjustment process among small-scale retailers in an

emerging market. We complement the results of Galiani et al. (2018) by not only ob-

serving entrepreneurs overshooting their aspirations and then adjusting downwards,

but also observing entrepreneurs undershooting their aspirations and then adjusting

upwards.

4.4.4 Predicting Forward Looking Behavior with Aspira-

tions

A final important question we address in this paper is whether our measures of

business aspirations at baseline have predictive power over forward looking behavior

(measured at baseline) and actual outcomes one year later.

9We find further suggestive evidence that the adjustment patterns we find are not entirely
driven by random idiosyncratic shocks. First, entrepreneurs are more likely to be realistic in their
aspirations on more stable dimensions, such as business size and employees (rather than customers
and sales). Second, rather than a stable pattern of random effects, we find a secular trend towards
decreased pessimism and increased optimism between the first endline survey one year after the
baseline survey and the second endline two years after the baseline. Tables for these robustness
analyses are available from the authors upon request.
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Table 4.13: Do Baseline Aspirations Predict Forward-looking Behavior?                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)                                                  Imagination Failure          -0.237***                              -0.160***                              -0.085**                                                                               (0.038)                               (0.036)                               (0.033)                      Planning Failure                             -0.141***                              -0.113***                              -0.039                                                                                (0.033)                               (0.032)                               (0.031)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.201              0.186              0.232              0.229              0.138              0.136   Sample Size             261               261               261               261               261               261   Dependent Variable Mean            0.629              0.629              0.531              0.531              0.380              0.380   Plans to Develop Business Plan In Next 12 Months Plans to Start/DevelopRecord-keeping In Next 12 Months Plans to Expand Business In Next 12 MonthsThis table presents results from regressions of outcomes regarding innovations and business expansion on aspirations-related measures. Columns (1) and (2) present results for developing a business plan, a dummy variable equal to 1 if the entrepreneur is planning to develop a business plan in the next 12 months. Columns (3) and (4) present results for improving record-keeping, a dummy variable equal to 1 if the entrepreneur is planning to start or improve record-keeping in the next 12 months. Columns (5) and (6) present results for business expansion, a dummy variable equal to 1 if the entrepreneur plans to expand the business in the next 12 months . All regressions control for individual- and firm-level characteristics, as well as business practices. The regressions also include district fixed effects. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).      167



Table 4.13 first studies future-oriented business behaviors at baseline, specifically,

we analyze process innovation with a measure for plans to develop a business plan

(Columns 1 and 2), plans to start or improve book-keeping (Columns 3 and 4), and

plans to expand the business (Columns 5 and 6).

We find our measures for aspiration failures, especially imagination failure are

very strong negative predictors of these future-oriented behaviors, even after control-

ling for our complete set of entrepreneur and enterprise level characteristics, scores

for all management practices, and district fixed effects. Entrepreneurs who fail to

imagine their aspired ideal business are 9 percent less likely to plan to expand their

business, 16 percent less likely to plan to improve their book-keeping, and 24 per-

cent less likely to develop a business plan. Similarly, entrepreneurs who do imagine

their ideal business but cannot provide a timeline to its achievement are 11 percent

less likely to plan to improve record-keeping and 14 percent less likely to develop a

business plan in the next 12 months.

Combined, these results show that our aspirations measures have strong predic-

tive and explanatory power for future business process innovation beyond traditional

business and entrepreneur characteristics, or even management practices. These

findings are in line with the literature on household aspirations, which shows aspira-

tions are closely tied to forward-looking behaviors on the household- and individual-

level, such as savings, investment, and the use of credit (Bernard et al., 2014; Janzen

et al., 2017).

4.4.5 Predicting Business Outcomes with Aspirations

Table 4.14 presents results of the association between the z-score of each aspirations

dimension at baseline and endline sales and profits. As per the previous analysis, all

regressions control for the businesses practice scores used by McKenzie and Woodruff

(2017), firm and individual controls, and district fixed effects. The analysis shows

that aspirations for customer and sales growth at baseline have strong and statis-

tically significant explanatory power for endline sales and profits. The magnitude

of the association is large: An increase of one standard deviation in sales aspira-

tions at baseline is associated with 69 percent higher monthly sales and 70 percent

higher monthly profits one year later, whereas a one standard deviation increase in

customer aspirations at baseline is associated with 30 percent higher monthly sales

and 68 percent higher monthly profits one year later.
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Table 4.14: Do Baseline Aspirations Predict Endline Performance?                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)                                                  Short-Term Shop Size Aspirations (Z score)       1091.246**                                                                 199.247                                                                                                                   (426.344)                                                                (120.809)                                                            Short-Term Shop Employee Aspirations (Z score)                          -376.325                                                                  -112.017                                                                                                                   (296.566)                                                                  (90.378)                                         Short-Term Customer Aspirations (Z score)                                            1562.482***                                                               525.757***                                                                                                                 (413.167)                                                                  (99.889)                      Short-Term Sales Aspirations (Z score)                                                               3547.652***                                                                537.723***                                                                                                                (533.386)                                                                (164.383)                                                     R-squared                                                    0.606              0.597              0.618              0.698              0.238              0.234              0.296              0.318   Sample Size              256                256                256                256                256                256                256                256   Dependent Variable Mean         5127.120          5127.120          5127.120          5127.120           769.471           769.471           769.471           769.471   Business Sales Last MonthAt Endline (win 5%) Estimated Monthly Profits At Endline (win 5%) This table presents results from regressions of business performance outcomes at endline on the Z score of business aspirations at baseline. Columns (1) to (4) present results for business sales and Columns (5) to (8) present results for business profits. Both measures are winsoized at the 5% level. All regressions control for individual- and firm-level characteristics, as well as business practices. The regressions also include district fixed effects and treatment indicators to absorb all experimentally induced variation at endline. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level)169



Table 4.15: Do Baseline Aspirations Predict Endline Business Outcomes?                                                  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)                                                  Short-Term Shop Size Aspirations (Z score)           3.931**                                                                   0.097                                                                     11.018                                                                                                                      (1.872)                                                                   (0.086)                                                                    (7.722)                                                            Short-Term Shop Employee Aspirations (Z score)                             1.108                                                                     0.099                                                                     -1.413                                                                                                                     (1.147)                                                                  (0.071)                                                                    (2.690)                                         Short-Term Customer Aspirations (Z score)                                                 0.256                                                                     0.035                                                                     6.406                                                                                                                      (0.694)                                                                   (0.052)                                                                   (5.946)                      Short-Term Sales Aspirations (Z score)                                                                 3.416***                                                                    0.141**                                                                 12.027*                                                                                                                   (1.274)                                                                    (0.070)                                                                   (6.180)                                                     R-squared                                                   0.452            0.450             0.450           0.482            0.166            0.177            0.154             0.188             0.498              0.474            0.480            0.506   Sample Size              247               247                247              247               247              247               247                247                247                247               247               247   Dependent Variable Mean          12.648          12.648            12.648          12.648            0.146            0.146            0.146             0.146            50.717            50.717           50.717           50.717                      Business SizeAt Endline Non-Family Business EmployeesAt Endline Business CustomersAt EndlineThis table presents results from regressions of business growth outcomes at endline on the Z scores of business aspirations on those same growth dimensions at baseline. Columns (1) to (4) present results taking business size as the outcome; columns (5) to (8) present results for hired business employees; and columns (9) to (12) present results for business customers. All regressions control for individual- and firm-level characteristics, as well as business practices. The regressions also include district fixed effects and treatment indicators to absorb all experimentally induced variation at endline. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).170
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Table 4.15 repeats this analysis for business size, employees, and customers. The

results show that sales aspirations, in particular, have high explanatory power for

all three dimensions of business growth. An increase of one standard deviation in

sales aspirations at baseline is associated with 27 percent larger shop size at endline,

24 percent more customers, and 97 percent higher external employment from a low

starting level of 0.146 hired workers per business. Moreover, business size aspirations

are associated with 31 percent greater business premises at endline.

These results provide strong evidence of a positive link between aspirations and

business growth, and are consistent with the theoretical literature on aspirations as

reference points that induce higher investment effort and higher attainment. Within

this framework, our analysis suggests that aspirations for business growth in specific

business dimensions act as reference points inducing higher business attainment.

These results are also consistent with empirical evidence on household aspirations

showing the association between aspirations and forward-looking behavior (Bernard

et al., 2014; Beaman et al., 2012).

4.5 Conclusion

This paper extends the research on aspirations and poverty to the field of small-

scale entrepreneurship in developing countries. We find that these entrepreneurs do

indeed aspire to grow their business, however, there is considerable heterogeneity

with more than half the businesses reporting no aspirations in the short-term and

several depicting imagination and planning failures in the long-term. Our analysis

sheds light on which entrepreneur and business characteristics are associated with

higher aspirations. In addition, we find that very few businesses set realistic aspi-

rations, with the majority either over- or under-estimating their potential for sales,

customers, shop size, and employees. At the same time we find that these businesses

do update their aspirations a year later based on how successful they were in achiev-

ing baseline aspirations. Finally, we show that baseline business aspirations have

strong explanatory power over firm performance indicators at endline even after

controlling for individual and firm characteristics and management practices.

These findings have important implications for policy and future research. In

terms of policy, these findings can help reconcile why policies aimed at alleviating

physical and human capital constraints are often unsuccessful at spurring business

growth. The heterogeneity in our findings make a strong case for better targeting of

business aid programs based on aspirations for growth. Given that aspirations are a
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strong predictor of future behavior, they are likely to complement policies targeting

business investment, savings, credit use, and business innovation. We expect that

these policies will be more effective for entrepreneurs with higher aspirations for

growing their businesses.

In terms of future research, our findings motivate further work on the causal

implications of entrepreneurial aspirations. In particular, research on understanding

what kinds of policies and programs boost aspirations, and mapping the causal

channel that leads to successful impacts on business growth, would be a valuable

extension of this work.
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CHAPTER

5 Concluding Remarks

5.1 Key Findings

Overall, the empirical work subsumed under this thesis offers six key findings. First,

providing locally relevant and profitable information on best practices alone may not

be enough to improve on the tepid success of classical training and consulting inter-

ventions for small-scale enterprises. However, comparably inexpensive interventions,

such as the simple exposure to local role models through a short documentary or

a two-hour business counselling intervention organised by local laymen, succeed in

encouraging sustainable behavioural change and in boosting firm profits and aspira-

tions. Second, the type of business practices learned by the entrepreneurs differs by

the type of treatment received. When exposed to role models, business owners tend

to adopt easily observable skills, such as marketing practices; in contrast, take-up

of more elaborate concepts and practices, such as keeping records and calculating

profits, is greater when given the opportunity to individually learn through coun-

selling. Third, within this sample of small Indonesian retail businesses, aspirations

at baseline are, on average, sizeable on all dimensions of business growth but highly

heterogeneous and essentially zero in the short-run for about half of the sample.

Aspiration levels are determined by firm-level characteristics, such as firm size and

wealth, firm formality, and overall credit incidence, as well as individual-level char-

acteristics, such as the entrepreneur’s age, their perceived agency, and systematic

or intuitive approach to decision-making. A substantial minority of entrepreneurs

fail to imagine or plan for their long-run goals in business. Fourth, business aspira-

tions predict plans for firm growth and actual growth of firms. In particular, novel

measures for two behavioural biases, the failure to imagine one’s aspirations and the

failure to estimate a time horizon for their achievement, explain a substantial frac-

tion of the variation in business expansion. Fifth, over time, unrealistically high and

low aspiration levels show mean reversion in the absence of a treatment shock but
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display a pattern of clear divergence for entrepreneurs whose aspirations horizons

are enlarged by exposure to best practices information either through the example

of successful peers or by way of business counselling on local best practices. Shop

owners who aspire high at baseline see their aspirations increase after treatment and

earn higher business sales and profits, while those who aspire low become bogged

down and reduce investment. Sixth, this divergence extends to aspirations unrelated

to the business and to the entrepreneur’s financial and overall life satisfaction. On

a conceptual level, this provides evidence for the notion that aspirations in different

dimensions may serve as complements rather than substitutes and that the exoge-

nous promotion of one dimension can yield positive feedback onto others. Moreover,

it offers suggestive evidence for the existence of a purely aspirational effect oper-

ating through the individual’s preferences, in contrast to effects through the mere

provision of information.

5.2 Lessons for Policy and Future Research

Taken together, these findings provide at least five central insights for policy and

future research which may each serve as starting points for further research. First,

the method by which we generate knowledge both about profitable practices and

about locally practicable and accepted modes of implementation is easy to replicate,

cost-effective, and promises to deliver large effects in combination with additional

treatments. Second, the cost-effectiveness of our role-model and counselling inter-

ventions may render these interventions suitable for scale-up through (unsubsidised)

private enterprise. Further research is needed to ascertain the entrepreneurs’ will-

ingness to pay for interventions whose benefits in firm profits exceed their effective

costs multiple times over. Third, entrepreneurial aspirations offer a novel and useful

approach to understanding the adoption of business practices and the wide spread

in profitability. Conceptualised as reference points which motivate effort, they pro-

vide a preference-based channel which complements the information-based channel

of simple individual and social learning. It is beyond the scope of the research at the

core of this thesis to assess the external validity of the divergence of aspiration levels

along differences in initial aspirations. To investigate whether opening aspirations

windows can readily impose aspirations frustration beyond the area of subsistence

entrepreneurship and whether effects persist in the long-run are, however, fruitful

avenues of future research. On a related note, a rigorous investigation into the pre-

dictive power of imagination and planning failure for firm growth, investment, and
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performance would seem useful. Fourth, the complementarity we find between busi-

ness and family aspirations warrants a more concerted effort to investigate whether

this finding extends beyond the domain of subsistence entrepreneurship and onto

other domains, such as work-life trade-offs in other economic sectors or the domain

of social status considerations. Fifth, comparing across studies, we find adaptation

dynamics of aspirations to differ fundamentally with and without exposure to peer

information on best practices. While Chapter 3 shows clearly diverging trends as

a function of initial levels of aspirations, aspirations show mean reversion in the

control panel (Chapter 2). This differential pattern may reflect the presence of

information traps as per Chandrasekhar et al. (2015) in a low-trust, socially seg-

regated, collectivist society,1 not untypical for the developing world. However, the

findings may be equally due to the existence of social or religious norms discourag-

ing upward social comparisons to ensure that potential gains from social learning

for high-aspiring individuals are traded off in favour of low-aspirers foregoing losses.

Future research on the role of the topology of social networks or of religion in the

trade-off between productivity-enhancing individual behaviour and social harmony

may refute or corroborate these conjectures.

1Hofstede (1991, 2001); Hofstede and Hofstede (2005).
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APPENDIX A. APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES Table 4: Balance of Endline Survey Attrition Across Observable Characteristics(1) (2) (3) (4)Non-Attriters AttritersnEntrepreneur-level CharacteristicsFormal Education (Years) 1,181 9.35 -0.003 -0.003(3.78) (0.223) (0.173)Digit Span (0-8 Scale) 1,181 2.46 -0.001 0.003(1.13) (0.838) (0.691)Time Preference (0-10 Scale) 1,181 5.45 0.002 0.002(2.78) (0.532) (0.569)Risk Preference (0-10 Scale) 1,181 3.68 -0.003 -0.002(2.55) (0.449) (0.559)Systematic Thinking & Working Style (0-50) 1,181 21.20 0.002 0.001(3.32) (0.484) (0.831)Entrepreneurial Motivation (Yes/No) 1,181 0.16 0.018 0.020(0.36) (0.377) (0.323)Business-level CharacteristicsBusiness Size and FormalityBusiness Size (Square Meters) 1,181 13.31 0.001 0.001(12.61) (0.309) (0.280)Total Profits Last Mth (USD PPP, Win at 2%) 1,167 362.41 > -0.001 < 0.001(2388.45) (0.845) (0.452)Total Number of Hired Employees 1,124 0.08 -0.006 -0.015(0.48) (0.672) (0.360)Business Has Tax ID (Yes/No) 1,180 0.19 0.001 0.004(0.39) (0.959) (0.876)Has Power Cuts at Least Weekly (Yes/No) 1,181 0.05 0.012 0.016(0.21) (0.754) (0.687)Total Outstanding Loans (USD PPP) 1,181 1003.55 > -0.001 > -0.001(5271.84) (0.98) (0.978)OwnershipOwns Shop Space (Yes/No) 1,181 0.66 0.026 0.024(0.48) (0.144) (0.194)Owns at Least 2 Refrigerators (Yes/No) 1,181 0.29 0.027 0.010(0.45) (0.118) (0.587)Owns Another Business (Yes/No) 1,181 1.26 0.013 0.015(0.53) (0.338) (0.276)Plans and AspirationsPlans to Apply for Tax ID in Next Year (Yes/No) 1,181 0.11 -0.017 -0.027(0.31) (0.53) (0.353)Plans to Apply for Loan in Next Year (Yes/No) 1,181 0.24 0.028 0.026(0.43) (0.12) (0.154)Agg. 12-Month Shop Aspirations (z-Score) 1,181 < 0.01 0.004 0.002(0.62) (0.774) (0.929)0.879
Bivariate Regressions MultivariateRegression(One Reg.per Covariate) (One Reg. ForAll Covariates)Mean(SD) Coefficient[p-Value] Coefficient[p-Value]

Omnibus Test of Joint Significance[F-Test, p-Value]This table presents attrition analyses that test for correlation with baseline covariates using data from the endline survey six months after the treatments. Columns (1) and (2) present the number of observations as well as the mean and standard deviation for each covariate at the time of the first endline survey. Columns (3) and (4) present results from analyses that take as their outcome a dummy of whether the entrepreneur is part of the endline sample and regress it on each covariate using bivariate regressions (Column 3) and on all covariates in one multivariate regression (Column 4). The last row shows results of an F-test which tests the joint significance of all covariates in explaining compliance. All regressions include stratification controls and village-level fixed effects. Standard deviations are reported in round brackets, p values in square brackets. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
Figure A.1: Balance of Endline Survey Attrition Across Observable Characteristics
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A.2 Balance of Treatment Compliance
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Table 7: Balance of Treatment Compliance Across Observable Characteristics(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)Handbook Only Handbook and Movie Handbook and Assistance All ThreeAssigned Compliers Assigned Compliers Assigned Compliers Assigned Compliers(n = 235) (n = 134) (n = 201*) (n = 122)Business PracticesMarketing 0.15 0.120 0.172 0.18 0.053 -0.044 0.15 0.108 0.172 0.17 -0.055 -0.023(0.18) [0.248] [0.116] (0.21) [0.740] [0.819] (0.20) [0.39] [0.257] (0.19) [0.753] [0.905]Stocking-up 0.47 -0.045 -0.090 0.47 0.058 0.054 0.47 0.016 0.049 0.44 -0.064 -0.029(0.29) [0.495] [0.223] (0.30) [0.110] [0.681] (0.31) [0.865] [0.675] (0.30) [0.539] [0.784]Record-keeping 0.46 0.028 0.026 0.45 0.251 0.305 0.45 -0.167 -0.187 0.46 -0.050 0.194(0.19) [0.759] [0.804] (0.18) [0.174] [0.160] (0.19) [0.300] [0.358] (0.18) [0.793] [0.399]Financial Planning 0.20 0.014 -0.056 0.20 -0.028 -0.348 0.20 -0.183 -0.176 0.21 -0.219 -0.308(0.16) [0.895] [0.657] (0.16) [0.895] [0.186] (0.18) [0.311] [0.452] (0.18) [0.257] [0.215]Business PerformanceTotal Profits Last Mth (USD PPP, Win at 2%) 684.90 > -0.001 > -0.001 275.78 < 0.001 > -0.001 -49.50 > -0.001 >-0.001 386.35 > -0.001 >-0.001(2192.99) [0.388] [0.319] (2471.50) [0.854] [0.911] (2424.60) [0.680] [0.457] (2617.44) [0.082*] [0.311]Formal Education (Years) 9.52 -0.003 -0.005 9.36 0.013 0.009 9.42 -0.005 -0.007 9.55 -0.002 0.004(3.54) [0.609] [0.354] (4.10) [0.103] [0.310] (3.70) [0.507] [0.390] (3.82) [0.829] [0.645]Digit Span (0-8 Scale) 2.48 0.016 0.020 2.51 0.039 0.032 2.41 -0.015 -0.016 2.46 -0.031 -0.023(1.07) [0.339] [0.310] (1.29) [0.142] [0.261] (1.06) [0.59] [0.579] (1.06) [0.315] [0.451]Time Preference (0-10 Scale) 5.17 0.004 0.005 5.40 0.008 0.008 5.45 -0.009 -0.010 5.52 0.020 0.021(2.75) [0.58] [0.488] (2.69) [0.508] [0.524] (2.77) [0.405] [0.348] (2.82) [0.080*] [0.068]Risk Preference (0-10 Scale) 3.85 0.005 0.004 3.83 -0.001 -0.002 3.48 -0.005 -0.006 3.41 -0.003 -0.002(2.80) [0.472] [0.619] (2.64) [0.932] [0.877] (2.52) [0.642] [0.611] (2.25) [0.847] [0.896]Systematic Thinking & Working Style (0-50) 21.14 0.002 0.001 21.63 0.009 0.009 21.00 0.009 0.008 21.33 0.012 0.015(3.26) [0.709] [0.894] (3.09) [0.386] [0.409] (3.33) [0.321] [0.380] (3.25) [0.213] [0.119]Entrepreneurial Motivation (Yes/No) 0.13 -0.014 -0.019 0.15 0.079 0.057 0.12 0.022 0.039 0.15 0.037 0.089(0.34) [0.816] [0.743] (0.36) [0.388] [0.540] (0.33) [0.812] [0.689] (0.36) [0.705] [0.361]Agg. 12-Month Shop Aspirations (z-Score) 0.01 0.019 0.023 -0.01 -0.007 -0.033 0.06 -0.001 0.011 0.03 -0.090 -0.070(0.62) [0.467] [0.463] (0.61) [0.897] [0.582] (0.69) [0.984] [0.818] (0.73) [0.032**] [0.181]0.861 0.679 0.819 0.234
(n = 260) (n = 260) (n = 260) (n = 260)BivariateRegressions MultivariateRegression BivariateRegressions MultivariateRegression BivariateRegressions MultivariateRegression BivariateRegressions MultivariateRegression(One Regper Covariate) (One Reg forAll Covariates) (One Regper Covariate) (One Reg forAll Covariates) (One Regper Covariate) (One Reg forAll Covariates) (One Regper Covariate) (One Reg forAll Covariates)Mean(SD) Coefficient(p-Value) Coefficient(p-Value) Mean(SD) Coefficient(p-Value) Coefficient(p-Value) Mean(SD) Coefficient(p-Value) Coefficient(p-Value) Mean(SD) Coefficient(p-Value) Coefficient(p-Value)

Omnibus Test of Joint Significance[F-Test, p-Value]This table presents regression analyses that test for correlation between compliance and baseline covariates for each of the treatment groups. Compliance means the adoption of all of the treatments administered within the respective treatment group. Columns (1) to (3) show analysis regarding the Handbook Only treatment. Column (1) shows the mean and standard deviation of all covariates for the full sample of businesses assigned to this treatment group. Columns (2) and (3) present results from analyses that take as their outcome a dummy of whether the entrepreneur has received the handbook and regress it on each covariate in bivariate regressions (Column 2) and all covariates in one multivariate regression (Column 3). The last row shows results of F-tests which test the joint significance of all covariates in explaining compliance. Columns (4) to (6) repeat these analyses for the Handbook and Movie treatment, Columns (7) to (9) for the Handbook and Assistance treatment with the outcome being the attendance of either or both of two assistance sessions, and Columns (10) to (12) for Handbook, Movie, and Assistance (All Three). Standard deviations are reported in round brackets, p values in square brackets. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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A.3 Linear Distances Between Businesses (Spillovers)

Figure A.3: Tobacco sellers assigned to control (yellow dots) and tobacco sellers
assigned to treatment (black dots) within example village Pegangsaan
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APPENDIX A. APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

Figure A.4: Tobacco sellers assigned to control (yellow dots), tobacco sellers assigned
to treatment (black dots), and businesses of any other type assigned to treatment
(gray dots) within example village Pegangsaan
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Figure A.5: Distribution of Linear Distances With and Without Accounting for
Shop Type
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A.4 Analysis of Intention-to-Treat Effects on Busi-

ness Practices (Continuation)
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APPENDIX A. APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

Table A.1: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Record-Keeping Practices Mentioned in Hand-
book and/or Movie (cont.

Kept Itemized Tracked Updated Tracked
Formal Business Product Records Purchase
Business Revenues Sales At Least of Stocks
Ledger and Expenses Once a Week
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Assigned Handbook (A) -0.023 0.025 0.009 -0.001 -0.031
(0.044) (0.038) (0.020) (0.041) (0.032)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) -0.031 0.092** 0.038 0.046 0.022
(0.043) (0.040) (0.023) (0.041) (0.029)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) -0.039 0.096** 0.005 0.036 0.045
(0.043) (0.039) (0.020) (0.040) (0.028)

Assigned All Three (D) -0.010 0.124*** 0.032 0.069* 0.069**
(0.045) (0.040) (0.022) (0.040) (0.027)

R-squared 0.094 0.156 0.090 0.055 0.073
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.434 0.264 0.050 0.702 0.868
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.497 0.442 0.218 0.458 0.339
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.848 0.098 0.240 0.260 0.089
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.719 0.069 0.838 0.361 0.011
Book = All Three 0.770 0.015 0.340 0.085 0.001
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.869 0.920 0.157 0.812 0.392
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.166 0.864 0.632 0.591 0.485

Notes: This table is the continuation of Table 2.10. Columns (1) to (5) show single record-keeping practices treated by the intervention.
Column (1) presents whether or not the entrepreneur used a ledger book to record business transactions, Columns (2) shows whether they
itemized business revenues and expenses, and Column (3) whether or not the entrepreneur tracked every sale in their recordings. Column
(4) presents whether the entrepreneur added an entry to their recordings once a week or more often and Column (5) shows whether with
their recordings the shop owner kept track of every product purchase.
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Table A.2: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Marketing Practices Mentioned in Handbook
and/or Movie (cont.)

Aggregate Consulted Offered Offered Elicited Introduced
Marketing with Discount a New Customer Special
Practices Former to Loyal Product Demand Sales
(Core) Customers and Bulk For Sale for New Offers

Customers Products
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Assigned Handbook (A) -0.002 -0.010 -0.002 -0.018 0.031 -0.002
(0.021) (0.028) (0.041) (0.042) (0.041) (0.029)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 0.042* 0.051 0.089** 0.024 0.040 0.041
(0.022) (0.031) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.032)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 0.024 0.017 0.089** 0.036 -0.008 0.009
(0.020) (0.029) (0.041) (0.042) (0.041) (0.029)

Assigned All Three (D) 0.042* 0.055* 0.085** 0.021 0.057 0.032
(0.022) (0.031) (0.041) (0.042) (0.042) (0.030)

R-squared 0.258 0.095 0.170 0.147 0.121 0.118
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.301 0.112 0.360 0.612 0.298 0.124
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.260 0.315 0.481 0.488 0.458 0.330
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.046 0.044 0.033 0.331 0.831 0.179
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.197 0.344 0.028 0.208 0.325 0.710
Book = All Three 0.041 0.031 0.040 0.363 0.516 0.264
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.394 0.287 0.995 0.775 0.240 0.311
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.783 0.611 0.941 0.742 0.328 0.657

Notes : This table presents analysis related to marketing business practices that are mentioned in the Handbook and/or by the Role Models. Column (1)
presents the aggregate score for all core marketing practices treated by the interventions. Columns (2) to (6) show single marketing practices treated
by the interventions. Column (2) presents whether or not in the previous three months the entrepreneur reached out to former customers to ask why
they quit buying and Column (3) whether or not in the same time frame they offered at least one discount for purchases in bulk or by loyal customers.
Column (4) shows whether in the previous 12 months the entrepreneur introduced at least one new product, Column (5) whether or not in the previous
three months the interviewee got in touch with customers asking what they would like to see on offer, and Column (6) presents whether in the previous
three months the entrepreneur tried to attract new customers with any special offer. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable
and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance
level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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APPENDIX A. APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

Table A.3: Intent-to-Treat Effects: Decision-Making Practices Mentioned in Hand-
book and/or Movie (cont.)

Aggregate Discussed Made Joint
Discussion Business Decisions on
Practices Matters Business
(Core) with Others Matters
(1) (2) (3)

Assigned Handbook (A) -0.018 -0.044 0.012
(0.031) (0.036) (0.041)

Assigned Handbook & Movie(B) 0.040 0.032 0.054
(0.030) (0.034) (0.042)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling (C) 0.076*** 0.071** 0.088**
(0.030) (0.032) (0.042)

Assigned All Three (D) 0.061** 0.027 0.106**
(0.031) (0.034) (0.043)

Stratification Controls Yes Yes Yes
Control for Baseline Level of Outcome Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.187 0.138 0.140
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.558 0.798 0.318
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.354 0.403 0.467
F-tests (p-value):

Book = Book & Mov 0.048 0.029 0.301
Book = Book & Cnsl 0.001 0.001 0.062
Book = All Three 0.009 0.043 0.025
Book & Mov = Book & Cnsl 0.206 0.214 0.418
Book & Mov + Book & Cnsl > All Three 0.908 0.951 0.727

Notes : This table presents analysis related to decision-making practices that are mentioned in the Handbook
and/or by the Role Models. Column (1) presents the aggregate score for the core decision-making practices
treated by the interventions. Columns (2) shows whether or not the entrepreneur reported to have ever
discussed any business matter with another person and Column (3) whether they have ever jointly made
any business decision. All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification
controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted
by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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Table A.4: Heterogeneity of Impact on Marketing Practices Mentioned in Handbook and/or Movie

Aggregate Consulted Offered Offered Elicited Introduced
Marketing with Discount a New Customer Special
Practices Former to Loyal Product Demand Sales
(Core) Customers and Bulk For Sale for New Offers

Customers Products
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Assigned Handbook 0.042 0.015 0.012 -0.015 0.166*** 0.056
(0.033) (0.050) (0.062) (0.056) (0.063) (0.053)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 0.050 0.088 0.036 0.011 0.148** 0.036
(0.032) (0.054) (0.062) (0.054) (0.063) (0.050)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling 0.054* -0.012 0.113* 0.062 0.096 0.064
(0.032) (0.051) (0.065) (0.055) (0.068) (0.055)

Assigned All Three 0.033 0.075 0.030 -0.059 0.129** 0.080
(0.035) (0.055) (0.064) (0.057) (0.066) (0.056)

Assigned Handbook -0.083** -0.047 -0.025 -0.004 -0.257*** -0.110*
× Below-median Practices Score (0.042) (0.057) (0.083) (0.084) (0.084) (0.060)
Assigned Handbook & Movie -0.016 -0.070 0.101 0.025 -0.209** 0.008
× Below-median Practices Score (0.044) (0.065) (0.085) (0.084) (0.085) (0.064)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.053 0.043 -0.035 -0.039 -0.194** -0.098
× Below-median Practices Score (0.042) (0.062) (0.084) (0.083) (0.086) (0.063)
Assigned All Three 0.012 -0.035 0.096 0.138* -0.140 -0.089
× Below-median Practices Score (0.045) (0.065) (0.085) (0.084) (0.085) (0.064)

Stratification Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Control for Baseline Level of Outcome Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.262 0.098 0.174 0.150 0.130 0.123
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.301 0.112 0.360 0.612 0.298 0.124
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.260 0.315 0.481 0.488 0.458 0.330
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.123 0.253 0.804 0.759 0.090 0.058
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.261 0.621 0.017 0.572 0.276 0.254
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.969 0.376 0.138 0.698 0.055 0.265
All Three + Interaction 0.101 0.253 0.023 0.187 0.840 0.790

Notes: This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on marketing practices that are mentioned in the Handbook and/or by the Role Models. The dependent variables used are described in
the notes of Table A.2. Each column presents the result of a regression of the business outcome on a vector representing the four treatment dummies and a vector with dummies representing the interactions of
each treatment dummy with a dummy which takes on the value one if the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices are measured according to McKenzie and Woodruff
(2017). All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10%
significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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APPENDIX A. APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

Table A.5: Heterogeneity of Impact on Decision-making Practices Mentioned in
Handbook and/or Movie

Aggregate Discussed Made Joint
Discussion Business Decisions on
Practices Matters Business
(Core) with Others Matters
(1) (2) (3)

Assigned Handbook 0.036 -0.007 0.087
(0.043) (0.047) (0.063)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 0.034 0.058 0.023
(0.041) (0.042) (0.063)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling 0.079* 0.067* 0.101
(0.043) (0.040) (0.068)

Assigned All Three 0.060 0.043 0.097
(0.044) (0.042) (0.067)

Assigned Handbook -0.102* -0.070 -0.142*
(0.061) (0.072) (0.083)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 0.013 -0.049 0.060
(0.061) (0.068) (0.086)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.008 0.002 -0.024
(0.060) (0.063) (0.088)

Assigned All Three -0.000 -0.031 0.012
(0.062) (0.067) (0.088)

Stratification Controls Yes Yes Yes
Control for Baseline Level of Outcome Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.190 0.140 0.145
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.558 0.798 0.318
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.354 0.403 0.467
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.133 0.151 0.310
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.296 0.868 0.150
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.085 0.154 0.161
All Three + Interaction 0.169 0.810 0.056

Notes: This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on decision-making practices that are
mentioned in the Handbook and/or by the Role Models. The dependent variables used are described in the notes
of Table A.3. Each column presents the result of a regression of the business outcome on a vector representing the
four treatment dummies and a vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment dummy with a
dummy which takes on the value one if the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business
practices are measured according to McKenzie and Woodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value of
the dependent variable and stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically
significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance
level).
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Table A.6: Heterogeneity of Impact on Stock-up Practices Mentioned in Handbook
and/or Movie

Aggregate Top Selling Stock Adjusted Traced Negotiated Compare
Stock-Up Products Wastage Stock Based Purchase Lower Product Prices
Practices Always Each Week on Product of Stocks Prices with and Quality

in Stock (Proportion Profitability a Supplier Across
(Yes/No) of Sales) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) Suppliers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Assigned Handbook 0.035 0.074* -0.004 0.061 0.009 0.049 -0.014
(0.028) (0.043) (0.002) (0.063) (0.042) (0.059) (0.064)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 0.077*** 0.089** -0.004** 0.038 0.068* 0.061 0.135**
(0.027) (0.042) (0.002) (0.065) (0.037) (0.059) (0.062)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling 0.090*** 0.072 -0.004** 0.071 0.064* 0.108* 0.139**
(0.028) (0.044) (0.002) (0.067) (0.038) (0.064) (0.066)

Assigned All Three 0.086*** 0.061 -0.005** 0.127* 0.081** 0.084 0.083
(0.027) (0.045) (0.002) (0.065) (0.036) (0.062) (0.063)

Assigned Handbook -0.063* -0.035 0.004 0.046 -0.076 -0.099 -0.056
× Below-median Practices Score (0.038) (0.060) (0.003) (0.086) (0.064) (0.071) (0.088)
Assigned Handbook & Movie -0.066* -0.031 0.005** 0.031 -0.088 -0.076 -0.160*
× Below-median Practices Score (0.038) (0.058) (0.003) (0.088) (0.060) (0.073) (0.089)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.108*** -0.040 0.003 -0.115 -0.038 -0.091 -0.240***
× Below-median Practices Score (0.037) (0.060) (0.002) (0.087) (0.056) (0.079) (0.089)
Assigned All Three -0.054 -0.042 0.004* -0.012 -0.026 -0.094 -0.082
× Below-median Practices Score (0.037) (0.061) (0.002) (0.087) (0.053) (0.075) (0.087)

R-squared 0.209 0.080 0.075 0.141 0.075 0.116 0.180
Sample Size 1181 1181 1178 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.532 0.709 0.003 0.417 0.868 0.190 0.475
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.217 0.342 0.018 0.494 0.339 0.393 0.500
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.275 0.338 0.997 0.800 0.156 0.203 0.247
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.680 0.147 0.667 0.238 0.654 0.720 0.685
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.470 0.424 0.209 0.418 0.514 0.704 0.084
All Three + Interaction 0.206 0.655 0.680 0.045 0.154 0.808 0.986

Notes : This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on stocking-up practices that are mentioned in the Handbook and/or
by the Role Models. The dependent variables used are described in the notes of Table 2.12. Each column presents the result of a regression of the
business outcome on a vector representing the four treatment dummies and a vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment
dummy with a dummy which takes on the value one if the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices
are measured according to McKenzie and Woodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and stratification
controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted by: * (10% significance level), **
(5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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APPENDIX A. APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

Table A.7: Heterogeneity of Impact on Financial-Planning Practices Mentioned in
Handbook and/or Movie

Aggregate Reviewed Set Compared
Planning Fin. Performance Sales Target vs.
Practices to Identify Areas Target Actual
(Core) of Improvement Monthly Sales
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Assigned Handbook 0.024 -0.008 0.050 0.025
(0.047) (0.058) (0.064) (0.064)

Assigned Handbook & Movie 0.055 0.037 0.113* -0.003
(0.046) (0.057) (0.064) (0.065)

Assigned Handbook & Counseling 0.032 -0.013 0.067 0.027
(0.049) (0.062) (0.068) (0.068)

Assigned All Three 0.080* 0.076 0.103 0.067
(0.047) (0.056) (0.065) (0.066)

Assigned Handbook 0.030 0.068 0.005 0.026
× Below-median Practices Score (0.065) (0.085) (0.085) (0.087)
Assigned Handbook & Movie 0.052 0.051 0.001 0.128
× Below-median Practices Score (0.064) (0.083) (0.086) (0.089)
Assigned Handbook & Counseling -0.006 0.089 -0.071 -0.017
× Below-median Practices Score (0.065) (0.086) (0.086) (0.088)
Assigned All Three 0.006 0.023 -0.049 0.041
× Below-median Practices Score (0.063) (0.082) (0.084) (0.088)

Stratification Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Control for Baseline Level of Outcome Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0.197 0.128 0.159 0.131
Sample Size 1181 1181 1181 1181
Dependent Variable Mean in Control Group 0.471 0.628 0.351 0.434
Dependent Variable SD in Control Group 0.381 0.484 0.478 0.497
F-tests (p-value):

Book + Interaction 0.233 0.338 0.319 0.389
Book & Mov + Interaction 0.014 0.144 0.043 0.038
Book & Cnsl + Interaction 0.524 0.197 0.939 0.864
All Three + Interaction 0.043 0.096 0.312 0.062

Notes: This table presents analysis on the heterogeneity in treatment effects on financial-planning practices that are
mentioned in the Handbook and/or by the Role Models. The dependent variables used are described in the notes of Table
2.13. Each column presents the result of a regression of the business outcome on a vector representing the four treatment
dummies and a vector with dummies representing the interactions of each treatment dummy with a dummy which takes
on the value one if the firm had below-median business practices at baseline. Aggregated business practices are measured
according to McKenzie and Woodruff (2017). All regressions include the baseline value of the dependent variable and
stratification controls. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Statistically significant p-values are highlighted
by: * (10% significance level), ** (5% significance level), and *** (1% significance level).
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A.5 Heterogeneity of Business Practices Across

Firms at Baseline
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Figure A.6: Heterogeneity in the Use of Business Practices Across Firms
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A.6 Realism of Aspirations by Aspirations Dimen-

sion

Figure A.7: Realism of Aspirations by Aspirations Dimension
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APPENDIX

B
Appendix: Pictures and Maps

B.1 Pictures of Example Businesses

Figure B.1: Pictures of two shops representative the typical small (above) and micro-
business (below) in our sample of retail businesses
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APPENDIX B. APPENDIX: PICTURES AND MAPS

B.2 Maps of the Study Area

Figure B.2: Businesses assigned to control (black) and to treatment (white)
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Figure B.3: Distribution of Businesses by Treatment Status Within Example Village
Pegangsaan
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APPENDIX B. APPENDIX: PICTURES AND MAPS

Figure B.4: Screening locations (big white) and invited businesses
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APPENDIX

C
Appendix: Business Practices

Data
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C.1 Selection of Local Best Practices

Number of Adoption effect sizeb Handbook Movie
specifications Monthly sales Monthly profits Returns to
significanta (composite, IHS) (composite, IHS) adoption Mention Mention

Marketing

Visits competitors to see prices M1 5 -0.152 -0.205
Visits competitors to see products M2 1 -0.151 0.023
Asks customers for new products M3 8 0.189 0.180 X

Asks former customers why quit buying M4 7 0.245 0.226 X X X

Asks suppliers for well-selling products M5 0 -0.023 0.034
Attracts customers with special offer M6 5 0.160 0.034 X

Advertizes for the business M7 2 0.275 0.056

Compares prices with competitors Madd1 1 0.048 0.083
Compares sales with competitors Madd2 4 -0.204 -0.078
Has discussions about new products Madd3 0 -0.007 0.024
Has discussions about suppliers Madd4 0 -0.136 0.071
Has discussions about best-sellers Madd5 3 -0.124 0.004
Gives any discount Madd6 8 0.401 0.294 X X X

Stocking up

Negotiates price with suppliers B1 1 0.087 0.063 X

Compares suppliers on product quality B2 7 0.195 0.159 X

Does not run out of stock B3 2 0.033 0.102 X

Experiences weekly stock-outs for top 3 Badd1 0 0.045 0.003
Stocks up late for any of top 3 Badd2 8 -.250 -0.266 X X X

Has fixed stock-up schedule for top 3 Badd3 6 0.263 0.247 X X X

Stocks up top 3 at most weekly Badd4 8 -0.483 -0.366 X X

Stocks up top 3 at least daily Badd5 6 0.323 0.187
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Number of Adoption effect sizeb Handbook Movie
specifications Monthly sales Monthly profits Returns to
significanta (comp, IHS) (comp, IHS) adoption Mention Mention

Record-keeping

Keeps written business records R1 7 0.283 0.259 X X X

Records every purchase and sale R2 1 -0.117 0.119 X X

Can use records to check cash on hand R3 0 -0.043 -0.063
Uses records to check sales of product R4 0 0.024 0.030
Works out costs of main products R5 8 0.202 0.165
Knows products with most profits per item R6 2 0.061 0.076
Has written monthly expenses budget R7 1 0.096 0.078
Can use records to service potential loan R8 8 0.351 0.358 X X

Keeps records in ledger book Radd1 3 0.116 0.121 X X

Keeps collection of loose receipts Radd2 7 0.189 0.215 X

Records any transaction at least twice weekly Radd3 8 0.228 0.191 X X

Records prices of different suppliers Radd4 0 -0.024 -0.014
Records prices of different brands Radd5 1 -0.065 -0.018
Records product purchases Radd6 0 0.031 0.037 X X

Records product sales Radd7 2 -0.064 0.185 X X

Records asset purchases Radd8 0 -0.029 0.093
Records total stocks Radd9 0 -0.082 -0.117 X

Records outstanding payments to suppliers Radd10 4 0.216 0.069 X

Records outstanding payments for loans Radd11 0 0.002 0.075
Records salaries and other costs Radd12 0 -0.007 -0.007 X

Records outstanding payments by customers Radd13 7 0.401 0.361 X X

Records outstanding payments by family Radd14 0 0.049 0.055 X

Mistakes sales for profits Radd15 0 0.029 0.058
Calculates profits considering all costs Radd16 8 0.418 0.445 X X X

Calculates any profits daily Radd17 8 0.239 0.306 X X

Changes inventory based on profits per item Radd18 1 0.052 0.042
Changes inventory based on buying price Radd19 3 0.046 0.079
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Number of Adoption effect sizeb Handbook Movie
specifications Monthly sales Monthly profits Returns to
significanta (comp, IHS) (comp, IHS) adoption Mention Mention

Financial planning

Reviews and analyses financial performance F1 2 0.039 0.067
Has sales target set for next yearn F2 0 0.027 0.056
Compares target with sales at least monthly F3 8 0.135 0.155
Has cost budget for next yearc F4 8 0.267 0.294
Issues annual profit/loss statementc F5 7 0.479 0.346
Issues annual cash-flow statement F6 0 -0.422 -0.321
Issues annual balance sheet F7 4 0.698 0.382
Issues annual income and expenditure sheet F8 1 0.088 0.283

Has assortment with low diversification Fadd1 7 0.202 0.147
Introduced at least 5 new products Fadd2 8 0.354 0.279 X X

Has products to dispose at week’s end Fadd3 0 0.060 -0.079
Changes inventory based on demand Fadd4 7 0.162 0.132
Changes inventory based on shelf space Fadd5 5 0.130 0.095
Changes prices based on demand Fadd6 0 -0.012 0.004

Allows certain customers to pay later Fadd7 6 0.263 0.156
Takes interest from customers who pay later Fadd8 3 0.137 0.142
Separates household and business finances Fadd9 0 -0.040 -0.005 X X

Obtained at least 1 loan in last 12 months Fadd10 1 0.036 0.088
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Number of Adoption effect sizeb Handbook Movie
specifications Monthly sales Monthly profits Returns to
significanta (comp, IHS) (comp, IHS) adoption Mention Mention

Joint Decision-making and Discussions

Discusses business with family members J1 5 0.148 0.130 X

Discusses business with business friends J2 0 0.091 0.081 X

Discusses business matters with anyone J3 8 0.253 0.272 X X

Discusses business sales J4 8 0.163 0.182 X

Discusses selling prices J5 6 0.169 0.206 X

Discusses best-selling products J6 0 -0.040 0.084 X

Discusses financing opportunities J7 1 -0.039 -0.077 X

Discusses buying prices J8 6 0.218 0.263 X

Discusses business practices J9 2 0.132 0.075 X

Discusses business plan J10 8 0.237 0.295

Joint decisions on business salesc J11 8 0.383 0.263 X

Joint decisions on selling prices J12 4 0.169 0.132 X

Joint decisions on best-sellers J13 0 0.090 0.151 X

Joint decisions on financing opportunities J14 0 0.042 0.140 X

Joint decisions on buying prices J15 4 0.239 0.487 X

Joint decisions on new products J16 8 0.299 0.345 X X

Joint decisions on business practices J17 8 0.256 0.270 X X

Joint decisions on business plan J18 appendices 7 0.183 0.236
Notes : For a description of all the practices, see Online Appendix C.4.
aNumber of specifications significant refers to the number of times the coefficient for a given variable reached significance in predicting a measure of business performance within
equation (1). A pass is given if the score is equal to or greater than six.
bAdoption effect size refers to the absolute size of the coefficient on two composite scores of monthly sales and profits. A pass is given if both values lie within the top 25% of the
distribution of effect sizes among all practices for which the threshold values are .239 for monthly sales and .211 for monthly profits. In that case, the effect sizes are displayed
in the handbook as the estimated returns to adoption in sales and profits. Beyond this set of core practices, some others get a brief mention.
cThese three practices meet the selection criteria but were not treated. After re-visiting a sub-set of the firms that reported using this practice, we realized that they had not
understand these two questions.

Table C.1
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APPENDIX C. APPENDIX: BUSINESS PRACTICES DATA

C.2 Set of Selected Best Practices

Name of the Practice Label Survey question

Asks former customers why M4 In the last 3 months, have you talked with at least one former
quit buying customer to find out why they have stopped buying from your shop?
Gives any discount Madd6 In the last 3 months, have you changed prices for any of the following

reasons?
...
c) Gave discount for bulk purchases
d) Gave discount for loyal customers
e) Gave discount for stocks that needed to be sold quickly

Stocks up late for any of top 3 Badd2 How often are products out of stock when customers ask for them?
a) Never
...

Has fixed stock-up schedule for Badd3 How do you stock up products?
top 3 ...

c) Fixed schedule, plus when products are out of stock
d) Fixed schedule, plus when products are almost out of stock
...

Stocks up top 3 at most weekly Badd4 How often do you usually stock up?
a) Monthly or more often
b) Bi-weekly or more often
c) Weekly
...

Keeps written business records R1 Do you keep written business records?
Can use records to service R8 Imagine you wanted a bank loan for your business and you needed to
potential loan check if you are able to pay the monthly rates. Do you have records

showing whether you have enough money each month after paying
all business expenses?

Records outstanding payments Radd13 Do you regularly note down or keep documents to keep track of any
by customers of the following?

...
l) Customer debt (“paying later”)
...

Calculates profits considering Radd16 How do you calculate profits? (Open question)
all costs ...

d) Sales minus all expenses
Introduced at least 5 new Fadd2 In the past 12 months, how many new products did you introduce?
products
Discusses business matters with J3 Have you discussed your business with other people?
anyone
Joint decisions on new products J16 k) New product or brand
Joint decisions on business J17 l) Business practices
practices

...
Notes : This table presents the thirteen local practices which returns to adoption are informed in the handbook.
Column (1) provides the label of the practices used in the regression tables. Column (2) shows the short label given
to each practice and Column (3) provides the survey question asked to identify the practice. The returns to adoption
of each of these practices are provided in Appendix C.1.

Table C.2
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C.3 Returns to Adoption Returns to Adoption of Selected Best Practices at Baseline and Endline(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Baseline EndlineAdoption Effect Size Adoption Effect SizeMarketingAsks former customers why quit buying 13 0.245 0.226 12 0.067 0.039Gives any discount 3 0.401 0.294 4 0.359 0.308Stocking UpStocks up late for any of top 3 12 -0.250 -0.266 7 -0.226 -0.126Has fixed stock-up schedule for top 3 9 0.263 0.247 7 0.226 0.152Stocks up top 3 at most weekly 1 -0.483 -0.366 1 -0.482 -0.337Record-keepingKeeps written business records 8 0.283 0.259 1 0.482 0.373Can use records to service potential loan 6 0.351 0.358 6 0.236 0.173Records outstanding payments by customers 3 0.401 0.361 3 0.377 0.198Calculates profits considering all costs 2 0.418 0.445 5 0.297 0.187Financial PlanningIntroduced at least 5 new products 5 0.354 0.279 10 0.167 0.144Joint Decision-making and DiscussionsDiscusses business matters with anyone 11 0.253 0.272 9 0.21 0.228Joint decisions on new products 7 0.299 0.345 11 0.07 0.13Joint decisions on business practices 10 0.256 0.270 13 0.045 0.1790.902 0.859
Rank(Sales) Rank(Sales)MonthlySales Monthly Profits MonthlySales Monthly Profits(Composite,IHS) (Composite,IHS) (Composite,IHS) (Composite,IHS)Correlation Coefficients BL-EL(Pearson, r)This table presents a summary of the adoption effect sizes as reported in the Handbook, as well as results from a replication exercise with endline data. Columns (1) to (3) present results from regressions of performance indicators on groups of business practices using baseline data. Column (2) and (3) show regression coefficients on each of the respective practices as mentioned in the Handbook (returns to adoption). Column (1) ranks the practices by their coefficient in a regression which takes as its outcome the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation of a composite score of monthly sales, winsorized on both tails at 1%. Columns (4) to (6) show the same results for regressions performed with data from the endline survey six months after the treatments.

Figure C.1
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C.4 Universe of All Measured Business Practices

Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

Visits competitors to see prices M1 In the last 3 months, have you visited at least one of your
competitors’ businesses to see their selling price? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Visits competitors to see products M2 In the last 3 months, have you visited at least one
of your competitors’ businesses to see what products they
have available for sale? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Asks customers for new products M3 In the last 3 months, have you asked existing customers
if there are other products or brands they would
like you to sell?

Asks former customers why M4 In the last 3 months, have you talked with at least one former Simple dummy (yes/no) X

they quit buying customer to find out why they have stopped buying from your shop? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Asks suppliers for well-selling products M5 In the last 3 months, have you asked any of your supplier

about which products sell the best? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Attracts customers with special offer M6 In the last 3 months, have you tried to attract customers

with a special offer? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Advertizes for the business M7 In the last 6 months, have you ever advertised your shop in

any way? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Adjusts prices to competitors Madd1 In the last 3 months, have you changed prices for any of Simple dummy (yes if a=1,
the following reasons? otherwise no)

a) Different price charged by competitor
b) More/less buyers than normal for that product
c) Discount for bulk purchases
d) Discount for loyal customers
e) Discount for stocks in need to be sold quickly

Compares sales with competitors Madd2 Do you compare your own firm’s sales performance with
your competitors? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Has discussions about new products Madd3 What kind of business topics do you discuss with other people? Simple dummy (yes if k=1,
a) Sales otherwise no)
b) Selling price
c) Best-selling products
d) Discounts
e) Promotion, marketing, advertizing
f) Government funding
g) Other financing opportunities
h) Arisan (“ROSCAs”)
i) Supplier(s)
j) Purchasing prices
k) New brands or products
l) Business practices
m) Business plan
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Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

n) Market trends
o) Business rumors
p) Security-related issues
q) Most profitable products
r) Assets owned
s) New assets
t) Others

Has discussions about suppliers Madd4 (see above: Madd3) Simple dummy (yes if i=1,
otherwise no)

Has discussions about best-sellers Madd5 (see above: Madd3) Simple dummy (yes if c=1,
otherwise no)

Gives any discount Madd6 (see above: Madd1) Simple dummy (yes if c=1 X

OR d=1 OR e=1,
otherwise no)

Negotiates price with suppliers B1 In the last 3 months, have you tried to negotiate with any
of your suppliers for a lower price of particular product? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Compares suppliers on product quality B2 In the last 3 months, have you compared the prices or quality
offered by alternate suppliers to the business’ current suppliers? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Does not run out of stock B3 Does your business run out of stock monthly or more often? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Experiences weekly stock-outs for top 3 Badd1 How often are products out of stock when customers ask Simple dummy (yes if f=1
for them? OR g=1 OR h=1 for all

a) Never top 3 products of the shop)
b) Annually or less often
c) 2-3 times a year or more often
d) Monthly or more often
e) Bi-weekly or more often
f) Weekly or more often
g) 2-3 times a week or more often
h) Daily

Stocks up late for any of top 3 Badd2 How do you stock up products? Simple dummy (yes if a=1, X

a) No fixed schedule, whenever products are out of stock otherwise no)
b) No fixed schedule, whenever products are almost out of stock
c) Fixed schedule, plus when products are out of stock
d) Fixed schedule, plus when products are almost out of stock
e) Whenever an item of the product was sold

Has fixed stock-up schedule for top 3 Badd3 (see above: Badd2) Simple dummy (yes if c=1 X

OR d=1, otherwise no)
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Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

Stocks up top 3 at most weekly Badd4 How often do you usually stock up? Simple dummy (yes if a=1 X

a) Monthly or more often OR b=1 OR c=1,
b) Bi-weekly or more often otherwise no)
c) Weekly
d) 2-3 times a week
e) 4-5 times a week
f) Daily
g) More than once a day

Stocks up top 3 at least daily Badd5 (see above: Badd4) Simple dummy (yes if f=1
OR g=1, otherwise no)

Keeps written business records R1 Do you keep written business records? Simple dummy (yes/no) X

Records every purchase and sale R2 Do you record each purchase and sale of your business? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Can use records to check cash on hand R3 Are you able to use your records to see how much cash Simple dummy (yes/no)

your business has available at any point in time?
Uses records to check sales of product R4 Do you regularly use your records to know whether sales Simple dummy (yes/no)

of a particular product are increasing or decreasing?
Works out costs of main products R5 Do you work out the costs to the business of each main

product you sell? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Knows products with most pro?ts per item R6 Do you know your three products with the highest

profit per item selling in your business? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Has written monthly expenses budget R7 Do you have a written budget which states how much

you have to pay each month for rent, electricity,
equipment maintenance, transport, advertising, and
other indirect costs to business? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Can use records to service R8 Imagine you wanted to take out a bank loan for your X

potential loan business and you needed to check if you can pay the
monthly rates. Do you have records showing whether
you have enough money each month after paying all
business expenses? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Keeps records in ledger book Radd1 What kind of business records do you keep? Simple dummy (yes if a=1
a) Electronic records (phone, computer, etc.) OR b=1, otherwise no)
b) Ledger book or equivalently organized notes
c) Disorganized notes
d) Orderly filed receipts
e) Loose receipts
f) Other
g) None
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Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

Keeps collection of loose receipts Radd2 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if e=1,
otherwise no)

Records any transaction at least twice weekly Radd3 Do you regularly make notes or keep documents
of customers to keep track of any of the following? Simple dummy (yes if k=1,

a) Purchasing prices otherwise no)
b) Prices of equivalent products from

different brands
c) Product purchases
d) Product sales
e) Asset purchases

(e.g., shelves, cashier machine, vehicles, etc.)
f) Total stocks
g) Outstanding supplier payments
h) Loan payments due or debts accrued
i) Salary payments
j) Other costs to the business

(rent, fees, taxes, electricity, etc.)
k) Customer debt (“paying later”)
l) Money lent to family members/employees

Records prices of different suppliers Radd4 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if a=1,
otherwise no)

Records prices of different brands Radd5 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if b=1,
otherwise no)

Records product purchases Radd6 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if c=1,
otherwise no)

Records product sales Radd7 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if d=1,
otherwise no)

Records asset purchases Radd8 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if e=1,
otherwise no)

Records total stocks Radd9 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if f=1,
otherwise no)

Records outstanding payments to suppliers Radd10 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if g=1,
otherwise no)

Records outstanding payments for loans Radd11 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if h=1,
otherwise no)

Records salaries and other costs Radd12 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if i=1,
otherwise no)

Records outstanding payments from customers Radd13 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if k=1, X

otherwise no)
Records outstanding payments from family Radd14 (see above: Radd1) Simple dummy (yes if l=1,

otherwise no)
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Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

Mistakes sales for profits Radd15 How do you calculate profits? (Open question) Simple dummy (yes if a=1,
a) Only from the sales (no calculation) otherwise no)
b) Sales minus product purchases
c) Sales minus product purchases minus

some other business expenses
d) Sales minus all business expenses

(salaries, rent, electricity, interest, etc.)

Calculates profits considering all costs Radd16 (see above: Radd15) Simple dummy (yes if d=1, X

otherwise no)
Calculates any profits daily Radd17 How often do you calculate the profits X

made by your business? Simple dummy (yes if h=1,
a) Never otherwise no)
b) Bi-annually or more often
c) Annually or more often
d) Monthly or more often
e) Bi-weekly or more often
f) Weekly or more often
g) 2-3 times a week or more often
h) Daily

Changes inventory based on profits per item Radd18 Do you ever adjust your level of inventory based any Simple dummy (yes if d=1,
of the following reasons? otherwise no)

a) Change in customer demand
b) Shelf space
c) Purchasing prices
d) Profits per item

Changes inventory based on buying price Radd19 (see above: Radd18) Simple dummy (yes if c=1,
otherwise no)

Reviews and analyses financial performance F1 Do you review your financial performance and analyze
where there are areas for improvement at least on a
monthly basis? Simple dummy (yes/no)

Has sales target set for next yearn F2 Do you have a target set for sales over the next year? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Compares target with sales at least monthly F3 Do you compare your sales achieved to your target

at least monthly? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Has cost budget for next year F4 Do you have a budget for the anticipated costs your

business will have to pay over the next year? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Issues annual profit/loss statement F5 Do you have an annual profit and loss statement? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Issues annual cash-flow statement F6 Do you have an annual statement of cash flow? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Issues annual balance sheet F7 Do you have an annual balance sheet? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Issues annual income and expenditure sheet F8 Do you have an annual income/expenditure statement? Simple dummy (yes/no)
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Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

Has assortment with low diversification Fadd1 What are the seven product categories which contribute Continuous (Proportion of
the most to your sales? On a typical day, how much sales from top 3 in sales from
in sales do you earn from each product category? top 7 products)

Introduced at least 5 new Fadd2 In the past 12 months, how many new products Simple binary (yes if ≥ 5, X

did you introduce? otherwise no)
Has products to dispose at week’s end Fadd3 Do you usually have unsold products to dispose at

the end of the week? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Changes inventory based on demand Fadd4 (see above: Radd18) Simple dummy (yes if a=1,

otherwise no)
Changes inventory based on shelf space Fadd5 (see above: Radd18) Simple dummy (yes if b=1,

otherwise no)
Changes prices based on demand Fadd6 (see above: Madd1) Simple dummy (yes if b=1,

otherwise no)

Allows certain customers to pay later Fadd7 Do you accept delayed payment from your customers? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Takes interest from customers who pay later Fadd8 Do you charge your customers more for paying later? Simple dummy (yes/no)
Separates household and business finances Fadd9 Do you have separate accounts for your personal Simple dummy (yes/no)

finances (household savings, personal expenses, etc.)
and for your business finances?

Obtained at least one loan in last 12 months Fadd10 In the past 12 months, how many times have you Simple dummy (yes if ≥ 1,
obtained a loan? otherwise no)

Discusses business with family members J1 With whom do you discuss your business most often?
a) Family member
b) Personal friend
c) Business friend in neighborhood
d) Business friend outside of neighborhood
e) Supplier
f) Local official (“Kepala RT/RW/Kelurahan”)
g) Preman
h) No one

Discusses business with business friends J2 (see above: J1) Simple dummy (yes if c=1
OR d=1, otherwise no)

Discusses business matters with anyone J3 (see above: J1) Simple dummy (yes if a=1, X

otherwise no)
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Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

Discusses business sales J4 What kind of business topics do you discuss with other Simple dummy (yes if a=1,
people? otherwise no)

a) Sales
b) Selling price
c) Best-selling products
d) Discounts
e) Promotion, marketing, advertizing
f) Government funding
g) Other financing opportunities
h) Arisan (“ROSCAs”)
i) Supplier(s)
j) Purchasing prices
k) New brands or products
l) Business practices
m) Business plan
n) Market trends
o) Business rumors
p) Security-related issues
q) Most profitable products
r) Assets owned
s) New assets
t) Others

Discusses selling prices J5 (see above: J4) Simple dummy (yes if b=1,
otherwise no)

Discusses best-selling products J6 (see above: J4) Simple dummy (yes if c=1,
otherwise no)

Discusses financing opportunities J7 (see above: J4) Simple dummy (yes if f=1
OR g=1, otherwise no)

Discusses buying prices J8 (see above: J4) Simply dummy (yes if j=1,
otherwise no)

Discusses business practices J9 (see above: J4) Simply dummy (yes if l=1,
otherwise no)

Discusses business plan J10 (see above: J4) Simple dummy (yes if m=1,
otherwise no)
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Best
Name of the Practice Label Survey question Definition Practices

Joint decisions on business sales J11 What kind of business decisions do you make with other Simple dummy(yes if =1,
people? otherwise no)

a) Sales
b) Selling price
c) Best-selling products
d) Discounts
e) Promotion, marketing, advertizing
f) Government funding
g) Other financing opportunities
h) Arisan (“ROSCAs”)
i) Supplier(s)
j) Purchasing prices
k) New brands or products
l) Business practices
m) Business plan
n) Market trends
o) Business rumors
p) Security-related issues
q) Most profitable products
r) Assets owned
s) New assets
t) Others

Joint decisions on selling prices J12 (see above: J11) Simple dummy (yes if b=1,
otherwise no)

Joint decisions on best-sellers J13 (see above: J11) Simple dummy (yes if c=1,
otherwise no)

Joint decisions on financing J14 (see above: J11) Simple dummy (yes if f=1
opportunities OR g=1, otherwise no)
Joint decisions on buying prices J15 (see above: J11) Simple dummy (yes if j=1,

otherwise no)
Joint decisions on new products J16 (see above: J11) Simple dummy (yes if k=1, X

otherwise no)
Joint decisions on business J17 (see above: J11) Simple dummy (yes if l=1, X

practices otherwise no)
Joint decisions on business plan J18 (see above: J11) Simple dummy (yes if m=1,

otherwise no)
Notes: This table presents all the business practices that were measured in the baseline and the endline surveys. Column 1 shows the
practice short-name used in our analysis. Column 2 shows the practices label. Column 3 presents the exact questions asked in the surveys
to measure each practices. Column 4 shows the way each practice was defined for the analysis and Column 5 shows whether the practice
was selected as best practice.

Table C.3
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APPENDIX

D
Appendix: Additional Study

and Project Material

D.1 Sampling Protocol
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1. In the order given by the randomized list of selected villages, move into a village by
approaching the respective head of the village.

2. Obtain a list of all communities within the respective village and their boundaries.

3. Generate a second list that contains these communities in random order.

4. Move into a village according to the randomized list and, within each village, ap-
proach the owner of every shop that satisfies the following criteria:

(a) The shop is at a distance of at least 30 meters to any other shop already listed.

(b) The shop is not a mere handcart or not otherwise easily moved.

(c) The shop is at least 4 m
2 in size

(d) The shop offers products from at least 2 product categories out of the following
list:

i. Perishables (vegetables, fruits, eggs, rice, etc.)

ii. Pre-packaged food

iii. Soft-drinks and packaged drinks

iv. Snacks

v. Tobacco

vi. Medicine

vii. Cleaning products

viii. Personal care

ix. DIY products

(e) The shop owner professes an aspiration to grow their business.

5. Conditional upon the shop owner consenting, conduct the interview.

6. Within the respective community, continue interviewing the owners of all shops that
satisfy above mentioned criteria.

7. If at any time the number of shops interviewed within the respective village equals
or exceeds 67, continue interviewing all shops within the communities already moved
into, but do not begin sampling in any new community within that village.

8. If and when the total number of shops interviewed equals or exceeds 2000, continue
interviewing all shops within the village until the number of shops interviewed within
the respective village equals or exceeds 67, in which case you continue interviewing
all shops within the communities already moved into, but do not move into any new
community within that village (just as outlined above).

Table D.1: Protocol of the Sampling Procedure
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APPENDIX D. APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL STUDY AND PROJECT
MATERIAL

D.2 Experimental Design

Total Sample

1301 firms

Control Handbooks

261 firms 1040 firms

Returns to Adoption Framing

Positive Negative

520 firms 520 firms

Role Model Movie

Yes No Yes No

260 firms 260 firms 260 firms 260 firms

Counseling Assistance

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130

firms firms firms firms firms firms firms firms

Table D.2: Experimental Design of Treatment and Control Groups
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FIGURE 1: STUDY TIMELINE

Qualitative interviews Sep 2015

Qualitative interviews

Pre-selection of role models

Listing Jan 2016

Listing pilot

Firm listing
Baseline Feb 2016

Baseline pilot

Mar 2016

Baseline data collection
Apr 2016

Intervention May 2016 Handbook preparation
Shooting of the movie

Staff training for assistance
Jun 2016

Jul 2016

Aug 2016

Sep 2016 Intervention pilot

Oct 2016

Handbook distribution
1st - 2nd movie screenings 1st assistance

Nov 2016 3rd - 4th movie screenings 2nd assistance

Endline Apr 2017

Endline pilot

Endline data collectionMay 2017

Notes: This figure explains the timeline of study. Each phase of study is differentiated by

line colors. For movie screenings, only kelurahans with low attendance that held third and

fourth movie screenings.

D.3 Project Timeline

Figure D.1
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